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SECTION 1. AVIATION
including books from the libraries of Douglas Bader and “Laddie” Lucas.
1. [AITKEN (Group Captain Sir Max)]. LARIOS (Captain José, Duke of Lerma). Combat over

Spain. Memoirs of a Nationalist Fighter Pilot 1936–1939.
Portrait frontispiece, illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, pictorial dust jacket.
London, Neville Spearman. nd (1966).

£80

A presentation copy, inscribed on the half title page ‘To Group Captain Sir Max
AitkenDFC. DSO. Let us pray that the high ideals we fought for, with such fervent
enthusiasm and sacrifice, may never be allowed to perish or be forgotten. With my
warmest regards. Pepito Lerma. May 1968’.
From the dust jacket: ‘“Combat over Spain” is one of the few first-hand accounts of
the Spanish Civil War, and is the only one published in England to be written from the
Nationalist point of view’. Lerma was a bomber and fighter pilot for the duration of the
war, flying 278 missions. Aitken, the son of Lord Beaverbrook, joined the RAFVR in 1935,
and flew Blenheims and Hurricanes, shooting down 14 enemy aircraft. Dust jacket just
creased at the head and tail of the spine.
A formidable Vic formation – Bader, Deere, Malan.
2. [BADER (Group Captain Douglas)]. DEERE (Group Captain Alan C.) DOWDING Air Chief

Marshal, Lord), foreword. Nine Lives.
Portrait frontispiece, illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, pictorial price-clipped
dust jacket. London, Hodder & Stoughton. 1959.

£750

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper to the limbless fighter
aceDouglas Bader. ‘Douglas, I may disagree on tactics, but I am proud to have been
associated with you in those hectic days. In admiration “Al” June 1959’, under neath
which is an annotation from Group Captain “Sailor” Malan: ‘I concur heartily “Sailor‘’’.
There are occasional pencil markings to blocks of text which may be by Bader, particularly
on the pages where Deere discusses tactics, indicating his antipathy to Bader’s theory of
the ‘Big Wing’, referred to in the inscription.
Of the band of New Zealanders flying with the RAF during the Second World War,
Deere stood out as one of the bravest and most successful who served continuously from
the beginning of the war until 1943, by which time his official score was destroyed 22,
probables 10, damaged 18. He survived being shot down 7 times, a collision with a
German fighter, a bailing out, and being shot up on the ground while attempting to take
off.
Sailor Malan was a South African who joined the RAF in 1935, becoming one of the
most successful aces of the Second World War, famous for his fearless aggression, and
his deep thinking over tactics. He early abandoned the traditional Vic formation,
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favouring the looser style of the so called ‘Four Finger’ formation, copied from the
Germans. He developed a set of ten simple rules for air fighting, copies of which were
posted up in many an airfield. He was for a while Station Commander at Biggin Hill, one
of the most famous of the fighter bases in the war, where Deere served under him. Malan
eventually retired to South Africa to be a farmer, and a strong anti-apartheid campaigner.
The legendary Douglas Bader was one of the top scoring fighter aces of the Second
World War, a feat made doubly impressive by the loss of his legs in a flying accident in
1931, and the fact that he achieved such a high score in a short time. Having in 1941
collided with an enemy fighter over France he was taken prisoner, and made a nuisance
of himself with his numerous attempts at escape, which caused him to be locked up in
Colditz prison for the rest of the war. After the war he became a businessman in the oil
industry, and did much work on behalf of charities for the disabled.
A few pencil markings in the text, loosely inserted a scrap of paper noting the
markings, spine creased, slightly stained at the head and tail, dust jacket rubbed on the
folds and edges, nicked and torn at the head of the spine.
3. [BADER (Group Captain Douglas)]. [DOOLITTLE (Lt.-General James H.)]. THOMAS

(Lowell). JABLONSKI (Edward). Doolittle. A Biography.
Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., quarter black cloth over red boards, pictorial dust
jacket. New York, Doubleday. 1976.

£250

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To Douglas Bader. In
deepappreciation for his fine friendship thru the years. Jim Doolittle. Aug.10th. 79’.
From the dust jacket: ‘Jim Doolittle and aviation grew up with the 20th century. He
made the first transcontinental flight that took less than 24 hours; he was the first
American to fly the Andes; he received one of the first PhDs in aeronautical engineering.
He worked on techniques and instruments for blind flights, and for longer and faster ones.
He won countless awards for his breath taking stunt flying and he was a three star
Lieutenant-General by the end of World War II. Eisenhower and Churchill respected him
not only for the daring Tokyo Raid, which he led, but also for his ideas on military strategy’.
After the war both men worked for Shell, Doolittle in oil, and Bader at Shell Aviation.
Dust jacket slightly creased at the head of the spine, a fine copy.
4. [BADER (Group Captain Douglas)]. DOUGLAS (Marshal of the RAF W. Sholto). Years of

Combat. Years of Command.
Two volumes. Illustrations, cartographic endpapers to volume one. First editions.
8vo., cloth, dust jackets. London, Collins. 1963, 1966.

£400

The first volume, ‘Years of Combat’, inscribed on the title page ‘To Douglas Bader – with
my regards Sholto Douglas’, the second volume, co-authored by Robert Wright, is
inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘For Henry. With fond love and very best wishes
from Hazel and Katherine Sholto’s wife and daughter 11th March 1971’, “and Katherine”
being in a different hand. Loosely inserted in the second volume a substantial 2 page TLS
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to Douglas from Robert Wright, dated 10th August 1959, going into considerable detail
about the facts of a mission to drop spare artificial legs to Douglas Bader after he had
been shot down over France, in particular repeating the memories of Bader’s fellow aces
Johnny Kent and Johnnie Johnson and suggesting Douglas tells the story in this book. The
story duly appears, including the interesting detail that the RAF and their German
enemies kept a radio channel open between them, mainly to alert each other to airmen
downed in the sea. Douglas says he was telephoned by Churchill about this, Churchill
accusing Douglas of fraternising with the enemy, Douglas standing up for himself,
pointing out that the mission shot down several Bf.109s, which was ‘not very fraternal’.
Douglas was a fighter pilot in the Great War, after which for a while he worked as a
test pilot for Handley Page, before joining the RAF in 1920 where he rose through the
ranks. At the beginning of the Second World War there were serious disagreements
between the most senior officers in the RAF over tactics, Douglas and Trafford
LeighMallory wanting to confront the approaching German Air Force in large formations
further away from the coast, while Keith Park and Hugh Dowding wanted to fight in
smaller groups, which they reasoned were quicker to react. Douglas won the argument,
Dowding and Park were dismissed, and it was Douglas who became head of Fighter
Command, where he put the tactic, called the ‘Big Wing’ theory, in to immediate practice.
One of the most enthusiastic proponents of the Big Wing theory was the presentee,
Douglas Bader, who is credited by many as the originator of the tactic. In 1943 Douglas
was appointed the Commander-in-Chief of the RAF in the Middle East for a year, after
which he was tasked as Commander-in-Chief of Coastal Command with planning the
preparations for D-Day. Both dust jackets slightly rubbed.
Bader to Sholto Douglas.
5.

6.

[BADER (Group Captain Douglas)]. BRICKHILL (Paul). Reach for the Sky.
Portrait frontispiece, illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, pictorial dust jacket.
London, Collins. 1954.

£300

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper by Bader to his former C inC
‘To Sholto – from Douglas Bader 15/3/54’.
Sholto Douglas was head of Fighter Command when Bader was flying Spitfires in the
Battle of Britain, the two airmen being in complete agreement over tactics, particularly
the ‘Big Wing’ theory, which favoured massing aircraft as far out as possible to confront
the enemy before they could cross the coast. There was, and still is, considerable
controversy over the merits or otherwise of this tactic. The most common disagreements
were that the wing took too long to assemble, and reduced the capability of the RAF to
defend against multiple attacks in different places, and was too easily bounced.
A
very successful film was made of this book, starring Kenneth More as Bader.
Front hinge split but holding, dust jacket browned, slight wear to the head of the spine.
[BADER (Group Captain Douglas)]. LUCAS (Wing Commander Laddie). Flying Colours.
The Epic Story of Douglas Bader.
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Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, pictorial dust jacket. London, Hutchinson.
1981.

£100

Signed by subject and author on the title page ‘Douglas Bader 27/10/81’, ‘Laddie Lucas’.
Douglas Bader was one of the top scoring fighter aces of the Second World War, a feat
made doubly impressive by the loss of his legs in a flying accident in 1931, and the fact
that he achieved such a high score in a short time. Having in 1941 collided with an enemy
fighter over France he was taken prisoner, and made a nuisance of himself with his
numerous attempts at escape, which caused him to be locked up in Colditz prison for the
rest of the war. After the war he became a businessman in the oil industry, and did much
work on behalf of charities for the disabled.
Laddie Lucas, a world class golfer, post war Conservative MP and author, was a
wartime fighter ace, flying Spitfires and Mosquitos, distinguishing himself in the Battle of
Malta as Commander of 249 Squadron. As a fighter pilot Lucas was influenced by Bader’s
favourite technique of diving on the enemy from the sun with the advantage of height
and speed. They also had more in common than tactics, Lucas being married to Bader’s
wife Thelma’s sister. A fine copy.
A Squadron of Famous Names.
7.

[BADER (Group Captain Douglas)], et al. MASON (Francis K.) . Battle over Britain.
Numerous photographs, also colour and tone illustrations by Michael P. Roffe. First edition.
8vo., buckram gilt, dust jacket. London, McWhirter Twins/Alban Books.
1969.
£500
This book was purchased by Flight Lieutenant Paul Hern at the Royal Air Force Museum
at Hendon while on secondment. His office was next to that of Bob Stanford-Tuck, a
wartime fighter ace, and it occurred to him that he was in an ideal position, with the many
distinguished visitors to the Museum, to have his book autographed by as many of them
as he could persuade. The list is impressive, and includes as well as StanfordTuck, Douglas
Bader, Gus Walker, Sir Barnes Wallis, ‘Bomber’ Harris, Johnnie Johnson, William Reid VC,
7 Battle of Britain pilots, three other fighter pilots, Lettice Curtis, (an ATA ferry pilot),
Margaret Chadwick, (the daughter of the designer of the Lancaster Bomber), Lorne
Campbell VC, and a Sunderland pilot John Burnett.
Dust jacket just nicked at the head of the spine, stained on the reverse.

8.

4

[BADER (Group Captain Douglas)]. SWETTENHAM (John), editor. Valiant Men. Canada’s
Victoria Cross and George Cross Winners.
Illustrations. First edition. Square 4to., cloth, pictorial dust jacket. Toronto, Hakkert.
1973.
£50
A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To Douglas Bader, as a souvenir of his visit to the Canadian War Museum. With much gratitude, very sincerely,
John Swettenham. Ottawa. September 22, 1976’.
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Bader had a strong affinity for Canada, beginning with his wartime command of 242
Squadron, whose pilots were mostly young Canadians, continuing after the war, when he
visited Canada both on business, working for Shell Oil, and also on behalf of his charity,
which helped the limbless, Canada after the war doing much good research on prosthetic
limbs, a subject close to Bader’s heart.
Boards faded on the margins, dust jacket soiled, long tear to the fold of the front panel,
nicked and torn on the edges.
9.

BEINHORN (Elly). Grünspecht wird ein Flieger.
Illustrations in the text and the dust jacket after Hanns Poeppel. First edition. 8vo.,
original red card wrappers, pictorial dust jacket, housed in a folding box. Leipzig,
Breitkopf & Härtel. 1935.
£150
Signed by the author on the front free endpaper.
Beinhorn was a national heroine in her native Germany, famous for her exploits as a
long-distance pilot, setting many records, including the first flight over three continents
in one day.
Rear hinge weak, dust jacket pasted to the spine, one small tear to the top panel, a
large tear up the spine on the lower panel, spotted and lightly soiled.

10. BRABAZON OF TARA (Lord). The Brabazon Story.

Portrait frontispiece. First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London, Heinemann.
1956.

£50

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘“The Author” presents
thisbook to “Juliet” with grateful thanks for all her kindness to him while ill. Brabazon
of Tara, “Brab” 1963’.
Brabazon, sportsman and aviation pioneer, was one of the first British pilots to be
issued with a licence, his carrying the Royal Aero Club certificate Number One. He
achieved various records, including the first to fly a circular mile, and claimed the first
transport flight by carrying a piglet in a waste basket slung from a wing strut. In the Great
War he served in the Royal Flying Corps, and did much to develop the techniques of aerial
photographic reconnaissance. He later served as Minister for Aircraft Production in
Churchill’s wartime government, and after the war was given the task of planning for the
future of civil aviation in Britain.
Dust jacket heavily spotted on the spine, a few spots to the front and rear panels.
11. BROWN(Captain Eric). Wings on my Sleeve.

Illustrations. Second edition. 8vo., cloth, pictorial dust jacket. London, Airlife
Publications. (1978). £75 Signed on the front free endpaper ‘With Best Wishes Eric M.
Brown’. Eric “Winkle” Brown, who died aged 97 as this catalogue was being produced,
was undoubtedly the greatest test pilot in the history of aviation, who flew 487
different types of aircraft, and made 2407 deck landings on aircraft carriers, both world
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records. He could fly gliders, fighters, bombers, airliners, amphibians, flying boats and
helicopters, and aircraft powered by every known form of propellant. An excellent copy.
12. [CHESHIRE (Group Captain Leonard)]. BRADDON (Russell). Cheshire V.C. A Study of War

and Peace.
Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London, Evans Brothers Ltd.
1954.

£100

Inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘With best wishes, Leonard Cheshire’.
Cheshire was one of the RAF’s greatest airmen, a superb planner with a contempt for
danger, who combined extraordinary determination and luck in managing to survive the
entire war unscathed, earning himself a VC. He accepted a demotion to be able to take
command of 617 Squadron, known as the Dambusters, leading from the front, taking part
in almost every operation by the Squadron. At the end of the war he was the official British
observer when a nuclear bomb was dropped on Nagasaki. He was invalided out of the
RAF in 1946 after a severe bout of tuberculosis. After a few unsuccessful attempts to
involve himself in the welfare of the physically and mentally handicapped, he set up
Cheshire Homes, which to this day never turn away any disabled person who is unable to
make their way in life without help.
Spine faded, dust jacket, probably a later addition, slightly nicked at the head and tail of
the spine.
13. CHICHESTER (Francis). Solo to Sydney.

Portrait frontispiece, illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, pictorial dust jacket.
London, John Hamilton Ltd. (1930).

£100

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘C.H. Daniels with
kindestregards Francis Chichester. Dec 1936’. Loosely inserted a newspaper clipping on
Chichester, and a typed note on headed notepaper of Francis Chichester Ltd thanking
someone for their good wishes.
Chichester was a self-confessed “mug pilot” with only 5 months experience when he
flew his Gypsy Moth from England to Sydney, only the second such solo flight to Australia.
Many years later he achieved lasting fame and a knighthood when he sailed solo round
the world, Sydney being his only stop on that journey. He said “I hate being frightened,
but even more I detest being prevented by fright. I sail because it intensifies life”. The last
phrase was later appropriated by Edward Heath, British Prime Minister and yachtsman.
Spine faded, back board scratched, dust jacket soiled, slightly worn at the head of the
spine.
14. CHICHESTER (Francis). The Spotter’s Handbook.
Illustrations. First edition. Small 8vo., cloth, pictorial dust jacket. London, George
Allen and Unwin. 1941.
£100
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A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To P.V. Steadman with
bestwishes and grateful appreciation for assistance in the preparation of this book.
From Francis Chichester Jan 1941’.
Before Chichester achieved fame as the first person to sail around the world
singlehanded by the old clipper route, he was a record-breaking pilot in the 1930s, and a
brilliant navigator, instructing navigation during the war at the Empire Central Flying
School. His was the manual which guided many a fighter pilot on missions across Europe
and back.
A
few stains to the boards, corners bumped, dust jacket torn at the head of
thespine, large triangular piece missing from the front flap corner, paragraph from the
back flap cut out and pasted to the title page.
15. CLOSTERMANN (Pierre). The Big Show. Some Experiences of a French Fighter Pilot in

the R.A.F.
Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, pictorial dust jacket. London, Chatto and
Windus. 1951.

£100

Translated by Oliver Berthoud. Signed on the title page ‘Pierre Clostermann’. Clostermann
joined the Free French Airforce in 1940, but was soon transferred to the RAF, where he
flew Spitfires and the mighty Hawker Tempest. He flew over 420 sorties and survived to
tell the tale, in later life occasionally having to defend himself against claims that his
account of ‘kills’ was exaggerated.
Newspaper clipping loosely inserted, dust jacket just nicked at the head and tail of the
spine, with slight loss at the tail.
16. COBHAM (Sir Alan). Australia and Back.

Illustrations. Reprint. 8vo., pictorial cloth, housed in a custom made folding box.
London, A & C Black. 1927.

£220

A presentation copy, inscribed opposite the half title page ‘With memories of July 1926–
Hot Day 120 degrees in the shade. – Days of great adversity + the loss of Elliott.
However we got through + came back, so I give you my motto “Keep on Flying”
Sincerely Alan J. Cobham’. Inscribed to Squadron Leader D.E. Stodart, who has inscribed
his name and address on the half title page, adding an inscription leaving this book to
his son, then festooning this same page and the rear endpapers with doggerel of his
own invention. Pages 26–31 recount the story of Cobham and Stodart. During the flight
to Australia Cobham’s engineer, A.B. Elliott was shot and wounded as the plane flew
over Basra. Cobham landed but Elliott had by then died. Stodart flew with Cobham to
the area where the shooting occurred and helped to find the culprit. Pages 28 and 29
are annotated by Stodart with his version of the event. Loosely inserted a TLS from
Cobham to Stodart, marked COPY, dated 16–5–25, thanking him for a letter, briefly
discussing a route across the Middle East, and praising Stodart for his work in the
region. Cobham was one of the most intrepid aviators of the inter war period,
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specialising in long distance flights, and bringing the possibilities of air travel and the
thrill of flying to the British public with his daring air shows, called his ‘Flying Circus’.
Pasted to the title page a card on which is pasted a newspaper clipping on Stodart’s
retirement, book label of Foyles pasted to the front pastedown, which itself is
gluestained, both outer hinges broken, the backstrip just attached, front board spotted
and soiled, back board badly damp-stained and creased, head of the spine very rubbed
with some loss.
17. [CUNNINGHAM (Group Captain John)]. RAWNSLEY (C.F.) WRIGHT (Robert). Night

Fighter.
Map, illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, pictorial price-clipped dust jacket.
London, Collins. 1957.

£150

Signed on the title page ‘John Cunningham’, known as “Cat’s Eyes” for his exploits as a
successful night fighter pilot in the Second World War. He was of course guided by the
new invention of airborne radar, but it was announced that his skill was down to a diet of
carrots, the vitamin A therein giving Cunningham the vision of a cat. Cunningham was a
modest fellow and disliked the nickname, but understood the necessity for disguising the
use of radar. After the war he returned to his former role of test pilot for De Havilland,
and later flew commercial airliners. One of the co-authors, “Jimmy” Rawnsley, was
Cunningham’s radar navigator.
Signed bookplate to the front pastedown of Derek Mason, a commercial pilot who flew
for BOAC and British Airways. An excellent copy, minimal wear to the head of the dust
jacket, repaired on the reverse.
18. [DOUGLAS (Marshal of the RAF W. Sholto)]. DORMAN (Geoffrey). Fifty Years FlyPast.

Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, pictorial dust jacket. London, Forbes
Robertson Ltd. 1951.

£100

A presentation copy, inscribed to Sholto Douglas on the front free endpaper ‘To Sholto.
We’ve known each other now for forty years, and it don’t seem a day too much! (to me,
at any rate) from Geoffrey Dorman 30 May 1951.’.
Dorman herein remembers Douglas from 1910 as one of his fellows in Tonbridge School
O.T.C as Sergeant W.S. Douglas.
Geoffrey Dorman served with the R.F.C during the Great War, where he made the
acquaintance of Oswald Mosley. After the war he became an editor for The Aeroplane
and the British Union of Fascists newspaper Action for which he wrote the aviation
column using the pseudonym ‘Blackbird’. On the rear panel of the dust jacket it states
that he held the distinction of having been spanked by Wilbur Wright.
Spine faded, dust jacket nicked and torn along the top edge.
19. [DOUGLAS (Marshal of the RAF W. Sholto)]. KENNINGTON (Eric). Drawing the R.A.F.
A Book of Portraits introduced by Sir Ronald Storrs. Portrait frontispiece of the artist,
54 plates, of which four are in colour and tipped-in. First edition. 8vo., cloth,
8
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pictorial dust jacket. London, Oxford University Press. 1942.

£200

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper to Sholto Douglas ‘Given to the
C in C with great pleasure by Eric H. Kennington’, following the instructions pencilled to
the front flap of the dust jacket ‘send to Air Marshal Sir Sholto Douglas Fighter Command
Stanmore’. On page 20 is an inked annotation at the foot of the page, in an unknown
hand: the annotated sentence reads ‘When a very senior officer pressed him thrice to
sketch some of the brilliant uniformed ladies working in his camp Kennington answered
briefly that he never re-painted, or over-painted’, the annotation reading ‘Accurate
conversation between Storrs and Kennington, E.H.K: “That is not what I said to the C.in
C”. Storrs: “But don’t you wish you had said it?”.’. Kennington’s portrait of Douglas is not
included among the illustrations, the original, which Douglas said he always liked, is in the
collection of the Imperial War Museum.
Dust jacket browned and rubbed, lacking a small piece at the head of the spine.
20. [DOUGLAS (Marshal of the RAF W. Sholto)]. ORDE (Captain Cuthbert). Pilots of Fighter

Command. Sixty Four Portraits.
Illustrations by Cuthbert Orde. First edition. 4to. quarter blue cloth over tan cloth
boards. London, George G. Harrap. 1942.
£400
A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper to Sholto Douglas, who
contributes a foreword ‘18 Sep 1942 Dear Sir Sholto. Here at last is “The Book”. I give it
to you with the greatest pleasure + in most genuine gratitude for The Foreword. Cuthbert
Orde’.
Orde was himself a pilot, serving in the R.F.C. in the second half of the Great War, his
profession thereafter that of artist. He is most well known for this series of portraits of
RAF pilots of the Second World War, which includes many of the famous aces, such as
Douglas Bader, Bob Stanford-Tuck, Sailor Malan, and others. Boards stained on the lower
edges, corners bumped.
21. [DOUGLAS (Marshal of the RAF W. Sholto)]. RAWNSLEY (C.F.) WRIGHT (Robert). Night

Fighter.
Map, illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, pictorial dust jacket. London, Collins.
1957.

£150

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘For Sholto Douglas. Under
whose command I served during the war both at home and abroad. Out of that came a
valued friendship. Robert Wright. March, 1957’.
Wright was a much travelled journalist, who when war broke out was in Hollywood
writing for both radio and film. He joined the RAF, and was Personal Assistant to both
Lord Dowding, Officer Commanding Fighter Command, and his successor Sholto Douglas.
He volunteered for operational flying thereafter as a radar navigator, until he was
involved in a crash and badly burned. After the war he was Personal Staff Officer to
Douglas, who had been appointed Military Governor of the British Zone in occupied
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Germany. He published a biography of Dowding in 1969, strongly defending Dowding’s
role in the Battle of Britain, after the proponents of ‘Big Wing’ tactics, which Dowding
disagreed with, did their best to demolish his reputation.
Head of the spine bumped, dust jacket nicked and rubbed at the head and tail of the
spine.
22. [DOUGLAS (Marshal of the RAF W. Sholto)]. ROTHENSTEIN (Sir William). Men of the

R.A.F.
Illustrated with drawings after Sir William Rothenstein. First edition. 8vo., cloth.
London, Oxford University Press. 1942.

£100

A presentation copy, inscribed on a scrap of paper pasted to the front free endpaper ‘For
Air Chief Marshal Sir Wm Sholto Douglas, whose active sympathy is gratefully
remembered, from Wm Rothenstein 4.9.42’. Boards a touch used.
23. [DOUGLAS (Marshal of the RAF W. Sholto)]. WORTLEY (Rothesay Stuart). Letters from a

Flying Officer.
Photogravure portrait frontispiece. First edition. Small 8vo., half red cloth over black
cloth boards. London, Oxford University Press. 1928.
£80
From the library of Sholto Douglas, with a printed prize label to the front pastedown
inscribed ‘Wing Comdr W.S.Douglas. M.C. D.F.C. for R.M. Groves Memorial Essays 1928’.
Boards rubbed and scratched, tail of spine worn and soiled.
24. DUKE (Neville). LANCHBERY. (Edward). ‘Sound Barrier’. The Story of High Speed Flight.

Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, pictorial dust jacket. London, Cassell.
1953.

£50

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To Mr. Broad. With best wishes
Neville Duke’.
Neville Duke was the RAF’s top fighter ace in the Mediterranean theatre in the war,
with 27 kills to his name, after which he became chief test pilot for Hawker Aviation,
where he helped to develop the Hawker Hunter, Britain’s first supersonic fighter aircraft,
in which Duke set the world speed record in 1953.
Dust jacket lightly soiled, nicked and torn on the edges.
25. DUKE (Neville). MITCHELL (Alan W.) Test Pilot.

Illustrations. First edition, second impression. 8vo., cloth, pictorial dust jacket.
London, Allan Wingate. 1953.

£150

A presentation copy, inscribed on the title page ‘To Brian with best wishes Neville Duke’,
also signed by Bill Bedford, chief test pilot at Hawker Siddeley, Donald Lucey, chief test pilot
for Gloster Aviation, Frank Bullen, test pilot for Hawker Siddeley, and Frank Murphy, also a
Hawker test pilot. It is possible that the presentee is Brian Kingcome, like Duke a flying ace
from the war, who was CO of Duke’s squadron, 92 Squadron, which had the most success
10
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in the Battle of Britain. Duke, the top scoring fighter ace in the Mediterranean theatre in
the war, went on to become one of the most accomplished test pilots of the post war years,
in 1953 breaking the world speed record in a Hawker Hunter.
Boards spotted and stained, dust jacket very slightly nicked at the head of the spine,
loosely inserted a newspaper clipping about Duke.
26. DUKE (Neville). MITCHELL (Alan W.) Test Pilot.

Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London, Allan Wingate.
1953.

£50

Inscribed on the half title page “With all my love Neville”.
Loosely inserted a newspaper obituary of Duke and the two battered end flaps of the
absent dust jacket; some foxing, spine faded.
27. EARHART (Amelia). 20 hrs. 40 min. Our Flight in the Friendship.

Frontispiece, illustrations. First edition, second printing, endpapers printed with a
facsimile of Earhart’s Log Book from this flight. 8vo., cloth. New York, G.P. Putnam’s
Sons. 1928.
£750
A presentation copy, inscribed on the reverse of the frontispiece ‘To Kitty, Amelia W.
Earhart’, underneath which is inscribed in a different hand ‘To Vincent from Aunt Kitty
G.’.
The title refers to the duration of the flight in which, as a passenger, Earhart became
the first woman to cross the Atlantic by air, a feat which she repeated as a solo pilot in
1932, setting a new speed record. In 1935 she flew solo from Hawaii to the American
mainland, making her the first person to solo both the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. In 1937
she attempted to fly around the world at the equator, but disappeared, assumed lost at
sea.
Boards scratched and rubbed, spine lettering faded.
28. EARHART (Amelia). 20 hrs. 40 min. Our Flight in the Friendship.

Frontispiece, illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, pictorial dust jacket, endpapers
printed with a facsimile of Earhart’s Log Book from this flight. New York, G.P.
Putnam’s Sons. 1928.
£1,500
A presentation copy, inscribed on the reverse of the frontispiece ‘To Bertram Thomas
with appreciation of his ideas on women explorers Amelia Earhart 1932’. The inscription
slightly offset to the leaf opposite. Bertram Thomas sent Earhart a congratulatory
telegram after her successful solo flight across the Atlantic in 1932.
Thomas, an English Civil Servant and explorer, made the first recorded crossing by a
European of ‘The Empty Quarter’, Arabia’s vast Rub Al Khali desert, in 1930.
T.E. Lawrence said of his achievement “We cannot know the first man who walked the
inviolate earth for newness’ sake; but Thomas is the last.”
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A fine copy, the lettering on the spine slightly faded, the head of the spine minimally
rubbed, dust jacket torn at the head of the spine with 4cm piece missing, 5cm piece
missing from the top cover.
29. EMBRY (Air Chief Marshal Sir Basil). RICHARDSON (Anthony). Wingless Victory.

Portrait frontispiece, illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, pictorial price-clipped
dust jacket. London, Odhams Press. (1950).

£200

Signed on the frontispiece ‘B.E.Embry 15 Jan, 1951’.
At the beginning of the war Embry was an aggressive and successful pilot, flying
Blenheims. He was however shot down over France in 1940, and after his capture became
a serial escaper. On his first recapture he was held prisoner in a barn, but killed one of his
3 Wehrmacht captors with his bare hands, took his rifle, and dispatched the other two.
He then operated on his wounded leg, extracting perspex fragments. He set off to walk
to Paris, some 125 miles, was arrested again, but was able to persuade his interrogators
that he was an IRA operative wanted for a bombing in London. He was released after
proving his story by speaking Gaelic, although he in fact asked for a whiskey sour in Urdu.
He made it to Paris, where he witnessed Hitler on his tour of the conquered city, met a
fellow escapee, and between them they manufactured two bicycles and cycled to Spain,
making it from there back to England, where he returned to operational flying.
Dust jacket rubbed on the edges.
30. GRAHAME-WHITE (Claude). HARPER (Harry). Air Power. Naval, Military, Commercial.

Portrait frontispiece, with tissue guard, illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth.
London, Chapman and Hall Ltd. 1917.

£650

A fine association copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To. Major General SirDavid
Henderson. With the Author’s compliments. Claude Grahame-White. April 1917.’.
Henderson can truly be called the father of the Royal Air Force. A career soldier,
wounded at the Siege of Ladysmith, he learned to fly in 1911, and was quick to realise the
potential of the aeroplane for military purposes. In 1914 he was already Director of
Military Aeronautics when he took command of the Royal Flying Corps in France, a post
he held until 1917, the RAF being formed a year later. From the RAF Museum website on
Sir David Henderson: “the fact is that it was he who among General Officers realised the
vital importance of Military Aviation, and took steps to set up a separate corps to develop
the new arm. Whether as a third service or as branches of the senior service, British air
power will always owe its first debt of gratitude to him. As an adversary he was to be
respected and feared, as a man he was to be respected and admired”.
Grahame-White was a record breaking pioneer of British Aviation, the first Briton to
hold a certificate of proficiency as an aviator (albeit a French one), set up the first British
Flying School, toured America, gave H.G.Wells his first experience of flight, and won the
Gordon Bennett trophy, all before 1914. He also did the first night flight, established
Hendon Aerodrome, where he set up his own design and manufacturing company, and
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made the first mail delivery by air. He quickly foresaw the possibilities of aeroplanes for
warfare, and did his best to alert the Government of the potential dangers. He spent most
of the Great War superintending the carrying out of Government contracts for building
aeroplanes. After the war he had protracted legal battles with the Government over
money owing to him, and lost interest in aviation, becoming a successful property
developer.
Head of the spine nicked twice, otherwise a fine copy.
31. GRONAU (Wolfgang von). Im Grönland=Wal.

Portrait frontispiece, double page map, illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth. Berlin,
Verlag Reimar Hobbing. 1933.
£50
A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To Miss Delphine Reynoldsas
a memento of our flight in Do J Wolfgang v Gronau’.
Gronau was a naval aviator in the Great War, after which he became a specialist in
flying boats. The ‘Grönland Wal’ (Greenland Whale), was a Dornier Do J Wal, which had a
remarkable history. Polar explorer Roald Amundsen had escaped death in it during a
failed attempt to reach the North Pole in 1925 and it was also the aircraft which Irish
aviator Frank Courtney had nearly perished in while adrift in the middle of the Atlantic
after an engine fire in 1928, Gronau completing a round the world flight in it in 1932.
Gronau was one of the pioneers of commercial aviation, exploring routes across the
Atlantic to America, his preferred method being the use of Greenland as a stop off point.
Delphine Reynolds was a pilot who, like Gronau, flew seaplanes, her greatest exploit
being a flight, with her co-pilot W.G. Pudney, from England to Cape Town in her father’s
Blackburn Bluebird.
Boards faded and sunned, head and tail of the spine nicked, corners bumped.
32. [HANDLEY-PAGE (Sir Frederick)]. LISIEWICZ (M.), et al. Destiny Can Wait. The Polish Air

Force in the Second World War.
Foreword by Marshal of the R.A.F. Viscount Portal of Hungerford. Coloured plates,
photographs, drawings by Felix Topolski. First edition. 8vo., cloth, pictorial priceclipped dust jacket. London, Heinemann. 1949.
£100
Inscribed on the second front free endpaper in an unknown neat hand ‘To Sir Frederick
Handley-Page, Kt. C.B.E., F.R.aeS., with gratitude and appreciation of your very generous
support given to the Polish Air Force Association’, signed “A.Rayski”, ‘President.
Christmas, 1955.’. L.A. Rayski was President of the PAFA twice, including from 1954 to
1958. He was Commander of the Polish Air Force from 1926 to 1939.
Handley Page founded the first British aircraft manufacturer in 1909, during the Great
War building a two-engined bomber capable of carrying 1800 pounds of bombs. His four
engined bomber, with a 3 ton bomb load capability, was too late to be used when the war
ended. After the war he founded a transport company which became Imperial Airways,
for which he built the Heracles, the first 40 seat airliner. He turned again to building
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bombers at the start of the Second World War, resulting in the Halifax. In later years the
company built the Handley Page Victor, a four engined jet bomber, which formed part of
Britain’s nuclear deterrent.
Dust jacket nicked and rubbed at the margins, browned at the top of the spine, head of
spine panel repaired on the reverse.
33. HARRIS (Marshal of the RAF Sir Arthur). Bomber Offensive.

Cartographic endpapers. First US edition. 8vo., cloth. New York, Macmillan.
1947.

£350

A presentation copy, inscribed on the half title page ‘To J. Stewart Baker with kindest
regards from the author Arthur. T. Harris M RAF’.
Pinhole to the spine, covers rubbed and worn.
34. HARRIS (Marshal of the RAF Sir Arthur). Bomber Offensive.

Cartographic endpapers. First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London, Collins.
1947.

£350

Signed on the title page ‘Arthur. T. Harris MRAF.’. Signed bookplate to the front
pastedown of Derek Mason, who was in the wartime Transport Command as a member
of the RAFVR. After the war he had a long and successful career as a commercial pilot.
Harris was Commander in Chief of RAF Bomber Command from 1942 until the end of
the war. His reputation ever since has either suffered from vilification, or the praise of
those who believe he helped to shorten the war. He became an advocate of aerial
bombardment as a way of avoiding the attrition of trench warfare early in his career,
having experienced the slaughter of the Great War. The concept of area bombardment
was first suggested by Churchill’s wartime scientific advisor Sir Frederick Lindemann,
Churchill encouraging Harris to adopt the tactic. Those who vilify Harris say that the
resultant deaths of many thousands of German civilians amounted to a war crime. Harris
believed he was operating by the rules of the total war used by the Nazis, and pointed to
the horrendous casualties suffered by the airmen under his command. The debate
continues.
Some small spotting to the spine, back board damp-stained, dust jacket creased from
damp, strengthened on the reverse at the head of the spine, red ink stains to the rear
panel.
Harris bombs Tedder.
35. [HARRIS (Marshal of the RAF Sir Arthur)]. TEDDER (Marshal of the RAF Lord). With

Prejudice. War Memoirs.
Folding graph, maps (5 double page), illustrations, drawings in the text after the author.
First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London, Cassell. 1966. £450
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Bomber Harris’s copy, with his pencil ownership signature ‘Harris’ to the front free
endpaper, and his pencilled comments and markings in the text, most of which he has
indexed on the rear pastedown, reinforcing them in ink.
Loosely inserted an intact first day cover, franked Bomber Command Museum Jersey 19
Nov 81, signed ‘Arthur T. Harris MRAF’, a small photograph of Harris and Tedder studying
a map with a junior officer, and a newspaper clipping containing an article defending
Harris from the smears on his reputation begun by Sir Solly Zuckerman.
Harris’ notes and markings cover some 27 pages and one endpaper, some 12 being
simple markings down the margin, the remaining annotations betraying Harris’ anger
with Tedder. On one page Harris has erased a comment in the lower margin on a
reference to himself ‘Even Harris, who cooperated most loyally’, and in his index has
copied the last three words and added an exclamation mark, and on one of the
illustrations captioned ‘The Tedder Carpet’ he has written ‘Hitting nothing!’. All the
annotations betray considerable anger and exasperation, evidence that Tedder and Harris
did not get on, many of the remarks brief but emphatic: ‘a lie’, ‘rubbish’, ‘nonsense’,
‘another cheap smear’.
Tedder was appointed Deputy Supreme Commander at SHAEF under General
Eisenhower, after a long and distinguished career in the RAF, which began when he saw
service with the RFC in the Great War. In the early years of the Second World War he was
Air Officer Commanding RAF Middle East Command, where he adopted the tactic of area
bombing which became known as the ‘Tedder Carpet’.
Dust jacket nicked and torn at the head and tail of the spine with some small loss,
reinforced on the reverse.
36. HEINKEL (Ernst). He.1000.

Portrait frontispiece, numerous illustrations. First English edition. 8vo., cloth,
pictorial dust jacket. London, Hutchinson. 1956.

£300

Signed by the author on the half title page ‘Ernst Heinkel’ below an inscription in another
hand ‘With best wishes to Mt. Hertz’. Loosely inserted a brief ALS dated 13 February from
a librarian to a Mr. Mizener sending this book.
Boards grubby, the front board badly creased, with some damage to the front
pastedown.
37. HEINKEL (Ernst). He.1000.

Portrait frontispiece, numerous illustrations. First English edition. 8vo., cloth,
pictorial dust jacket. London, Hutchinson. 1956.
£400 Loosely inserted a TLS,
Stuttgart, August 10th, 1956, on his headed paper from the author to Field-Marshal Earl
Alexander of Tunis, ‘Mylord, May I take the liberty of presenting you with a copy of my
book “Stürmisches Leben” which has just been published in England under the title
“He.1000”. Yours faithfully Ernst Heinkel’.
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Heinkel is one of the most famous names in German aviation, the firm being set up in
1922, largely designing and building seaplanes. Heinkel had a passion for speed, and
turned his attention to world speed records, and the development of advanced fighters
and bombers. He built the first jet plane, the He 178, and the first rocket-powered plane,
the He 176. In this book he claims to have sent up his twin jet-engined fighter the He 280
six weeks before the first flight of the RAF’s Gloster-Whittle in 1942. He was a member of
the Nazi Party, and used slave labour, but after his arrest at the end of the war he
convinced the Allies that he had objected to the treatment of his Jewish employees, and
was allowed to continue his business. Dust jacket with two long closed tears to the front
panel.
38. HILLARY (Richard). The Last Enemy.

Reprint, three months after the first. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London, Macmillan.
1942.

£450

Signed in pencil on the front free endpaper ‘Richard Hillary’.
Hillary was only 23 when his life ended in a plane crash, a few months after publication
of ‘The Last Enemy’, a hybrid mixture of autobiography and almost Socratic dialogues
about the nature of war and bravery. He had already suffered terrible injuries when shot
down, his face and hands savaged by tannic acid and flames. He was operated on over
three gruelling months by the great surgeon Sir Archibald Macindoe. The book’s title
comes from 1 Corinthians: “The last enemy to be conquered is death”.
Head of spine minimally spotted, dust jacket nicked at the head of the spine, small hole
to the rear fold, red ink stains to the rear panel.
39. JOHNSON (Group Captain J.E.) BADER (Group Captain Douglas), foreword. Wing Leader.

Portrait frontispiece. Reprint in the same month as the first edition. 8vo., cloth,
pictorial dust jacket. London, Chatto and Windus. 1956.

£250

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper to Sholto Douglas ‘Lord
Douglas of Kirtleside, with best wishes, Johnnie Johnson. 18 Sept 56’. Marshal of the RAF
Sholto Douglas was appointed Officer Commanding Fighter Command after the
Battle of Britain, Johnson missing the battle through injury, so the life of both in Fighter
Command began at roughly the same time, Johnson becoming the Allies top scoring
fighter ace of the war, after which he stayed in the RAF, including flying jets with the US
Air Force in the Korean War.
Boards bumped at the head and tail of the spine, dust jacket rubbed with a few nicks at
the head and tail of the spine.
40. JOHNSON (Group Captain J.E.) BADER (Group Captain Douglas), foreword. GALLAND
(Generalleutnant Adolf), foreword. Kameradschaft der Lüfte.
Illustrations. Reprint. 8vo., cloth, pictorial dust jacket. Zürich, Albert Müller Verlag.
1958.
£250
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Translated by Hubert Zuel from the English edition ‘Wing Leader’, the German title
meaning ‘Comradeship of the Skies’, an interesting change from the distinct
unfriendliness of Johnson’s wartime actions as the Allies top scoring fighter ace. The
change must reflect the fact that many former wartime RAF pilots became friends of their
former foes, evidenced by the inscription here and the similar inscription in another item
in this catalogue from Adolf Galland to Laddie Lucas, both of whom not many years before
were doing their best to kill each other.
A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘L.A. Jarkets, Horrido!
Johnnie. 17th. November 1958’.
‘Horrido’ is a word from the hunting tradition in Germany, adopted by pilots of the
Luftwaffe, rather like the English ‘Tally-Ho!’, although there seems to be a debate about
whether it came to be a victory cry at a kill, or a shout of ‘I have seen my prey, I am going
in for the kill’. The use of it in several items in this catalogue between former enemies
seems rather more amiable, perhaps it became a form of recognition of the mutual
respect afforded by the former adversaries to their new friends. In 1944 the Luftwaffe
published a small illustrated guide called “Horrido” for neophyte pilots, teaching them
fighting skills, such as how to gauge distance before firing, and so on. To keep the pilots
attention, most of the illustrations feature, as well as aeroplanes, semi-naked young
maidens.
Top edge of the boards faded, dust jacket rubbed, nicked and torn at the head and tail
of the spine with some small loss.
41. [JOHNSON (Amy)]. DIXON (Charles). Amy Johnson – Lone Girl Flyer.

Map, illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth. London, Sampson Low, Marston & Co.
nd (1930).
£350
A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To Sir Francis Peek. With
thebest wishes of Amy June 1930’. Sir Francis Peek was a partner in Peek and Winch, a
firm of tea importers based in London and Liverpool, and a member of the biscuit making
firm Peek Freans and Co.
Amy Johnson was 26 years old with only 100 hours experience when she set off in her
Gipsy Moth to fly single handed to Australia. This book details the flight and its dangers,
and the problems Johnson had to overcome before she triumphantly landed in Australia.
Boards spotted, rubbed and stained, some foxing.
42. [JOHNSON (Amy)]. MONK (F.V.) WINTER (H.J.) Aircraft and Flying.

Sixteen half-tone plates and diagrams. First edition. 8vo., cloth. London, Gresham
Publishing Company. nd (1934).
£350 Inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘I
deeply appreciate the high tributes paid to me in this book by its Authors. With kindest
regards to Mr. F.V. Monk from Yours very sincerely, Amy Johnson London 18/4/34’. The
authors do indeed pay tribute to Amy Johnson, the first female pilot to fly solo from
Britain to Australia: ‘There is a name which has the power of bringing instantly to mind
the picture of a tiny plane driven by a solitary being through all the hours of many days,
Maggs Bros Ltd
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over dark, tropical forest, steep riven coasts, lofty mountains, lonely wastes, sharkinfested seas. That name is Amy Johnson.....A twenty-six year old girl, who, with only
100 hours of flying experience, and against the earnest advice of all who knew and
mattered, turned the nose of her Gipsy Moth eastward upon the 10,000 mile trail to
Australia’.
Boards rubbed and spotted, a few paint flecks, top boards stained, rear hinge weak.
43. KENT (Gp.Capt. J.A.) One of the Few.

Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London, William Kimber. 1971.
£80
A presentation copy, inscribed on the title page ‘To Derek Mason. With Every GoodWish
From Johnny Kent 24th October 1973’.
Bookplate to the front pastedown of Derek Mason, who was in the wartime Transport
Command as a member of the RAFVR. After the war he had a long and successful career
as a commercial pilot.
Kent came from Canada to join the RAF, spending some time as flight commander of
303 Squadron, which was staffed almost entirely by Polish airmen, the squadron having
extraordinary success against the German air force, Kent himself accounting for 13
confirmed kills. Kent stayed in the RAF after the war and enjoyed a long career, some of
which he spent as Chief Test Pilot at Farnborough.
44. KINGSFORD SMITH (Charles). The Old Bus.

Portrait frontispiece, illustrations. First edition. Small 8vo., pictorial cloth.
Melbourne, Herald Press. 1932.

£180

A presentation copy, inscribed on the frontispiece ‘To my friend John with my
sincereregards. Charles Kingsford Smith (Smythy)’. Loosely inserted 3 one page TLSs from
Smith to John Straton-Ferrier, one dated 1932, two from 1934, mostly brief responses to
letters. Signature to the front pastedown of John Straton-Ferrier.
Smith and a small crew flew a Fokker monoplane across the Pacific from California to
Brisbane in Smith’s home country, at 3138 miles in 34 and a half hours the longest
nonstop ocean flight on record. In March 1929 Smith and his co-pilot set out to fly to
England from Richmond, Australia, but had to make a forced landing in a swamp in Central
Australia, stranded, lost, and low on food. A search was started, which cost the lives of
two of their pilot friends, and after 13 days they were spotted, and food was dropped.
Eventually they managed to repair their aircraft and were able to fly to safety. Smith
attempted the next year to beat the record for a flight between England and Australia,
but disappeared over the Bay of Bengal.
Boards rubbed, spine faded, a few of the illustrations nicked on the fore edge.
45. KÖHL (Hermann). Bremsklötze Weg! Das Lebensbuch eines Deutschen Fliegers.
Illustrations, cartographic endpapers. Reprint. 8vo., cloth. Hamburg, Deutsches
Leben und Sieben Stäbe-Verlag. 1932.
£50
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Inscribed on the half title page ‘Glück ab! Hermann Köhl’, using a phrase from aviation
circles, used particularly as a battle cry by German military pilots and parachutists.
Köhl saw service as a pilot in the Great War, and after the war went in to commercial
aviation, becoming the head of Deutsche Lufthansa’s night flight service.
3 plates, both endpapers, and one opening disfigured by childish pencil doodles, the
half title page and the page opposite abraded and scuffed.
46. KÖHL (Hermann). FITZMAURICE (James C.) VON HÜNEFELD (E.G. Freiherr). Unser

Ozeanflug. Lebenserinnerungen.
Portrait frontispiece, illustrations. Revised edition. 8vo., cloth. Berlin, Union
Deutsche Verlagsgesellschaft/Luftfahrtverlag. nd, (c.1930).

£80

A presentation copy, briefly inscribed on the front free endpaper, only the name‘Hermann
Köhl’, and the date 8/12 1929 being legible. Pasted above the inscription an original
photograph of a group of men, many in uniform, at some sort of ceremony.
Köhl saw service as a pilot in the Great War, and after the war went in to commercial
aviation, becoming the head of Deutsche Lufthansa’s night flight service. After Lindbergh
flew the Atlantic from west to east, the race was on to be the first to make the crossing
in the other direction, against the prevailing winds. Hünefeld was the sponsor who
purchased the aircraft in which Köhl and Fitzmaurice, a member of the Irish Air Corps, and
Hünefeld flew from Ireland to Labrador in Canada, the first to do so.
Back board a touch soiled.
47. [LANYON (Peter)]. PIGGOTT (Derek). Gliding. A Handbook on Soaring Flight.

Illustrations. Reprint. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London, Adam & Charles Black.
1961.

£100

Signed on the front free endpaper by the painter Peter Lanyon, himself a glider owner
and pilot, a fascination which found its way in to his paintings. He died aged 46 when his
glider crashed.
Dust jacket slightly nicked, rubbed and soiled.
48. LINDBERGH (Charles A.) The Spirit of St. Louis.

Illustrations, pictorial endpapers. First edition, first issue. 8vo., cloth, lettered in silver,
‘Spirit of St. Louis’ in silver to the top board, dust jacket. New York, Scribner’s.
1953.
£1,500
A presentation copy, inscribed on the title page ‘To Florrie Grenfell. With admirationand
best wishes Charles A. Lindbergh August, 1953. Publication date is Sept. 14th.’. A first
issue, pre-publication copy, one of several sent by Lindbergh to his friends, with the same
information about the publication date. Florrie Grenfell had been Lindbergh’s hostess in
London before the war, once persuading the publicity shy Charles to accompany her to
a nightclub to see Josephine Baker perform. Florence was the much younger wife of the
senior partner at Morgan Grenfell, and a member of London’s pre-war “Upper Bohemia”.
Maggs Bros Ltd
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Spine creased and just faded, boards lightly rubbed, dust jacket browned on the reverse,
nicked and browned on the top and lower edges.
49. [LINDBERGH (Charles A.)]. LINDBERGH (Anne Morrow). North to the Orient.

Frontispiece, maps and cartographic endpapers by Charles A. Lindbergh. First
edition, twelfth printing. 8vo., cloth, lettered in silver, Lockheed Sirius in silver to the front
board. New York, Harcourt, Brace and Company. 1936.
£1,250
A presentation copy, inscribed on the half title page ‘For Air Vice Marshal and MrsBaldwin
from Charles A. Lindbergh November, 1937’, signed on the same page ‘Anne Morrow
Lindbergh’. The Lindberghs moved to England to escape rabid press attention after the
kidnapping and murder of their son, Lindbergh already being one of the most famous
men in the world after his solo flight across the Atlantic. Mrs. Lindbergh was also a pilot,
and the two of them did a great deal of surveying of potential routes for future passenger
aircraft. Air Vice Marshal Baldwin was in the Royal Flying Corps in the Great War, and
was recalled to serve in the RAF in the Second World War, mostly in Bomber Command.
At the time of the inscription he was Officer Commanding RAF College Cranwell. A fine
copy.
50. [LUCAS (Wing Commander Laddie)]. GALLAND (Generalleutnant Adolf). BADER (Group

Captain Douglas), foreword. The First and the Last.
Portrait frontispiece, illustrations. Fifth reprint of the First English edition. 8vo.,
cloth, pictorial dust jacket. London, Methuen & Co. 1955.

£450

Translated by Mervyn Savill. A presentation copy, inscribed to Laddie Lucas on the title
page ‘To Laddy(sic) all the best and Horrido yours Adolf Galland. 6th September, 1980’.
Loosely inserted a TLS, dated 1993 from Lucas to Marion Paul at his publishers asking
about the whereabouts of this book, which Lucas had mislaid, slightly misremembering
the inscription, and describing a tattered dust jacket, the current dust jacket obviously a
replacement. Also loosely inserted a postcard to a previous owner from a pair of German
dealers explaining the word ‘Horrido’, which is roughly equivalent to “TallyHo!”. With
Lucas’ ownership inscription, with his address, to the front pastedown.
Galland was the Luftwaffe’s highest scoring fighter ace of the Second World War, and
was the holder of the highest possible honour for bravery, the Knight’s Cross with
Diamonds, Swords and Oakleaves. His image as a swashbuckling piratical figure was
valuable propaganda to the Nazis, but Galland was not afraid to speak his mind,
particularly to Goering, the head of the Luftwaffe, who thought it not right that Galland
was so friendly to Douglas Bader and Bob Stanford-Tuck when they became prisoners. At
the end of the war he was flying the new Me 262 jets, which had arrived too late to make
a difference to the outcome of the war. He was forced down by group of Mustangs, and
was badly injured. After his release from captivity in 1947 he helped to develop the
Argentine Air Force, and then went in to commercial aviation with Air Lloyd, whose
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Chairman he became. He developed strong friendships with many of his former foes from
the RAF.
Spine faded, nicked at the tail, dust jacket lightly rubbed with a few nicks to the top
edge.
51. [LUCAS (Wing Commander Laddie)]. HODGKINSON (Colin). McINDOE (Sir Archibald),

foreword. Best Foot Forward.
Portrait frontispiece, illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, pictorial dust jacket.
London, Odhams Press Ltd. 1957.

£80

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper to a fellow fighter pilot
‘ToLaddie, with warm appreciation of all your help + support both in the air + on the
ground. As ever Hoppy’. Laddie Lucas was a much decorated wartime fighter pilot, expert
golfer, and like Hodgkinson, a post-war Member of Parliament.
Colin Hodgkinson was one of only two legless Second World War fighter pilots, the
other being Douglas Bader. Hodgkinson joined the Fleet Air Arm before the war, but soon
suffered a bad crash, losing one leg and severely damaging the other, which refused to
heal. He was 19 years old when he instructed his doctors “Chop the damn thing off”. After
much painful hard work he was allowed to rejoin the FAA, but asked to be transferred to
the RAF, where for 11 months he flew operationally, before being shot down over France,
suffering further facial disfigurement. After some time as a POW he was repatriated as
‘unfit for further duty’, but in fact did return to flying. After the war he established a
successful PR business and was an MP.
Some small fading to the head of the spine, dust jacket likewise nicked and torn, with
some small loss.
52. [LUCAS (Wing Commander Laddie)]. JOHNSON (Air Vice Marshal J.E.) Full Circle. The

Story of Air Fighting.
Illustrations by David Shepherd. First edition. 8vo., cloth, pictorial dust jacket.
London, Chatto and Windus. 1964.

£350

A presentation copy, inscribed to Laddie Lucas on the front free endpaper ‘Laddie.
Allgood wishes Johnnie Johnson 28. Sep. 89’, with the ownership inscription ‘P.B Lucas’
to the front pastedown with his address.
Johnson was the Allies top scoring fighter ace of the Second World War. He missed
the Battle of Britain while undergoing surgery for a damaged shoulder, but made up for
lost time thereafter, flying a total of 515 sorties, shooting down 34 German aircraft,
sharing in seven additional kills, and also could claim three probables, ten damaged, and
one destroyed on the ground. He remained in the RAF after the war, and served with the
US Air Force during the Korean War, flying fighter jets.
Laddie Lucas was a fellow fighter ace in the war, performing miracles against huge
odds in the defence of Malta in 1942. Johnson and Lucas were great friends, and
collaborated on three books. Johnson said Lucas “I do not think I have ever met a finer
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Englishman. He had tremendous qualities of goodness, leadership and character.
Everything Laddie did he did well.” A fine copy.
53. [LUCAS (Wing Commander Laddie)]. JOHNSON (Air Vice Marshal J.E.) The Story of Air

Fighting.
Illustrations. First edition, a revised and enlarged edition of ‘Full Circle’. 8vo., cloth,
pictorial price-clipped dust jacket. London, Hutchinson. 1985.

£350

A fine association copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper to Laddie Lucas ‘’Laddie.All
the best, and thanks for your introduction to Roddie. Johnnie. 23rd April 1985”.
The text is extensively annotated, mostly in pencil, by Lucas, with a great many lines
down the margins, and extensive notes and comments. Also loosely inserted 3 of Lucas’
characteristic slips of paper, one blank, two with comments. There is one ink correction
in the text by the author in the chapter on the Falklands War, crossing out ‘Migs’ and
inserting ‘Mirages’, signed with his initials. Lucas, a wartime fighter ace himself, and a
professional writer, has annotated the text in the spirit of further information, personal
and professional, with no hint of criticism or fault finding. For example, by Johnson’s
remark on the situation in the air on one of the first days of the Blitz, Lucas identifies (as
Al Deere) the pilot who said that seeing the mass of enemy fighters layered up to 30,000
feet was like looking up the escalator at Piccadilly Circus.
Dust jacket lightly creased on the top edge, one small tear at one corner.
54. [LUCAS (Wing Commander Laddie)]. ALEXANDER (Captain Richard L.) They Called Me

Dixie.
Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, pictorial dust jacket. Hemet, California,
Robinson Typographics. 1988.

£100

A presentation copy, inscribed opposite the half title page in an unknown hand
‘To:Laddie Lucas. At last we are in print, and I hope you enjoy the finished product! Thank
you Laddie, for your confidence in me, your fine critique, the loyal support, and
inspiration you gave. Thanks also for being such a wonderful friend, and fine fellow to
know. With admiration and Deep Affection – Sincerely, Dickie Alexander’, only the
signature in Alexander’s (very shaky) hand.
Laddie Lucas, a world class golfer, and post war Conservative MP, was a wartime
fighter ace, flying Spitfires and Mosquitos, distinguishing himself in the Battle of Malta as
Commander of 249 Squadron.
Alexander was a member of one of the Eagle Squadrons, composed of American pilots
who joined the RAF to fight the Nazis before America joined the war. When that
happened he transferred to the US Air Force. In 1944 he was shot down and became a
prisoner of war until his liberation in 1945. He stayed in the Air Force until he suffered a
bad accident, in which he lost an arm, and had to retire.
55. [LUCAS (Wing Commander Laddie)]. SCOTT (Group Captain Desmond). Typhoon
Pilot.
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Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, pictorial dust jacket. London, Leo Cooper.
1982.

£250

A presentation copy, inscribed on the title page ‘Laddie. Ace of Aces and
wonderfullifetime friend. As ever. Desmond J. Scott 19.8.87’. Loosely inserted a
publisher’s for favour of review slip, fully annotated in Lucas’ hand, and a printed
compliments slip from another fighter ace Air Vice Marshal Johnnie Johnson, annotated
in Johnson’s hand ‘Laddie, Sorry about this cock-up Johnnie’. Ownership inscription, with
his address, to the front pastedown of Laddie Lucas, wartime fighter pilot, world class
golfer, and MP.
From 1943 onwards Scott, a New Zealander, flew the fearsome Typhoon fighter
bomber, inflicting huge damage on the German forces retreating from the Normandy
landings. On the dust jacket he is quoted on the Typhoon: ‘Whereas the Spitfire always
behaved like a well-mannered thoroughbred on first acquaintance, the Typhoon always
reminded me of a low-bred carthorse whose pedigree had received a sharp infusion of
hot-headed sprinter’s blood’. An excellent copy.
Reviewed by Laddie Lucas.
56. [LUCAS (Wing Commander Laddie)]. SHORES (Christopher). CULL (Brian). MALIZIA

(Nicola). Malta: The Hurricane Years 1940–41.
Folding plan, illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, pictorial dust jacket. London,
Grub Street. 1987.

£100

Signed by all three contributors on a slip of paper pasted to the half title page. Plainly a
copy sent to former fighter ace Laddie Lucas for review, his telephone number in his hand
to the rear pastedown, also in his hand slips of paper interspersed 5 times in the text with
his comments, the slips of paper torn from the proofs of Lucas’ book on the golfer John
Jacobs, published the same year. Lucas, a brave and skilled pilot, was well qualified to
review this book, himself continuing the story in Malta from 1942 onwards, flying at first
Hurricanes and later more powerful and updated Spitfires, successfully keeping the
Germans at bay.
Dust jacket nicked and rubbed along the top edge.
57. MARKHAM (Beryl). West with the Flight.

First US edition. 8vo., cloth, pictorial dust jacket. Boston, Houghton Mifflin
Company. 1942.

£500

A presentation copy, inscribed on the title page ‘With best wishes Beryl Markham Sept.
25/1980’.
In 1936, Beryl Markham became the first woman to fly solo and nonstop from east to
west across the Atlantic. Brought up in Kenya, she became a racehorse trainer at 18,
spoke Swahili, and enjoyed an adventurous sex life, two of her conquests being another
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aviator Antoine de Saint Exupéry, and Karen Blixen’s lover Denys Finch-Hatton, a pilot
himself, who encouraged her to learn to fly.
Ernest Hemingway said of this book: “Did you read Beryl Markham’s book, West with
the Night ? ...She has written so well, and marvellously well, that I was completely
ashamed of myself as a writer. I felt that I was simply a carpenter with words, picking up
whatever was furnished on the job and nailing them together and sometimes making an
okay pig pen. But this girl, who is to my knowledge very unpleasant and we might even
say a high-grade bitch, can write rings around all of us who consider ourselves as writers
... it really is a bloody wonderful book.”
Lower edges of the boards rubbed, dust jacket price-clipped, very rubbed and worn at
the extremities, missing substantial pieces at the head and tail of the spine.
58. [MESSERSCHMITT (Willy)]. GREEN (William). Augsburg Eagle. The Story of the

Messerschmitt 109.
Illustrations. First edition. 4to., cloth, dust jacket. London, Macdonald & Co. 1971.
£150
Signed on the front free endpaper by the aircraft designer and manufacturer ‘Willy
Messerschmitt 26.6.73.’, whose fighter the Messerschmitt 109 was produced in huge
numbers and proved a great wartime rival to the RAF’s Spitfires and Hurricanes. After the
war he was sent to prison for two years by a de-nazification court for using slave labour.
The Messerschmitt Bf109 was remarkable for its time, the mid 1930s, with its
monoplane metal construction, retractable undercarriage, and enclosed cockpit.
Amazingly enough the first prototypes were fitted with Rolls Royce engines. The total
number built was at least 35,000, the type being improved at regular intervals throughout
the pre-war and war years, even surviving the war when it saw service with the Spanish
Air Force, and was for a while the primary fighter of choice for the new State of Israel.
Bookplate to the front pastedown of former commercial pilot Derek Mason. Spine of
the dust jacket faded.
59. [MESSERSCHMITT (Willy)]. NOWARRA (Heinz J.) The Messerschmitt 109. A Famous

German Fighter.
Illustrations. First US edition. 4to., cloth, pictorial dust jacket. Los Angeles, Aero
Publishers. 1963.

£150

Signed on the front free endpaper ‘Willy Messerschmitt’ the designer and manufacturer of
the German Luftwaffe’s main wartime fighter plane the Messerschmitt 109.
Signed and dated bookplate to the front pastedown of Derek Mason, a former
commercial pilot.
Dust jacket strengthened on the reverse at the head and tail of the spine and the top
folds.
60. MURRAY (Stella Wolfe). HEATH (Lady). Woman and Flying.
Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth. London, John Long Ltd. 1929.
£250
24
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Inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘With Stella Wolfe Murray’s Compliments’.
Bookplate to the front pastedown of John Lloyd, printed with his address of Walton
Street, Oxford, possibly the John Lloyd who was chief designer at ArmstrongWhitworth,
but we can find no evidence he lived at the address on the bookplate.
Not exactly co-written, the two authors both contribute chapters.
Stella Wolfe Murray addressed herself to potential female aviators: “I do not advocate
neglecting your parents: honour and succour them, especially in their old age, but don’t
stay at home and do housework when you long, body and soul, to fly to the uttermost
ends of the earth, there to find your mission in life and your gift to the world”. Murray,
an author and journalist with a passion for aviation, who also edited an anthology ‘The
Poetry of Flight’, was the first female journalist to be allowed to sit in the press gallery in
the British Parliament. Her co-contributor, Lady Mary Heath, could more than hold her
own in an age of daring female pilots, being the first woman to parachute from an
aeroplane (landing in the middle of a football match), flying in an open cockpit aeroplane
from Cape Town to London, and was also an Olympic athlete.
Top board lightly spotted, endpapers glue stained, probably from tape attached to a
now absent dust jacket, still a fine copy.
61. NOBILE (General Umberto). La “Brigata Avellino” nella sua Vita di Guerra.

First edition. 8vo., 24 pp, original printed wrappers, stapled as issued, housed in a
folding box. 1923.
£200
A presentation copy, inscribed on the front wrapper ‘Al Sig. Generale Spiller nella
vivasperanza, che sara certezza, dell auspicato suo ritorno al comando della Brigato
Avellino – Bolzano 28 maggio 1923 Umberto Nobile’. 3 ink corrections in the text by the
author.
Nobile was an aeronautical engineer and Polar explorer who specialised in airship
design. He flew across the North Pole in the ‘Norge’, with Amundsen and Ellsworth, in
1926. He was appointed Professor of Aeronautical Engineering at Naples, and promoted
to General in the Italian Air Force. In 1928 he was wrecked in his airship the ‘Italia’, when
17 lives were lost, and judged responsible for the disaster. He resigned his commission
but was later reinstated. Roald Amundsen set out by aeroplane at the news of the disaster
to find Nobile, but disappeared and was not seen again.
Generale Gaetano Spiller saw service in Abyssinia, Turkey, and the Great War, and
commanded the Avellino Brigade. After his retirement from the Army he became a
politician.
One small tear surrounding one of the staples.
62. PEGG (Bill). Sent Flying.

Portrait frontispiece, illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London,
Macdonald. 1959.

£50

A presentation copy, inscribed on the title page ‘With Best Wishes Bill Pegg’.
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After a career in the RAF, where he was singled out for his exceptional ability as a pilot,
Pegg after the war became chief test pilot for BAC, where he made the maiden flights of
the Bristol Brabazon, and the Bristol Britannia. By the end of his career he had flown over
150 different types of aircraft.
Front board scratched, back board creased, dust jacket nicked at the head of the spine,
torn at the tail of the spine with some loss.
63. PLÜSCHOW (Gunther). Die Abenteuer des Fliegers von Tsingtau. Meine Erlebnisse in

Drei Erdteilen.
Portrait frontispiece, illustrations, drawings in the text after Fritz Eichenberg.
Reprint. 8vo., original cloth boards, decorated in red Chinese letters, yellow title
panel, and a blue bird motif. Berlin, Ulllstein. 1916.

£100

Inscribed on the front pastedown ‘Glück ab! Gunther Plüschow 1929’.
Plüschow in 1914 was fighting the Japanese in Northern China, in the German colony
of Tsingtao. He was mainly an artillery spotter, often coming up against Japanese Farman
Float Planes. When the German situation became hopeless, he was ordered to fly out of
danger with the last despatches, but crashed, and promptly set out on foot back to
Germany, eventually arriving at the coast, where he managed to board a ship for America,
which he then traversed, arriving in New York, where he boarded a ship bound for Italy.
The ship docked in Gibraltar, where he was arrested by British Forces, and taken back to
England as a POW. He then managed to escape, made his way to London, and from there
back to Germany, the only German POW in either World War to make it home from
Britain.
Top outer hinge rubbed and split, corners rubbed.
64. R.A.F. CASUALTY [GLEAVE (Tom)]. I Had a Row With a German.

Illustrations. First Edition. 8vo., cloth. London, Macmillan. 1941.

£80

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To Air Chief Marshal Sir Edgar
Ludlow-Hewitt with Best Wishes from the Author. Manston 29/12/41’. The
pseudonymous “R.A.F. Casualty” is Tom Gleave of 253 Squadron, who achieved the
astonishing feat of shooting down 5 Messerschmitt Me109s in the course of one day. His
Hurricane was shot down and he was badly burned on the 31st of August 1940. When
asked on a hospital visit by his wife what had happened he replied “I had a row with a
German.” He was one of the first burned pilots to be treated by the great plastic surgeon
Sir Archibald Mcindoe, who grew him a new nose, his injuries necessitating further visits
to hospital over the next years. Although not fit enough to return to operational flying,
he made a significant contribution to Operation Overlord as General Eisenhower’s Head
of Air Plans at Supreme Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Force.
A few stains to the boards, spine faded, some foxing.
65. RICKENBACKER (Captain Edward V.) Fighting the Flying Circus.
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Portrait frontispiece, with maps and foreword by Laurence La Tourette Driggs. First
edition, 8vo., blue cloth-backed pictorial boards. New York, Frederick A. Stokes.
1919.
£120
Signed by the author on the front free endpaper ‘Eddie Rickenbacker 1967’. Rickenbacker,
a racing car driver, was the highest scoring American fighter ace in the Great War,
claiming 26 victories over only two months combat flying. After the war he started an
automobile company but failed, and went in to commercial aviation, becoming president
of Eastern Airlines.
Spine and boards worn and spotted.
66. RUDEL (Hans Ulrich). Trotzdem.

Portrait frontispiece, illustrations, maps to both pastedowns. Eighth edition. 8vo., cloth,
pictorial dust jacket. Göttingen, Plesse Verlag K.W. Schultz. nd (c1951). £220
Signed on the front free endpaper ‘Hans Ulr Rudel 12.IV.59’.
Rudel was the most decorated pilot in the Luftwaffe, managing to survive the entire
war, mostly in the eastern theatre, despite being shot down 30 times, and losing a leg in
a crash. He flew 2,530 missions in Stuka dive bombers, destroying a battleship, one
cruiser, a destroyer, 70 landing craft, some 800 vehicles, 150 gun positions, numerous
trains and bridges, 519 tanks and nine aircraft. One week before Hitler’s suicide he landed
his Stuka in a Berlin street, offering to fly Hitler to safety, an offer that was refused. At the
end of the war he gave himself up to American forces to save himself from capture by the
Soviets.
Boards slightly finger-marked, dust jacket rubbed, torn at the top edge.
67. [SALMOND (Marshal of the R.A.F. Sir John)]. LAFFIN (John). Swifter than Eagles.

Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, pictorial dust jacket. Edinburgh and London,
William Blackwood. 1964.

£50

Signed by Salmond on the front free endpaper, loosely inserted a one page ALS from
Salmond to Julian Amery, dated 23/10/64 ‘Dear Amery, I can’t tell you how sorry I am
that the ‘AIR’ has lost you- only temporarily I hope. My best wishes, and I trust this volume
may interest you, Jack’. Amery, a Conservative politician, was Minister for Aviation from
1962–64.
In August 1914 Salmond, already an experienced pilot, was an Army Major
commanding one of the four squadrons sent to France. He rose through the ranks until in
1918 he was appointed to command the RAF on the Western Front, with two thousand
machines under his control. In the 1920s he was in Iraq, where he halted a Turkish
invasion, and demonstrated the way air power could conduct ‘control and police’ policies,
at a fraction of the cost to the Army’s methods. In 1930 he succeeded Trenchard as Chief
of the Air Staff, doing his utmost to ensure the survival of the RAF as an independent
force, and ensuring it was properly equipped to defend the country in time of war.
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Dust jacket stained and finger marked, a few nicks to the top edge, loosely inserted a
creased and torn publisher’s flyer for this book.
68. SCOTT (C.W.A.) Scott’s Book. The Life and Mildenhall-Melbourne Flight of C.W.A. Scott

told by Himself.
Portrait frontispiece, large folding map, illustrations. reprint. 8vo., cloth. London,
Hodder & Stoughton Ltd. 1934.

£80

Signed on the front free endpaper ‘Charles W.A. Scott’.
Scott learned to fly in the newly formed RAF, but left after a few years and emigrated
to Australia to dedicate himself to civil aviation, helping to form the airline Qantas, and
indulge his passion for air races and air displays. In 1934 he won lasting fame as the
winner, with Tom Campbell-Black, of the England to Australia Air Race, in a record time.
Loosely inserted a publisher’s flyer advertising this book, spine browned, with a small
hole.
69. SCOTT (Sheila). Barefoot in the Sky. An Autobiography.

Illustrations. First US edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. New York, Macmillan.
1974.

£50

A presentation copy, inscribed on the half title page ‘For Father Birchaud – May all
yourlandings be as happy as many of mine have been! Sheila Scott 1981’. Scott was an
adventurous aviator, who took part in long-distance air races, flew countless times around
the world, and was the first to pilot a light aircraft directly over the true North Pole.
70. SCOTT (Sheila). I Must Fly. Adventures of a Woman Pilot.

Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, pictorial dust jacket. London, Hodder and
Stoughton. 1968.

£50

Signed by the author on the half title page, below the stamped lettering ‘10th June 1969
renaming of Lympne Airport. First private flyer to land at Ashford Airport Miss Sheila
Scott’.
Loosely inserted 2 newspaper clippings, one relating to the above, the other an obituary.
Dust jacket just nicked at the head of the spine.
71. SIKORSKY (Igor). The Story of the Winged – S. New Chapters and Illustrations on Recent

Developments of the Helicopter.
Portrait frontispiece, illustrations. Ninth printing. 8vo., cloth. New York, Dodd Mead
& Co. 1952.
£120
A

presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To Fred from Igor June 41952’.
Born in Kiev in 1889, Igor Sikorsky studied engineering in his home city and Paris, soon
outpacing his teachers with his ambitious ideas and inventions. He built the first fourengine plane in 1913 and developed the first working helicopter, with its first test flight
in 1939. Sikorsky had emigrated to the United States in 1919 and in 1925 formed his own
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company, named after himself, which soon became one of the most famous names in
American aviation.
Spine faded, front board sunned.
72. SLESSOR (Marshal of the R.A.F., Sir John). The Central Blue. Recollections and

Reflections.
Portrait frontispiece, folding plan, illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket.
London, Cassell. 1956.
£250
A presentation copy, inscribed on the title page ‘for Denis(sic) Wheatley Jack
Slessor.17/7/56’. Bookplate to the front pastedown of Dennis Wheatley, opposite which
Wheatley has written: ‘In 1940 Jack Slessor was Assistant Chief of Air Staff(Plans). Churchill,
not satisfied with the War Office appreciation of the form a possible German invasion
would take, instructed Slessor and General Downing to make a special study of the subject
and report. Meanwhile I had written, for private circulation among the members of the
Joint Planning Staff of the War Cabinet, a long paper “The Invasion and Conquest of Britain”
as I visualised it through the eyes of the German General Staff. A copy of my paper was
given to Slessor and he incorporated part of it in the report that went to the P.M. After the
war, when we had captured all the German documents, it proved that our War Office
appreciation (East Coast) had been wrong and mine (Kent-Sussex where the Germans had
planned to land their invasion) right. Jack later became a good friend of mine and I am GodFather to his step-grandson. Dennis Wheatley’.
Slessor joined the Royal Flying Corps in 1915 at the age of 18, and 35 years later was
Chief of the Air Staff. He held some important appointments during the Second World
War, probably the most important his time as Commander in Chief Coastal Command,
which during his time turned the Battle of the Atlantic in the Allies favour.
Wheatley was a member of the wartime London Controlling Section, a small group set
up to coordinate Allied Military deception, his talent for fiction and invention greatly
aiding some of the Section’s impressive successes.
Dust jacket lightly rubbed, nicked on the corners and the head and tail of the spine.
73. [SOPWITH (Sir Thomas)]. ROBERTSON (Bruce). Sopwith – the Man and his Aircraft.

Illustrations by W.F. Hepworth, Peter G. Cooksley, and J.D. Carrick. First edition.
4to., cloth, pictorial dust jacket. Letchworth, Air Review Ltd. 1970.

£150

Pasted to the front pastedown a printed slip ‘This book is the property of’ with the
signature of Derek Mason, ‘Serial Number 2. Autographed by’, signed by Bruce
Robertson, Peter G. Cooksley, W.F. Hepworth, J.D. Carrick, G.R. Duval and D.G. Russell,
these last two responsible for the production of the book. Signed on the printed leaf
bearing the coat of arms of the Sopwith family ‘T.O.M. Sopwith. 1971’. Loosely inserted
a brief ALS dated March 17 on his headed notepaper from Sopwith to Captain Mason,
saying he will be delighted to sign the book, also loosely inserted a 2 page ALS on Air
Review Ltd notepaper, dated 18/2/72, from D.G. Russell to Captain Mason about this
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book, and going in to detail about the liquidation of his former company Harleyford
Publishers, and his hopes of supplying books ordered.
Sopwith’s is one of the most famous names in the history of British Aviation, the
Sopwith Camel being one of the most successful aircraft of the Great War. Sopwith was
an addict of speed, in racing cars, motorboats, yachts, and aeroplanes, but aeroplanes
became his life. After the war he teamed up with Harry Hawker to form Hawker
Engineering, which acquired Gloster Aircraft in 1934, then purchased the Armstrong
Siddeley Group, thus becoming Hawker Siddeley, the firm which produced the Hawker
Hurricane, which played a major role in winning the Battle of Britain, and the Allies first
operational jet fighter, the Gloster Meteor. He retired as Chairman at the age of 75, and
lived to be 101 years old.
Signed bookplate to the front pastedown of Derek Mason, commercial pilot and aviation
collector.
74. THIEFFRY (Edmond). En Avion de Bruxelles au Congo Belge.

Illustrations. First edition. Small 8vo., contemporary quarter roan over marbled
boards, original yellow printed wrappers bound in. Bruxelles-Léopoldville, La
Renaissance du Livre. 1926.

£50

Signed by the author on the half title page.
Thieffry served in the Great War in the Belgian Army Air Corps, after the war
cofounding the Belgian airline Sabena, who supplied him with an aeroplane to aid his wish
to establish an air link between Belgium and the Belgian Congo. With a mechanic and a
co-pilot, he achieved the feat in 1925, a hazardous journey with frequent stops, taking 51
days.
Spine faded and rubbed, boards rubbed, remnant of a bookplate to the front
pastedown, last few leaves punctured by a now absent staple.
75. TOWNSEND (Group Captain Peter). Time and Chance. An Autobiography. Illustrations.

First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London, Collins. 1978. £40
Signed by the author on the title page, loosely inserted a brief TLS dated 17th March
1978, to a Roger Thornton, thanking him for his letter, and enclosing the ‘autographed
paper you requested’. Townsend was a career RAF officer with a reputation as a brilliant
pilot, with 11 victories to his name, when he was made an Equerry to the King in 1944,
remaining in the post for 8 years.
Spine of the dust jacket soiled, front pastedown scraped by the removal of an item had
been pasted in, one of the rear endpapers badly damaged by the same action.
76. VALENTIN (Léo). Bird Man.

Illustrations. First English edition. 8vo., cloth, pictorial dust jacket. London,
Hutchinson. 1955.
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Translated by Mervyn Savill. A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper
‘avec les hommages de l’homme oiseau Léo Valentin’.
Valentin was a daring and inventive paratrooper and instructor, who longed to
experience flight as naturally as do birds. He started to experiment with strapping
wooden wings to himself, with some success, gaining considerable fame as a ‘Birdman’.
He lost his life over Liverpool in 1956 when one of his wings hit the aircraft from which
he was jumping and broke, his skill as a parachutist this time not being able to save him.
Spine faded, nicked at the tail, dust jacket spotted and rubbed, nicked at the head and
tail of the spine with some small loss.
77. [WALLIS (Barnes)]. ROBERTSON (Bruce). Lancaster – the Story of a Famous Bomber.

Illustrations by W.F. Hepworth after drawings by J.D. Carrick. First edition. 4to., cloth,
pictorial dust jacket. Letchworth, Harleyford Publications. 1964.
£350
Tipped on to the front pastedown a printed slip ‘This book is the property of’, followed
by a small printed fragment reading ‘Derek Mason’, ‘Serial number 240 Autographed by’
followed by the autographs of Bruce Robertson, W.F. Hepworth, J.D. Carrick, D.G. Russell
(responsible for the production of the book), and Barnes Wallis. Loosely inserted a brief
TLS on BAC notepaper, dated 27th April 1971, from Wallis to Derek Mason, commercial
pilot and aviation collector, explaining where he has signed two books, including this
copy. Bookplate of Mason to the front pastedown.
Barnes Wallis was obsessed by engineering from a young age, his first experience of
aviation being with the design and manufacture of airships, especially the famous R100.
At the outbreak of the Second World War he was convinced that the quickest way to
defeat the Nazis was to attack their industrial base, and came up with the idea of a
‘bouncing bomb’, a concept which made him world famous when 617 Squadron
destroyed some of the Ruhr dams. There is still debate today as to whether the result
made any difference to the length of the war, and Wallis was bitterly upset by the loss of
life of many of the aircrew in the raid. He also designed the Wellington Bomber, a staunch
workhorse in the early years of the war, and devastating bombs known as ‘Tallboy’ and
‘Grand Slam’, which were designed to penetrate the immense concrete U-Boat pens and
armament factories of the Nazis. After the war he led aeronautical research and design
at the British Aircraft Corporation, where he did much work on the concept of swing-wing
or variable geometry fighter aircraft.
78. [WALLIS (Barnes)]. MORPURGO (J.E.) Barnes Wallis. A Biography.

Illustrations. First US edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. New York, St. Martins Press.
1972.
£650
Signed on the title page by subject and author, loosely inserted a 2 page ALS from Wallis
to the author, dated 30 Nov. ’73, beginning ‘My dear Jack’, going on to praise the author
and this book in self deprecating tones: ‘have I ever said “thank you” for the wonderful
skill that you have shown in conceiving and writing the really fascinating biography of one
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who in spite of all your praises still feels and looks at himself as an overvalued nonentity’,
and ‘…I still cannot bear to read my Mother’s and Father’s diaries – so vividly do they
record those sad and tragic days’.
79. WITTEMANN (A.) Die Amerikafahrt des Z.R. III. Mit dem Luftschiff über den
Atlantischen Ozean.
Illustrations. First edition. Small 8vo., cloth, adverts. Wiesbaden, Amsel-Verlag.
1925.
£200
A presentation copy, inscribed in pencil on the front free endpaper ‘Im frdl. Erinnerung
an den besuch des Luftschiffes “Graf Zeppelin” in Friedrichshafen August 1928. Der
verfasser A. Wittemann, Navigationsoffizier auf der Amerikafahrt des Z.R. III, 12–15.
Okt.1924’. (In fond remembrance of the visit of the airship Graf Zeppelin to
Friedrichshafen August 1928. The author, A Wittemann, Navigation Officer on the journey
to America of Z.R. III).
ZR 3, a rigid airship, was flown in 1924 to the USA and became the USS Los Angeles, as
part of the reparation agreements after the Great War. It was built in Friedrichshafen in
1923–4 by the Zeppelin company.
Covers faded and sunned, a few scratch marks.
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SECTION 2. MILITARY
80. ALANBROOKE (Field-Marshal Viscount). BRYANT (Arthur). The Turn of the Tide.

Triumph in the West.
Two volumes. Portrait frontispiece to each volume, maps, cartographic endpapers to the
second volume. First editions. 8vo., cloth, dust jackets, that to the second
volume price-clipped. London, Collins. 1957–59.
£450
A presentation copy of the second volume, inscribed on the title page to Alexander
ofTunis, ‘With great affection + admiration and in memory of our close association during
the war “Brookie”’. Armorial bookplate of Alexander of Tunis pasted opposite the half
title page. Also signed on the title page ‘Arthur Bryant’. Although Bryant is credited as the
author, these are in fact the diaries, edited by Bryant, of Field-Marshal Alanbrooke, the
wartime Chief of the General Staff, who was therefore the main military advisor to
Churchill throughout the war. These two volumes are not in fact complete, the full diaries
not being published until recently, but they contain enough to see why their publication
caused a stir, Alanbrooke not being shy of expressing disapproval of many of his wartime
colleagues, Churchill included, and going perilously close to giving away the secret of
Ultra. Although Alanbrooke is often fulsome in his praise of him, Churchill was very upset
by many of the references to him. The fact remains that between them Churchill and
Alanbrooke devised the main strategy for defeating the Germans, mixing Churchill’s
bravery and élan and Alanbrooke’s determined professionalism.
Alanbrooke appears in Anthony Powell’s ‘The Military Philosophers’, where the hero
Nicholas Jenkins’ attention is “unequivocally demanded by the hurricane-like imminence
of a thickset general, obviously of high rank, wearing enormous horn-rimmed spectacles.
He had just burst from a flagged staff-car almost before it had drawn up by the kerb. Now
he tore up the steps of the building at the charge, exploding through the inner door into
the hall. An extraordinary current of physical energy, almost of electricity, suddenly
pervaded the place. I could feel it stabbing through me. This was the CIGS”. General
MacArthur, of whom Alanbrooke was an admirer, said of him “he is undoubtedly the
greatest soldier that England has produced since Wellington”.
Boards of the first volume scratched, the second volume damp-stained and spotted.
Text block of both volumes cockled.
81. [ALEXANDER (Field-Marshal Earl)]. The R.C.A.F. Overseas. The First Four Years, The Fifth

Year, The Sixth Year.
Three volumes. Illustrations. Volume one corrected reprint, Volumes two and three
First editions. 8vo., cloth, dust jackets. Toronto, Oxford University Press. 1945, 1945,
1949.
£300
A presentation copy to Alexander of Tunis, with his bookplate to each front
pastedown,all three volumes with an inserted leaf on thick paper in a calligraphic hand,
in red and black ink, with tissue guards: ‘His Excellency Field-Marshal The Viscount
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Alexander of Tunis, Governor General of Canada. This story of the R.C.A.F. Overseas is
presented to you on the occasion of the presentation of the Memorial Gates
commemorating the British Commonwealth Air Training Plan. Trenton, Ontario,
September 30, 1949’, signed ‘Brooke Claxton’.
Claxton was a veteran of the Great War, and Canadian Minister of National Defence
from 1946 to 1954.
The presentation leaf loose in volumes two and three, dust jackets slightly rubbed on
the top edges.
82. [ALEXANDER (Field-Marshal Earl)]. ANDERS (Lt. Gen. W.) Hitler’s Defeat in Russia.

Folding map in rear pocket, maps in the text. First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket.
Chicago, Henry Regnery Company. 1953.

£250

A presentation copy, inscribed on the title page ‘To Field Marshal the Right Hon.
EarlAlexander of Tunis with very warm personal regards W. Anders London 3.III.1954’,
with Alexander’s armorial bookplate to the front pastedown.
Anders was Commander in Chief of the Free Polish Army in the Second World War,
and a veteran of the Imperial Russian Army in the Great War. At the beginning of the
Second World War he was captured and imprisoned by the Soviets in the infamous
Lubyanka, where he was tortured. After his release in 1941, he re-formed and led the
Polish Army in the east, and later commanded the Polish Second Corps in Italy, where he
and his men captured Monte Cassino. After the war he became a prominent member of
the Polish Government in Exile, based in London.
There are many ink corrections in the text, in an unknown hand, but they are plainly
written by someone with intimate knowledge of Anders’ campaigns. Dust jacket lightly
soiled, the spine faded.
83. [ALEXANDER (Field-Marshal Earl)]. ANDERS (Lt-General W.) MACMILLAN (Harold). An

Army in Exile. The Story of the Second Polish Corps.
Portrait frontispiece, maps, illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket.
London, Macmillan. 1949.

£250

A presentation copy, inscribed on the reverse of the frontispiece ‘To Field Marshal
theRight Honourable Viscount Alexander of Tunis, a great Commander and friend in
grateful remembrance of the comradeship in arms and in deep faith in the final victory of
the aims and ideals for which we fought. Government House. Ottawa. 13.9.1950.’
Armorial bookplate of Alexander to the front pastedown. Alexander contributes a
foreword to this book, in which he says ‘I am very glad to have this opportunity of paying
my tribute to a great leader and to the famous force he commanded in the Italian
Campaign. General Anders led the Polish Army through a series of adventures in military
history’.
Dust jacket nicked at the head of the spine, with some small loss.
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84. [ALEXANDER (Field-Marshal Earl)]. BANKS (Sir Donald). Flame over Britain. A Personal

Narrative of Petroleum Warfare.
Foreword by Field-Marshal Viscount Alexander of Tunis. Portrait frontispiece,
illustrations, cartographic endpapers. First edition. 8vo., cloth, pictorial dust jacket.
London, Sampson Low, Marston & Co. nd (1946).
£250
A presentation copy, inscribed on the half title page ‘To Alex, with the author’s compliments and happiest recollections of much kindly help and encouragement Donald
Banks Ottawa Oct 1946’, with the armorial bookplate of Alexander pasted opposite.
From 1940 to 1945 Major-General Banks was Director-General of the Petroleum
Warfare Dept, which ensured supplies to American flamethrowers, developed ingenious
uses for petrol, such as fog dispersal, and oversaw the construction of underwater
pipelines for the supply of petrol.
Dust jacket nicked on the edges, slightly soiled.
85. [ALEXANDER (Field-Marshal Earl)]. HEADLAM (Lt-Col. Cuthbert). The Guards Division in

the Great War.
Two volumes. Coloured frontispiece to each volume, 19 maps (18 folding). First edition.
8vo., cloth, lettered in gilt and black, Guards Division patch in gilt and black to upper
cover of each volume. London, John Murray. 1924. £300
Pencil ownership inscription to the front free endpaper of volume two ‘H.R.Alexander’,
with his armorial bookplate to the front pastedown of each volume. Both volumes largely
unopened. Alexander spent most of the Great War as a member of the Irish Guards,
seeing action at the retreat from Mons, the first battle of the Marne, and the first battle
of Ypres, where he was wounded and sent home. After recovering he saw service in the
battle of Loos, (where he won the MC), the battle of the Somme, and at the last
Passchendaele and Cambrai.
Both spines faded, pinhole to rear board of volume one, back board of volume two
rubbed and spotted, rear hinge of volume two weak.
86. [ALEXANDER (Field-Marshal Earl)]. KIPLING (Rudyard). The Irish Guards in the Great

War. Edited and compiled from their Diaries and Papers.
Two volumes. 11 maps (4 folding). Reprint, one month after the first edition. 8vo., cloth,
lettered in gilt, gilt crest to upper board of each volume, t.e.g. London,
Macmillan. 1923.
£300
From the library of Alexander of Tunis, with his pencil ownership inscription
‘H.R.Alexander’ to the front free endpaper of each volume, his armorial bookplate to the
front pastedown of each volume. Kipling says here of Alexander “it is undeniable that
Colonel Alexander had the gift of handling the men on the lines to which they most readily
responded... His subordinates loved him, even when he fell upon them blisteringly for
their shortcomings; and his men were all his own”.
Both volumes spotted and creased.
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87. ALEXANDER (Field-Marshal Earl). NORTH (John), editor. The Memoirs 1940:1945.

Maps, illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London, Cassell.
1962.

£250

Signed by the author on the front free endpaper ‘Alexander of Tunis F.M. Jan 1963’,
loosely inserted a brief TLS to Dennis Wheatley, dated 30 October 1963, ‘Dear Mr.
Wheatley, When you sent me your book about a year ago I promised to send you some
photographs of my own brick-building. Here are 4 photographs which perhaps you would
like to see. Yrs Sincerely Alexander’, the 4 photographs are duly included, annotated on
the reverse by Alexander. Bookplate of Dennis Wheatley to the front pastedown.
General Sir Brian Horrocks said of Alexander ‘By repute, he was Winston Churchill’s
fire brigade chief par excellence: the man who was always despatched to retrieve the
most desperate situations’.
During the war Dennis Wheatley was a member of a small unit which was a part of the
Joint Planning Staff at the War Cabinet, called the London Controlling Section, which
instigated and coordinated military deception and cover plans, often with brilliant
success. In Wheatley’s book ‘They Used Dark Forces’ he says ‘From the date that General
Sir Harold Alexander had taken over as Commander in Chief Middle East, British Forces
had also prospered there. His offensive to pin Rommel’s armies down while the ‘Torch’
landings were made had resulted in the great victory of El Alamein, and General
Montgomery had lost no time in following up this success’.
In 1961 Wheatley published ‘Saturday with Bricks’, a mixture of a how to on
bricklaying, Wheatley’s favourite pastime, and reminiscences of his experiences in the
Great War, which is dedicated to his fellow bricklayer Winston Churchill.
Loosely inserted a printed compliments slip from the Literary Agency A.P. Watt. A fine
copy.
88. [ALEXANDER (Field-Marshal Earl). RUNDLE (Wilfred C.) The Baton. An Historical Study of

the Marshalate.
First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London, William Clowes. nd (1949).

£100

From the Library of Field-Marshal Alexander of Tunis, with his armorial bookplate to the
front pastedown.
Dust jacket sunned, slightly soiled.
89. [ALEXANDER (Field-Marshal Earl)]. SEAGO (Edward). With the Allied Armies in

Italy.
Portrait frontispiece of Field-Marshal Alexander, cartographic endpapers, coloured, black
and white and sepia illustrations by the author. First edition. 4to., cloth,
pictorial dust jacket. London, Collins. 1945.
£200
With a foreword by Alexander, to whom the book is dedicated. A presentation copy,
inscribed on the half title page ‘To Lady Birkenhead with best wishes from H.R. Alexander
F.M. Jan. 1946’.
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Among his other achievements Alexander was the Commander-in-Chief of Allied
Armies in Italy, eventually accepting the German surrender in Italy in April 1945. In his
foreword Alexander says of Seago ‘To portray the contrasting facets of the Italian
Campaign I know of no abler artist alive to-day than my great friend Ted Seago, who is in
my opinion the most promising English landscape painter of his generation and whose
pictures I admire greatly. Each painting in this collection reflects some aspect of war-time
Italy that every man of this great army himself has seen, and the volume as a whole
breathes the living atmosphere of the Italian battlefield’.
Rear board slightly damp-stained, first few leaves cockled, the dust jacket also
dampstained and torn at the head and tail of the spine and one corner, with some loss.
90. [ALEXANDER (Field-Marshal Earl)]. [SPEIDEL (General Dr. Hans)]. BECK (General

Ludwig). Studien. Herausgegeben und eingeleitet von Hans Speidel.
Portrait frontispiece. First edition. 8vo., cloth, pictorial dust jacket. Stuttgart, K.F.
Koehler Verlag. 1955.

£500

A presentation copy inscribed in German on the front free endpaper ‘FeldmarschallEarl
Alexander of Tunis (an illegible phrase) Fontainebleau, 12.7.63 Hans Speidel’. Loosely
inserted a one page TLS from Speidel to Alexander, on headed notepaper of Der
Verbündeten Landstreitkräfte Europa-Mitte Fontainebleau, dated 12th July, 1963, in
English, addressed in ink ‘My dear Field-Marshal’, thanking Alexander for a signed copy
of his memoirs, asking if he can talk to him about a few points from the war, sending this
book, and remembering a conversation they shared at a dinner with the German
Ambassador, signed in ink ‘With all good wishes yours very sincerely Hans Speidel’.
Armorial bookplate of Alexander to the front pastedown. The letter folded twice.
Speidel was a wartime General, who was a Chief of Staff in France and Russia, before
he became Chief of Staff to Rommel in France. Speidel was part of a group of disaffected
Wehrmacht Officers which was plotting to remove Hitler, and was involved in the failed
July 20th plot. Thousands of men were arrested, Speidel among them, but he resolutely
remained silent at his trial, where he was sentenced to prison, from which he escaped at
the end of the war. Beck, a prewar Chief of the General Staff, who was never a member
of the Nazi Party, fared much worse. He had resigned in 1938, and devoted himself to
efforts to get rid of Hitler. He was a prominent member of the July 20th plot, and was
arrested, given a pistol and told to ‘accept the consequences’. He shot himself, but failed
to kill himself, a sergeant nearby finishing him off with a bullet to the head.
Dust jacket very slightly rubbed at head and tail of the spine.
91. [ALEXANDER (Field-Marshal Earl)]. TUCKER (G.N.) The Naval Service of Canada. Its

Official History.
Two volumes. Numerous illustrations, maps and plans. First edition. Tall 8vo., cloth,
dust jackets. Ottawa, The King’s Printer. 1952.
£200
A presentation copy from the library of Alexander of Tunis, inscribed in a
calligraphichand on a leaf pasted to a stub before the half title page of volume one ‘This
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Official History of The Naval Service of Canada is presented to Field Marshal the Right
Honourable the Earl Alexander of Tunis Minister of Defence for the United Kingdom by
Brooke Claxton Minister of National Defence on behalf of the Royal Canadian Navy and
the Government of Canada’, signed underneath ‘Brooke Claxton’. Presented to Alexander
shortly after he left the post of Governor General of Canada, which he had held from
1946.
Dust jackets faded and rubbed, with a few tears to the spine of volume one and the
edges of both jackets.
92. [ALLENBY (Edmund, Viscount)]. DE LA GRANGE (Baroness Ernest). Open House in

Flanders.
Illustrations, First edition. 8vo., cloth, gilt. London, John Murray. 1929.

£100

Ownership signature to the front free endpaper ‘Allenby F.M.’., above the signature a
presentation inscription ‘The Mother of the British Army sends her best wishes to the
British Legion and to the person who receives this book – Baroness Ernest de la Grange
March 15th 1930’. Ownership inscription to the front pastedown ‘H. Smith British Legion’.
Baroness de la Grange earned the title ‘Mother of the British Army’ when she opened
her chateau, ‘La Motte aux Bois’ in the forest of Nieppe, to the British Army, having earlier
shown great sang-froid when the Germans swept through the region. The chateau was
used by the British until the end of the Great War, mostly by Allenby and his staff. Allenby,
who contributes a short foreword, features heavily in the book.
Translated from the unpublished French by Melanie Lind. Covers spotted and worn,
spine creased and rubbed.
93.

AMBROSE (Stephen E.) Pegasus Bridge. 6 June 1944.
Illustrations, cartographic endpapers. First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London,
George Allen & Unwin. 1984.

£60

A presentation copy, inscribed on the half title page ‘For Lady Brita Strong with
deeprespect sincerely Stephen E Ambrose’. Lady Strong was the widow of Sir Kenneth
Strong, Eisenhower’s Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence.
94.

AMBROSE (Stephen E.) Ike’s Spies. Eisenhower and the Espionage Establishment.
First edition. 8vo., quarter black cloth over grey paper boards, dust jacket. New
York, Doubleday and Company. 1981.

£80

A presentation copy to the widow of Major-General Sir Kenneth Strong, who
wasEisenhower’s wartime Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence ‘For Lady Brita Strong
whose husband ran the best intelligence service Ike ever had, and who was one of the
British officers Ike most admired Sincerely Stephen E. Ambrose’, annotated in pencil
‘Sent from New Orleans May 9 1984’. Loosely inserted a one page TLS from Ambrose to
Lady Strong, May 11 1984, sending this book, announcing the publication of his ‘little
book on Pegasus Bridge’.
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Dust jacket just nicked at the head and tail of the spine.
95.

[AUCHINLECK (Field-Marshal Sir Claude)]. CONNELL (John). Auchinleck. A Biography.
Portrait frontispiece, illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, pictorial price-clipped
dust jacket. London, Cassell. 1959.
£80
A presentation copy, inscribed in a clipped military fashion on the frontispiece
‘Hugh.C.J.Auchinleck. February 1960’. Publisher’s printed slip pasted to the front free
endpaper ‘With the Compliments of the Author’. Auchinleck spent most of his long
military career in India, much of it as Commander in Chief India, but he will always be
remembered for the campaign in Egypt with the Eighth Army, in which he enjoyed some
early success, but which ended when he was sacked by Churchill and sent back to India.
Connell was allowed full access to Auchinleck’s papers for this biography, Auchinleck
being one of the few wartime soldiers who declined to write his memoirs. Dust jacket
nicked and torn along the top edge.

96.

[AUCHINLECK (Field-Marshal Sir Claude)]. YOUNG (Desmond). Rommel.
Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth. London, Collins. 1950.

£80

Ownership inscription to the title page ‘C.J.Auchinleck F. M.’. Auchinleck, before he was
sacked by Churchill, twice fought Rommel to a standstill, first in Operation Crusader,
which relieved the siege of Tobruk and forced Rommel to withdraw, the first ground
victory by the British and their allies against the German Army, and second in what is
called First Alamein, which stopped the Axis advance into Egypt. Desmond Young, a
Brigadier-General in the Desert Campaign, was captured by Rommel’s forces, escaped
and was appointed a staff officer to Auchinleck. At the end of the war Young visited
Rommel’s family to gather material for this book, for which Auchinleck supplied a
foreword which is highly complimentary about Rommel’s abilities as a soldier.
Front board damp-stained, spine faded and spotted, endpapers spotted on the top
margin, pages 272–3 stained by a scrap of paper used as a bookmark.
97.

BOULANGER (Le Général). L’Invasion Allemande.
Volume one only, of three. Maps, illustrations. First edition. 4to., binders cloth, original
printed wrappers bound in. Paris, Jules Rouff. nd (1881).
£100
A presentation copy, inscribed on the half title page ‘à Monsieur Balfour, membre
deparlement cordial souvenir Gnl Boulanger’. Original top wrapper inscribed in pencil
‘Lady Balfour keep (illegible)’.
Boulanger, a General in the French army, who had fought in the Franco-Prussian war
and against the Commune, became a politician and was briefly Minister for War. His
political creed, a toxic mix of nationalism and socialism, with admirers from among the
Royalists, Bonapartists, Republicans, Socialists, and Blanquists, contained sinister echoes
of a future brand of National Socialism. He was for a while a wildly popular figure in
France, his anti-German rhetoric hugely appealing, earning him the nickname ‘Général
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Revanche’ (General Revenge). The Parliamentary Republic feared a coup d’état and
issued a warrant for his arrest. He fled briefly to London, when it is possible this book was
inscribed to the future British Prime Minister, then to Belgium, but disheartened by the
sudden collapse in his support, he took his own life in Brussels at his mistress’s graveside,
with a bullet to the head.
Foxed, a few tears to the original wrappers.
98.

CREASEY (Edward). The Fifteen Decisive Battles of the World: from Marathon to
Waterloo.
Fourth edition. 8vo., original combed cloth, re-backed, re-using the original spine.
London, Richard Bentley. 1853.

£60

A presentation copy, inscribed on the title page ‘Edward Cottam from the
AuthorE.S.Creasey 1853’.
Creasey’s book is a product of its time, the work of a man with a classical education, a
suspicion of foreigners, and an emphasis, in the accounts of the battles nearer his time,
on the effect they had on Britain and the British Empire. Major Stanley, in Gilbert and
Sullivan’s ‘The Pirates of Penzance’ says he can ‘quote the fights historical: from Marathon
to Waterloo, in order categorical’.
Covers rubbed and scratched, spine faded, some small damage to the head of the spine.
99.

CURIE (Eve). Journey among Warriors.
First edition. 8vo., cloth. New York, Doubleday, Doran & Co. 1943.

£60

A presentation copy, inscribed on the half title page to Duff and Diana Cooper ‘ForDuff
for Diana with love from Eve Curie’. Eve Curie came from a family of extraordinary
brilliance, with 5 Nobel Prizes among them, her parents being Marie and Pierre Curie.
She joined the Free French Forces of De Gaulle, and from 1941 to 1942 travelled widely
in Africa, the Soviet Union and Asia as a war reporter, which resulted in this book. She
was only a few times near the front line, but she gives much information on the business
of war and its logistical problems, and pays attention to the effects of war on the civilian
populations.
Covers spotted, spine faded with loss of the lettering.
100. DAYAN (Moshe). Diary of the Sinai Campaign 1956.

Illustrations. First English paperback edition. Small 8vo., pictorial wrappers, housed
in a folding box. London, Sphere Books. 1967.

£80

Signed on the half title page ‘M. Dayan’. Loosely inserted a printed compliments slip from
the Israeli Ministry of Defence, enclosing this book.
Spine creased, covers rubbed.
101. DAYAN (Moshe). Diary of the Sinai Campaign.
Illustrations. First US edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. New York, Harper and Row.
1966.
£80
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Signed on the half title page ‘M.Dayan’. The story of Israel’s 1956 invasion of Egypt, jointly
planned with the British and the French, now known as the Suez Crisis, which ended in
humiliation for the British Government, and signalled the end of Britain as a world power.
Dust jacket slightly nicked on the edges, covers faded at the top margin.
102. [EISENHOWER (Dwight D.)]. THOMPSON (R. W.) D-Day. Spearhead of Invasion.

Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., pictorial wrappers. New York, Ballantine Books.
1968.

£750

Signed on the half title page by some of the great Second World War US servicemen:
Dwight D. Eisenhower, Supreme Allied Commander, W.H. Simpson, Commander of the
US Ninth Army, Omar N. Bradley, General of the US Army and overall Commander of all
US ground forces, Curtis E. Lemay, a general in the US Air Force, who developed the
relentless strategic bombing campaign against the Japanese, and Ira C. Eaker, Deputy
Commander of the US Air Force and one of the architects of the technique of strategic
bombing.
Battle Book number 1 in Ballantine’s Illustrated History of World War Two. Lightly
rubbed on the extremities.
103. FLEETWOOD-WILSON (Sir Guy). Letters to Somebody. A Retrospect.

Portrait frontispiece, illustrations. First edition. 8vo., half red calf over red cloth boards,
signed Fox, Bookbinder, with his ticket. London, Cassell. 1922.
£50
A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘from, Guy Fleetwood-Wilson,
1937’, above it an inscription in a different hand ‘Chesterton, Seaford. Presented by
E.Newgrass Esq. Feb. 1947’.
Fleetwood-Wilson, who was largely brought up in Italy, was a British Civil Servant who
spent a large part of his career in India. On his return he was appointed to the War Office,
and he here writes about Sir Garnet Wolseley and Lord Roberts. He also spent some time
in South Africa, where he was Financial Advisor to Kitchener.
Spine faded and rubbed, corners bumped, ink library number to the front endpaper.
104. FOCH (Général F.) De la Conduite de la Guerre. La Manoeuvre pour la Bataille.

5 folding maps at the rear, illustrations in the text. Third edition. Large 8vo., full brown
crushed morocco, lettered in gilt, ruled in blind, five raised bands, gilt inner dentelles,
t.e.g., others untrimmed. Paris, Berger-Levraut. 1915.
£750
A presentation copy, inscribed on the fourth front free endpaper ‘A Monsieur le
Maréchal French, Commandant en Chef des Armées Anglaises, en souvenir d’une parfaite confraternité d’armes pendant 15 mois d’une heureuse campagne, le Gnl F.Foch,
Comt. des Armées françaises du nord, 19 décembre 1915’.
Sir John French, a cavalryman who had fought on behalf of the British Empire in many
a far-flung part of the world, was in his sixties when he was made Commander of the
British Expeditionary Force at the beginning of the Great War, until he was replaced by
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Haig in December 1915. Foch, who oversaw the German defeat as overall Commander of
the Allied forces, was a soldier through and through, pugnacious and combative, and a
student of military history and strategy. French thought he was ‘the best General in the
world’, and ‘the sort of man with whom I know I can get on’. Foch regarded French as
weak and unreliable, and therefore difficult to deal with, and made no objections to his
dismissal. The two men however did get on, Foch being understanding of French’s dark
moods. The phrase in the inscription ‘heureuse campagne’, an odd thing to say about a
bloody conflict, may well refer to the nature of their relationship rather than enjoyment
of battle. Foch remains the only Frenchman ever to be made an honorary Field-Marshal
by the British.
Boards scratched and stained, front outer hinge and extremities rubbed.
105. GLUBB (Lieutenant-General Sir John Bagot). A Soldier with the Arabs.

Maps, illustrations, cartographic endpapers. First edition. 8vo., buckram, gilt, dust
jacket. London, Hodder and Stoughton. 1957.

£50

Signed by the author on the title page ‘J.B.Glubb 9th October 1958’.
On the dust jacket the author is called Glubb Pasha, Pasha being a word of respect, an
honorific title similar to a British knighthood. Glubb earned his title during his many years
commanding the Arab Legion in Transjordan, which he developed into an efficient fighting
force, until he was dismissed by King Hussein in 1956, the King wanting to lessen British
influence in his country.
Dust jacket just nicked along the top margin, newspaper obituary loosely inserted..
106. HALDANE (General Sir Aylmer). A Soldier’s Saga.

Portrait frontispiece, numerous illustrations, some after sketches by the author. First
edition. 8vo., cloth. London, Blackwood. 1948.
£80
A presentation copy, inscribed on the half title page ‘With my best wishes, Aylmer
Haldane’. Haldane, a career soldier, served in many distant parts of the British Empire,
and distinguished himself in the Great War, in which he commanded his men from the
trenches, not from several miles back. He is most well known for planning the escape
from a Boer prison in Pretoria in which his fellow prisoner Winston Churchill successfully
gained his freedom, although Haldane failed. He did however later hatch another plan, to
which he briefly refers here with some asperity, which was successful. Haldane published
an account of his escape, ‘How we escaped from Pretoria’.
Front cover ink-stained.
107. HAMILTON (General Sir Ian). Listening for the Drums.
Portrait frontispiece, maps and illustrations. First edition. 8vo., buckram, priceclipped dust jacket. London, Faber and Faber. 1944.
£100
Loosely inserted a one page TLS, dated 27th June 1933 ‘My dear Sutton, Naturally I
remember you very well indeed and am so glad to hear from you; especially as you make
a so pleasing request. Here is the photograph with my blessing and please give my kindest
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remembrances to all old friends Yours sincerely, Ian Hamilton. P.S. I am just writing a
sketch of Lord K. as I knew him, but as I am so much involved in the Dardanelles part of
his life I am rather passing that over. Ian H.’. On the half title page a presentation
inscription in another hand ‘With enough love for Xmas 1944 from Me “Nor heard the
Rumble of a distant Drum”.’, with pasted above a bookplate signed G.W. Sutton, the
recipient of the TLS, who was a fellow army officer, serving in both World Wars, ending
the second as G.O.C. Southern Command.
Hamilton began his military career in the early 1870s, and saw service in Afghanistan,
India and Africa, where he was Kitchener’s Chief of Staff during the Second Boer War. At
the beginning of 1915 Hamilton was appointed Commander of the Allied Mediterranean
Expeditionary Force in the Dardanelles. ‘If you succeed’, Kitchener said to Hamilton, ‘You
will have won not the battle, but the war’. The campaign was a bloody fiasco and
Hamilton was recalled, thus ending his military career.
Corners bumped, text cockled, dust jacket rubbed, torn at the head and tail of the
spine with some loss.
108. HAMILTON (General Sir Ian). HALDANE (R.B.) introduction. Compulsory Service. A Study

of the Question in the Light of Experience.
First edition. 8vo., cloth. London, John Murray. 1910.

£350

A copy of an important anti conscription text, inscribed by a prominent advocate
ofconscription to one of his allies. Inscribed on the front free endpaper by Field-Marshal
the Earl Roberts ‘L.S. Amery from Roberts 8. Dec: 1910’. This copy is extensively
annotated, principally by the pro-conscription Field-Marshal Sir Henry Hughes-Wilson, as
well as by Roberts himself. Roberts published a reply to this volume in 1911, called
‘Fallacies and Facts. An Answer to “Compulsory Service”’, (see the copy in this catalogue,
under Roberts) of which Amery wrote one of the three chapters. Conscription was in fact
not instituted until 1916.
A.J.A. Morris in his book The Scaremongers says ‘Within four months the
conscriptionists’ reply to Haldane and Hamilton was on sale to the public. Roberts was
named as author of ‘Facts and Fallacies’, but part had been contributed by Professor J.A.
Cramb, and much the longest section dashed off in a few weeks by the volatile L.S. Amery.
No one admired Roberts more than Amery. He contrasted the old warrior’s kindliness,
gentleness, patriotism and selflessness with the character of the oddly calculating
Kitchener who made no secret of his contempt for “Poor old Roberts; just wasting his
time. No one is going to listen to him. Nobody is going to organize the
Army properly in peace”.’
Front board very slightly stained.
109. HAMILTON (General Sir Ian). HALDANE (R.B.) introduction. Compulsory Service. A Study
of the Question in the Light of Experience.
Second reprint of the second edition. 8vo., cloth. London, John Murray. 1911. £80
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A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘For Councillor
CharlesWilson. From Ian Hamilton. Wednesday. December 16th. ’42. 1 Hyde Park
Gardens. W.2.’. Hamilton, a career soldier had the quintessential “bad war” in 1914–
1918, as commander of the Mediterranean Expeditionary Force and leader of its
catastrophic invasion of the Dardanelles. Front cover spotted, bookplate roughly
removed from front pastedown.
110. HORROCKS (Lieutenant-General Sir Brian). A Full Life.

Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., buckram, dust jacket. London, Collins. 1960.

£60

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To Lilly Stern with best
wishesfor the success of the Molton Gallery from Brian Horrocks Lt Gen XI.X.60’. Horrocks
saw service in the Great War and the Russian Civil War, and is remembered as one of the
most gifted and effective Corps Commanders of the Second World War, Eisenhower
calling him ‘the outstanding British General under Montgomery’. He was badly wounded
by a strafing from a German fighter plane, and eventually had to leave the Army on health
grounds. In civilian life he was Black Rod in the House of Lords for fourteen years.
Dust jacket worn, with some nicks to the edges, rear panel grubby, photocopy of a
newspaper obituary of Horrocks loosely inserted, pp 274/5 stained by an old shop receipt.
111. ISMAY (Hastings Lionel). Memoirs.

Portrait frontispiece, maps and diagrams. First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket.
London, Heinemann. 1960.

£250

A presentation copy, inscribed to Dennis Wheatley on the title page ‘For
DennisWheatley, one of the silent band of deceptionists (see page 173) who made such
an immense, though inadequately recognised, contribution to our victory – with the
author’s happy and affectionate remembrance. Ismay. Nov 1960’. Pictorial bookplate of
Dennis Wheatley by Frank C. Papé pasted opposite the half title. Loosely inserted a 2 page
undated ALS to Wheatley, with the original envelope, saying he will be delighted to
inscribe a copy of his book, adding ‘I’m a crock now – no lungs left: but I’ve had a damn
good innings’, and 2 TLSs, both signed ‘Pug’, one dated 4th November 1960, sending this
book back duly inscribed, regretting not being able to meet up, and being rueful about a
visit to the USA on which he was not well, the second dated 30th June 1961, bemoaning
his health, and inviting Wheatley to lunch.
General the Lord Ismay, known as ‘Pug’, was a career soldier who was Churchill’s Chief
of Staff during the Second World War, and as such made himself indispensable to
Churchill and the military top brass. He refers in the inscription to Wheatley’s
membership of the London Controlling Section, a small group responsible for military
deception which had some outstanding successes. Churchill took a great deal of interest
in their work, Ismay being the link between them. After the war Ismay was Chief of Staff
to the last Viceroy of India, Lord Mountbatten, then became the first Secretary General
of NATO.
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Dust jacket lightly rubbed on the folds.
112. LIDDELL HART (B. H.) The Other Side of the Hill.

Maps. revised and enlarged edition. 8vo., cloth. London, Cassell. 1951.

£60

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To Julian Amery from
BasilLiddell Hart’.
In the Liddell Hart Military Archives in King’s College London, there is a considerable
archive of correspondence between Capt Basil Liddell Hart and Julian Amery, 1954– 1957,
notably relating to Liddell Hart’s papers for the Army League on army manpower
requirements and divisional organisation. Amery at the time was at the War Office as an
Under Secretary of State.
Boards very slightly spotted.
113. [MACARTHUR (Douglas)]. WHITNEY (Major General Courtney). MacArthur. His

Rendezvous with History.
First edition. 8vo., quarter blue cloth over terracotta cloth boards, dust jacket. New
York, Knopf. 1956.
£250
Signed on the front free endpaper by Douglas MacArthur. A presentation copy, inscribed
underneath MacArthur‘s signature: ‘To Nathan Ladden with cordial regards, Courtney
Whitney.’ Nathan Ladden was a New York antiquarian bookseller. Whitney, a career
soldier, served in both World Wars and in Korea. He was one of MacArthur’s closest aides
during the Pacific Campaign in the Second World War, and played a major role in the
restructuring of Japanese society after the war. Whitney worshipped MacArthur, this
biography coming close to hagiography, and the American public loved him too, the shock
being all the greater when MacArthur was sacked for his mishandling of the Korean War,
the politicians finding his methods far too autocratic.
Small tear to head of the spine, dust jacket nicked and rubbed at head and tail of the
spine, one small tear to the top edge.
114. MOLONY (W. O’Sullivan). Prisoners and Captives.

First edition. 8vo., cloth. London, Macmillan. 1933.

£150

A presentation copy, inscribed on the second front free endpaper ‘To John Masefieldas
a small token of my gratitude for his encouragement and assistance whilst writing the
original of this book – entitled “The Abandoned” – on Cumnor Hill. William O. Molony.
Cagnes sur mer Oct:28. 1933’.
In March 1914, the 17 year old Molony travelled to Germany with his mother and
sisters, to visit relatives. He lingered too long, and after the start of the Great War found
himself imprisoned as an alien. This book is a recollection of those times, as he endured
a number of different prisons in and around Berlin, of which he writes “I had dysentery,
enteric typhus and other diseases. Since the end of 1914, not one drop of fresh milk had
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passed my lips; since the middle of 1915 I had tasted no recognisable fresh meat. I had
lived entirely on nervous energy.”
After the war Molony went up to Christ Church Oxford, and sought out Masefield, who
lived nearby at Boar‘s Hill. While Molony was in Ruhleben prison some of the prisoners
had acted Masefield’s ‘Good Friday’, which made an impression on the young man, who
visited Masefield often. He eventually worked for the League of Nations in Geneva.
Covers lightly soiled.
115. MONTGOMERY OF ALAMEIN (Field-Marshal the Viscount). An Approach to Sanity. A

Study of East-West Relations.
First edition. 8vo., buckram, price-clipped dust jacket. London, Collins. 1959. £250
A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To: Donald McLachlan
withbest wishes from the author, Montgomery of Alamein F.M. 23 October 1959
(anniversary of Alamein!)’.
McLachlan, an experienced journalist, served in the British Army’s Intelligence Corps
in the early days of the Second World war, but was transferred to Naval Intelligence,
where he served on the personal staff of the Director from 1940 to 1945, one of his
colleagues being Ian Fleming. He wrote and published a memoir of those days, titled
Room 39, Naval Intelligence in Action, a copy of which is in the naval section of this
catalogue.
Endpapers foxed, dust jacket just nicked at head of the spine, rear panel soiled.
116. MONTGOMERY OF ALAMEIN (Field-Marshal the Viscount). El Alamein to the River

Sangro.
Map frontispiece, 16 folding maps. First edition. 8vo., blue paper boards re-backed re-using
the original spine. Published for private circulation in the British Army of
the Rhine. 1946.
£450
A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To George Surtees with
allgood wishes. B.L.Montgomery Field-Marshal. Berlin 7–1–46’. A small photograph
loosely inserted, annotated in pencil on the reverse ‘Ramsgate Harbour 9–6–29’.
Although Montgomery does not include a rank in his inscription, it is likely to be to MajorGeneral George Surtees, who saw service in North Africa and the Middle East in the
Second World War. Montgomery was in Berlin as Military Governor of the British Zone of
Occupation, and member of the Allied Control Commission.
3 of the maps with small tears, one repaired, spine rubbed and creased, missing 5cm
piece from the top.
117. MONTGOMERY OF ALAMEIN (Field-Marshal the Viscount). El Alamein to the River

Sangro.
Map frontispiece, 16 folding maps. First edition. 8vo., blue paper boards. Published for
private circulation in the British Army of the Rhine. 1946.
£450 A presentation copy,
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inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To: Bill Adam AdjutantGeneral with all good wishes.
B.L.Montgomery F.M. Berlin 7–1–46’.
General Sir Ronald ‘Bill’ Adam, was the British Army’s Adjutant-General for much of
the Second World War, in effect the professional head of the Army. Roger Broad said, in
his book on Adam, ‘The Radical General’: “Britain’s great battlefield generals of the
Second World War like Montgomery and Slim would have failed had not General Sir
Ronald Adam been appointed Adjutant-General in 1941. As the army’s second most
senior officer, he was responsible for providing the man-and woman power for battle. He
revolutionised recruitment practices and introduced scientific selection procedures to
find the officers, NCOs and technicians that a modern army needed”. Head of spine with
some small loss, repaired with new blue cloth.
118. MONTGOMERY OF ALAMEIN (Field-Marshal the Viscount). Memoirs.

Portrait frontispiece, numerous maps and illustrations. Second impression. 8vo.,
cloth, dust jacket. London, Collins. 1958.

£400

Inscribed by Montgomery and his successor as Commander of the Eighth Army: ‘Inscribed
for Mr. Hughes by Montgomery of Alamein October 1959’, and ‘Oliver Leese Lt General
30 Corps El Alamein October 23rd 1942’.
Leese, who served in both World Wars, had been instructed by Montomery at Staff
College in the 1920s and in September 1942 was sent at Montgomery’s request to take
command of the Eighth Army’s 30 Corps, Montgomery saying in a signal to Alanbrooke
that Leese was ‘the best soldier out here’. Leese later succeeded Montgomery as
Commander of the Eighth Army, leading them through the Italian Campaign, ending at
the battle of Monte Cassino in 1944.
Pasted to the front pastedown a newspaper obituary of Sir Oliver Leese, above that is
inscribed ‘From Joanna to Maurice 1958’ (‘Joanna’ in a different hand).
Front board spotted, spine creased, dust jacket nicked and worn on the top edge.
119. MONTGOMERY OF ALAMEIN (Field-Marshal the Viscount). Normandy to the

Baltic.
Map frontispiece, 46 maps, 3 diagrams. First edition. 8vo., red paper boards.
Published for private circulation in the British Army of the Rhine. 1946.

£450

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To: Oswald Birley in
memoryof some pleasant hours spent in his studio while he was painting my portrait with
all good wishes. Montgomery of Alamein Field-Marshal. 27 June 1948’. Front board lightly
spotted.
120. [MONTGOMERY OF ALAMEIN (Field-Marshal the Viscount)]. MORRISON (Herbert). How

Greater London is Governed.
First edition. Small 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London, Lovat Dickson and Thompson.
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1935.
£100 Inscribed on the half title page ‘Dear Mr. Morrison, Thank you so
much for letting me see this book. I think it is excellent and very clear. Yrs ever
Montgomery of Alamein. 4– 3–49’.
Some foxing, dust jacket just nicked at head and tail of the spine.
121. MOUNTBATTEN OF BURMA (Vice-Admiral, the Earl) Report to the Combined

Chiefs of Staff by the Supreme Allied Commander South-East Asia 1943–1945.
Numerous coloured maps and diagrams. First edition. 4to, blue buckram, gilt.
London, HMSO. 1951.

£200

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To Whitworth Jones whodid
more than anyone to establish inter-service inter-allied team work for the air. From the
author Dickie’. Taped to the front pastedown a one page TLS from the author to the same
person, signed yours ever Dickie, dated 26th January 1951, sending this copy, explaining
that it contains corrections suggested by the recipient.
Air Chief Marshal Sir John Whitworth-Jones saw service in the Royal Flying Corps
during the Great War and went on to have a long career in the RAF, which included being
the Assistant Deputy Chief of Staff at South East Asia Command from 1943. His brother
was the actor Felix Aylmer.
Covers sunned and faded, the tape holding the letter yellowed and offset to the
endpaper, newspaper obituary of Chiang Kai-Shek loosely inserted.
122. PABEL (Reinhold). Enemies are Human.

First edition. 8vo., quarter red cloth over black cloth boards, dust jacket.
Philadelphia, The John C. Winston Company. 1955.

£60

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To Eric Williams – from
oneescaper to another – why don’t we have an International Brotherhood of War Time
Escapees with us as charter members Reinhold Pabel September 30, 1958’. Eric Williams
was a Royal Air Force officer who famously escaped, with two fellow officers, from Stalag
Luft III and made his way back to Britain. His novelisation of the escape,
‘The Wooden Horse’, is one of the most famous accounts in escape literature, of which
Williams owned a large collection. Pabel, a wartime sergeant in Hitler’s First Army, who
saw service on the Russian Front and in the Italian Campaign, escaped from a prisoner of
war camp in Illinois, and quietly made himself into a model US citizen, becoming Philip
Brick, the owner of a bookshop in Chicago’s North Side. In 1953 he was arrested by the
FBI and sent back to Germany, but after six months he returned to the USA, but eventually
went to Hamburg, where he opened an antiquarian bookshop, which still thrives, though
Pabel himself died in 2008.
Front cover spotted.
123. [PAGET (Henry, Marquess of Anglesey)]. KELLY (Christopher). A Full and Circumstantial
Account of the Battle of Waterloo.
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Steel-engraved frontispiece with tissue guard, engraved title page, folding plan, 17
engraved plates, (lacks the Bust of Wellington). Second edition. 4to, 19th century half
red calf, gilt, over cloth boards, green morocco label lettered in gilt, all edges
marbled. London, Thomas Kelly. 1818.
£300
Ownership signature ‘Anglesey’ on the engraved title page. Anglesey was already a
brilliantly successful Cavalry officer when he took part in the Battle of Waterloo, where
he led the charge that routed the column of the Comte d’Erlon. Towards the end of the
battle his right leg was shattered by a cannonball and had to be amputated, and for a
while the amputated leg became a part of the tourist attraction that the battlefield
quickly became. After the battle Anglesey was fitted with a wooden leg, articulated at the
knee and ankle, which was the first of its kind, becoming known as the ‘Anglesey Leg’.
Printed in double column. Plates foxed, a few small tears, head and tail of spine and
outer hinges rubbed, corners rubbed.
124. PAPAGOS (General Alexander). The Battle of Greece 1940–1941.

Portrait frontispiece, maps (2 folding), photographic illustrations. First edition. 8vo.,
card wrappers. Athens, J.M. Scazikis “Alpha” Editions. 1949.
£100
A presentation copy, inscribed on the half title page ‘To Major R.E. Austin, Duke
ofWellington’s Regt. G.S.O. II. Int. British Military Mission to Greece with the compliments
of the author A. Papagos Athens, April 25, 1952’. At the foot of the leaf describing the
author Papagos has added in ink ‘In October 1949, by decision of the Greek Parliament,
he was promoted to the rank of Field Marshal’. Papagos commanded the Greek Army
during the Second World War, defeated the Communists in the Greek Civil War, and was
his country’s Prime Minister from 1952 until his death in 1955.
Major Austin was a regular soldier, who won the M.C. during the Korean War. Covers
rubbed, head and tail of spine frayed.
125. PELLA (Vespasien V.) La Guerre-Crime et les Criminels de Guerre.

First edition, limited to 125 copies on Papier Royal, this copy un-numbered. 4to., original
printed wrappers, housed in a folding box. Geneva/Paris, Revue de Droit
International/ Éditions A. Pedone. 1946.
£100
A presentation copy, inscribed on the half title page ‘A Sir David Maxwell Fyfe de lapart
de l’auteur. En témoignage de haute considération Vespasien V. Pella’. Sir David Maxwell
Fyfe, a lawyer and Conservative politician, was the deputy to the chief prosecutor at the
Nuremberg War Trials, Sir Hartley Shawcross. As Shawcross was often absent on political
duty, it fell to Fyfe to do much of the cross-examination, where he displayed a skilled and
persistent determination, particularly with Goering, who came off second best against
him. After the war he helped to draft the European Convention on Human Rights.
Pella, a Romanian lawyer, pushed hard for his idea of an International Tribunal for the
prosecution of war criminals, particularly of heads of state responsible for crimes against
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humanity. He was President of the International Association of Criminal Law between
1946 and 1952.
Spine creased and torn, with some small loss, upper hinge repaired with clear tape, front
cover torn near the top edge, both covers slightly soiled.
126. PÉTAIN (le Maréchal Philippe). La Bataille de Verdun.

Maps, illustrations. Third edition. 8vo., full red crushed morocco, 5 raised bands, lettered
and ruled in gilt, gilt inner dentelles t.e.g., others untrimmed, signed
Bennett N.Y., original wrappers bound in. Paris, Payot. 1930.
£350
Signed on the half title page ‘Ph. Pétain’. Ownership inscription to the title page ‘George
W. Burleigh’, who was a Colonel in the New York National Guard, and the recipient from
the French State of the Légion d’Honneur in 1921.
The Battle of Verdun, which lasted 303 days, is the defining memory of the Great War
for the French, and the victor, Pétain, became a national hero, called the ‘Lion of Verdun’.
His life ended however in disgrace, sentenced to death for heading the collaborationist
Vichy Government in the Second World War. His sentence was commuted to life
imprisonment, and he died in captivity.
Hinges and one raised band rubbed, booksellers ticket to rear pastedown.
127. ROBERTS (Field-Marshal Earl). Fallacies and Facts. An Answer to “Compulsory Service”.

First edition. 8vo., cloth. London, John Murray. 1911.

£250

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘L.S. Amery with kindest regards and grateful thanks from Roberts 18th March 1911’, the inscription annotated
somewhat drily by Amery ‘For writing part II. LSA’. Some pencilled marginalia in the text,
and contents leaf annotated LSA next to ‘part II The Military and Naval Situation’.
An answer to General Sir Ian Hamilton‘s book, published in 1910, two copies of which
are in this catalogue. Roberts had published a National Service Bill in the House of Lords
in 1909, at a time of great fear of possible German invasion plans, but failed to win over
either of the main political parties. The aim of the bill was to establish a fighting force
which would be able to withstand an invasion should the regular army be occupied
abroad. Hamilton and Roberts were friends, but the debate caused a rift between them.
Of the three chapters only one was written by Roberts, ‘The Nation’s Peril’, one other is
by Leo Amery as evidenced by the inscription, the other was written by Professor J.A.
Cramb. Amery was a Conservative politician well known for his interest in military
preparedness, which he displayed anew before the Second World War as one of
Churchill’s few supporters over the issue of appeasement.
Covers and endpapers badly damp-stained.
128. ROBERTS (Field-Marshal Earl). Forty-One Years in India: from Subaltern to Commanderin-Chief.
Portrait frontispiece, maps (8 folding), illustrations. Thirty fifth edition. 8vo., cloth.
London, Macmillan. 1905.
£150
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A presentation copy, inscribed on the half title page ‘Presented to Captain
W.L.R.Dugmore, Cheshire Regt a successful competitor at the Jersey Association’s Rifle
Meeting by the Author Roberts F.M. March 1905’.
Roberts spent almost his entire military career fighting on distant shores, from the
Indian rebellion, Abyssinia, Afghanistan, to overall Commander of British forces in the
Second Boer War. In retirement he advocated the formation of a Conscription Army,
worried as he was by the prospect of a Europe-wide war. As part of this concern he
encouraged the training of civilians in shooting skills via shooting clubs, like the one in the
inscription. The National Smallbore Rifle Association still uses his signature on their
targets.
Spine faded, front board sunned.
129. RUSSELL (W.H.) The British Expedition to the Crimea.

6 folding maps and plans, lacking the 4 maps in rear pocket. New and revised
edition. 8vo., contemporary full vellum, lettered and ruled in gilt, a.e.g. London,
George Routledge and Sons. 1877.

£150

A presentation copy, inscribed on the title page ‘To my dear daughter Alberta from
heraffectionate father W.H. Russell’. William Howard Russell is credited with being the
first War Reporter, a term he disliked. He fell into journalism after submitting some copy
to the Times, who liked what they saw. He was sent to cover the war in the Crimea, where
he was disliked and mistrusted by the senior officers, but was popular with the lower
ranks, to whom he listened. He was shocked by the poor conditions suffered by the
soldiery, and reported so, his words having a powerful effect in Britain, influencing
Florence Nightingale and Mary Seacole, and angering Victoria and Albert, Albert saying
“the pen and ink of one miserable scribbler is despoiling the country”. He arrived back in
England a national hero, his friend Charles Dickens advising him to undertake a lecture
tour, which he did with much success. He later reported on the American Civil War and
the Franco-Prussian War, and was knighted. Covers soiled and bowed, some foxing.
130. SHERMAN (General William T.) Memoirs.

Two volumes. Steel engraved portrait frontispiece and 4 other portraits, 15 folding maps.
Second edition, revised and corrected. 8vo., cross-grained green cloth,
lettered in gilt. New York, D. Appleton and Company. 1886.
£1,250
The copy of the British radical politician and industrialist Joseph Chamberlain, with his
bookplate in each volume, inscribed to him by the Philadelphia publisher George Childs,
and with a 3 page ALS from Sherman loosely inserted, which begins: ‘So delicate a
complaint as contained in your note of the 9th and from such a source comes with a
peculiar charm to an old soldier who believes in the brotherhood of man. Especially when
we drink from the same fountain of literary and scientific knowledge.’, and goes on to
talk about Chamberlain’s stay in Washington, expresses regret at a disappointment, then
talks about relations between England and America, how they have improved by better
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methods of communication. The letter frayed at the edges, with some small loss, not
affecting the text, one small repair to the lower edge, several folds.
Sherman, whom Basil Liddell Hart called ‘the first modern General’, was a brilliant and
combative military strategist, with many victories to his name in the American Civil War,
of which in these memoirs he gives a lengthy first hand account. Credited with the
concept of total war, even the pugnacious Sherman admitted after receiving the
Confederate surrender ‘I confess, without shame, I am sick and tired of fighting’.
Chamberlain was in America for five months from late 1887 to March 1888, mediating
over long standing disagreements between America and Canada over fishing rights in the
Gulf of St. Lawrence. He travelled widely in both countries, and also met the woman who
was to be his third wife.
131. SMITH (Walter Bedell). Eisenhower’s Six Great Decisions. [Europe 1944–1945].

Maps. First edition. 8vo., cloth. New York, Longmans Green and Co. 1956.

£150

A presentation copy, inscribed to a wartime colleague by the man who signed
theGerman instrument of surrender at the end of the Second World War. ‘6/22/56. Dear
Kenneth – This is really a reprint of the Saturday Evening Post article, written in 1946,
with a first and last chapter added. You might like it for your library. Affectionately Bedell’.
Sir Kenneth Strong, the first Director (from 1948 to 1964) of the Joint Intelligence Bureau
at the Ministry of Defence, had been Eisenhower‘s Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence
(G-2) both at AFHQ and later SHAEF, where Smith was Eisenhower’s Chief of Staff. Both
men were responsible for persuading the German Reichskommissar of the Netherlands
to allow food supplies through to the starving Dutch population, and shortly afterward
accepted the surrender of the German forces in the Netherlands. Smith signed the
German surrender documents at the end of the war, with Strong as his interpreter, and
after the war became the American Ambassador to the Soviet Union, after which he was
made Director of the CIA.
Spine faded, covers sunned and spotted, a few leaves with the corners turned down.
132. SMYTH (Sir John). Great Stories of the Victoria Cross.

Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London, Arthur Barker Ltd.
1977.

£80

A presentation copy from one V.C. holder to another, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To Godfrey. In admiration and friendship and ever grateful thanks for all you have
done for me and the V.C and G.C Association Jackie 15.6.77’.
Brigadier Sir John Smyth, V.C., M.C. (‘Jackie’), won his V.C. in the Great War, “For most
conspicuous bravery near Richebourg Avoue on 18 May 1915 … he conveyed a supply of
96 bombs to within 20 yards of the enemy’s position over exceptionally dangerous ground
… to effect his purpose he had to swim a stream, being exposed the whole time to
howitzer, shrapnel, machine-gun and rifle fire.”
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Godfrey is Rear Admiral Godfrey Place V.C., who as a submariner won his V.C. at the
age of 22 for placing the explosives under Tirpitz.
Dust jacket with two small tears to the head of the spine, with some loss.
133. SÖDERBERG (Henry). Över Gränser Genom Spärrar.

Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., largely unopened, original wrappers, pictorial dust
jacket. Stockholm, P.A. Norstedt. 1945.

£60

A presentation copy, inscribed to the author of one of the great war escape texts “ToMr.
Eric Williams with compliments and thanks for the wonderful Wooden Horse and in
memory of my many fine and brave airforcemen in Stalag Luft 3. Sincerely yours Henry
Söderberg. Repr. of the War P.S Aid of the YMCA in Germany 1943–1945’.
From the website of the AFHI Virtual Museum: “Swedish lawyer Henry Söderberg, as
the representative of the International Y.M.C.A., was responsible for the region of
Germany in which Stalag Luft III was located. He visited the camp regularly and went to
great efforts to procure and deliver items requested by the various compounds. As a
result, each compound had a band and orchestra, a well-equipped library, and sports
equipment to meet the different British and American national tastes. Chaplains also had
the necessary religious items to enable them to hold regular services. In addition, many
men were able to advance, and in a few cases, complete their formal education”.
Spine creased, dust jacket rubbed and nicked on the extremities.
134. SPEARS (Major-General Sir Edward). Assignment to Catastrophe: Prelude to Dunkirk.

Portrait frontispiece, maps (2 folding), illustrations. Reprint. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket.
London, Heinemann. 1954.
£120
A presentation copy, inscribed on the title page ‘For Dennis Wheatley with best
wishesfrom the author E.L.Spears July ‘73’. preceded by a presentation inscription on the
half title page ‘Dennis. With very best wishes for Christmas 1954 from Colin’. Bookplate
of Dennis Wheatley on the reverse of the half title page.
Spears was brought up in France by British parents, his resulting fluency in the French
language making him an ideal liaison officer with the French military in both World Wars.
Spears did have to cope with a great deal of mutual misunderstanding and suspicion
between the allies in the First World War, Foch in particular not trusting him at all. In the
later war, Spears’ friend Churchill appointed him as his personal representative with the
Free French under de Gaulle. It was Spears who spirited de Gaulle to England, pulling him
into his departing aircraft, de Gaulle later giving Spears a signed photograph inscribed,
“To General Spears, witness, ally, friend”.
Spears must have come across Wheatley in the Second World War during Wheatley‘s
time at the London Controlling Section, a small unit which instigated and coordinated
military deception and cover plans, often with brilliant success. It seems likely that
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Wheatley must have asked Spears to sign the book, which was obviously already in his
library, and Spears’ inscription is in the shaky hand of an 86 year old who died the
following year.
Dust jacket stained on the rear panel, nicked and torn at the head and tail of the spine
with some loss.
135. SPEIDEL (Lt.General Hans). Invasion 1944.

Illustrations, cartographic endpapers. First US edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket.
Chicago, Henry Regnery Company. 1950.

£450

A presentation copy, inscribed on the half title page ‘Herrn Feldmarschall Earl Alexanderof
Tunis in Verehrung und dankbaren Gedenken an den 4. Mai 1953 Hans Speidel. siehe
seite 176’, (in admiration and with grateful memories of the 4th May, see page 176).
Speidel was Field Marshal Rommel’s Chief of Staff when the Allies invaded Normandy,
and here gives a full account of what went on in Rommel’s headquarters. Speidel was
part of a group of disaffected Wehrmacht Officers which was plotting to remove Hitler,
and was involved in the failed July 20th plot. Thousands of men were arrested, Speidel
among them, but he resolutely remained silent at his trial, where he was sentenced to
prison, from which he escaped at the end of the war, after which he served in the army
of the newly democratic Germany, commanding NATO land forces in central Europe from
1957 to 1963.
Dust jacket nicked rubbed and torn on the edges.
136. STOBART (Mabel A. St. Clair). Miracles and Adventures. An Autobiography.

Illustrations. Second edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London, Rider & Co. 1936. £50
A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘Violet Gale. Kind wishesfrom
M. A. St. Clair Stobart May 19th 1942’. Stobart, the ‘Lady of the Black Horse’, took herself
in the early days of the Great War to Serbia, to set up a Field Hospital, with female
doctors and nurses she had herself recruited. As a supporter of the Suffragette
movement she wanted to show that women were as capable as men. She was forced to
flee from the Germans, who had sentenced her to death, making a 250 mile trek through
the Albanian mountains. She survived, wrote plays and took up farming. After both her
sons died in the Spanish Flu epidemic of 1918 she became a spiritualist, making friends
with Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, who shared her interest. Dust jacket rubbed and frayed on
the margins and the folds.
137. STRONG (Major-General Sir Kenneth). Intelligence at the Top. Recollections of a British

Intelligence Officer.
Maps, illustrations. First US edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. New York,
Giniger/Doubleday and Co. 1960.

£100

A presentation copy, inscribed on the dedication page ‘To John, Kenneth Strong
30.4.70Eastbourne’. ‘John’ is probably Strong’s stepson John Horridge.
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138. STRONG (Major-General Sir Kenneth). Men of Intelligence.

Illlustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London, Giniger/Cassell.
1970.

£100

A presentation copy, inscribed on the title page ‘John Horridge. Xmas 1970. With
bestwishes from the Author. Kenneth Strong’. Major General Sir Kenneth Strong was
Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence at Eisenhower’s wartime headquarters, and
followed him to SHAEF, and was present at the negotiations for the German surrender,
where his fluent German was very useful. After the war he stayed in Intelligence,
becoming the first Director of the Joint Intelligence Bureau at the Ministry of Defence
from 1948 to 1964, after which he was appointed the first Director General of
Intelligence. John Horridge is probably the son of Lady Strong, formerly Brita Horridge,
who married Strong in 1979.
139. [STRONG (Major General Sir Kenneth)]. AMBROSE (Stephen E.) The Supreme

Commander: the War Years of Dwight D. Eisenhower.
4 double page maps. First edition. 8vo., cloth. New York, Doubleday and Co.
1969.

£100

A presentation copy, inscribed on the second front free endpaper ‘For Sir KennethStrong
the best intelligence officer, ever, to work for Ike. Sincerely Stephen E. Ambrose’.
Major General Sir Kenneth Strong was indeed Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence
at Eisenhower’s wartime headquarters, and followed him to SHAEF, and was present at
the negotiations for the German surrender, where his fluent German was very useful.
After the war he stayed in Intelligence, becoming the first Director of the Joint Intelligence
Bureau at the Ministry of Defence from 1948 to 1964, after which he was appointed the
first Director General of Intelligence.
140. [STRONG (Major-General Sir Kenneth)]. WHITING (Charles). Patton.

Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., pictorial wrappers. New York, Ballantine Books.
1970.

£50

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘For Sir Kenneth StrongCharles
Whiting April 71’. Loosely inserted a one page TLS from Whiting to Strong, dated 15.4.71,
from Gutersloh, sending a 2 page carbon of his review of Strong’s book
‘Men of Intelligence’, here included, also asking Strong his opinion of the Nazi General
Gehlen.
Major General Sir Kenneth Strong was Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence at
Eisenhower’s wartime headquarters, and followed him to SHAEF, and was present at the
negotiations for the German surrender, where his fluent German was very useful. After
the war he stayed in Intelligence, becoming the first Director of the Joint Intelligence
Bureau at the Ministry of Defence from 1948 to 1964, after which he was appointed the
first Director General of Intelligence.
Spine creased, some wear to the extremities.
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141. SWINTON (Major General Sir Ernest). Eyewitness; Being Personal Reminiscences of

Certain Phases of the Great War, including the Genesis of the Tank.
Portrait frontispiece, folding diagram, cartographic endpapers, illustrations. First
edition. Tall 8vo., cloth. London, Hodder & Stoughton. 1932.

£250

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To Stephen Foot in memoryof
1914–18 from the author ED Swinton Feb. 1939’. Swinton was appointed by Kitchener at
the beginning of the war to be the official war correspondent for the British Army, under
the pseudonym ‘Eyewitness’. He was appalled at the slaughter inflicted by German
machine guns, and thought of the idea of what he was to call a ‘tank’. He had seen
tractors on caterpillar tracks, and wanted to make something similar but with armour
plating. A committee was set up under Churchill’s leadership, and the tank was born.
After the war Swinton became Professor of Military History at the University of Oxford
from 1925 to 1939.
Major Stephen Foot served for three years on the Western Front in the Great War as
one of the Reserve of Officers with the Royal Engineers at the Somme, then transferred
as a Brigade-Major to the 2nd Tank Brigade. In January 1918, during a period of leave in
England, he transferred to a staff post in the Tank Directorate at the War Office, writing
a paper on ‘A Mobile Army’ in April 1918, which he reprinted in his autobiography ‘Three
Lives’, published in 1934. A few scuffs to the covers, a fine copy.
“These Germans certainly know how to make War, with a capital W”
142. WAVELL (Field-Marshal Lord). Allenby. A Study in Greatness.

Portrait frontispiece, maps (1 folding) and illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth.
London, Harrap. 1940.

£350

A presentation copy, inscribed by the author to his Chief of Staff in the Middle East,
‘Arthur Smith from the author August 1940’, loosely inserted a 2 page ALS from Wavell
dated 24.5.40., on headed notepaper, printed General Headquarters, Middle East, Cairo,
to a Mr. Gunther (probably John Gunther, American author and journalist), remembering
meeting him and reading his books, being flattered that Mrs. Gunther enjoyed an article
of his, mentioning this book in proof and its subject ‘..he was a very great man; and I think
I have showed his greatness most as High Commissioner here’, hoping to meet up ‘but
things look very unsettled at present. These Germans certainly know how to make War,
with a capital W’.
143. [WAVELL (Field-Marshal Lord)]. COLLINS (Major-General R.J.) Lord Wavell 1883– 1941. A

Military Biography.
Portrait frontispiece, 5 folding maps, illustrations. First edition, second impression.
8vo., cloth. London, Hodder and Stoughton. 1948.

£250

Taped on the left hand margin to the front endpaper a 2 page ALS from Wavell dated
2.1.41 to Colonel Alan Saunders ‘My dear Saunders, A line to congratulate you on
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your honour which I was very pleased to see. Hope you are both very well, all best wishes
for 1941. Your new barracks look imposing and should be a great asset. Yrs v sincerely
A.P.Wavell’. Ownership inscription to the front pastedown ‘Saunders Dec/49’. Loosely
inserted a one page TLS, dated 2nd May 1962 from Brigadier Sir Bernard Fergusson to
Saunders ‘. . . Some of my happiest memories are of the Palestine Police and I still
sometimes wish that the War Office had allowed me to succeed you … “
The ALS stabbed for filing, slightly foxed, the TLS folded twice, old tape mark to the
left hand upper corner. Spine faded and spotted, boards spotted, rear outer hinge torn,
rear inner hinge weak, text very foxed.
144. [WAVELL (Field-Marshal Lord)]. THOMSON (C. B.) Old Europe’s Suicide: or the Building of

a Pyramid of Errors.
Folding map. First edition. Small 8vo., cloth. London, George Allen and Unwin.
1920.

£80

Ownership inscription to the half title page ‘A.P.Wavell’, with his pictorial bookplate after
Sir William Orpen to the front pastedown. Brigadier-General Thomson was known to
Wavell, both of them serving in 1917 under Allenby. Thomson’s book calls itself ‘An
account of certain events in Europe during the period 1912–1919’. Spine faded, front
board creased.
145. WEDEMEYER (General Albert C.) Wedemeyer Reports.

First edition, fourth printing. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. New York, Henry Holt and Co.
1958.
£50
A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To my friend- Alan CampbellJohnson. At the behest of our mutual friend John W. Hill. With the sincere admiration
and good wishes of the author A.C.Wedemeyer 14 Nov 59’.
Alan Campbell-Johnson served on Mountbatten’s staff twice, first at Combined
Operations Headquarters, then as his press attaché when Mountbatten was the last
Viceroy of India. John W. Hill was a successful public relations consultant, who must have
known Campbell-Johnson from his time in the same profession.
During the Second World War General Wedemeyer was a member of the planning
board which planned the Normandy invasion, and from 1944–45 was Commander of
American forces in China, and Chief of Staff to Chiang Kai-Shek of the Nationalist
movement. Although he was a fire-breathing anti-communist, Wedemeyer had tried to
encourage the Nationalists and Mao’s communists to form a coalition, which he thought
the best way to defeat the Japanese.
Dust jacket soiled, just nicked on the top edge.
146. WILSON (Field-Marshal Lord). Eight Years Overseas. 1939–1947.

Foreword by General of the Army Dwight D. Eisenhower. Maps(1 folding), illustrations,
cartographic endpapers. First edition, second impression. 8vo., cloth.
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London, Hutchinson. nd (1948).
£60
A presentation copy, inscribed on the half title page ‘To Julian Amery, with kind
wishesfrom the Author as a memento of Mediterranean days Wilson. F.M. Apl 20/50’.
Wilson’s military career stretched from service in the second Boer War, both World Wars,
to being the British Military representative on the committee in Washington which
oversaw the development of the atom bomb. He was responsible for the rout of the
Italian Army in North Africa in 1941, and served in Egypt, Greece, Syria, Iraq and Palestine,
and in 1944 succeeded Eisenhower as Commander in Chief Mediterranean. Amery served
in the eastern Mediterranean in 1941–2, in the Middle East, Malta, and Yugoslavia.
Covers slightly spotted.
147. WINGATE (Sir Ronald). Lord Ismay.

Illustrations. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London, Hutchinson. 1970.

£150

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper to Dennis Wheatley
‘ToDennis from Ronald In memory of the great days when we both served a great man’.
Pictorial bookplate of Dennis Wheatley, by Frank C. Papé, to the front pastedown.
Wingate and Wheatley were both members of the London Controlling Section, a bland
cover name for the Allied deception programme, which enjoyed startling success at
fooling the Germans as to Allied intentions. Ismay was Churchill’s Chief of Staff, and as
such was in constant contact with both men, keeping Churchill, who took a real interest
in their work, well informed. Wingate, a cousin of Lawrence of Arabia, came from a family
with a remarkable military history, his father being Wingate of the Sudan. Wingate wrote
the official history of Allied deception in the war, which was kept secret for many years.
A good copy, with one small nick to the head of the spine on the dust jacket.
148. WOLSELEY (Sir Garnet), Field Marshal. The Story of a Soldier’s Life.

Two volumes. Five maps and plans (4 folding), frontispiece to each volume,
illustrations in the text. First edition, 8vo., cloth, lettered and ruled in gilt, t.e.g.,
others untrimmed. London, Constable. 1903.

£250

A presentation copy, inscribed on the preface of volume one ‘I hope my old friend
+comrade Colonel Heller will find pleasure in reading these pages. Wolseley F. M.’.
Parodied by Gilbert and Sullivan in ‘The Pirates of Penzance as “the very model of a
modern Major-General”, the inspiration of the phrase ‘all Sir Garnet’ due to his much
vaunted efficiency and attention to detail, Wolseley, whose mother interceded with the
Duke of Wellington to make him an ensign at the age of 18, saw action over half the world,
including India, China, the Crimea, Canada and Africa, losing an eye in the process. He was
most famous for the Ashanti Campaign in 1873–4, which made him a household name in
Britain. In 1884 he organised an expedition to rescue General Gordon from under siege
at Khartoum in the Sudan, but his advance party arrived two days too late. He ended his
career as Commander in Chief of the British Army, many giving him the credit for turning
it from a band of gentlemen to a professional fighting force.
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One folding plan torn in two and ragged, covers lightly rubbed, some foxing.

SECTION 3. NAVAL
149. CAMPBELL (Rear-Admiral Gordon). Number Thirteen.

Portrait frontispiece, illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth. London, Hodder &
Stoughton. 1932.

£80

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To Lady Alice Reyntiens.With
best wishes and with the happiest recollections of The Election yrs sincerely Gordon
Campbell, November 1932.’. Campbell was one of the instigators of the ‘Q’ ships,
merchant ships fitted out with hidden guns, which had some success in sinking German
U-Boats in the Great War. He was awarded the V.C. after sinking a U-Boat by deliberately
steering into the path of a torpedo, which duly hit, luring the submarine into range of the
hidden guns, when it was sunk. In the 1930s he was MP for Burnley.
Lady Alice Reyntiens inherited the Worsthorne Estate in Burnley in 1921. Covers
lightly spotted, a few minor scuff marks.
150. CAMPBELL (Vice-Admiral Gordon). Sailormen All.

Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth. London, Hodder and Stoughton. 1933.

£80

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To Teddy Evans. With allbest
wishes. I felt that no book called ‘Sailormen All’ would be complete without again
recording your great fight in the Straits yrs ever Gordon Campbell’. Edward ‘Teddy’ Evans
was sent by the Royal Navy to join the Discovery Expedition to the Antarctic in 1901–04,
and later planned to set up his own expedition, but was persuaded to join Scott’s journey
to the South Pole in 1910–13, on which he was Scott’s second-in-command, and captain
of the supply ship Terra Nova. His life was saved on that ill-fated expedition by a bout of
scurvy and having to turn back, two of his comrades pulling him back on a sled, and
refusing his order to leave him to die. The fight referred to in the inscription was the
‘Battle of Dover Strait’, in which Commander Evans, in the destroyer HMS Broke, and
another destroyer, HMS Swift, took on six German destroyers which were bombarding
Dover, sinking one and ramming another, the rest fleeing. Spine faded and scratched, the
boards scratched and soiled.
151. CUNNINGHAM (Admiral of the Fleet, Viscount). A Sailor’s Odyssey.

Portrait frontispiece, maps and illustrations. First US edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket.
New York, E. P. Dutton and Co. 1951.
£150
Signed on the title page ‘Cunningham of Hyndhope’.
For two and a half years from the beginning of the Second World War Cunningham
was Commander-in-Chief of the Mediterranean Fleet, where he was nicknamed ‘ABC’.
During those years he enjoyed success after success against the Italian Fleet. In April 1942,
Cunningham was appointed head of the British Admiralty Delegation in Washington,
where he served for six months, beginning a long friendship with Eisenhower, before
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returning to the Mediterranean in time to take command of Naval forces allocated to the
North African landings in November. In January 1943 he was again appointed C-in-C
Mediterranean, where he witnessed the final surrender of the Italian fleet. He composed
this memoir over two years, standing at a desk every morning, with some help from an
old friend from his days in destroyers, Captain Taprell Dorling.
Covers badly ink-stained, some loss of the lettering on the spine, top edge and some
of the text margins and the reverse of the dust jacket ink-stained, top corner of the text
block creased.
152. DOENITZ (Admiral). Memoirs of Ten Years and Twenty Days.

Translated by R.H.Stevens. Illustrations. First English edition. 8vo., cloth, priceclipped dust jacket. London, Weidenfeld and Nicolson. 1959.

£550

Printed label pasted to the half title page, printed ‘Autograph Copy’, signed in ink ‘Dönitz’.
Dönitz, who was sentenced to ten years imprisonment at the Nuremberg War Trials, was
the inventor of the ‘Wolf Pack’ form of submarine warfare, having served in submarines
in the Great War. In 1918 he was captured by the British, certified insane, and placed in
a Manchester Asylum. Because of his insanity, which he claimed he feigned, he was
repatriated. He was an enthusiastic Nazi, and became the Commander in Chief of the
German Navy in the last few years of the war. In the last days of the Third Reich he was
nominated by Hitler as his successor, and he ruled for 20 days.
Dust jacket worn on the edges, tape repairs to the reverse, newspaper obituary of
Dönitz loosely inserted.
153. [DOENITZ (Admiral)]. McLACHLAN (Donald). Room 39. Naval Intelligence in Action

1939–45.
Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London, Weidenfeld and Nicolson.
1968.
£550
Bold ownership inscription to the front free endpaper ‘Dönitz’, followed by a later
annotation in a less confident hand ‘V.122. Stab BdU und “Intelligence” getrennt.’ (‘see
p. 122 BdU headquarters and Intelligence were separate’), referring to McLachlan’s
remarks on page 122 about Dönitz’ very small group of naval officers which oversaw the
U-Boat operations, Dönitz confirming that this group was independent of German Naval
Intelligence. The Battle of the Atlantic nearly won the war for Germany, but Allied
Intelligence and ‘Ultra’ eventually greatly aided the victory for the Allies. Most of the top
staff in the German Navy, Dönitz included, believed their codes were unbreakable, in later
years some veterans still clinging to their belief even when confronted by definitive
evidence that the Allies nearly always knew exactly what German submarines were up to.
McLachlan must have known all about Ultra, but had signed the Official Secrets Act and
was forbidden to write about it. On pages 20 to 21 he lists 17 sources of Intelligence which
aided his department, of course leaving out the most important, Ultra.
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Back board spotted, dust jacket torn and creased at the tail of the spine, with some
small loss.
154. DORLING (Capt. Taprell), known as “Taffrail”. Swept Channels. Being an Account of the
Work of the Minesweepers in the Great War.
Frontispiece, illustrations, maps and diagrams to the text. First edition. 8vo., cloth.
London, Hodder and Stoughton. 1935.
£150
A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘Admiral Sir Lionel Halseywith
the compliments of the author Taprell Dorling. September. 1935’. Dorling knew a lot
about mines and minesweeping from his service in the Great War, which he largely
spent in destroyers whose duties included laying mines. He published widely on naval
affairs, and wrote several novels on the same theme. Sir Lionel Halsey saw a great deal
of action in his naval career, from helping in the defence of Ladysmith in the South
African war, to the naval battles of Heligoland Bight, Dogger Bank, and Jutland prior to
his appointment as Fourth Sea Lord in December 1916. After the war Halsey was
appointed Comptroller and Treasurer to the Prince of Wales, and travelled very widely
in his company.
Spine faded with loss of the lettering, rubbed and nicked at the head and tail, boards
scratched, some foxing.
155. JELLICOE OF SCAPA (Admiral of the Fleet, Viscount). The Crisis of the Naval War.

6 folding charts in rear pocket, illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket.
London, Cassell. 1920.

£400

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To Admiral Sir CharlesMadden
with love from the author Jellicoe’. Admiral of the Fleet Sir Charles Madden, a torpedo
specialist, was Chief of Staff to Jellicoe in the Grand Fleet from 1914 to 1916, taking
part in the Battle of Jutland. Jellicoe wrote of him: “Throughout a period of twenty-one
months of war his services have been of inestimable value. His good judgment, his long
experience in fleets, special gift for organization, and his capacity for unlimited work,
have all been of the greatest assistance to me, and have relieved me of much of the
anxiety inseparable from the conduct of the fleet during the war. In the stages leading
up to the fleet action and during and after the action he was always at hand to assist,
and his judgment never at fault. I owe him more than I can say.”
Jellicoe was already a seasoned veteran of the Egyptian war and the Chinese Boxer
rebellion when he was appointed Commander of the Fleet the day war broke out with
Germany in 1914, a position which Winston Churchill observed made him ‘the only man
on either side who could lose the war in an afternoon’. He was in command at the Battle
of Jutland, the largest naval engagement of the Great War, debate continuing still over
whether it was the victory claimed by the British, who lost more ships than the German
Navy. At the end of 1916 Jellicoe was appointed First Sea Lord, but was summarily
dismissed after only a year in the post.
Covers mottled, slightly stained, front panel of dust jacket spotted.
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156. JELLICOE OF SCAPA (Admiral, Viscount). The Grand Fleet 1914–16. Its Creation,

Development and Work.
12 folding plans (lacking the plan to page 48) and diagrams, 9 plates. First edition.
8vo., cloth, re-backed re-using the old spine. London, Cassell. 1919.

£350

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To The Warrant OfficersHMS
New Zealand from the author Jellicoe’, opposite on the front pastedown the signatures
of 8 members of the crew, with their ranks: J.Williamson, Chief Boatswain; P.Turner,
Commissioned Shipwright; H.P. Hamlyn, Gunner; L.A. Wright, Gunner; J.S.A. Giles,
Warr. Electr; Ernest Jas. Whiting M.B.E., Chief Gunner, G. RN; M. Hide, Gunner R.N.;
J.A. Farrell Bosun.
At the end of the 19th century a German naval officer made a special study of British
naval traditions, and said of Warrant Officers: ‘They exercise great influence on the
smooth and rapid working of the service, on the cleanliness and trimness of the ship, on
the efficiency of the guns, on the orderliness of life on board, etc. The careful
management of the inventories and stores in their charge requires constant vigilance …
They may well be called THE BACKBONE OF THE INNER SERVICE ON BOARD SHIP’. Covers
stained and used, the lettering and motif faded, text foxed.
157. KEYES (Admiral Sir Roger). The Naval Memoirs. The Narrow Seas to the Dardanelles

1910–1915.
Portrait frontispiece, 5 folding maps, maps to the text, illustrations. First edition.
8vo., cloth, lettered in gilt. London, Butterworth. 1934.

£300

A second volume, ‘Scapa Flow to the Dover Straits’, was published the following year.A
presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘Ian Hamilton from Roger
Keyes – As you know we would not have been beaten 10.10.34‘. Loosely inserted a 4
page ALS to Sir Ian Hamilton, written on board RMS Aquitania at sea 8.10.34, explaining
he and his wife have been at sea for two months and have only just received a letter
and cheque from Sir Ian, telling of this book, of good reviews and sales, ‘I will send you
a copy directly...you wont like it all I am afraid – but some of it you won’t mind’.
Pencilled notes in an unknown hand on the rear pastedown, with page numbers,
sidelinings in the text on those pages.
At the beginning of 1915 Hamilton was appointed Commander of the Allied
Mediterranean Expeditionary Force in the Dardanelles. ‘If you succeed’, Kitchener said to
Hamilton, ‘You will have won not the battle, but the war’. The intention was for the Royal
Navy to seize the Dardanelles, thus opening up a route for the Allied Armies to strike at
Germany through the Balkan States. Keyes was Chief of Staff to the Naval Commander,
and true to his aggressive and determined nature heavily in favour of using naval power
alone to achieve victory. The result was a bloody fiasco, which ended Hamilton’s career
and badly damaged the reputation of Winston Churchill, the First Lord of the Admiralty,
who wrote in ‘The World Crisis’ that human failings, lack of determination, and
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unwillingness to sustain losses for the sake of eventual success guaranteed failure, a view
shared by Keyes, the inscription leaving no doubt as to his feelings.
158. KEYES (Admiral, the Lord). Amphibious Warfare and Combined Operations.
First edition. Small 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. Cambridge, Cambridge University Press.
1943.
£100
A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘De la Warr from Keyes.
“Theuse of recriminating about the past is to enforce effective action at the present”
Winston Churchill House of Commons 29.5.36’.
Herbrand Sackville, 9th Earl de la Warr, was the first hereditary peer to sit on the
Labour Benches: he was a conscientious objector in the First War, serving before the mast
in the Naval Reserve on minesweepers.
159. [KEYES (Admiral Sir Roger)]. CARPENTER (Captain A.F.B.) The Blocking of Zeebrugge.

Introduction by Earl Beatty and Appreciations by Marshal Foch and Rear Admiral Sims.
Frontispiece, 2 folding plans, map and illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth.
London, Herbert Jenkins. 1922.
£200
A presentation copy, inscribed on the front pastedown ‘To Vice-Admiral Sir Roger
Keyesas a small token of respect and admiration from the author, Alfred F.B.
Carpenter’. An account of the audacious raid on the harbour at Zeebrugge, which
attempted to trap the German U-Boats in the harbour by sinking several old cruisers at
the harbour mouth, and ramming the viaduct with submarines. Although hailed as a
success in Britain, the Germans had the harbour operational again in a few days. Keyes
commanded the raid, taking over and altering the plans of Admiral Bacon, who had
intimate knowledge of the Belgian ports and coastline, which Keyes did not. 8 VCs were
awarded for this raid, (some by ballot), including to Carpenter, who Keyes felt had
manipulated the ballot in his favour.
Covers rubbed, a few plates loose, a few pencilled markings in the text.
160. [KEYES (Admiral Sir Roger)]. EVANS (Captain E.R.G.R.) Keeping the Seas.

Portrait frontispiece, with tissue guard. First edition. 8vo., pictorial cloth, lettered in
black, adverts. London, Sampson Low, Marston & Co. nd (1919).
£150
A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To Admiral Sir Roger J.B.
Keyes K.C.B., K.C.V.O., C.M.G., D.S.O. From The Author in memory of six weeks service in
Dover under his orders – I wish it had been six years. E.R.G.R. Evans Dec 11–19’.
A personal account of Evans’ service with the Dover Patrol. During the Great War
Evans served as commander of various ships of the Dover Patrol, most famously the
‘Broke’ whose action against the G.42 was to capture the public imagination and establish
his fame as “Evans of the Broke”. Various important postings were to follow in an
illustrious naval career, the DNB saying “Evans was not a typical naval officer, except in
his skill as a seaman. He revelled in publicity and was never happier than when in the
public eye. The trait, which in a lesser man would have provoked severe criticism, was
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recognised as being part of his make-up and excused; for he was as universally popular
with those brother officers who knew him personally as he was with the lower deck”.
Evans was also a member of Captain Scott’s second expedition, taking over command
after the death of Scott.
After seeing plenty of action in the Boxer Rebellion, and heavy involvement in the
Dardanelles Campaign, Keyes took over the Dover patrol, altered the tactics, and sank 5
U-Boats in the first month of his new plan, then famously planned and led the raids on
the U-Boat pens in Zeebrugge and Ostend.
Rubbed, spine faded, browned throughout, corners bumped.
161. [KEYES (Admiral Sir Roger)]. SEYMOUR (Admiral E.H.) My Naval Career and Travels.

Photogravure portrait frontispiece, illustrations. First edition. 8vo., combed cloth,
gilt. London, Smith, Elder & Co. 1911.

£120

Ownership inscription to the front free endpaper ‘Roger Keyes 4th October 1911’, with his
armorial bookplate on the front pastedown.
Seymour enjoyed a long career in the Royal Navy, taking part in the Crimean War, and
spending years in the Far East, where he took part in the Second Opium War, and the
Battle of Cixi in the Taiping Rebellion. He became Commander in Chief China at the time
of the Boxer Rebellion. He retired from the Navy in 1910 as Admiral of the Fleet. Keyes
was a young officer under Seymour in the Boxer rebellion, and saw much action on land
and sea. He captured four Chinese destroyers with himself and a boarding party armed
with pistols and cutlasses, and was the first man over the walls of Peking, planting the
Union Jack. He was a witness to the slaughter by Russian and French troops of any Chinese
person who got in their way, Boxer or not, which revolted him.
Covers slightly rubbed, small dent to the spine, endpapers browned.
162. LYNE (Rear-Admiral Sir Thomas J. Spence). Something About a Sailor. From Sailor Boy to

Admiral.
Portrait frontispiece, illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth. London, Jarrolds Ltd.
1940.

£100

A presentation copy, inscribed on the second front free endpaper ‘To – Admiral Sir Lionel
Halsey. With warmest remembrances. And in affectionate regards. The Author
Tommy Lyne. Xmas 1939.’. Pasted to the half title page a one page TLS dated 9th February
1940, sending this book to an old shipmate, telling of his work with RNVR recruiting, and
‘I expect you are very busy these days in many directions. Even if we are too old to serve,
there is other work for idle hands to do’.
Sir Lionel Halsey saw a great deal of action in his naval career, from helping in the
defence of Ladysmith in the South African war, to the naval battles of Heligoland Bight,
Dogger Bank and Jutland prior to his appointment as Fourth Sea Lord in December 1916.
After the war Halsey was appointed Comptroller and Treasurer to the Prince of Wales,
and travelled very widely in his company.
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Lyne began his naval career as a gunner, was coxswain to Sir Arthur Moore who at the
time was Commander of the Fleet, then given command of a torpedo boat. For the feat
of rescuing his broken down torpedo boat from destruction by sailing her under jury rig
to safety he was appointed lieutenant, some bending of the rules being necessary. He
retired as a Rear Admiral with a knighthood, the first Admiral to have “come up the
hawsehole” in nearly a hundred years.
Covers worn, dent to back board, one illustration loose.
163. [MOUNTBATTEN OF BURMA (Admiral, the Earl)]. POOLMAN (Kenneth). The Kelly.

Foreword by the Earl Mountbatten of Burma. Cartographic endpapers, map,
illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, price-clipped dust jacket, slipcase. London,
William Kimber. 1954.

£150

Signed on the title page ‘Mountbatten of Burma’. HMS Kelly was a very unlucky ship,
which struck a mine, was torpedoed, collided with one of her sister ships, and finally was
sunk off Crete. Most of her short career was spent in dock for repairs, her Captain,
Mountbatten, having to use substitute ships. Nöel Coward’s film ‘In Which We Serve’, is
largely based on the story of the ship.
Spine of dust jacket faded, a few small tears to the back panel, a larger tear to the
fold at the tail of the spine. Mountbatten to Keyes.
164. [MOUNTBATTEN OF BURMA (Admiral, the Earl)]. SAUNDERS (Hilary Saint George).

Combined Operations 1940–1942.
Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., pictorial card wrappers, housed in a folding box.
London, HMSO. 1943.

£280

Ownership inscription to the half title page ‘Keyes’. A presentation copy, inscribed on the
half title page ‘To the founder of the Commandos and the Creator of the Combined
Operations Command from his very humble successor, Louis Mountbatten’. Admiral
Keyes was appointed director of Combined Operations in July 1940, holding the post until
October 1941, when he was replaced following a disagreement with the Chiefs of Staff,
Mountbatten succeeding him. Keyes had to fight hard for the idea of a Commando Force
in the face of hostility from the War Office, history now regarding his role then as part of
the creation of Special Forces. On page 49 is an account of an attempt to assassinate
Rommel in his desert headquarters, led by Keyes’ son Lt-Colonel Keyes, who was killed in
the raid and awarded a posthumous VC. Keyes has annotated in pencil the phrase ‘There
was no one in the first room’ thus: ‘5 or 6 all K.n.W. (killed and wounded) by Keyes and
Campbell’.
Annotation to the front cover ‘R.K. Page 31’. Stain to back cover, spine and front
wrapper creased and rubbed.
165. RUNCIMAN (Sir Walter). “Sunbeam II.” in 1930.

Illustrations. First edition. 4to., original blue cloth, lettered in gilt. Newcastle upon
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Tyne, np. 1930.

£120

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To Thomas C. Humphrey, the
popular stationmaster and friend of the Author, with affectionate remembrances.
Seahouses Dec 1st 1930 Walter Runciman’. Taped to the front pastedown a scrap of ruled
paper, inscribed ‘With happy thoughts to Nora Sept. 1938’, Nora identified in another
hand as Nora Humphrey. One of a series of private logs of the Sunbeam in both iterations,
printed for Sir Walter.
As a boy Walter Runciman listened enthralled as his grandfather and two great uncles,
all three over six foot three tall, regaled him with their adventures in the Royal Navy at
Copenhagen, the Nile, and Trafalgar, boarding French and Spanish line-ofbattle ships,
cutlass in hand. He ran away to sea at 12, and by 21 he was a master mariner. He bought
his own ship, and founded his own very successful shipping company. He was a member
of several yacht clubs and commodore of the Royal Northumbrian Yacht Club and
honorary commodore of the Royal Naval Volunteer Supplementary Reserve. His yacht
Sunbeam II succeeded the first Sunbeam, which he had bought from Lord Brassey. During
the Great War he offered his fleet of cargo ships to the Admiralty to use as they wished,
an offer which at first was declined, but later the ships were requisitioned, 26 of them
being sunk by U-Boats, with much loss of life. A fine copy.
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SECTION 4. ROYALTY, POLITICIANS, AND
OTHER PUBLIC FIGURES
166. ADENAUER (Konrad). Erinnerungen 1945–1953.

Frontispiece portrait, illustrations. First edition, 8vo., cloth. Stuttgart, Deutsche
Verlags-Anstalt. 1965.

£140

Signed on the title page ‘Adenauer 11.1.67’. Born in 1876 Adenauer had an extraordinary
career in local and national German affairs, after the war becoming the oldest
democratically elected leader in world history, who led the German nation to post war
prosperity and its proper place in a democratic Europe. He died in April 1967 a few
months after inscribing this book.
Title label spotted, lower edge finger-marked.
167. AGA KHAN III (Sir Sultan Muhammed). The Memoirs of Aga Khan. World Enough and

Time.
Foreword by W. Somerset Maugham. Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth. London,
Cassell. 1954.
£450
A presentation copy inscribed by the author on the title page ‘To Miss. L. Moschutto,with
the authors very best wishes. Aga Khan’. Sir Sultan Mohammed Shah (1877– 1957),
48th Imam of Nizari Ismailis (August 17, 1885–1957), was the third Aga Khan, the first
President of the All India Muslim League, and served as President of the League of
Nations from 1937–38. He helped the British cause during both world wars, and writes
in the prologue to this book ‘When I was a young man I sat next to Queen Victoria at a
dinner party, and talked to her throughout it; the other day, I sat next to Queen
Elizabeth II at a tea party and talked to her throughout it’. It is highly likely racehorses
were the major topic of conversation – the Aga Khan owned three Derby winners.
168. ASQUITH (H.H.) Biography. An Address delivered at the Edinburgh Philosophical

Institution on November 15, 1901.
Extract from the National Review. First edition. 8vo., full dark green straightgrained roan,
lettered in gilt, a.e.g., marbled endpapers. London, Edward Arnold.
1902.
£350
A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘Lady Betty Balfour
fromH.H.Asquith 1902’. Three ink corrections to the text in Asquith’s hand. Lady Balfour
was the daughter of the first Earl of Lytton, and was married to the second Earl of
Balfour, a senior Conservative politician, older brother of Arthur Balfour. She had strong
sympathies with the movement for Women’s Suffrage, and helped to set up the
nonmilitant Conservative and Unionist Women’s Franchise Association.
First and last leaf pasted to stiff card. Binding rubbed at head and tail of the spine, the
head split on the lower hinge, corners bumped.
169. ASQUITH (H.H.) Occasional Addresses 1893–1916.
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First edition. 8vo., cloth, fore and lower edges untrimmed. London, Macmillan.
1918.

£200

A presentation copy, inscribed on the second front free endpaper ‘H.M.B. from H.H.A.
1918’. Tipped in the author’s printed compliments slip.
Covers spotted and stained, extremities lightly worn.
170. ATTLEE (Clement). As it Happened.

Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London, Heinemann. 1954. £200
Signed on the front free endpaper ‘C.R.Attlee’. Loosely inserted a TLS on House of
Commons paper 12th July 1954 ‘Dear Canon Smyth, I am returning the book duly
inscribed. Thank you so much for telling me of the book about Mr. Silas Told(sic). I shall
look forward to reading it. Yours sincerely C.R.Attlee’. The words ‘Dear Canon Smyth’ and
‘yours sincerely C.R.Attlee’ are in Attlee’s hand, with an ink correction to the word ‘Told’.
Tipped in at the rear a holograph note on Corpus Christi College headed paper, probably
in the hand of Canon Smyth, quoting from the Daily Telegraph about the delay in putting
a headstone on Attlee’s grave in Westminster Abbey, explaining that the delay is caused
by difficulties obtaining stone from India, ordered according to Attlee’s wishes.
Dust jacket just nicked at the head of the spine.
171. ATTLEE (Clement). The Labour Party in Perspective.

First edition. 8vo., cloth. London, Victor Gollancz Ltd. 1937.

£100

Signed by the author on the front free endpaper, the autograph blotted, obscuring
‘le’.
172. BALDWIN (Stanley). On England.

Portrait frontispiece. First edition. 8vo., cloth, fore and bottom edges untrimmed.
London, Philip Allan. 1926.

£250

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘Henry Craik with the affectionate regard of Stanley Baldwin May 1926’. Engraved armorial bookplate of Sir Henry
Craik, Scottish politician and civil servant, to the front pastedown. Craik was present at
the Carlton Club meeting in 1922 which decided the fate of the then Coalition
Government, in large part due to a speech from Baldwin. Head of spine just nicked.
173. BALDWIN (Stanley). On England.

Portrait frontispiece. First edition. 8vo., cloth, fore and bottom edges untrimmed.
London, Philip Allan and Co. 1926.

£225

A presentation copy, inscribed on the second front free endpaper ‘Lucilla Baldwin
fromStanley Baldwin 2nd June 1926’.
The frontispiece clumsily reattached with stained sellotape along the gutter, head and
tail of spine just rubbed.
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174. BALDWIN (Stanley). On England.

Popular edition. 8vo., cloth. London, Philip Allan. 1933.

£225

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘In the hope that the
WelshFairy may take a kindly view of her neighbours living in that part of Britain called
England. S.B. now thinly disguised as Baldwin of Bewdley. 21st September 1941’. Spine
faded and lightly spotted.
175. BALFOUR (Arthur James). A Fragment on Progress. Inaugural Address. Delivered on his

Installation as Lord Rector.
First edition. 4to., full red calf, On Progress stamped in black on the upper cover, with a
facsimile of Balfour’s signature stamped in gilt, gilt turn-ins. London,
[University of Glasgow]. 1891.
£300
A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘B. Mallet, with the
kindestregards of Arthur James Balfour. 18.8.92’. Bookplate to the front pastedown of
Sir Basil Liddell Hart ‘Liddell Hart’, signed W.P.R., (William Palmer Robins). Bernard
Mallet, later Sir Bernard Mallet, was a civil servant who served for a while as Balfour’s
private secretary.
Some small foxing to the endpapers, binding very rubbed, scratched and soiled.
176. BALFOUR (Arthur James). Essays Speculative and Political.

First edition. 8vo., cloth. London, Hodder and Stoughton. 1920.

£350

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘J.J. Woodrow with the kindest regards of Arthur James Balfour Xmas 1920’. Very slightly rubbed at head and tail
of spine.
177. BALFOUR (Arthur James). Nationality and Home Rule.

First edition. Slim 8vo., full tan russia for Harrods Ltd., original printed wrappers
bound in, marbled endpapers. London, Longmans, Green and Co. 1913.

£350

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘H.K.Newton, with the kind-est
regards of Arthur James Balfour Ap. 1914’. Sir Harry Kottingham Newton was a
Conservative Politician, M.P. for Harwich from 1910–1922. Some very slight rubbing to
the binding, some foxing.
178. [BALFOUR (Arthur James)]. GLEIG (G.R.) The Life of Arthur Duke of Wellington.

Engraved portrait frontispiece. The People’s edition. 8vo., contemporary full calf gilt, red
morocco label, a.e.g. London, Longman, Green, Longman, Roberts, and Green.
1864.
£250
Inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘Stamford Raffles Flint with the best wishes of Arthur
James Balfour on his leaving Eton Election 1864’. A parting gift from an Eton
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Item 179 schoolboy to a schoolfellow, presenting him with a biography of his godfather,
after whom he was named. Raffles-Flint went on to become the Archdeacon of Cornwall.
Tipped in a printed single leaf from the Old Etonians Association about a proposed portrait
of Balfour for School Hall dated July, 1917.
Label torn on one corner, not well repaired, binding rubbed and scratched.
179. BAREA (Arturo). Struggle for the Spanish Soil.

First edition. Small 8vo., original printed wrappers, lettered in red, housed in a
folding box. London, Secker and Warburg. 1941.

£350

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘con mi abrazo a John
DosPassos pero mi abrazo verdad’. At the start of the Spanish Civil War Barea, a
journalist and broadcaster, organised a volunteer militia unit ‘La Pluma’ to fight the
fascists, then worked in the Spanish Foreign Ministry’s press office, where he came to
know many of the foreign journalists covering the conflict, including Hemingway and
Dos Passos, who described him as ‘underslept and underfed’. Barea was taken with Dos
Passos, and was moved by the great novelist’s expressions of sympathy for the suffering
Spanish peasantry. He left Spain after the Fascist victory, and worked for the Spanish
section of the BBC World Service.
Covers dusty, top cover creased, small stain to the fore edge.
180. BARNARDO (Thomas J.)

Cabinet Photograph Signed (‘Yrs. sincerely Tho.J. Barnardo’), showing Barnardo seated
astride a chair, holding an open book. ‘Photographed at the Boys’ Home Studio, Stepney
Causeway, E’. c. 6¼ x 4 ins, London, n.d. £475
A man of tremendous energy, Thomas John Barnardo opened his first home for desti-tute
boys at 18 Stepney Causeway in December 1870. The homes aimed to feed, clothe and
educate abandoned children, teaching each of them a trade which would eventually
enable them to support themselves. A clear, strong image with a very good signature.
181. BARNETT (Dame Henrietta). Canon Barnett. His Life, Work and Friends.

Portrait frontispiece, illustrations. Third edition. 8vo., cloth. London, John Murray.
1921.
£100
A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘Given to Mr. Martin Briggsby
the Authoress Dame Henrietta Barnett who adds high hopes to her personal good
wishes for his work – Decr 3d 1930. Please read the plan p VI before you read the book,
as it will teach you how to skip whole sections’.
Tipped in a one page TLS, dated February 1933, on her headed notepaper to Mr.
Briggs, apologising for sending ‘an impersonal note’, explaining that she is unwell, and
mentioning her Christmas Card, now absent. Also tipped in a small autograph notecard
with her printed address, dated 25.12.33, sending her Christmas card, also sending a
book, and expressing warm regard, signed ‘Henrietta O. Barnett’.
Maggs Bros Ltd
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Most likely the presentation is to the architectural historian Martin S. Briggs.
182. BARRY (Tom). Guerilla Days in Ireland.

2 folding maps, illustrations. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. Cork, The Mercier Press.
1955.

£300

A presentation copy, inscribed on the half title page ‘To Gerry Tighe. With Regards
TomBarry. Cork’.
Rubber stamp ‘From the Library of Gerald Tighe’ to the front free endpaper and the title
page.
Tom Barry, after service in the British Army in the first world war, became the
commander of the IRA’s West Cork Flying Column, in whose service he developed an
innovative and highly effective style of guerrilla warfare, much admired at the time by the
IRA leadership, and which later influenced another famous guerrilla fighter, Che Guevara.
Dust jacket yellowed, nicked and torn, ugly tape repairs, tape offset to the endpapers,
newspaper clipping pasted to the rear free endpaper.
183. BEAVERBROOK (Lord). The Decline and Fall of Lloyd George.

Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth. London, Collins. 1963.

£100

A presentation copy, inscribed on the title page ‘John Elliot son of Blum who gave theDaily
Express a Character. He was responsible for the good things and guarded us against
errors Max Beaverbrook’, the inscription annotated (‘see p. 60 + footnote 2’) in a
different hand. Engraved pictorial bookplate of John Elliot to the front pastedown.
R.D.Blumenfeld was managing editor of the Daily Express under Beaverbrook, his son
John Elliot (who dropped ‘Blumenfeld’ in 1923), worked in the Railway industry, being
successively Chairman of the Railway Executive, and Chairman of London Transport.
184. BEAVERBROOK (Lord). The Divine Propagandist.

First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London, Heinemann. 1962.

£100

A presentation copy, inscribed on the title page ‘For Arthur Bryant from BeaverbrookIn
June 1962 With thanks for his visit to Cherkley June 1962’. Bryant, a popular historian,
once described as ‘the Tory Party at thought’, was invited to Cherkley, Beaverbrook’s
country pile, in 1962 in an attempt by Beaverbook to persuade Bryant to ally himself
with his campaign against British entry into the Common Market. Bryant had written
profusely against the Market, but was wary of joining Beaverbrook’s camp, partly
through fear of prejudicing his twenty year arrangement with the Sunday Times.
Text and rear endpapers heavily annotated in pencil, not by Bryant. Dust jacket torn on
the top edge, frayed on the extremities.
185. BEGIN (Menachem). The Revolt.

Portrait frontispiece. First edition. 8vo., cloth, errata slip. London, W.H.Allen.
(1951).
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A presentation copy, inscribed on the title page ‘With my best wishes to a good friendand
greetings from our country – M. Begin’. Detailed here is the story of Begin, later
President of Israel, and his leadership of Eretz Israel, an underground army dedicated
to the overthrow of British rule in Palestine. Begin eventually became the sixth
President of the State of Israel.
Inscription slightly smudged.
186. BEGIN (Menachem). White Nights. The Story of a Prisoner in Russia.

Portrait frontispiece. Third English edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. Tel Aviv,
Steimatzky’s Agency Ltd. 1977.

£200

A presentation copy, inscribed on the title page ‘To Mr. T. Evans this book is
dedicatedwith my best wishes M. Begin Jerusalem Nov. 1977’. Describing Begin’s time
as a prisoner in the Soviet gulag labour camps, his account of his standing up to his
interrogators was questioned by some, but its accuracy was confirmed when his NKVD
file was declassified.
Dust jacket just nicked and creased on the top cover.
187. BENEŠ (Dr. Eduard). My War Memoirs. Translated by Paul Selver

Portrait frontispiece. First English edition. Tall 8vo., cloth, re-backed using the
original spine, with new boards and free endpapers. London, George Allen and
Unwin. 1928.

£150

A presentation copy, inscribed in some 30 words on the half title page in Czech to
thediplomat and historian of Bohemia Robert Fitzgibbon Young, signed ‘Dr. Eduard
Benes Praha, 28.X.1928’, and with the bookplate of Young’s daughter Ludi Horenstein,
who danced with Ballet Jooss and Ballet Rambert in the 1940s, sometimes under the
names Rosemary Young and Ludmila Mlada.
Jonathan Smele, in his book on the Russian revolution, describes this book as ‘the most
comprehensive and authoritative account of the work of the Czechoslovak liberation
movement abroad during the First World War, including coverage of the Czechoslovak
Legion in Russia. The author was Thomas Masaryk’s chief collaborator and subsequently
became foreign minister and later president of the Republic’. Corners bumped, back
cover creased.
188. BENEŠ (Dr. Edvard). Masaryk’s Path and Legacy. Funeral Oration at the burial of the

President-Liberator. 21 September 1937.
Reproduction wood-engraved portrait, decorated title page, limitation page, and initial
letter by Karel Svolinský. First edition, limited to 1000 copies. 4to., original
pictorial wrappers, edges untrimmed. Prague, Orbis Works. 1937.
£75
A presentation copy, inscribed by Masaryk’s daughter to the son of Masaryk’s friendthe
diplomat and Czech scholar Robert Fitzgibbon Young ‘Master Tony Young – To Tony –
that he might remember, when he grows up his friend and teacher. 25. 11. 38. Alice G.
Maggs Bros Ltd
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Masaryk’. Bookplates to the front pastedown of Anthony Young, and of his
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Item 192 sister Ludi Horenstein.
Clumsily opened, title page loose, covers grubby and rubbed on the extremities, spine
worn at head and tail.
189. BENEŠ (Edvard). Democracy today and tomorrow.

First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London, Macmillan. 1939.

£150

A presentation copy, inscribed on the title page ‘To Christina Foyle Dr E Benes’.
Benešgave a speech at one of Miss Foyle’s Literary Luncheons in November 1939, at
which he was introduced by H.G.Wells, who referred to him as ‘a great European
Statesman’. The speeches were broadcast by the BBC. Beneš, twice President of
Czechoslovakia, appears in Wells’ prophetic novel ‘The Shape of Things to Come’, in
which he successfully avoids the Nazi occupation of Czechoslovakia, and helps to create
a new world order.
Dust jacket lightly soiled, slightly nicked on the top edge.
190. [BENEŠ (Dr.Eduard)]. ŠALDA (F.X.) Dr. Eduard Beneš im Bild. Die Geschichte eines

Grossen Lebens.
Photographic illustrations. First edition. 4to., cloth. Prag, Verlag Orbis. 1936.

£150

Text in German. A presentation copy, inscribed on the half title page ‘With the best wishes
for 1937. Dr. Edvard Benes, Hana Benešova’. Ownership inscription to the front
pastedown ‘R. Fitzgibbon Young from President and Madame Beneš’, with his ownership
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and address inscription to the front free endpaper and the title page. Bookplate to the
front pastedown of the dancer Ludi Horenstein.
191. [BEN-GURION (David)]. RUBENSTEIN (Richard L.) Israel, Zionism and the New Left.

First edition. 8vo., original printed wrappers, housed in a folding box. New York,
Zionist Organization of America. 1969.

£350

Signed on the title page by Israel’s first Prime Minister in the year of his death ‘3.3.73
D.Ben-Gurion’.
Covers lightly soiled.
192. BERNSTEIN (Carl). WOODWARD (Bob). All the President’s Men.

Illustrations. First edition. 4to., cloth, dust jacket. New York, Simon and Schuster.
1974.

£600

Inscribed on the front free endpaper to ‘Bill Hardcastle, moderator of The Editors BBC TV
1974, with warmest regards Carl Bernstein, and Bob Woodward’. Inscribed on the half
title to ‘Bill – with grateful thanks for an enjoyable series – and the Capitol tour! Elwyn’.
Hardcastle was a very experienced print and BBC radio journalist, and former editor of
the Daily Mail.
Dust jacket edges very slightly worn.
193. BEVERIDGE (William, Lord). A Defence of Free Learning.

First edition. 8vo., cloth. London, Oxford University Press. 1959.
£150
A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To A.V. more responsiblethan
any other one person for my having anything to write about, by the tireless incessant
work that he gave to Defence of Learning. Will Beveridge June 19 1959’, with a covering
letter apologising for the delay in sending it. A.V. Hill, of University College London,
Nobel laureate in 1923, was vice president of Beveridge’s Academic Assistance Council,
formed in 1933, which was composed of 42 British academics and intellectuals for the
purpose of aiding those of their colleagues in many European countries who were
suffering persecution at the hands of the Nazis. He is supposed to have kept a doll of
Hitler on his death in ironic gratitude for the number of brilliant scientists who had left
National Socialist German. On page 5 is a printed list of the academics involved, beside
each of whose name Hill has annotated the date of their deaths. He being the last
survivor has put a question mark by his own name.
194. BEVERIDGE (William, Lord). India Called Them.

Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London, Allen and Unwin.
1947.

£150

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘I am delighted to
autographthis book, as I am delighted that any friend should read it, and particularly
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Ursula Thomas who lives and works for one of my favourite homes William 19
Sep.1961’.
Tipped in a Christmas card for 1960, with an inscribed portrait of Beveridge. Dust
jacket very worn and creased, torn at the edges with some loss.
195. BEVIN (Ernest). The Job to be Done.

Portrait frontispiece. First English edition. 8vo., cloth. London, Heinemann.
1942.
£80
The US edition precedes this edition by a year. Inscribed on the verso of the
frontispiece ‘With best wishes Ernest Bevin’. In 1919 David Lloyd George said of Bevin ‘He
is a powerful fellow, with a bull neck and a huge voice – he is a born leader...if there is
trouble, mark my words, you will hear more of Bevin’.’ Here assembled is a collection of
speeches and broadcast addresses, many from Bevin’s time as wartime Minister of
Labour. Edges foxed.
196. BONHAM-CARTER (Lady Violet). The Impact of Personality in Politics.

The Romanes Lecture delivered in the Sheldonian Theatre 6 June 1963. First edition.
8vo., original printed wrappers. Oxford, Clarendon Press. 1963.

£80

A presentation copy, inscribed on the verso of the title page ‘To Sylvia – who stoicallysat
through it – with love – from Violet’. Tipped in a 2 page ALS, dated 13th January 1964,
to ‘Dearest Sylvia’, presenting this pamphlet, and thanking her for coming to the
lecture, ending ‘may this new year be better than the old one – which started –
continued and ended in catastrophe – reaching its climax in Kennedy’s death’. Possibly
inscribed to the former ‘confidante’ of Violet’s father Prime Minister Asquith, The Hon.
Sylvia Henley, 1882–1980. She succeeded her sister Venetia Stanley in the role of
confidante to Asquith, who is said to have composed love letters to her during wartime
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cabinet meetings. She seems to have been a good listener, and steered Asquith through
some hard times, and also became a sounding-board for the troubles of other politician’s
wives.
Back cover just creased on one corner, lightly spotted.
197. BONAPARTE (Napoléon-Louis). Des Idées Napoléoniennes.

First edition. Tall 8vo., full 19th century calf gilt, re-backed using the original gilt spine,
red morocco title label lettered in gilt, signed John Ollivier, with his printed
ticket. London, Henri Colburn. 1839.
£1,000
A presentation copy, inscribed on the half title ‘A Madame la Comtesse Guccioli de lapart
de l’auteur Napoléon Louis B’. Published in France in the same year, an attempt at a
philosophical justification of the seizure of power by a potential dictator. Teresa,
Contessa Guccioli, was for three years the mistress of Lord Byron, on whom she
published a memoir in 1868. On meeting the young Teresa Byron wrote to a friend
“What shall I do? I am in love, and tired of promiscuous concubinage, and have now an
opportunity of settling for life”. On her second visit to England, in 1839, she stayed with
Lady Blessington, at whose home she met Louis Napoléon, when this gift was probably
made.
Louis Napoléon Bonaparte, the nephew of Napoléon Bonaparte, is most widely known
as Napoléon III, after his adoption in 1852 of the title Emperor Napoléon III, a self
promotion from President of France, which he became in 1848, in a landslide election
victory. Perhaps his most enduring legacy was the rebuilding of Paris, demolishing most
of the mediaeval streets in favour of wide boulevards, said by many to be a safeguard
against the building of barricades by revolutionaries, assuring the army a wider angle of
fire, and perhaps partly as a result of his time in London, whose mediaeval streets had
long since gone.
Frequent pencil under and side-linings to the text, endpapers foxed, the inscription
offset, covers rubbed and stained.
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Item 198
198. [BONAPARTE (Joseph Napoleon)]. WALSH (Robert). Biographical Sketch of Joseph

Napoleon Bonaparte, Count de Survilliers.
Third edition. 8vo., contemporary full dark blue hard-grained morocco, richly gilt, gilt
imperial crown to the centre of both covers, a.e.g. London, J.Ridgway and Sons.
1834.
£450
Partly translated from the French of Louis Belmontet, with additions by Robert Walsh
from ‘The American Review’. Bound in after the preface a single sheet folded once,
inscribed ‘offert a la Nièce d’un Ecrivain celebre dont si honore le nouveau Monde,
Londres le 10 Mai 1837. Joseph N. Bonaparte 1 Cte de Survilliers’. Loosely inserted a note
on ruled paper, folded once ‘Keep this book, it is interesting + was given to your
grandmother by Joseph Napoleon Bonaparte. WVWK 6/8/25’, annotated in pencil with a
star next to the word ‘grandmother’ ‘Mrs. C. Aylett Kell (Matilda Van Wart)’, and with the
ownerhsip inscription Mrs. Aylett Kell.
Joseph was the older brother of Napoleon Bonaparte, who appointed him first King of
Naples, and later King of Spain. After his abdication from the Spanish Throne he returned
to France, but soon went to live in America, from 1817 to 1832. Outer hinges and
extremities rubbed.
199. BUXTON (Thomas Fowell). The African Slave Trade.

First edition. 8vo., original dark green cloth, blocked in blind, lettered in gilt, 8 page
publishers catalogue, uncut. London, John Murray. 1839.
£750
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A presentation copy, inscribed to Fanny Macaulay on the title page ‘Miss F.
Macaulayfrom the Author’, and with her ownership inscription. Fanny was one of the
sisters of the historian T.B.Macaulay.
Buxton, a Politician, Brewer, and anti-slavery campaigner, married into the Gurney
family, helping his sister in law Elizabeth Fry in her campaigns for prison reform.
Head and tail of spine just nicked, corners worn, spine dented below the lettering,
overall a fine copy.
200. BOOTH (William). In Darkest England and the Way Out.

Folding chromolithographic frontispiece. First edition. 8vo., cloth. London, Salvation
Army. [1890].
£250
A presentation copy, inscribed on the half title page ‘With faith and hope William
BoothNovember 7.90’. Booth, the founder of the Salvation Army, had considerable help
in the writing of ‘In Darkest England’ from the campaigning journalist W.T. Stead, fellow
Salvationist Suzie Forest Swift, and Commissioner Frank Smith. Stead appears to have
done most of the writing, but pointed out in a letter to a friend ‘the sole responsibility
and the dominating mind was (Booth’s) and his alone’.
Re-backed, using the original spine, new endpapers, library number to the spine. Some
pencilled corrections and underlinings in the text.
201. BOURKE-WHITE (Margaret). “Dear Fatherland, Rest Quietly”. A Report on the Collapse

of Hitler‘s ‘Thousand Years’.
Photographic illustrations by the author. First edition. 8vo., cloth, pictorial dust
jacket. New York, Simon and Schuster. 1946.

£120

A presentation copy, inscribed on the title page ‘For Brian, who had little rest and noquiet
for four and a half months, gratefully Margaret’. Signed on the front free endpaper
‘Margaret Bourke-White’. Inscribed to Brian Lello, a South African who travelled with
Bourke-White on her visit to report on and photograph apartheid in South Africa in
1950 for Life magazine.
Covers grubby, dust jacket soiled, very rubbed and nicked on the edges, with some loss
at the head of the spine and the lower panel.
202. [BREZHNEV (Leonid Ilyich)]. Leonid Ilyich Brezhnev. A Short Biography by the Institute

of Marxism-Leninism, CPSU Central Committee.
Portrait frontispiece, illustrations. Second, enlarged edition. Tall 8vo., buckram, dust
jacket. Oxford, Pergamon Press. 1977.
£500
Signed by Brezhnev on the title page, and dated ‘27/iv/78 Mockba’. Tipped in a printed
slip of the publishers Hutchinson, with an illegible signature. This edition prints the new
constitution of the USSR.
203. CAMMAERTS (Emile). The Keystone of Europe.
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Illustrations. First English edition. 8vo., cloth. London, Peter Davies. 1939.
£100
Tipped in a TLS from the Belgian Ambassador to Neville Chamberlain, sending this book,
signed E de Cartier, annotated 23.6.39, on the front free endpaper an illegible pencilled
ownership inscription dated June 1939, inscribed in the same hand underneath ‘From
Baron de Cartier Belgian Ambassador, further inscribed in a different hand at the foot of
the page ‘see letter inside – Baron de Cartier was a great friend of ours’. Back cover
slightly stained.
204. [CANNING (George)]. GIFFORD (John). A History of the Political Life of the Right

Honourable William Pitt; including some account of the times in which he lived.
6 volumes. Engraved portrait frontispieces to volumes one and two. First 8vo
edition. 8vo., half titles, contemporary half calf, dark blue leather labels to the
spine. London, Cadell and Davies. 1809.

£100

Presentation inscription on the half title in volume one ‘Geo Canning 1816 to Wm.
Turner’, underneath which is inscribed ‘This Book was given to me by Mr. Canning, and
will, I hope, be kept in my family. – W.T.’ George Canning holds the distinction of being
his country’s shortest serving Prime Minister, some 119 days. He served under Pitt the
Younger, and in the year this book was published was wounded in a duel with Lord
Castlereagh. He was chosen as Prime Minister ahead of the Duke of Wellington and Sir
Robert Peel, who both then declined to serve in his cabinet. William Turner was a British
diplomat and author, born 1792, whose father Richard was a friend of Canning, who gave
William his start in the Foreign Office.
No half titles in volumes 2,4, and 6, volumes 1 and 6 re-backed, using the old spine,
head and tail of the spines of the other volumes very rubbed and worn, spines and corners
rubbed and scratched. First few gatherings of volume one wormed.
205. [CARSON (Edward)]. MARJORIBANKS (Edward). COLVIN (Ian). The Life of Lord Carson.

3 volumes. Illustrations. First editions. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London, Gollancz.
1932,1934,1936.

£250

Inscribed on the frontispiece portrait of volume one ‘Carson of Duncairn’, and with two
tipped in ALSs, one from Carson to the politician Sir George Hamilton, and one from Lady
Carson to Lady Hamilton. both from Cleve Court ‘my two Edwards’. The snap pasted to
the front free endpaper in a folding mount. Bookplate to the front pastedown of George
and Eleanor Hamilton. Carson, the most famous lawyer of his day, was an Irish Unionist
Politician, Barrister and Judge, who will always be known for his part in the ruin of Oscar
Wilde, when he successfully defended the Marquess of Queensberry against Wilde’s
action for criminal libel. His fame was such at his death that he was given the rare privilege
of a State Funeral. Covers of volume three slightly rubbed, dust jackets slightly soiled, a
few nicks to the extremities.
206. [CASEMENT (Sir Roger)]. SCULLY (W. C.) Kafir Stories.
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Decorative initials and vignettes to the text. First edition. Slim 8vo., tan cloth, t.e.g.
London, T. Fisher Unwin. 1895.
£750
A tremendous association copy, linking two of the great characters of the late Imperial
age, inscribed by Sir Roger Casement to Herbert Ward “Herbert from Roddie in Natal –
Durban September 6th 1895”. The inscription is modified (by Ward?) to read “on the way
to Delagoa”, and “Out on the banks of the Mdloti River towards the Zulu border beyond
Verulam Sept 5th. read the Quest of the Copper, Ghamba, and Ukushwama – the first is
splendid and the last most pathetic”.
Casement, a Dublin-born Anglo-Irishman, worked in the Congo for the famous
explorer Henry Morton Stanley, before joining the British Colonial Service, for whom he
worked in the British West Africa and the French Congo. He was commissioned to report
on the appalling conditions prevailing in Belgian Colonial territories, the report earning
him a reputation as a humanitarian, that reputation being further advanced after his
report on the abuse of rubber workers in Peru, which gained him a knighthood. Casement
came across Joseph Conrad in his time in the Congo, Conrad saying of him ‘Thinks, speaks
well, most intelligent . . . a limpid personality’., and ‘he could tell you things! Things I have
tried to forget, things I never did know’. Probably as a result of his disillusionment with
colonialism, he retired and became a passionate supporter of Irish nationalism. During
the first world war he wanted to form an Irish Brigade, made up of Irish soldiers who had
fought for Britain but been captured by the Germans. He travelled to Germany but met
only with failure, and on his return to Ireland in 1916 he was arrested and tried for treason
and executed.
Herbert Ward led an extraordinary life. Born in London in 1863, at sixteen he took ship
for New Zealand and Australia, where he worked as a sailor, kauri-gum digger, coal and
gold miner, gymnast in a circus, and stock rider. In 1884 he was in the Congo working for
Henry Morton Stanley, raising a force to help Stanley‘s expedition to relieve Emin Pasha
in Sudan. After his return to England he published three books on his experiences, and
served with distinction in the first world war. He was also a talented artist and sculptor.
Ward and Casement first met in the Congo in 1884, the two men becoming great friends,
Ward asking Casement to be godfather to his youngest son, Casement in his letters writing
to ‘Dear Herbie’. Ward was later appalled by Casement’s activities on behalf of Irish
Nationalism, and refused to sign a petition for clemency at his trial.
Pictorial bookplate to the front pastedown of Herbert and Sarita Ward, designed by
Herbert Ward and engraved by Emery WalkerCovers creased, rubbed and spotted, small
tear to the tail of the spine.
207. [CASEMENT (Sir Roger)]. ST. JOHNSTON (Alfred). A South Sea Lover. A Romance.

Reprint, in Macmillan’s Colonial Library. 8vo., cloth. London, Macmillan.
1894.

£750

Pencilled ownership inscription on the front free endpaper ‘Roger Casement Cape Town
June 30 1900’, followed by a pencilled presentation inscription ‘To Herbert from Roddie
at (indecipherable) 12 Aubrey Walk Campden Hill Rd Sept 12th 1900.’ On the rear
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pastedown is inscribed in pencil in an unknown hand ‘Those who only half live, remember
can only half die. The rending of life from them has already been half accomplished’, on
the opposite endpaper a few traces of further pencillings, now erased.

Item 208
Pictorial bookplate to the front pastedown of Herbert and Sarita Ward, designed by Ward
and engraved by Emery Walker.
Head of spine torn, covers bubbled and damp-stained at the edges.
208. CASTRO (Fidel). La Educacion en Revolucion.

Illustrations. First edition. Square 4to., cloth, dust jacket. Havana, Instituto Cubano
84
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del Libro. 1974.

£2,500

A presentation copy, inscribed on the title page ‘Para Dan Rather, afectuosamente Fidel
Castro Oct. 3. 74’. Dan Rather was a news anchorman for CBS Television for many years,
who interviewed Castro more than once, including the 2nd October 1974, when he
attracted considerable criticism for being ‘too soft’ on Castro. Dust jacket creased back
and front.
Fidel Castro to Ted Heath.
209. CASTRO (Fidel). The World Economic and Social Crisis, its impact on the underdeveloped

countries, its sober prospects and the need to struggle if we are to survive. Report to the
Seventh Summit Conference of Non-Aligned Countries.
Plans and tables to the text. First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. Havana, Publishing
Office of the Council of State. 1983.
£3,500
Published in the same year in New Delhi by the People’s Publishing House. A presentation
copy, inscribed on the second front free endpaper ‘Para maestro apreciado amigo Heath,
que tanto nos honora con sus visita a Cuba y tanto nos ayuda con su universal experiencia,
Fraternemente. Fidel Castro Cuba. Set. 24, 84’. A book with an extraordinarily
adventurous history, related by Heath in his autobiography, worth quoting from here in
extenso:
‘When I visited Cuba again in September 1984 Castro and I returned to the subject of
world development, discussing both the original Brandt report and the second report
which our Commission had produced. He then presented me with a copy of a Cuban
report expressing his own views after he had digested both of our documents. This he
inscribed for me ‘To our esteemed friend Heath, who so often honours with his visits to
Cuba, and helps us so much with his worldwide experience’. This had an unusual
consequence some years later when I received a letter from a lawyer friend in Chicago
who was also a book collector. He enclosed a catalogue of a bookseller in Los Angeles in
which he had highlighted a page. On opening it I found a large printed square containing
an advertisement for an exceptional pamphlet written by Fidel Castro and personally
dedicated to Edward Heath. It was priced $3000. Underneath the square was an
advertisement for a volume of Churchill’s memoirs priced $2000. I realised that my
volume must have been stolen. I telephoned the bookshop and asked if I could buy the
book. The shopkeeper replied that he had already sold it, but would I like anything else?
I then revealed who I was and enlisted his help in getting back my stolen book. He was
horrified, assuring me that his shop had bought it from a dealer in New York in good faith
and promised that he would now try to retrieve it. He telephoned later to say that he had
contacted the purchaser, a Hollywood film director. He had confessed that he had given
the book to his wife, who had donated it to a charity sale in Canada. He would contact
them. By now I had little hope of the book ever being returned to its rightful owner. The
next call, however, brought the good news the film director had brought back the book
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and he would come to London to present it to me personally. I readily agreed.
Unfortunately he was then sent to Africa to complete a film, and was forced to abandon
his plan. The book was returned

Item 209

to me by special delivery. It is now back on my shelf in Salisbury, where I check it
frequently to make sure it is still there’.
Dust jacket creased.
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Item 210
“Peace for Our Time”
210. CHAMBERLAIN (Neville). Christmas and New Year Greetings.

Christmas Card, folded once, on blue card, printed on the cover ‘With Christmas and
New Year Greetings’, printed inside ‘From The Prime Minister and Mrs. Chamberlain 10
Downing Street S.W.1 Christmas 1938’. Pasted opposite a photograph of a likeness of
the aeroplane that took Chamberlain to his meeting with Hitler in Munich, titled
underneath ‘Munich, September 1938’. 1938. £1,000
This most ordinary of objects is here suffused with considerable power. With hindsight it
is easy to laugh (or cry) at the hubris of Chamberlain proudly using on his Christmas card
an image of the aeroplane that took him to Munich, so expressive of the mood of
appeasement, described by Martin Gilbert as “almost Victorian in its optimism’. The
optimism was baseless, and at the outbreak of war Chamberlain announced in the House
of Commons ‘Everything I have worked for, everything that I have hoped for, everything
that I have believed in during my public life, has crashed into ruins’. Front cover creased,
one small paper flaw.
211. [CHAMBERLAIN (Neville)]. HOLMES (C.J.) Notes on the Science of Picture-Making.

Illustrations. Sixth edition. 8vo., cloth. London, Chatto and Windus. 1927.

£200

Inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘A.N.Rucker from N.Chamberlain. With grateful
recollections of his assistance and best wishes for his future career, June 1929’. Sir
Arthur N. Rucker was Chamberlain’s private secretary, and later became Minister for
Health. Front board lightly spotted.
212. CHILDERS (Erskine). The Riddle of the Sands.

2 maps (one folding), 2 charts. Second edition, seventh impression. 8vo., original
pictorial cloth. London, Smith, Elder and Co. 1907.
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Item 213
A presentation copy, inscribed opposite the half title page ‘To L. S . Amery From Erskine
Childers August 1907’.
Amery and Childers were both part of the editorial team which produced the ‘Times
History of the War in South Africa’ in 1900, and were later on opposite sides on the
question of home rule for Ireland. Childers was a fervent Irish Nationalist who was
executed by the Irish Free State in 1922. The Riddle of the Sands is regarded as one of the
finest novels in the genre known as ‘Invasion novels’, the two heroes realising that the
Germans are planning to invade the British Isles. The novel was a great success, (reprinted
many times in this, its first year of publication) and brought to public attention the
question of British unpreparedness for war. Amery, a Conservative politician, helped
perform the same task before the second world war, being one of the few politicians to
back Churchill over his warnings of German rearmament. Head and tail of the spine just
nicked.
Winston Churchill to Sir Redvers Buller.
213. [CHURCHILL (Winston S.) London to Ladysmith via Pretoria.

Maps, some folding, and plans. First edition. 8vo., cloth, housed in a quarter
morocco folding box. London, Longmans Green and Co. 1900.

£3,000

An association copy, inscribed on the half title page ‘To Sir Redvers Buller from Winston
S. Churchill Nov. 1900’. Sir Redvers Buller. V.C. saw service in the British Army in the war
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with China (1860), the Red River expedition (1870), the Ashanti War (1874), the Kaffir
War (1878), and the Zulu War, where he won his Victoria Cross rescuing some

Item 215 of his fellow soldiers. He was Commander in Chief in the second Boer War, when
he raised the siege of Ladysmith. Churchill was a young war Correspondent who sailed to
South Africa on the same ship as Buller. In ‘My Early Life’ Churchill wrote of him ‘Buller was
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a characteristic British personality. He looked stolid. He said little, and what he said was
obscure. He was not the kind of man who could explain things, and he never tried to do
so...’.
In the introductory note Churchill writes that this book may ‘be found to give a
tolerably coherent account of the operations conducted by Sir Redvers Buller for the relief
of Ladysmith’.
A tremendous association copy, but in poor condition, both hinges broken, the covers
very rubbed and grubby, the lettering almost invisible, some gatherings loose, the first
few pages, including the leaf with the inscription, very creased and torn.
214. CHURCHILL (Jennie Randolph)]. The Anglo-Saxon Review. Volume 1. June 1899.

Photogravure illustrations. First edition. Tall 4to., full dark green calf, richly gilt,
t.e.g., others untrimmed, copied from a binding from the library of King James the First,
by an anonymous binder who worked for John and Abraham Bateman.
London, John Lane. 1899.
£350
Signed on the original front free endpaper, underneath the date June 28th 1899 and a
latin inscription, ‘Jennie Randolph Churchill’, underneath which are another 14
signatures, among them H.H. Asquith, Pamela Plowden, Margot Asquith, and Alfred
Lyttelton. Jennie Jerome married Lord Randolph Churchill in 1874, and their son Winston
was born at Blenheim the same year. Among the signatories is Pamela Plowden, the first
great love of Winston’s life, to whom he wrote from Calcutta in 1899 saying ‘My dear
Miss Pamela, I have lived all my life seeing the most beautiful women London produces...
Never have I seen one for whom I would forego the business of life. Then I met you...
Were I a dreamer of dreams, I would say... “Marry me – and I will conquer the world and
lay it at your feet.” For marriage two conditions are necessary – money and the consent
of both parties. One certainly, both probably are absent. And this is all such an old story...’
Re-backed in green calf with the original spine laid down and new endpapers, the
original spine chipped and rubbed, corners bumped.
215. CHURCHILL (Winston S.) Arms and the Covenant. Speeches. Compiled by Randolph S.

Churchill.
Portrait frontispiece. First edition. 8vo., buckram, top edge stained blue, priceclipped dust
jacket, housed in a quarter morocco folding box. London, George G.
Harrap and Co. Ltd. 1938.
£8,500
A remarkable presentation copy, inscribed by Churchill to Eddie Marsh, who was his
Private Secretary from 1905 to 1937: ‘Eddie from Winston. June 1938’. Christopher
Hassall in his biography of Marsh says ‘When Marsh eventually retired, tributes poured
in and there were many celebratory and farewell dinners. At one, Churchill proposed the
toast to “Eddie the man”, declaring that the guest of honour had ‘rendered a solid
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Item 216
contribution to the strength and maintenance of our life as a nation .. I don’t know what
I shall do now’ he said. ‘I have never been in office without Eddie Marsh and now I shall
never be in office with Eddie Marsh’. In another of the celebrations, Mr. Churchill spoke
but it is Mr. (Malcolm) MacDonald’s words which have survived. He observed that every
Government of the last thirty years was represented around the table. ‘Almost since we
began as politicians, he has been our guide, philosopher and friend. He was to some
extent the tutor of us all. The result is that this table contains a company of statesmen. If
(when) Mr.Baldwin resigns, His Majesty were to command that a real ministry of all the
talents should be formed, this gathering would be the Cabinet, Eddie himself would of
course be Prime Minister’.’
When Marsh was offered the post of Private Secretary to Churchill he decided to seek
advice, and he later wrote ‘I betook myself to Lady Lytton [formerly Pamela Plowden,
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Churchill’s first love] , who was a great friend of Churchill as well as of mine and poured
out my misgivings. Her answer was one of the nicest things that can ever

Item 217
have been said about anybody. ‘The first time you meet Winston you see all his faults,
and the rest of your life you spend discovering his virtues’.
‘Whether or not it be true that no valet can make a hero of his master, it is certainly
not so of a Private Secretary,’ Marsh wrote of Churchill. ‘It is enough to say that in my
mind he is indisputably the greatest figure in English history’.
Included in the box a copy of Christopher Hassall and Denis Matthew’s book on Eddie
Marsh, published by Lund Humphries in 1953, in the original card wrappers. One corner
bumped, otherwise a very fine copy.
216. CHURCHILL (Winston S.) Ian Hamilton’s March.

Frontispiece portrait, maps and plans. Second edition. 8vo., cloth, adverts. London,
Longmans Green and Co. 1900.
£2,000
Engraved armorial bookplate of Sir Ion Hamilton Benn, signed in ink ‘Winston S. Churchill’.
Captain Sir Ion [sic.] Hamilton Benn, no relation to the subject of this book, was a British
politician and businessman, who saw active service in the First World War taking part in
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the raids on Zeebrugge and Ostend, and was three times mentioned in dispatches. He
served on the Port of London Authority from its foundation in 1919 until 1961, when he
was 97.
Spine rubbed, strengthened at the head and tail, corners bumped and rubbed, some
foxing to the preliminaries.
217. CHURCHILL (Winston S.) My African Journey.

Sixty one illustrations from photographs by the author and Lieutenant-Colonel Gordon
Wilson, three maps. First edition, first issue. 8vo., half title, original pictorial cloth,
lettered in gilt and black, edges untrimmed, adverts, housed in a buckram
folding box. London, Hodder and Stoughton. 1908.
£3,500
Pasted to the front pastedown a printed Board of Trade card, reading ‘Executive and
General Committees. It is ... my intention to be present at the Meeting of the Executive
on .... at ......m., and at the General Committee Meeting at ....... m.’. Churchill has filled in
the blanks in ink thus: ‘not’, ‘May 17th’, ‘12 noon’, (the ‘m’ crossed out), and ‘12.30 p’.,
with his signature ‘Winston S. Churchill’ at the end, underneath in another hand ‘Board
of Trade’.
Spine rubbed and torn at the head and tail, with some small loss at the head, recently
repaired at head and tail, the covers lightly soiled, the card offset to the free endpaper.
218. CHURCHILL (Winston S.) My Early Life.

Frontispiece, maps and illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, housed in a quarter
morocco folding box. London, Thornton Butterworth Ltd. 1930.
£6,000
A presentation copy, inscribed on the second front free endpaper by Churchill to his
maternal aunt Leonie Leslie, mother of Shane Leslie, ‘To Leonie from Winston, Oct. 14.
1930’. Pictorial bookplate of Leonie Leslie to the front pastedown. Leonie, who called him
‘copper-top’, often took care of young Winston during his childhood, and conspired with
the nanny Mrs. Everest to keep Winston away from his grandmother the Duchess of
Marlborough at Blenheim. Before a journey to Canada in 1943 Winston wrote his last
letter to his aunt: ‘You have sent me a lot of charming messages which have cheered me
greatly on this long journey. They give me what no one else can give me, the link with my
youth and with my mother’. Spine faded and lightly spotted.
219. CHURCHILL (Winston S.) My Early Life. A Roving Commission.

Frontispiece, maps and illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth. London, Thornton
Butterworth Ltd. 1930.

£4,500

The copy of the senior civil servant Sir William Graham Greene, usually known as Sir
Graham Greene, appointed by Churchill to the position Permanent Secretary at the
Ministry of Munitions, with his ownership inscription on the front free endpaper and
bookplate of Raymond Greene. Loosely inserted is a TLS from Churchill on Chartwell
notepaper, 8th August 1924 ‘My dear Graham Greene, I have kept your letter of the 29
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July until now in the hopes of being able to conform to your wishes and to accept the very
kind invitation with which, on behalf of your brother, you have honoured my wife and
me. I am sorry to say, however, that my plans make it impossible for me to do so. I have
a political engagement on the 24th or 25th at Edinburgh, and I have arranged

Item 218
to leave immediately thereafter with my wife for ten days abroad. The Irish development
will, I fear, lead to so many difficulties that I shall have to be back in England early on
October. In these circumstances I hope you will forgive me for not undertaking this task
at any rate this year. I need not say how much we both appreciate your having wished us
to pay this visit. Believe me Yours very sincerely Winston Churchill’.
220. CHURCHILL (Winston S.) The Grand Alliance.

Maps and plans to the text. First US edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. Cambridge.
Houghton Mifflin. 1950.
£4,000
The third volume of Churchill’s History of the Second World War. A presentation copy,
inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To Davina from Winston 1950’. Davina is Lady
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Davidema [sic] Lytton, the daughter of the Earl of Lytton and Churchill’s first great love
Pamela Plowden. Lady Lytton’s second husband, ‘Monty’ Woodhouse, was a Tory MP
who served most of the second world war as an SOE agent in Greece, with considerable
daring and success. They met at the home of Anthony Eden, who many people thought
would marry Davina, but she married Woodhouse instead. In his biography of Eden
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Item 221
D.R.Thorpe said ‘Davina’s vivacious intelligence and beauty left its mark on all who met
her’.
Dust jacket nicked and rubbed on the edges, torn with some loss to the head and tail
of the spine.
221. CHURCHILL (Winston S.) My Early Life. A Roving Commission.

Frontispiece, maps and illustrations. First edition, second impression. 8vo., cloth.
London, Thornton Butterworth Ltd. 1930.
£4,000
A presentation copy, inscribed on the second front free endpaper to a future
supporterof the re-armament cause, ‘To Christopher Hobhouse from Winston S.
Churchill. Dec. 23. 1930’. Christopher Hobhouse was a journalist and author, among
whose books were ‘Oxford’, and ‘1851 and the Crystal Palace’. In 1939 he published in
The Spectator a review of Churchill’s ‘Step by Step’ entitled ‘A Man of Judgment’. David
Lilly wrote in a paper on the Munich Crisis ‘Christopher Hobhouse writing in The
Spectator, also saw the agreements as a surrender. He viewed Britain’s position as strong
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before the agreements; it had the support of the world while the German populace was
agitating for peace. Hobhouse viewed the leadership as having lost their nerve — fearing
that victory would have cost too many lives and strongly stated that his generation, those
under thirty, would have to pay the price for this humiliating surrender. Hobhouse viewed
the situation as one worth fighting for and believed that his generation was prepared to
make the ultimate sacrifice in war, as many other generations had done before’.
Spine faded, just rubbed at the head and tail, corners bumped, small paint fleck to the
spine.
222. [CHURCHILL (Winston S.)]. LESLIE (Desmond). ADAMSKI (George). Flying Saucers Have

Landed.
Illustrations. Third impression. 8vo., cloth, pictorial dust jacket. London, Werner
Laurie. 1953.

£350

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘This book is respectfully inscribed for Sir Winston Churchill by the author Desmond Leslie. “for there are older and
kinder worlds than our own”.’.
Bookplate of Churchill’s son Randolph to the front pastedown, below it the bookplate
later added to some of Churchill’s books “From the Library of Sir Winston Churchill”.
Churchill himself never had nor used a bookplate.
Desmond Leslie was the son of Sir Shane Leslie, a first cousin to Churchill. As well as
writing books on UFOs, Leslie was variously a wartime fighter pilot, a tv scriptwriter, a
composer of ‘Musique Concrète’, and punched Bernard Levin on live television. He is
revered in the music recording business for building what was effectively the first multitrack sound mixing desk.
Boards very rubbed, scratched and stained, dust jacket rubbed, nicked and torn on the
top edge.
223. CONSTANTINE (Learie). Colour Bar.

Portrait frontispiece, illustrations. Reprint. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London, Stanley
Paul. 1954.

£75

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To Lyn, a token of
friendshipLearie. Nov: 24– 1954. London.’. Taped to the front pastedown a ticket for the
Service of Thanksgiving for the life of Learie Constantine at Westminster Abbey 1971.
Learie Constantine, who in 1943 was refused accommodation in a London hotel because
of his colour, was a very fine cricketer who played many times for the West Indies in Test
Cricket. After the war he qualified as a lawyer, and later became Trinidad’s High
Commissioner in England. He was knighted in 1962, and in 1969 he became the UK’s first
Black Peer.
Top board lightly scratched, dust jacket just soiled, nicked along the top edge.
224. COOLIDGE (Calvin). The Price of Freedom: Speeches and Addresses.
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Portrait frontispiece. First edition. 8vo., cloth, fore edge untrimmed. New York,
Charles Scribner’s Sons. 1924.
£500 Inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘Cordially
Calvin Coolidge, September 1924’. From the White House website: ‘As America’s 30th
President (1923–1929), Calvin Coolidge demonstrated his determination to preserve the
old moral and economic precepts of frugality amid the material prosperity which many
Americans were enjoying during the 1920s era’. Coolidge had the reputation of being a
dour man, who said little, and when he died Dorothy Parker asked ‘how can they tell?’
More charitably many think he cultivated the manner of a quiet man, confident in his own
abilities. He was also deeply shaken by the death of his son. Head of spine just nicked.
225. CROMER (Earl of). Abbas II.

First edition. 8vo., cloth, uncut. London, Macmillan. 1915.

£100

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘P. Hartog from
CromerFebruary 1915’. Sir Philip Hartog was an important and lifelong contributor to
British educational practice, and was largely responsible for the founding of the School of
Oriental Studies (now ‘SOAS’). He was secretary to a Commission headed by Cromer
about the founding of the school, and did important work on the improvement of Indian
Universities, and the Hebrew University in Palestine.
Evelyn Baring, first Earl of Cromer was successively British Controller-General of Egypt,
then Consul-General, the second role making him as good as the ruler of Egypt. He spoke
many languages, but never learned Arabic, and was convinced, like many a late-Victorian
Englishman, that the Anglo-Saxon race was inherently superior to the natives, and knew
what was best for them. He resigned in 1907 and came back to England, where he applied
his talents to the presidency of the ‘Men’s League for opposing Woman Suffrage’.
226. DAVIS (Angela). Lectures on Liberation.

First edition. Original pictorial wrappers, stapled as issued, housed in a folding box.
No place, New York Committee to free Angela Davis. (1971).
£100
Signed on the front cover ‘Angela Davis’. Printed here are Angela Davis’s initial lectures
for ‘Recurring Philosophical Themes in Black Literature’, taught at UCLA in 1969 as part
of her two year appointment as Acting Assistant Professor in Philosophy. She was
attacked by the Regents of the University of California, who attempted to dismiss her on
the illegal grounds of her membership of the Communist Party. This was overruled by the
Superior Court of Los Angeles, but the Regents denied her the continuation of her
appointment. During the summer of 1970 she was charged with kidnapping, murder, and
unlawful flight to avoid prosecution, and was placed on the FBI most wanted list. When
apprehended she was held on excessive bail, then denied bail, then kept in isolation. She
was acquitted at the trial. In 2014, Davis returned to UCLA as a Regents’ Lecturer and
delivered a public lecture on May 8 in Royce Hall, where she had attended her first lecture
45 years earlier.
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227. DE GAULLE (Charles). Mémoires de Guerre. L’Appel, L’Unité, Le Salut.

Folding maps to each volume. 3 volumes. First editions, each volume limited to an
unspecified number of copies on alfa Cellunaf printed for former members of the Free
French and various resistance organisations, volume one numbered 3297, the other two
volumes unnumbered, original wrappers bound in save for the spine in volumes 2 and 3.
8vo., half red morocco, gilt, t.e.g., by Sangorski and Sutcliffe.
Paris, Plon. 1954,1956,1959.
£2,000
Volume one a presentation copy, inscribed on the reverse of the limitation leaf ‘Au très
honorable M. L. Amery en souvenir de notre guerre en témoignage de la très haute estime
et de la fidèle amitié de C. de Gaulle. 19 Octobre 1954’. Leo Amery was one of the few
Members of Parliament in the Conservative Party who, with Churchill and Macmillan,
vehemently opposed the appeasement of Nazi Germany, and it was Amery who famously
quoted Cromwell at the end of a speech by Chamberlain in the Commons ‘You have sat
too long here for any good you have been doing. Depart, I say, and let us have done with
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Cabinet Amery would have been at meetings where de Gaulle was also present, and in
one of his diaries wrote ‘General de Gaulle and Spears to dinner and we had some three
hours of talk. He is rather unimpressive at first sight, very large with a small head and
rather young looking, but he seems very well balanced and shrewd in his judgement’. The
interesting use by de Gaulle of the phrase ‘notre guerre’ implies a degree of mutual
sympathy from a man regarded accurately as anti all things British.
Volume two also a presentation copy, inscribed ‘Pour Madame Amery,
Respecteusement! C. de Gaulle. 18.6.56.’.
Tipped in to volume one a 2 page ALS from de Gaulle in French on headed notepaper,
dated 1er Juillet 1968, to ‘Chère Madame’, (that is Florence Greenwood, Mrs. Leo Amery),
thanking her for her support, and reminding her how much respect he had for her late
husband, signed C. de Gaulle. Also tipped in a small triband piece of cloth, printed in the
colours of the French national flag.
Volume one re-backed in red calf, using the original spine, which is dented and soiled,
back cover stained. Volume two spine darkened, hinges rubbed. Volume three spine
darkened, head of spine and hinges rubbed, a few spots to the covers, small tear to the
title page.
228. DE GAULLE (Charles). Mémoires de Guerre. L’Appel, L’Unité, Le Salut.

Folding maps to each volume. 3 volumes. First editions, each volume limited to an
unspecified number of copies on alfa Cellunaf printed for former members of the
Free French and various resistance organisations, original wrappered covers bound
in. 8vo., full red large-grained morocco, gilt, t.e.g. Paris, Plon.
1954,1956,1959.
£1,200
A presentation copy, inscribed in volume one on the reverse of the limitation leaf
‘APierre-Henri Bourdin, En souvenir des grandes épreuves et en mémoire de son père,
mon compagnon, Henri Bourdin, bien cordialement C. de Gaulle. Le 5.10.56’. Armorial
bookplate to the front pastedown of each volume ‘Bourdin’. Henri Bourdin was an
experienced French journalist, who was a senior correspondent for the News
Chronicle. In 1940 he made his way to London, and continued to work as a journalist
under the name Henry Stone, following de Gaulle between London and Algiers. Spines
very slightly faded, some small wear to the extremities.
Charles de Gaulle to Edward Heath.
229. DE GAULLE (Charles). Mémoires d’Espoir.

2 volumes. Facsimile letters in volume two. First editions. 8vo., wrappers, acetate dust
jackets, uncut and largely unopened, housed in a cream buckram folding box.
Paris, Plon. 1970,1971.
£1,800
A presentation copy, inscribed on the second front endpaper of volume one ‘Pour letrès
Honorable Edward Heath. Premier Ministre de Grande Bretagne en témoignage de
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haute consideration et en cordial souvenir. C de Gaulle. 10.10.70’. Heath led, from 1960
onwards, the British negotiating team attempting to persuade the Common
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Item 230 Market to allow Britain’s entry, but in 1963 de Gaulle vetoed the idea, although
he predicted that probably in the future Heath would succeed, which he did in 1973.
In excellent condition, Mr. Heath, despite being an ‘enthusiastic’ French speaker,
clearly said ‘non’ to opening and reading the gift.
230. DE GAULLE (Charles). Mémoires d’Espoir.

2 volumes. Facsimile letters in volume two. First editions. 8vo., publisher’s hardgrained blue cloth. Paris, Plon. 1970, 1971

£850

A presentation copy, inscribed in volume one on the half title page ‘Pour Madame
LeoAmery en respectueux hommage et en fidele souvenir. C de Gaulle. 10.10.70’.
Tipped in a printed compliments slip from the publisher and a typed letter from the
same announcing the second volume. Mrs. Leo Amery was Florence Greenwood, born
in Canada, the widow of the Conservative politician Leo Amery.
Front outer hinge of volume one broken, the spine separated, the other hinge holding.
231. [DE VALERA (Eamon)]. LONGFORD (Earl of). O’NEILL (Thomas P.) Eamon de Valera.

Portrait frontispiece, illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London,
Hutchinson. 1970.

£250

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘With regards and everygood
wish Eamon de Valera’, dated in another hand Nov 20/70. De Valera (‘the long fellow’)
was one of the major figures in Irish life and politics for over 50 years. He figured
prominently in the Easter Rising, was for a while a member of Sinn Féin, formed the
new party Fianna Fáil, and was three times President of the Executive Council, and
President of Ireland from 1959 to 1973, when he was the oldest elected Head of State
in the world.
Dust jacket nicked at the top of the spine, creased at the tail.
232. DOUGLAS-HOME (Alec). The Way the Wind Blows.

Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London, Collins. 1976.

£50

A presentation copy, inscribed on the title page ‘To Tony Jay. With gratitude for all
yourhelp. Home.’. Tipped in a newspaper clipping with an appreciation of Lord Home.
Dust jacket slightly browned.
233. DU BOIS (Shirley G.) Freedomways. A quarterly review of the Negro Freedom

Movement. Volume 5, Number 1. W.E.B. Du Bois Memorial Issue.
Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., wrappers, housed in a folding box. New York,
Freedomways Associates. 1968.

£120

A presentation copy, inscribed on the half title page ‘To our wonderful friends Dr.
C.Belfield-Clarke and Pat – Independence Day, 1965, Accra, Shirley G. Du Bois’. Shirley
Graham, who began her intellectual life as a composer, turned to writing and wrote
biographies of some of the important black politicians and activists of her times. She
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Item 235 married W.E.B. Du Bois in 1951, and they later emigrated to Ghana, being granted
citizenship in 1961. Dr. Belfield Clarke was a West Indian doctor who did much good work
in his London practice, and was a friend to many of the black writers and activists of his
time.
Spine and back cover lightly creased, the text block uneven.
234. DU BOIS (W.E.B.) In Battle for Peace. The Story of my 83rd Birthday. With a comment

by Shirley Graham.
First paperback edition. 8vo., original pictorial wrappers, housed in a folding box.
New York, Masses and Mainstream. 1952.

£650

A presentation copy, inscribed on the half title page ‘A Merry Xmas to Dr. Clark andPat
W.E. B Du Bois 1952’. Tipped in 3 TLSs from Du Bois to Dr. Belfield Clarke (see above).
2 of the letters are dated December 1949, and refer to a visit to Du Bois in his New York
home, giving travel instructions, the third letter dated January 1949 refers to a visit by
Du Bois to Dr. Clarke’s home in London, two of the original envelopes included, one
only fragmentary.
Shirley Graham, author, composer and African-American activist, who contributes a
comment, became Du Bois’ second wife in 1951. Du Bois, author, sociologist, and PanAfrican activist is one of the most important figures in Black American history, helping in
1909 to found the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People. In a
speech at the centennial ceremony in New York honouring Du Bois, Martin Luther King
said that Du Bois ‘had been one of the first militant black leaders and was the particular
hero of the black nationalists’.
Covers and text creased, soiled and damp-stained.
235. DISRAELI (Benjamin). The Tragedy of Count Alarcos.

First edition. 8vo., half blue morocco gilt, t.e.g., 4pp adverts, original wrappers
bound in. London, Henry Colburn. 1839.

£1,200

A presentation copy, inscribed on the title page ‘The Countess of Blessington from
herfriend the author’. Lady Blessington, born Margaret Power, was an Irish beauty who
had an eventful life. She met Byron on a few occasions, and published her
‘Conversations with Lord Byron’ in 1834. Disraeli hero worshipped Byron, so must have
been pleased to make Lady Blessington’s acquaintance, which is evidenced by a
substantial number of letters between them, many of which are now in the Bodleian
Library. In one letter, she, a prolific author herself, urged Disraeli ‘Indeed, indeed, you
must not be idle, it is a sin to waste a genius like yours. Write, write, write, no matter
what, so that you do but write’.
Two of the front endpapers glue-stained, most likely from autograph material pasted
in, now missing, binding rubbed on the hinges and corners.
236. DULLES (Allen). The Craft of Intelligence.
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Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., quarter black cloth over blue cloth boards. New
York, Harper and Row. 1963.

£1,500

Item 236
A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To Gen Sir Kenneth Strong,as
a reminder of our works Together, with the sincere regards of the author, Allen W.
Dulles Xmas 1963’. ‘Works together’ refers to both men’s work as Intelligence officers,
Strong being Eisenhower’s Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence during the second
World War, after which he became Director General of Intelligence for the British
Army. When he retired he became a civil servant and worked in the Political
Intelligence department at the Foreign Office. Dulles spent the war in Switzerland
working for the OSS, the precursor to the CIA, and after the war became Director of
that organisation. Back cover sunned.
237. DULLES (John Foster). War or Peace.

First edition. 8vo.,cloth, dust jacket. New York, Macmillan. 1950.
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A presentation copy inscribed by Dulles to Ernest Bevin on the front free endpaper:
‘Tothe Right Honorable Ernest Bevin from one who feels that it has been a great honor
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Item 237 and privilege to be associated with him in conferences of the United Nations
and the C.F.M. John Foster Dulles. March 31. 1950’. Dulles served as an advisor to
Presidents and Senators through both World wars, becoming the U.S. Secretary of State
in 1953, considered by Eisenhower to be ‘one of the greatest of our Secretaries of State’.
Bevin was a British socialist who founded the National Transport and General Workers
Union, was later the Labour minister in Churchill’s wartime government and Foreign
Secretary in the post-war Labour government. The two men often met to discuss the
post-war threat of Soviet aggression, and the possibility of a united Europe. Dust jacket
slightly torn at the edges, clumsily price-clipped.
238. DYSON (Will). Artist among the Bankers.

Illustrations by the author. First edition, 8vo., cloth, pictorial dust jacket. London,
J.M.Dent. 1933.

£200

A presentation copy, inscribed in pencil on the front free endpaper ‘To Carl from
WillDyson’. Will Dyson was an Australian pictorial satirist who came to England in 1912
to work for the Labour newspaper The Daily Herald where he was given a full page to
champion the working man. He published in 1919 an eerily prophetic cartoon showing
Woodrow Wilson, Lloyd George and Clemenceau leaving the Versailles conference,
Clemenceau saying ‘Curious. I seem to hear a child weeping’, the child in the cartoon
labelled ‘Class of 1940’.
Covers just faded, dust jacket soiled, torn at the head of the spine with some loss.
239. EDEN (Anthony). Freedom and Order. Selected Speeches 1939–1946.

Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth. London, Faber and Faber. 1947.

£80

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘Inscribed to my friend
ColinMann by Anthony Eden Sept. 1951’. Spine lightly spotted.
240. EDEN (Anthony). Memoirs. Full Circle, Facing the Dictators, The Reckoning.

3 volumes. First editions. 8vo., cloth, dust jackets. London, Cassell. 1960, 1962,
1965.

£200

A presentation copy, inscribed to Ted Heath in volume one on the front free
endpaper‘Ted from Anthony In friendship and with gratitude. September 1960’. Heath
was appointed Chief Whip in 1955 when Eden became Prime Minister, and after Eden’s
resignation served in the same capacity under Harold Macmillan until 1959. Heath is
mentioned once: ‘Though Mr. Heath’s service in Parliament had been short at that
time, I have never known a better equipped Chief Whip. A ready smile concealed a firm
mind’.
Each top board just faded, dust jackets nicked and torn on the margins, two repaired in
the reverse, some small loss on the jacket to ‘Full Circle’.
241. EDWARD VIII (later Duke of Windsor). A King’s Story.
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Illustrations. First US edition. 8vo., cloth, title labels in red and blue, lettered in gilt,
top edge stained red. New York, G.P.Putnam’s Sons. 1951.
£350
A presentation copy, inscribed on a loosely inserted leaf of notepaper with the royalcrest
‘To Ben and Alice with best wishes from Edward Christmas 1953’. Also loosely inserted
a telegram from Edward to Sir Bede Clifford 1st July 1966 ‘Many thanks for good wishes
and remembering my birthday our affectionate greetings to you both Edward’, a
postcard of Edward as Prince of Wales in naval uniform from ‘Ned’ to a Miss Florence
Hale ‘Will deliver your message to his Majesty if I run into him’, a printed small card
folded once ‘The Duke and Duchess of Windsor want to thank you very much for your
message and thought of them at this time. They wish to assure you that your concern
is greatly appreciated’, and 5 yellowing and scuffed newspaper clippings on Edward.
Endpapers stained.
242. EDWARD VIII (later Duke of Windsor). A King’s Story.

Illustrations. First US edition. 8vo., cloth, title labels in red and blue, lettered in gilt.
New York, G.P.Putnam’s Sons. 1951.
£350
A presentation copy, inscribed on a leaf of his notepaper, embossed with his seal,
pastedto the reverse of the half title page ‘To Anne Seagrim with best wishes from
Edward April 1951’.
Anne Seagrim was the secretary to the Duke of Windsor from 1950 to 1954, her main
task at the beginning being to help type up these memoirs. She became a loyal and
staunch defender of the Duke and Duchess, and it was she who broke the news to them
of the death of George VI. She also worked for C.P. Snow, typing up many of his novels,
and later worked for Lord Alexander of Tunis. Some wear to the head and tail of the spine.
243. EDWARD VIII (later Duke of Windsor). A King’s Story.

Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth. London, Cassell and Company.
1951.

£200

Ownership inscription to the front free endpaper of A. Seagrim, secretary to the Duke of
Windsor from 1950 to 1954. Pasted opposite is an original press photograph of the Duke
of Windsor, in a pin-striped suit, hand in pocket, emerging from a building into the path
of a gaggle of photographers. Spine faded and rubbed.
244. EDWARD VIII (later Duke of Windsor). A King’s Story.

Illustrations. First US edition. 8vo., cloth, red and blue panels to the spine lettered in gilt,
dust jacket. New York, G.P.Putnam’s Sons. 1951. £350
A presentation copy, inscribed on a leaf of his notepaper, embossed with his seal,
pastedto the reverse of the frontispiece, ‘To Joseph Collier with best wishes from
Edward July 1953’.
Some stains on the frontispiece from the paste, extremities lightly rubbed, dust jacket
torn at head and tail of the spine with some loss, rubbed and torn on the margins.
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Item 246
245. [EDWARD VIII (later Duke of Windsor)]. OGILVIE (Will H.) Scattered Scarlet.

Tipped in plates by Lionel Edwards. First edition, second impression. 4to., cloth.
London, Constable and Co. 1923.

£550

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper by four members of the
RoyalFamily, three brothers and the newly married Elizabeth ‘Reggie Seymour from
Edward
P, Albert, Elizabeth, George Xmas 1923’. Albert became King George the Sixth, George is
his younger brother the Duke of Kent. Seymour was an equerry to King George V and
Queen Mary and, being on duty on the night of her birth, was the first to tell them of the
birth of their granddaughter Princess Elizabeth (now Queen Elizabeth II).
Spine faded, front cover scratched and stained, some of the plates creased.
Maggs Bros Ltd
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Item 247
246. EISENHOWER (Dwight D.) Crusade in Europe.

Sixteen plates, four double page maps, thirty eight maps in the text, maps to
endpapers. First edition, cloth, price-clipped dust jacket, housed in a half morocco
folding box. 1948.
£2,500
A presentation copy, inscribed by Eisenhower to his wartime Chief of Intelligence,MajorGeneral Sir Kenneth Strong ‘For Ken Strong, indispensable member of AFHQ and of
SHAEF. With best wishes and lasting regard from his devoted friend, Ike Eisenhower’.
A fluent German speaker, Strong was a Military attaché in Berlin before the second
world war, and got to know some of the senior officers in the German High Command. In
1943 he joined Eisenhower’s staff and became firm friends with Ike, who valued his
expertise. He acted as interpreter at the negotiations for the unconditional surrender of
Germany. After the war he stayed in Intelligence, resigning from the Army and becoming
the first Director of the Joint Intelligence Bureau at the Ministry of Defence. Spine rubbed,
dust jacket chipped and worn on the margins, back cover soiled.
247. EISENHOWER (Dwight D.) Crusade in Europe.

Sixteen plates, four double page maps, thirty eight maps in the text, maps to endpapers.
First edition. 8vo., cloth. New York, Doubleday. 1948.
£1,800 Inscribed on the
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half title page by Eisenhower ‘Henry F. Grady – His Excellency, the American
ambassador to Greece. With best wishes, Dwight D Eisenhower’. Grady was an
experienced diplomat, successively US Ambassador to India, Greece, and Iran, whose
Memoirs were published in 2009. The San Francisco Chronicle said after his death ‘It is
particularly as a servant of American foreign policy that we think he will be mentioned
in the history of our time; indeed he could hardly be ignored in any record of the
beginnings of the Truman doctrine and the cold war, for he was unquestionably
America’s top diplomatic soldier for a critical period of it’. Spine lightly rubbed.
248. FAWCETT (Millicent G.) TURNER (E.M.) Josephine Butler.

First edition. 8vo., quarter rough cloth over marbled paper boards. London, The
Association for Moral and Social Hygiene. 1927.

£250

A presentation copy, inscribed on the title page ‘To dear F.C. Johnson from M.G.F.’.Dame
Millicent Fawcett was one of a remarkable group of sisters, one of whom, Agnes,
became a famous interior decorator, and another, Elizabeth Garrett Anderson, became
the first Englishwoman to qualify as a doctor and surgeon, as well as being the first
female Mayor and Magistrate in England. Millicent was a strong supporter of the
Women’s Suffrage movement, becoming leader of the National Union of Women’s
Suffrage Societies, a public intellectual and philanthropist, a co-founder of Newnham
College in Cambridge, and in 1901 was sent to South Africa to head a British
Government inquiry into conditions in British concentration camps.
Tipped in a publisher’s flyer for the third edition. Edges finger marked.
249. [FISHER (Geoffrey)] Archbishop of Canterbury. The Form of Order of the Service that is

to be Performed and the Ceremonies that are to be observed in the Coronation of Her
Majesty Queen Elizabeth II in the Abbey Church of St. Peter Westminster on Tuesday
the second day of June 1953.
Printed in red and black. First edition. 4to., red pictorial buckram, gilt. London, Eyre and
Spottiswoode. 1953. £75
Signed on the title page ‘Geoffrey Cantuar Victoria B.C. Sept. 9. 1954’.
Geoffrey Fisher, the 99th Archbishop of Canterbury, led the coronation ceremony of
Queen Elizabeth the Second in 1953.
Back cover lightly spotted and scratched.
250. [FRY (Elizabeth)]. FREEMAN (Henry). A Memoir of the Life and Ministry of Ann Freeman,

a Faithful Servant of Christ, compiled from her Diary and Letters by Henry Freeman.
Second edition. 8vo., original maroon cloth, printed paper label to the spine,
recently re-backed in red buckram, new endpapers, uncut. London, Darton and
Harvey. 1828.
£550
Inscribed on the original front free endpaper ‘Charlotte Christy from her affectionate friend
Elisabeth Fry. 1st No 1828’. An important Quaker text, inscribed by a great
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Quaker to a fellow Quaker. Fry married into a wealthy north of England family in the
cotton business, and took an active part in her husband’s business, philanthropical and
political affairs.
Elizabeth Fry has some claim to being one of Victorian England’s most remarkable
figures, in an age not short of remarkable people. She made important contributions to
Prison Reform, help for the homeless, and the improvement of nursing, while caring for
her large family – she had 11 children, and had the ear of Queen Victoria, and Robert
Peel. After her first visit to Newgate prison, she was appalled by what she saw, and told
a fellow Quaker “All I tell thee is a faint picture of reality; the filth, the closeness of the
rooms, the furious manner and expressions of the women towards each other, and the
abandoned wickedness, which everything bespoke are really indescribable.” She formed
the Association for the Improvement of the Females at Newgate, and was able to
transform the condition of the prison. June Rose wrote in her Quaker Tapestry booklet
on Fry ‘Through her personal courage and involvement, Elizabeth Fry alerted the nations
of Europe to the cruelty and filth in the prisons and revealed the individual human faces
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behind the prison bars. Her own passionate desire to lead a useful life disturbed the
placid, vapid existence of women in Victorian England and changed forever the confines
of respectable femininity. The name of Elizabeth Fry broadened the appeal of the Quaker
faith . . . Over two hundred years after her birth, she seems a brave and modern woman,
battling with the injustices of her time.’
251.

FORD (Gerald R.) A Time to Heal.
Illustrations. First Edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. New York, Harper & Row.
1979.

£50

Signed by the author ‘Gerald R. Ford’ on a pasted in plate on the front free endpaper,
lettered in gold with ‘Gerald R. Ford 38th President of the United States of America’ .
252.

[FRANCO (General)]. CROZIER (Brian). Franco. A Biographical History.
Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London, Eyre & Spottiswode.
1967.

£150

Tipped in a TLS from Manuel Gomez-Acebo from the Spanish Embassy in London, to a Mr.
Campbell Godley, 2nd April 1973, ‘Dear Sir, Further to my letter of 16th March last, I now
have pleasure in returning herewith your copy of Brian Crozier’s book, duly signed by His
Excellency General Franco, in accordance with your request’, the half title page duly
inscribed ‘F. Franco 24–3–73’.
Old tape stains to rear endpapers, dust jacket lightly rubbed.
253.

[GAITSKELL (Hugh)]. Hugh Gaitskell 1906–1963.
Illustrations. First edition, second impression. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London,
Thames and Hudson. 1964.

£80

A series of essays on Gaitskell by among others Lord Attlee, John Betjeman,
MargaretCole, Douglas Jay, Roy Jenkins and Willy Brandt. A presentation copy from
Gaitskell‘s daughter Dora, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘Marjorie from Dora.
Remembering the Fitzroy Days! August 1965’, tipped in a 2 page ALS on House of Lords
headed notepaper, dated August 17th, sending this book: ‘I have only read the chapters
by Roy Jenkins and Douglas Jay – but cannot bring myself to read the others. My Father
hated the one by Margaret Cole’, and ‘I know the sadness of Hugh’s death will never leave
me’.
Spine of the dust jacket just faded.
254.

GAITSKELL (Hugh). In Defence of Politics.
The Foundation Oration delivered at Birkbeck College. First edition. Tall 8vo., original
printed wrappers, housed in a folding box. London, Birkbeck College.
1954.
£50
Inscribed on the front wrapper ‘With Compliments Hugh Gaitskell’.
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Small stain to the first two pages, top wrapper rubbed on the top margin, browned on
the other margins.
255. [GANDHI (Manilal)]. GANDHI (M.K.) An Autobiography or the Story of my Experiments
with Truth.
Illustrations. Third reprint of the Second edition. 8vo., quarter white cloth over pale blue
paper boards, lettered in black. Ahmedabad, Navajivan Publishing House.
1948.
£450
Translated from the Gujarati by Mahadev Desai. A presentation copy from Gandhi‘s
second son ‘The Rev. Canon Collins in memory of your very kind visit to Phoenix from
Manilal Gandhi 20/6/54’. Manilal edited ‘Indian Opinion’, a Gujarati-English periodical
founded by his father, and published in Durban, South Africa, where Manilal spent a good
deal of his life furthering his father’s ideals. Canon Collins was for 33 years Canon of
St.Paul’s Cathedral, but is best known for his so-called radical approach to Christianity.
He was one of the founders of the charity War on Want, a prominent member of the
Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament and the Anti-Apartheid Movement. Publisher’s
stamp to the title page, covers spotted, some leaves badly trimmed.
256.

[GANDHI (Manilal)]. GANDHI (M.K.) Satyagraha in South Africa.
Revised Second edition, 5000 copies printed. 8vo., quarter white cloth over pale blue
paper boards, lettered in black. Ahmedabad, Navajivan Publishing House.
1950.
£450
A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper by Gandhi’s second son
‘TheRev. Canon Collins In memory of your very kind visit to Phoenix from Manilal Gandhi
20–6–54’.
Small stain to back cover, dent to the top border, cup ring to upper cover of dust
jacket, torn over the dent on the board, frayed at head and tail of spine.

257.

[GANDHI (Indira)]. MASANI (Zareer). A Biography of Indira Gandhi.
Illustrations. First US edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. New York, Thomas Y. Crowell
Company. 1976.
£180
Signed on the half title page ‘Indira Gandhi 25.3.1982’, halfway through her second term
as Prime Minister of India.
Dust jacket price-clipped, lightly soiled. Newspaper clipping of Gandhi’s obituary
tipped in.

258.
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GANDHI (Mahatma). Autobiography. The Story of my Experiments with Truth.
2 volumes. Portrait frontispiece to each volume, with tissue guards. Volume one reprint,
volume two First edition. 8vo., tan wove cloth, dust jackets. Ahmedabad, volume one
J.D.Desai, volume two Navajivan Press. 1933,
1929.
£12,500
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Translated from the Gujarati by Mahadev Desai and Pyarelal Nair. Inscribed on the
frontispiece of volume one ‘MKGandhi 4–6–37’. Also inscribed on the title page ‘To Annie
and Jack from Hermann. Tithal, India. 4.vi.1937.’ Hermann is Hermann Kallenbach, a
Lithuanian-born Jewish South African architect, one of Gandhi’s closest friends, who

Item 258
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Item 258 is mentioned many times in this
autobiography, where Gandhi calls him his ‘soulmate’. They met in 1904, and lived together
in a house designed for them both by Kallenbach, now called Satyagraha House.
Kallenbach, a keen sportsman, was very successful as an architect and acquired a good deal
of property. He donated a 1000 acre farm near Johannesburg to Gandhi in 1910, and there
he and Gandhi shared the simplest of lives according to Gandhi’s principles. He was
responsible for helping to organise Gandhi’s Epic March, and accompanied Gandhi on his
voyage to London in 1914. He was prevented thereafter from going to India with Gandhi,
having been interned as an enemy alien at the outbreak of war in 1914. After the war he
returned to South Africa, where he kept up a prolific correspondence with Gandhi. In the
1930s he became a Zionist in response to the rise of Nazism, and in May 1937 he was asked
to visit his old friend in India, hoping to persuade him to speak up for Zionism and armed
resistance to the Nazis. Gandhi declined, but they took up their old friendship. Kallenbach
later wrote ‘It is ‘almost’ as the old joint life, as if the 23 years, with all the events that
affected millions of people, had disappeared’. As the two inscriptions are dated the same
day, it seems likely that Kallenbach may well have asked Gandhi to sign this copy of his
autobiography as a gift to ‘Annie and Jack’, a couple unidentified by us.
Dust jacket to volume one chipped at the head of the spine, torn down the top hinge
and across the lettering, dust jacket to volume two chipped and creased at the head and
tail of the spine and along the top margin.
259.
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GISCARD d’ESTAING (Valery). Le Pouvoir et la Vie.
Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., blue paper boards, dust jacket. Paris, France Loisirs.
1988.
£80
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A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘pour Madame Marietta
Tree,qui a approché et connu le pouvoir, et qui connait son poids sur la vie, en hommage
affectueux et fidèle – Valery Giscard d’Estaing 25 Sept. 1989–’. Marietta Tree was
appointed by President Kennedy, at the suggestion of her friend Adlai Stevenson, to be
the US representative to the Human Rights Commission of the United Nations.
260.

GARIBALDI (Giuseppe). Les Mille.
First French edition, published by subscription. 8vo., half title, half red roan over marbled
boards, subscriber’s list at the rear with 2199 names. Paris, Charles Sylvain.
1875.
£1,250
A presentation copy, inscribed on the half title page ‘A M. Gellion-Danglas
(sic)G.Garibaldi’. Also inscribed underneath by the publisher and Mandataire du General
Garibaldi Charles Silvain ‘Par le General: Son Mandatairie(sic) Sylvain Ch’. GellionDanglar
was a follower of the socialist Blanqui, and a member of what might be called the
reactionary left in France, author of ‘Les Semites et L’Anti-Semitisme’, still quoted today
by those sympathetic to his ideas about the purity or otherwise of different races. Ink
stamp to the first page of the preface, with the title inside a laurel wreath and the number
377, one of the band of a thousand famous ‘red shirts’ led by Garibaldi which liberated
the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies.
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Item 260 Small stab hole on the first inscription, last letter of the same just trimmed by the
binder, head and tail of the spine rubbed, corners bumped, boards rubbed on the
extremities.
261.

[GLADSTONE (W.E.)] Manuscript notebook.
Small 8vo., full vellum gilt, red morocco panels to the top and tail of each cover,
richly gilt, rough cloth home-made dust jacket. Np, np. 1889.

£50

Signed on the front free endpaper ‘W.E. Gladstone July 23rd 1888’, the notebook contains
some 145 pages in a variety of hands, mostly in English, occasionally French, being reports
between 1889 and 1891 by music teachers on the behaviour and abilities of three
children, Bobbie, Linda, and Gussie, whose identity we have not been able to establish.
Vellum lightly soiled.
262.

GLADSTONE (W.E.) On “Ecce Homo”.
First edition. Small 8vo., cloth, gilt. London, Strahan and Co. 1868.

£80

A presentation copy, inscribed on the half title page ‘The Viscount Stratford de
RedcliffeK.G. With the recollections of half a century and ever growing regards from
WEG’. Stratford Canning was a British politician and diplomat, who twice served as British
Ambassador to the Ottoman Empire, first between 1825 to 1828, then from 1841 to 1858.
Gladstone published a pamphlet in 1876 entitled ‘Bulgarian Horrors and the question of
the East’, which carried the printed dedication ‘Viscount Stratford de Redcliffe, with the
admiration which all accord to him, and the esteem which has grown with a friendship of
more than forty years’. The British Library has a substantial holding of the
correspondence between the two friends.
263.

GLADSTONE (W.E.) Political Speeches in Scotland. Second Series.
Revised edition. 8vo., cloth. Edinburgh, Andrew Elliot. 1880.

£75

A presentation copy, inscribed on the half title page ‘C.J. Parker Esq M.P. with W.E.Gskind
regards and warm acknowledgments Aug. 1880’.
Front hinge weak with some repair, rear endpapers damp stained.
264.

GLADSTONE (W.E.) Speech of the Chancellor of the Exchequer on the Finance of the
Year and the Treaty of Commerce with France. Delivered in the House of Commons, on
Friday, February 10th, 1860. Reprinted by permission from the ‘Times’ and Corrected
by the Author.
First edition. 8vo., original printed wrappers, housed in a folding box. London, John
W. Parker and Son. 1860.
£75
A presentation copy, inscribed on the front wrapper ‘The Lady de Tabley with WEG’skind
regards’. Lady de Tabley was married to George Warren, 2nd Baron de Tabley, who was
Treasurer of the Household under Gladstone from 1868 to 1872. Lady de Tabley died in
1869.
Maggs Bros Ltd
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Item 266
Lacks the back wrapper, last leaf loose, traces of old glue and paper to the spine where
this item has been removed from a bound volume.
265.

[GLADSTONE (W.E.)]. GLADSTONE (Viscount). After Thirty Years.
Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth. London, Macmillan. 1928.

£75

Pasted to the front pastedown an undated fragment of headed notepaper from
Archerfield House, Dirleton, Scotland, inscribed by the author’s father ‘Yrs truly W E
Gladstone’. Ownership inscription to the front free endpaper of the author Sydney
Cozens-Hardy. Covers lightly rubbed.
266.

GOEBBELS (Joseph). Vom Kaiserhof zur Reichskanzlei. Eine historische Darstellung in
Tagebuchblättern.
First edition. 8vo., red cloth, lettered in white. München, Zentralverlag der
N.S.D.A.P. 1934.
£1,500
A presentation copy, inscribed on a slip of paper pasted on the left margin to the
frontfree endpaper, typed ‘S.Exz. Ritter v. Epp in dankbahrer Verehrung’, signed in ink
underneath by Goebbels, below the signature a pencil annotation beginning eingel.
25.6.34, followed by three illegible words, and a signature, also indecipherable.
An edited version of Goebbels’ diaries covering the period just before Hitler and the
Nazis came to power.
Bookplate of Ritter von Epp pasted, on the top half only, to the front pastedown. Franz
Ritter von Epp was a much decorated veteran of the first world war, who served as a
member of the Reichstag for the Nazi party from 1928–45, and was
Reichsstatthalter for Bavaria. He produced from secret army funds support for the Nazi
newspaper the ‘Völkischer Beobachter’. Tipped in a flyer folded once, for Moeller van den
Bruck’s book ‘Das Dritte Reich’.
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The white lettering almost entirely rubbed away on the spine, with a few gaps on the
lettering on the front cover.
267.

GRAHAM (Billy). Peace with God.
First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. New York, Doubleday and Company.
1953.

£50

Signed by the author on the front free endpaper, with above the signature an inked
ownership inscription of one Pauline Hoffman.
Joints cracked but holding, some pencil and ink annotations to the foreword, dust
jacket frayed and torn along the lower edge, with some loss.
268.

GRAHAM (Shirley). There Once was a Slave...The Heroic Story of Frederick Douglass.
Third printing. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. New York, Julian Messner. 1948.
£100
A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To Dr. C. Belfield
ClarkeSincerely, Shirley Graham’. C. Belfield Clarke came to England from Barbados and
qualified as a doctor. He was an ardent supporter of black rights and a Pan-Africanist, and
was a friend to many of the black writers and politicians of his day, from Richard Wright
to Kwame Nkrumah. The author married the black activist and writer W.E.B. DuBois in
the 1950s, after which they lived in Ghana.
Dust jacket browned, a few minor nicks.

269.

HARDIE (Keir). From Serfdom to Socialism.
First edition. Small 8vo., cloth, housed in a folding box. London, George Allen.
1907.

£200

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘Wm. H. Leffingwell,
withfraternal greetings. J.Keir Hardie’. Leffingwell wrote ‘The Socialist Catechism’ and
‘Easy Lessons in Socialism’, both published in Chicago in 1902, and later, under the
influence of Frederick Taylor, became an expert on office management studies, known as
‘Taylorism’. Keir Hardie overcame his poverty-stricken childhood in Scotland to become
a Union activist, and became later one of the founder members of the Labour Party, of
which for a time he was the leader. After 1908 he resigned, and devoted himself to the
cause of Women’s Rights.
Front cover spotted, square centimetre missing from head of spine.
270.

HEATH (Edward). The Course of my Life. My Autobiography.
Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London, Hodder and Stoughton.
1998.

£50

A presentation copy, inscribed on the title page to the famous bookseller ChristinaFoyle
‘For Miss Foyle Edward Heath’.
271. [HEATH (Edward)]. HUTCHINSON (George). A Personal and Political Biography.
Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London, Longman. 1970.
£50
Maggs Bros Ltd
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A presentation copy, inscribed on the title page ‘For Dominic from Uncle Teddy
10Downing St. August ’70’.
Endpapers spotted, edges finger-marked, dust jacket a touch frayed on the edges.
272.

HESS (Rudolf). Reden.
First edition. 8vo., full red hard-grained morocco, lettered and ruled in red, t.e.g.
München, Zentralverlag der NSDAP. 1938.

£3,000

A presentation copy, inscribed on the leaf before the half title page. ‘Meinem
altenKampfgenossen von Tschammer-Osten, Weihnachten 1937 Rudolf Hess.’ A prepublication copy of Hess’s speeches, one of very few copies sent by Hess to selected old
comrades and friends for Christmas 1937, all beginning the inscription with the same
phrase ‘meinem alten Kampfgenossen’ [“My old Comrade”], followed by the appropriate
name.
The recipient in this case is Hans von Tschammer und Osten, the Nazi Minister for
Sport, or ‘Reichssportführer’, whose bookplate is on the front pastedown. He held the
position from 1933 until his death in 1943, his most important task as Minister being the
organisation of the Olympic Games in Berlin in 1936.
Hess was one of the earliest and most enthusiastic of Hitler’s fellow Nazis, taking
dictation of Hitler’s ‘Mein Kampf’ while they were in prison, serving as Hitler’s private
secretary in the 1920s, rising to Deputy Führer in the 1930s. In 1941 he flew to Britain,
attempting to meet the Duke of Hamilton, claiming he wanted to negotiate peace
between Britain and Germany, hoping they would collaborate on the war against the
Soviet Union. He was arrested, and spent the rest of his long life in prison, where he
eventually committed suicide. There is still much speculation about Hess’s flight, keeping
the conspiracy theorists busy in search of the answer.
Loosely inserted a folded and creased portrait of von Schammer und Osten, wearing
his usual white uniform, torn from a contemporary magazine. Spine and corners rubbed,
frayed at the head.
273.

[HIMMLER (Heinrich)]. KISS (Edmund). Das Sonnentor von Tihuanaku and Hörbigers
Welteislehre.
Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., wrappers, housed in a folding box. Leipzig, v.Hase &
Koehler Verlag. 1937.
£550
A presentation copy inscribed in a calligraphic hand by a clerk on a leaf of thin
paperinserted before the title page ‘SS-Standartenführer Gunter d’Alquem mit meinen
herzlichsten Glückwünschen zu Ihren Geburtstag 24. Oktober 1942’., after Geburstag and
before the date inscribed ‘Ihr H.Himmler’.
A book from the hinterland between madness and evil: Edmund Kiss’s barmy book on
the ruins of Tihuanaka in Bolivia, linking them to the equally barmy Cosmic Ice theories of
Hörbiger on an ancient race of Nordic people who, he claims, founded the site, would
have been right up the street of chicken farmer, occultist and mass murderer
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Item 273 Heinrich Himmler, ripe for presentation to an enthusiastic SS man, Gunter
d’Alquem, who was one of Himmler’s favourite journalists, Himmler making him the
editor of the official SS newspaper the ‘Schwarze Korps’, and later promoting him to head
of the Wehrmacht Propaganda Department.
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Lacks the front cover, replaced by tan card, spine rubbed and lacking a small piece at
the head, soiled, extremities very rubbed, loosely inserted the rear turn in of the original
dust jacket.
274.

[HINTZE (Paul von)]. Jahrbuch des Kaiserlichen Yacht-Clubs für das
siebenundzwanzigste Clubjahr 1914.
Large folding plan, numerous illustrations. First edition. 8vo., original pictorial blue
cloth. Berlin, Büxenstein. 1914.

£125

Ownership stamp to the front free endpaper of Paul von Hintze, naval officer, diplomat,
and briefly Germany’s Foreign Minister at the end of the Great War. Spine lightly rubbed,
back board creased and stained.
275.

HOARE (Sir Samuel), the Viscount Templewood. Ambassador on a Special Mission.
First edition. 8vo., cloth. London, Collins. 1946.

£50

A presentation copy, inscribed on the title page ‘With all good wishes and in memoryof
your excellent books, Templewood’. Spine faded.
276.

HOOVER (Herbert). Addresses upon the American Road 1948–1950.
First edition. 8vo., cloth. Stanford, Stanford University Press. 1951.

£220

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To Earl E. (illegible) The
GoodWishes of Herbert Hoover’.
Some gatherings roughly opened.
277.

HOOVER (Herbert). The Memoirs of Herbert Hoover 1920–1933. The Cabinet and the
Presidency.
Portrait frontispiece, illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. New York,
Macmillan. 1952.
£250
A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper in green ink ‘To E. LansingRay
with the good wishes of Herbert Hoover’. Hoover was the 31st President of the USA, who
served from 1929–1933, the years of the Great Depression. He began life as a successful
engineer, travelling worldwide, making him a rich man. He is one of only two Presidents
not to take his salary, the other being Kennedy. Ray, the editor and publisher of the
St.Louis Globe Democrat, was in 1918 a member of a delegation of American
newspapermen which visited the Allied Front, of which Ray kept a detailed diary, now in
the collection of the State Historical Society of Missouri.
Dust jacket nicked and torn on the corners and head and tail of the extremities, priceclipped.
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Item 278
J.Edgar Hoover to Walter Winchell.
278.

[HOOVER (J.Edgar)]. MILLEN (William A.) Crime, FBI’s Hoover and You.
First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. New York, Exposition Press. 1970.

£500

A presentation copy inscribed by Hoover on the front free endpaper: ‘To WalterWinchell,
with affectionate regards. J. Edgar Hoover. 12.2.70’. Hoover was the first director of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation and instrumental in its foundation, although he later
became a controversial figure as the extent of the power he wielded within the
organisation, and within American politics as a whole, became clear. This volume,
described on the front dust jacket as ‘a tribute to an outstanding citizen and serving as a
corrective for the distorted ideas held by some’ is clearly a response to some of these
criticisms. The inscription to Walter Winchell is intriguing, Winchell was often alleged to
be a ruthless and amoral gossip journalist who pursued stories with little regard for those
involved, responding to friends whose secrets he had betrayed by saying ‘I know – I’m
just a son of a bitch’. On the other hand, Winchell, who was Jewish, was one of the first
American commentators to denounce Adolf Hitler and became obsessed with warning
the American people of Nazi anti-semitism, in the process disobeying the owner of the
New York Daily Mirror, William Randolph Hearst, who ordered him to write on
inconsequential gossip instead. Most interestingly, Hoover was known to supply Winchell
with scoops in return for his support.
Dust jacket slightly worn at the margins.
279. HYDE (Douglas). Songs of St. Columcille.
First edition. Small 8vo., pictorial card wrappers, housed in a folding box. Dublin,
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The Talbot Press. 1942.

£200

Signed and dated by the author in Gaelic on the half title page ‘Douglas Hyde president
1942’, with a translation of president in brackets.
Douglas Hyde, the first President of Ireland, was fascinated by the folklore and songs
of his native Roscommon, which prompted his lifelong interest in the Gaelic elements of
Irish culture. In 1893 he founded with others the Gaelic League, to further the study of
traditional Irish folklore and culture, which had considerable influence on future Irish
nationalists such as Eamon de Valera and Michael Collins. Although Hyde was determined
that the League should be non-political, P.H. Pearse, one of the leaders of the Easter
Rising of 1916, said it was “the most revolutionary force that has ever come into Ireland”.
Back cover spotted, torn and repaired by the spine at head and tail.
280. JAMES (C.L.R.) World Revolution 1917–1936. The Rise and Fall of the Communist

International.
First US edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. New York, Pioneer Publishers.
1937.

£500

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘For my comrade Fred Bealwith
warm greetings from C.L.R. James. Jan.6.1938’. James was born in Trinidad in 1901, and
grew up to be a novelist, cricket reporter for the Manchester Guardian, and a dedicated
Trotskyist, his commitment to revolutionary Marxism never leaving him. He spent 15
years in the USA from 1938 onwards. Fred Beal was a member of the Communist Party
of America, who was very active in the Union movement, and a highly successful
agitator. He left for the Soviet Union to escape a court appearance after the murder of
a Police Chief at a rally he was present at, but came back home disillusioned, and was
given back his American citizenship.
Covers very rubbed and faded, the dust jacket, almost certainly married to the book
at a later date, is badly torn on the top fold, and badly nicked at the head and tail of the
spine.
281. [JOHNSON (Lyndon B.)]. BURNS (James M.) editor. To Heal and to Build. The Programs of

President Lyndon B.Johnson.
Frontispiece, illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. New York, McGrawHill. 1968.
£250
A presentation copy, inscribed in another hand on a card pasted to the reverse of
thefrontispiece ‘To Chester Bowles With my best wishes’, signed underneath ‘Lyndon
B Johnson’.
A collection of 47 Presidential speeches made by Johnson, with commentaries by the
presentee Chester Bowles, Ralph Ellison and others. Chester Bowles was an experienced
politician and diplomat, who made a fortune in the advertising business when a young
man. He served on the staff of Senator John F. Kennedy, and was twice US
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Item 280 Ambassador to India, the second time under President Kennedy and then
President Johnson.
282. JOYCE (William). Foreward by JOHN BECKETT. National Socialism Now.

First edition. 8vo., original printed card wrappers, housed in a folding box. London,
National Socialist League. 1937.

£450

A presentation copy, inscribed in pencil on the front free endpaper ‘With the thanksof
Willm Joyce’, signed underneath ‘John Beckett’. William Joyce is remembered as ‘Lord
Haw Haw’, the traitor who broadcast Nazi propaganda back to Britain during the second
world war. He and Beckett were both members of the British Union of Fascists until
they were dismissed by Mosley. They then formed the National Socialist League in
1937, but Beckett resigned a year later, and Joyce went to Germany, where at the end
of the war he was captured, tried at the Old Bailey, and hanged for treason.
Ink monogram to the front cover, some spotting and staining to the same cover, slight
rubbing to the extremities.
283. JOYCE (William). BECKETT (John). foreword. National Socialism Now.

First edition. 8vo., original printed card wrappers, housed in a folding box. London,
National Socialist League. 1937.

£400

Loosely inserted a TLS from 83 Onslow Gardens, S.W. 7. 16/VI/38. ‘Dear Mr. Watson, Mr.
Leahy has very kindly suggested that I might send you a copy of my little book,
“National Socialism Now”. I hope that it may interest you. Yours sincerely, William Joyce’.
Also inserted a single piece of headed notepaper of the National-Socialist League, folded
once, and a newspaper clipping on Joyce.
One lower corner torn with some loss, otherwise an excellent copy.
284. [KENNEDY (Jacqueline)]. LINCOLN (Anne H.) The Kennedy White House Parties.

Illustrations. First edition. 4to., quarter blue cloth over white cloth boards, dust
jacket. New York, The Viking Press. 1967.

£1,750

A presentation copy, inscribed by Jackie Kennedy to Dame Margot Fonteyn ‘For
Margoton her birthday – with memories of the days when we hoped you would dance
at one of these – under the crystal chandeliers – and with all my love for all you have
been to us in the days since then – Jackie May 18, 1968’.
Dust jacket torn at the head of the spine and along the top margin.
285. [KENNEDY (Jacqueline)]. KENNEDY (John F.) NEVINS (Allan). The Burden and the Glory.

First edition. 8vo., full blue morocco gilt, gilt presidential seal to upper board, a.e.g., silk
bookmarker, marbled slipcase. New York, Harper & Row.
1964.
£3,500
A presentation copy inscribed by Jacqueline Kennedy on the front free endpaper: ‘For
Prime Minister Wilson with respect and good wishes – Jacqueline Kennedy January
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Item 286 1967’. Loosely inserted is an empty envelope addressed to ‘The Prime Minister’
on headed United States Senate stationery. John F. Kennedy died on 22nd November 1963.
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The foreword by his successor, Lyndon B. Johnson starts: ‘Two months ago today he died –
and a part of America died with him. He was so loving and so beloved, so wise and so
courageous, so good and great a man that we who must carry on his mission shall forever
miss him more than we even know’.
Covers just scuffed, small dent to upper cover, slipcase rubbed and worn.
286. [KENNEDY (Jacqueline)]. PEARCE (Mrs. John N.) ELDER (William V.) The White House.

An Historic Guide.
Illustrations. Fourth edition. Tall 8vo., cloth, pictorial dust jacket. Washington, White
House Historical Association. 1963.
£1,750
A presentation copy to Margot Fonteyn, inscribed on the title page ‘For Margot – whowas
here – with all my love Jackie’. Fonteyn later wrote ‘The Royal Ballet Tour did not
include Washington that year but Jacqueline Kennedy invited us to make a special visit.
A private plane took Fred Ashton, Michael Somes, our conductor John Lanchbery,
Rudolf Nureyev and me to tea at the White House. The President received us and
astonished me by saying “I remember your husband. Dr. Arias told me something about
sugar that I did not know. I was very grateful for the information”. He was referring to
a moment the year before when Tito and I attended a big lunch at the White House’.
Fonteyn and Arias had Central American geo-political concerns in common with
Kennedy, having been principals in a failed invasion-cum-coup in his home country of
Panama just a few years earlier. Sugar is of course a key agricultural product of Cuba, and
the Cuban sugar industry was one of the arenas where the US-Castro conflict was played
out.
Dust jacket lightly frayed on the extremities.
287. KENNEDY (Robert F.) To Seek a Newer World.

First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. New York, Doubleday. 1967.

£1,500

A presentation copy inscribed by the author on the half title page ‘For Gus Tyler,
withwarmest regards, Bob Kennedy’. Union boss Gus Tyler was a leading figure of mid
twentieth-century American socialism, the product of a radical upbringing, a prolific
author, one of whose books was on Organised Crime in America, a particular concern
of Robert Kennedy.
Douglas Martin said in his obituary of Tyler in the New York Times ‘Tyler tumbled
through life like a Saul Bellow character, full of analytic thought and urban vitality. He
wore multifarious hats: pamphleteer, poet, and professor, but insisted on defining
himself with a single word: agitator.... His most powerful weapons were words, in books,
newspaper columns, radio commentaries and speeches he wrote for labor chieftains.’
Corners slightly worn, dust jacket lightly rubbed at head and tail of spine.
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Item 288
288. KENNEDY (John F.) Profiles in Courage.

Illustrations. Reprint, in the same year as the First edition. 8vo., quarter black cloth over
blue cloth boards, fore edge untrimmed, first issue dust jacket, quarter blue
morocco clamshell box. New York, Harper and Bros. 1956.
£5,000
A presentation copy, inscribed in ink on the front free endpaper ‘To a valued public servant Emery G. (illegible) with high regards – John Kennedy’. The true first edition is
printed ‘First Edition’ on the copyright page, here absent, the dust jacket has the first
issue price of $3.50.
Small tear to the gutter of the inscription page not well repaired, head and tail of spine
just rubbed, tear to front of dust jacket repaired, a few nicks to the borders.
289. KERENSKY (Alexander). The Crucifixion of Liberty.

Translated by G.Kerensky. First US edition. 8vo., cloth. New York, The John Day
Company. 1934

£250

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To Mr. and Mrs
Matthewsfrom A. Kerensky’, and in another hand ‘and G.Kerensky’. In the eight months
before the October Revolution Kerensky was successively Minister for Justice, Minister
for War, and Prime Minister, until he was forced to flee Russia to France. After 1940 he
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briefly lived in Australia, then emigrated to the USA. The translation is by Gleb Kerensky,
the author’s son.
Front hinge cracked and very weak, both boards stained at the lower edges, rear
endpapers stained.
290. KHAN (Liaquat Ali). Pakistan. The Heart of Asia. Speeches in the United States and

Canada May and June 1950.
First edition. 8vo., cloth. Cambridge, Harvard University Press. 1950.

£150

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To Sir Godfrey Huggins
fromLiaquat Ali Khan 13.1.51’, probably inscribed at the 1951 Commonwealth Prime
Minister’s Conference. Huggins was the Prime Minister of Southern Rhodesia from
1933 to 1956 and a physician, whose surgical work in the First World war led to his book
‘Amputation Stumps: Their Care and After Treatment’. Liaquat Ali Khan was a member
of the Muslim League who became the first Prime Minister of Pakistan. He was
assassinated in October 1951. Loosely inserted a typed compliments slip headed ‘Prime
Minister Pakistan’, dated from Claridge’s Hotel 13th January 1951.
291. KING (Coretta Scott). My Life with Martin Luther King, Jr.

Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. New York, Holt, Rinehart and
Winston. 1969.

£100

Signed on the front free endpaper ‘Coretta Scott King’.
Old ownership inscription to the same page, covers lightly spotted, dust jacket nicked
and frayed at the extremities.
292. KING (W.L. Mackenzie). Canada at Britain’s Side.

Portrait frontispiece. First edition. 8vo., cloth. Toronto, Macmillan. 1941.

£350

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To His Excellency The
Rt.Honble the Earl of Athlone K.G., K.T., P.C., etc, etc, Consul General of Canada. With
warm personal regard, and with grateful acknowledgment of a deeply valued
association in these years of war WL Mackenzie King. Kingsmere, September 24th
1941’. Athlone’s Consulship coincided with the Second World War, and he felt he could
make himself most useful in supporting the war effort. He attended the Quebec
Conferences in Quebec in 1943, in which King, Churchill and FDR planned the Allied war
effort.
Loosely inserted a fragment of the original dust jacket with the publisher’s blurb.
293. [KING GEORGE THE FIFTH]. [QUEEN MARY]. MASEFIELD (John). et al. The King’s Book.

Tipped in plates. First edition. Folio, rexine, gilt. London, Raphael Tuck and Sons Ltd.
1935.
£350
Signed on the second front free endpaper by the King and Queen ‘George R.I.’ 1910– 1935.,
and ‘Mary R’. Library label to the front pastedown of John Masefield.
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Loosely inserted an award certificate with the facsimile signatures of George VI and
his Queen, in their capacities as Officers of the Red Cross and the Order of St. John, foxed
and finger-marked.
294. [KING GEORGE VI]. CHAPMAN (S.J.) Political Economy.

Reprint. Small 8vo., cloth. London, Williams and Norgate. 1918.

£150

Signed on the front free endpaper by the future King George the Sixth ‘Albert 1919’. In
October 1919, Albert started a year at Trinity College Cambridge, where he studied
history, economics and civics: this almost certainly was a book he was required to read.
Back cover spotted.
295. [KING GEORGE VI]. [QUEEN ELIZABETH, THE QUEEN MOTHER]. RING (Anne). The Story

of Princess Elizabeth.
Numerous photogravure illustrations. First edition, third reprint. 8vo., cloth, pictorial dust
jacket, housed in a quarter red morocco folding box. London, John Murray.
1930.
£450
Signed on the front free endpaper by the Princess’s parents, then the Duke and Duchess
of York ‘Elizabeth 1931’, and ‘Albert 1931’. Loosely inserted a one page TLS from the Duke
of York’s Office, dated February 12th 1931, from ‘Pat’, to the publisher John Murray,
‘Dear Jack’, sending back this book which has been signed for him, and mentioning a
potential visit to Albemarle Street to view the Murray treasures. Also loosely inserted a 3
page ALS dated 24. Jan. 1931, to Colonel Murray from the author Beryl Poignand, who
used the pseudonym ‘Anne Ring’, expressing her pleasure that the book is to be
transcribed for the blind, thanking Murray for a letter about the success of the book. Beryl
Poignand was from 1914–1917 Governess to Lady Elizabeth BowesLyon, and became a
true friend and life-long confidante.
Bookplate of John Murray to the front pastedown, signed ‘John Murray’. A very fine
copy.
296. [KING GEORGE Vth]. [QUEEN MARY]. CUST (Sir Lionel). The King’s Pictures.

Numerous tipped in plates. Second edition. 4to., red buckram, lettered in gilt.
London, The Fine Arts Publishing Company Ltd. nd (1930).

£250

A presentation copy, inscribed opposite the title page mainly in the hand of QueenMary
‘To Admiral H.H. Campbell from George R.I. + Mary R Sandringham Christmas 1930’,
only his signature in the King’s hand.
Campbell was appointed a Naval Aide-de-Camp to King George V on 20 March, 1911,
and was later appointed a Groom-in-Waiting in Ordinary to the King. He had a long and
eventful career in the Royal Navy, once enduring a Court Martial, and of him in his early
career the following anecdote was passed around: ‘Recently at Naval Club Portsmouth,
Bayly heard Cap Henry Campbell of “Hindustan” running down Sir W. May to a lot of
Lieuts. & he goes up to him & says “We are all here in plain clothes but
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tomorrow at 10 AM I will call on you officially & tell you what a cad you are to run
down your own Comdr in Chief to these young officers.”
Covers soiled and ink stained, extremities rubbed and bumped.
297. KING JR. (Martin Luther). Where Do We Go From Here: Chaos or Community?

First edition. 8vo., quarter black cloth over yellow paper boards. New York, Harper
& Row. 1967.
£5,500
A presentation copy inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To my friends of International
Union, Mine, Mill & Smelters. In appreciation of your great support. Martin Luther King’.
Martin Luther King was a vociferous supporter of trade unions, seeing in them individuals
who had endured the same struggles as African Americans, saying in a speech to the AFL
(American Federation of Labor) and CIO (Congress of Industrial Organization) that:
‘Negroes in the United States read the history of labor and find it mirrors their own
experience. We are confronted by powerful forces telling us to rely on the goodwill and
understanding of those who profit by exploiting us. They deplore our discontent, they
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resent our will to organize, so that we may guarantee that humanity will prevail and
equality will be exacted’.
298. KROPOTKIN (P.) The Conquest of Bread.
Later edition. 8vo., original maroon cloth. New York and London, G.P. Putnam’s and
Sons. 1907.
£250
Inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To John Turner with best fraternal greetings of an
old comrade and friend, P. Kropotkin. May 6 1907’. First published in French in 1892 as a
series of articles, this is an early US edition of the English translation, one of the ‘Anarchist
Prince’s’ most important books, expounding his anti-feudal, anti-capital theory of mutual
aid. John Turner was an English trade unionist and anarchist, editor of the syndicalist
journal The Voice of Labour, who in the year of this inscription was appointed to the 5
man board of the International Bureau of the Anarchist International, and who travelled
to Russia soon after the revolution as part of the British Labour Delegation, and who, on
a speaking tour, was the first person to be ordered deported from the United States for
violation of the 1903 Anarchist Exclusion Act.
Small bookplate of Panos Gratsos to front endpaper. Lightly rubbed at the extremities,
front endpapers cracking at the front hinge.
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Kissinger to Acheson.
299. KISSINGER (Henry A). A World Restored.

Reprint. 8vo., wrappers, housed in a custom made folding box. New York, Grosset
& Dunlap. 1964.

£450

Inscribed by the author on the half-title page ‘To Dean Acheson. From whom I have
learned more in a few communications than in my academic researches. With admiration
and friendship, Henry A. Kissinger’. Acheson served as Secretary of State to the
administration of Harry S. Truman between 1949–1953, helping to orchestrate the
Marshall Plan and most famously persuading Truman to intervene in the Korean War.
Kissinger clearly holds Acheson in high regard, declaring him an important figure who
came ‘closer than any other of the modern period’ to fulfilling the tasks of Secretary of
State.
Covers lightly soiled and scuffed.
300. LLOYD GEORGE (David).
Fine large Photograph Signed (‘D Lloyd George’), a three-quarter length portrait
showing the statesman seated sideways to the camera, his head turned to face the
photographer, signed by him on the grey border below the image. Framed in a
handsome wooden frame, the image c. 33 x 26 cms, in all 54 x 43cms,
photographer’s imprint of Reginald Haines on the mount, n.p. [but London],
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n.d.

£795

A striking and very attractive portrait, in excellent condition.
301. MACDONALD (J. Ramsay). Margaret Ethel MacDonald 1870–1911.

Photogravure frontispiece and illustrations. First edition. Small 8vo., original calf,
gilt, housed in a folding box. London, no publisher. 1911.

£150

Pasted to the second front free endpaper a one page ALS on House of Commons
notepaper, 28 November 1911 ‘dear Lady Laura Ridding, I am sending you a copy of a
little book I am sending to a few intimate friends who may care to have it. I think that my
wife would have wished me to give one to you, so I hope you will not object to being
included in my list. You will see that it is meant to be kept very private. I am yours very
truly J. Ramsay MacDonald’.
Elizabeth Crawford, in her book on the Women’s Suffrage movement says that Lady
Ridding ‘was President of the Winchester branch of the National Union of Women’s
Suffrage Societies. In reply to a speech given by Lord Curzon... in 1909, in which he cited
“fifteen sound, valid and incontrovertible arguments against the grant of female
suffrage”, Lady Ridding drafted a spirited and amusing reply (somewhat more intelligible
than much of the verse of her near-namesake Laura Riding) which began:
‘Fifteen valid arguments, all as yellow mustard keen!
A Mother’s Clinic doctored one: and then there were fourteen!
Fourteen valid arguments on domestic sorrow lean.
The happy homes of Wyoming drew one and left thirteen!’
She was one of the founders, in 1895, of the National Union of Women Workers, and was
its President from 1909 to 1911.
Margaret and Ramsay MacDonald‘s marriage was a happy one, a true meeting of
minds, she being an active member of the Women’s Industrial Council, and in 1906
becoming President of the Women’s Labour League. They had six children, and their son
Malcolm later recalled: “At the time of my mother’s death... my father’s grief was
absolutely horrifying to see. Her illness and her death had a terrible effect on him of grief;
he was distracted; he was in tears a lot of time when he spoke to us... it was almost
frightening to a youngster like myself.”
The letter dusty and frayed at the margins where it is larger than the book, top hinge
split, spine faded and rubbed.
302. MACDONALD (J. Ramsay). Socialism and Society.

The Socialist Library Volume Two. First edition. Small 8vo., cloth. London,
Independent Labour Party. 1905.
£250 Inscribed on the front free endpaper
‘From the author with kind regards J Ramsay MacDonald’. One of the founders of the
Labour Party, MacDonald was its first Prime Minister in 1924, and from 1929 to 1931.
‘Lower forms merge into higher forms, one species with another, the vegetable into
the animal kingdom; in human history one epoch slides into another...Socialism, the stage
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which follows Liberalism, retains everything of value in Liberalism by virtue of its being
the hereditary heir of Liberalism.’
Spine faded, a few spots to the front cover.
303. [MACDONALD (J.Ramsay)]. AUSTEN (Jane). Volume the Third.

First edition. 8vo., quarter cloth over blue paper boards, printed label to the spine,
uncut. Oxford, Clarendon Press. 1933.

£100

Inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘With best wishes for Christmas and the New Year
J.Ramsay MacDonald 1933–34’.
Spare label tipped in at rear, ugly yellow glue stain from the removal of a label on the
rear pastedown.
304. MACLEAN (Fitzroy). Tito. A Pictorial Biography.

Illustrations. First edition. 4to., cloth, dust jacket. London, Macmillan. 1980.

£100

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘with love from Fitz’, tippedin
a printed note card from the publishers with the typed inscription ‘Sir Fitzroy Maclean
thought you might be interested in seeing a copy of his book TITO...’, also tipped in a
newspaper clipping of an interview with Lady Maclean.
Maclean was sent by Churchill on a Military Mission to Yugoslavia during the second
world war, to determine which of the factions in that country deserved British support in
fighting the Nazis, and Maclean recommended the Communists led by Tito, and spent
two years fighting alongside Tito and his Partisan army. Dust jacket rubbed and nicked on
the edges.
305. MACMILLAN (Harold). The Past Masters. Politics and Politicians 1906–1939. Illustrations.

Third edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London, Macmillan. 1976. £40 Signed on the title
page ‘Harold Macmillan’.
306. MAJOR (John). The Autobiography.

Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London, Harper Collins.
1999.

£200

A presentation copy, inscribed on a card pasted to the half title page ‘Ted with thanksfor
your restraint when you disagreed and support when you did. John Major’. Ted Heath’s
bookplate to the front free endpaper.
307. MANDELA (Nelson). Long Walk to Freedom.
Illustrations, maps to endpapers. First UK edition, limited to 1000 copies, signed, this copy
number 351. Quarter black morocco gilt over green cloth boards, t.e.g.
London, Little, Brown and Company. 1994.
£2,500
Signed in blue ink on the limitation statement ‘N Mandela’.
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‘I am fundamentally an optimist. Whether that comes from nature or nurture, I cannot
say. Part of being optimistic is keeping one’s head pointed toward the sun, one’s feet
moving forward’.
308. MARCOS (Ferdinand E.) Notes on the New Society of the Philippines.

Second printing. 8vo., blue paper boards, dust jacket. np., no publisher. 1974. £80
A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘May 16, 1974 To Dr. Ariasand
Dame Margot Fonteyn – with my compliments FE Marcos’. Probably published in Manila.
Fonteyn and her husband, a Panamanian diplomat, were friendly with the Marcos’s, she
performing in Manila during a tour of the Far East, and Australasia, mainly undertaken to
underwrite the costs of treatment for her husband, crippled by an assassination attempt.
Dust jacket just scratched at the head and tail of the spine.
309. MARTINEAU (Harriet). Corporate Tradition and National Rights. Local Dues on Shipping.

Two folding tables. First edition. 8vo., original tan wrappers, cloth spine, printed title label
to the upper cover, housed in a folding box. London, George Routledge,
and Manchester, Thomas Dinham. 1857.
£450
A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘Helen Brown with love
fromH. Martineau. Ambleside. April 9th 1857’. The first and only edition, covering two of
the major concerns of mid-nineteenth century radical liberalism – free trade and
municipal reform. Helen Brown, widow of Harriet’s friend the chemist Samuel Brown,
was a life-long friend to Harriet Martineau, who said ‘she is an excellent woman… I love
and honour her thoroughly’. After Harriet’s death Helen wrote that Harriet was ‘more
than a sister to me, sharing all my cares and anxieties and encouraging me in all my
difficulties. A more generous-hearted friend never lived’.
Martineau was able to support herself throughout her life by her writing, which
extended to many books and much journalism, and is now credited with being one of the
first sociologists, her work taking a wide moral overview of her concerns, from political
economy to the education of young women, from slavery to the plight of the working
poor. She translated Auguste Comte’s ‘Cours de Philosophie Positive’, regarded as the
founding text of the science of Sociology, so well that Comte had her version translated
back into French.
Corners rubbed and creased, some nicks to the head and tail of the spine, endpapers
foxed.
310. MARTINEAU (Harriet). Martineau’s Complete Guide to the English Lakes.
Folding map, steel engraved illustrations by T.L. Aspland and W. Banks. Second edition.
Small 8vo., original tan cloth, blocked in blind and gilt. Windermere, John
Garnett. (1855).
£300
Published the same year as the First edition in 4to. Signed on the title page ‘H. Martineau’.
Martineau spent a large part of her later life in Ambleside, her guide to the Lakes being
regarded as definitive until the beginning of the twentieth century. She herself became a
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tourist attraction, so much so that when she became ill her doctor wrote to the
newspapers declaring the ‘absolute necessity’ of literary tourists ‘not harassing her by the
intrusion of visits of mere idle curiosity’.
Head and tail of spine nicked and rubbed, rear hinge split.
311. MEIR (Golda). My Life.

Illustrations. First US paperback edition. Small 8vo., original wrappers, housed in a
folding box. New York, Dell Publishing. 1976.

£500

Inscribed on the title page ‘To the youth and students of Finland. May you know in your
lives real peace in the entire world. Golda Meir. Tel Aviv. Sept. 1, 1977’. Golda Meir, at
the time Prime Minister of Israel, had visited Finland in 1971. Covers a touch dusty, front
cover creased on one corner.
312. MEIR (Golda). My Life.

Illustrations. United Jewish Appeal Commemorative edition. 8vo., cloth, slipcase.
New York, G.P. Putnam’s Sons. 1975.

£550

Additional leaf pasted in, printed ‘1976 United Jewish Appeal Study Conference. October
1975 to (in a calligraphic hand) Jeff Hodes, October 1975’, with the signature underneath
‘Golda Meir’. Meir was persuaded by publisher George Weidenfeld to write her
autobiography, she telling a friend ‘he arrived with a contract in one hand and a cheque
in the other’. She evinced considerable reluctance, claiming to be too busy, but
Weidenfeld supplied a ghost-writer, reputed to be Rinna Samuel. Spine faded, slipcase
faded and rubbed.
313. MASARYK (T.G.) The Making of a State.

Portrait frontispiece. First English edition. Tall 8vo., contemporary dark blue smooth
calf gilt, a.e.g. London, George Allen and Unwin. 1927.
£150
English version by Henry Wickham Steed. A presentation copy, inscribed on the second
front free endpaper ‘To Mr. Rob. F. Young T.G.Masaryk 20/xii ’27’, over which the
recipient has inscribed his name and address, with the annotation ‘See p 98’, these
repeated on the reverse of the frontispiece and the title page. Robert Fitzgibbon Young,
a civil servant, published a book on the Czech philosopher and educationist Comenius ‘A
Bohemian Philosopher at Oxford’, and features in the text as a ‘young and active
supporter of our cause’. Young has annotated the text at the references to himself,
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Item 311 and on the occasional other page. Newspaper photograph of Masaryk, pasted
to card, tipped in.
Spine and the extremities rubbed, small split to the head.
314. MASARYK (T.G.) The Making of A State.

Portrait frontispiece. First English edition. Tall 8vo., cloth, gilt, fore edge untrimmed.
London, George Allen and Unwin. 1927.
£150
English version by Henry Wickham Steed. Signed on the title page ‘T.G.Masaryk 10/1 33’.
Pencil ownership inscription to the front free endpaper of M. Sylvester Samuel, pasted
underneath a small printed address card of Miss Sylvester Samuel, 4 pages of pencil notes
on the rear endpapers in the same hand as the ownership inscription. Tipped in a press
photograph of an old Masaryk exchanging pleasantries with 2 small naked children (O
tempora o mores), one of whom is offering him his hat back, a 4 page printed programme
for a Czechoslovak Social Evening at King George’s Hall, no year, rather dusty, and a few
yellowing newspaper clippings on Masaryk.
Statesman, humanist and philosopher, regarded as the founding father of
Czechoslovakia, Masaryk’s name is still revered in central Europe for his dedication to
democracy, and the prestige he brought to his country.
Head and tail of spine rubbed, rear joint weak, extremities worn.
315. MENZIES (Sir Robert). Afternoon Light.

Portrait frontispiece. First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London, Cassell.
1967.

£150

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘Signed for Ted Heath
withwarm wishes Robert Menzies 1967’, with Heath’s bookplate to the front pastedown.
Menzies was twice Prime Minister of Australia, his second term lasting 16 years.
316. MIYAMOTO (Kenji). Road to Elimination of Nuclear Weapons.

First edition in English. Small 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. Tokyo, Japan Press Service.
1985.

£50

Signed by the author in Japanese on the front free endpaper, dated ‘1987.11.30’.
From his obituary in the Guardian: ‘Kenji Miyamoto, who has died aged 98, was a
leading figure in the Japanese Communist party (JCP) for 75 years and a key influence in
steering it towards “democratic revolution” rather than the violent overthrow of
capitalism. He was also one of the last surviving victims of the repression of the left under
the military governments of the 1930s and 40s’.
317. MORE (Hannah). Thoughts on the Importance of the Manners of the Great to General

Society.
New Edition. 8vo., contemporary russia gilt, all edges marbled, re-backed with the
original spine laid down, new endpapers. London, T.Cadell and W. Davies.
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1809.
£180
A presentation copy, inscribed on the third (original) front free endpaper ‘To Miss
ElizaSeymour with the best wishes and kindest regards of the Author. Bailey Wood 24
August 1819 Hannah More’. Hannah More in her day was a very influential writer, whose
books sold in large numbers, and had a noticeable effect on British behaviour. A deeply
religious woman, a friend and helper to Wilberforce in his fight to end slavery, More
attempted to reform the culture of British life from within, by her writing and personal
relationships, and her campaigning for better education for the poor. This attack on the
hypocrisy and moral laxity of the ruling class, first published anonymously, went through
eight re-printings in the year of publication.
Old ownership inscription to the second front free endpaper ‘L.L.Pitt’. Some small loss
to the original spine.
318. MORRISON (Herbert). Government and Parliament. A Survey from the Inside.

Second edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London, Oxford University Press.
1954.

£50

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To my friend and colleaguein
the Labour Government, Lord Nathan of Churt. Herbert Morrison. 29 May 1957.’
Covers lightly scuffed, spine of the dust jacket lightly soiled and scuffed, fore edge
foxed.
319. MORRISON (Herbert). Socialisation and Transport.

First edition. 8vo., cloth, pictorial dust jacket. London, Constable. 1933.

£75

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To G.R.Strauss an
excellentP.P.S and a good comrade on the battles of 1928–29. from Herbert Morrison’.
Morrison was Minister of Transport under Ramsay MacDonald from 1929 to 1931. George
Strauss and Stafford Cripps launched the radical weekly ‘The Tribune’ in 1937, and lost
£20,000 by the next year. Victor Gollancz agreed to support the paper on the condition it
dropped its ‘United Front’ campaign. In 1939 Strauss, Cripps and Nye Bevan were expelled
from the Labour party for advocating a ‘Popular Front’ with the Liberals and Communists,
but in 1940 they were called back into the fold.
Covers spotted, dust jacket nicked and torn on the extremities, lacking a substantial
part of the rear panel on the lower edge.
320. MOSLEY (Oswald). Tomorrow We Live.

Portrait frontispiece. First edition, number 125 of a limited de-luxe edition of an
unspecified number of copies. 8vo., black roan, gilt, a.e.g. London, Greater Britain
Publications. (1938).
£150
Signed on the frontispiece ‘O. Mosley’. Tipped in a roneoed slip from the publishers
apologising for the delay in supplying the book, and a post war printed flyer for an antifascist meeting at Stoke Newington Town Hall, October 13th, no year.
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Top hinge and top of spine very slightly rubbed, corners lightly bumped.
321. [MOSLEY (Nicholas)]. MOSLEY (Oswald). My Life.

Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth. London, Nelson. 1968.
£75
Inscribed on the front free endpaper by Mosley’s son Nicholas ‘For Yvonne with love for
Tom November 1976 N Mosley’.
322. [MOSLEY (Nicholas)]. SKIDELSKY (Robert). Oswald Mosley.

Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London, Macmillan.
1975.
£100
Inscribed on the half title page by Mosley’s son Nicholas to Graham Greene’s older
brother, a doctor and mountaineer ‘To Dr. Raymond Greene with best wishes N Mosley’.
Tipped in 4 broadsheets from the 1970s, published by the Mosley Secretariat, and a
newspaper obituary of Oswald Mosley.
Edges finger marked, the dust wrapper with a few nicks to the edges.
323. [MUSSOLINI (Benito)]. SARFATTI Margherita (G.) The Life of Benito Mussolini.

Preface by Benito Mussolini. Portrait frontispiece, illustrations. Sixth impression of the
English First edition. 8vo., cloth. London, Butterworth. 1927. £500
Translated by Frederic Whyte. Boldly signed ‘Benito Mussolini’ on the verso of the
frontispiece, above an illegible signature. Signed ‘Giovanni (?)’ on the title page. Inscribed
on the front free endpaper ‘To Mr. Robert Williams, with the same feelings of
comradeship and deep sympathy with the real interests of the people as ever Roma July
12th 1929 VII Margherita Sarfatti’. Sarfatti’s story was a remarkable one: she was
Mussolini’s mistress first, and biographer second, and was also from a prominent
Venetian Jewish family. Endpapers foxed, the signature on the title page offset to the
frontispiece.
324. MUSSOLINI (Benito). Un Anno di Governo Fascista.

Woodcuts in the text. First edition. 8vo., original yapp wrappers, lettered in red,
mostly unopened, housed in a folding box. Rome, Giorgio Berlutti.
(1923).
£650
Boldly signed ‘Benito Mussolini’ on the half title page.
Top cover coming away from the spine, but holding, extremities rubbed, back cover
stained.
325. [MUSSOLINI (Benito)]. RUSKAJA (Jia). La Danza Come un Modo di Essere.

Tipped in plates. First edition. Large 4to., original red morocco, gilt. Milan, Casa
Editrice. 1927.

£350

A presentation copy inscribed by the author on a front free endpaper to BenitoMussolini,
signed and dated ‘11 Juglio 1927, Roma.’ Born in Russia, Ruskaja fled the country in 1918
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and although she originally planned to study medicine in Geneva once in Italy she devoted
herself completely to dance. She established a dance school in
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Item 323 Milan which was
eventually recognised by the state in 1948, becoming the Accademia Nazionale di Danza.
Internally clean, spine faded and rubbed, corners bumped and rubbed.
326. NATWAR-SINGH (K.) editor. The Legacy of Nehru. A Memorial Tribute.

Frontispiece. First US edition. 8vo., cloth, fore edge untrimmed. New York, The John
Day Company. 1965.

£50

A presentation copy, inscribed to Hugh Foot on the front free endpaper ‘For LordCaradon
– with Natwar’s homage and best wishes. New York. Aug. 1965’. Natwar Singh was at the
time of the inscription Indian Ambassador to the United Nations, Caradon performing the
same role for the UK.
327. NEHRU (Jawaharlal). India and the World.

Third impression. 8vo., cloth. London, Allen and Unwin. 1937.

£1000

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To Lady Astor fromJawaharlal
Nehru July 1938’. Tipped in a printed compliments slip ‘With Viscountess Astor’s
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Compliments’, and a correspondence card with Viscountess Astor’s printed address, signed
‘Nancy Astor’.
Nehru wrote to Lady Astor, the first female member of Parliament to take her seat,
about the case of Rani Daiginliu, a Naga political leader who led a revolt against British
rule in India who had been sent to prison by the British. Nehru made strenuous efforts to
help her, which included appealing to Lady Astor, and Astor replied that she was making
inquiries at the India Office about Miss Daiginliu, who was in fact released when India
gained independence.
328. NEHRU (Jawaharlal). Eighteen Months in India 1936–1937.

First edition. 8vo., cloth. Allahabad, Kitabistan. 1938.

£750

A presentation copy, inscribed on the half title page ‘To Bee, Jawaharlal Nehru
(illegible,possibly Hamirpur) Feb. 1938’.
‘The title given to this collection of odd essays and statements is apt to mislead. This
book is not a history of the past 18 months, nor is it the story of a tourist’s visit. Since
March 1936 I have functioned on the public stage as President of the National Congress.
This period has been an eventful one in the ever changing drama of Indian politics, and
perforce I have had to play a prominent part in it’. Nehru went on to become Prime
Minister of India from 1947–64. Lower edges of the covers spotted.
329. NEHRU (Jawaharlal). The Discovery of India.

Third edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. Calcutta, Signet Press. 1947.

£750

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To Alan Campbell
Johnsonwith all good wishes Jawaharlal Nehru May 30. 1948’. Campbell-Johnson was a
Liberal
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Party politician, who served during the war on Mountbatten’s staff in the South East Asia
Command, then when Mountbatten became Viceroy of India he served as his Press
Secretary, of which time he published a memoir, Mission with Mountbatten, in which he
describes Nehru as a ‘charming person who had international stature, but was very weak
at administration’. He also remarked, when a colleague complained about Indian food,
‘You can’t complain about that in the Nehru household though – you got an English
breakfast, eggs and tomatoes, tea and coffee, toast and marmalade’. Winston Churchill
said of his fellow Old Harrovian Nehru ‘he was a man devoid of hatred and fear’.
Back board dented and scratched, dust jacket nicked at the head of the spine with some
small loss.
Richard Nixon to Ted Heath.
330. NIXON (Richard M.) Leaders.

Illustrations. First trade edition, quarter black cloth over blue cloth boards, dust
jacket. New York, Warner Books. 1982.

£650

A presentation copy, inscribed on the half title page ‘To Prime Minister Ted Heath
withwarm regards Richard Nixon 1982’. Heath and Nixon are reputed to have got on very
well with each other, although Nixon and Kissinger were frustrated by Heath’s strong proMaggs Bros Ltd
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European stance, which they thought led Heath to underestimate the importance of the
so-called special relationship between the USA and Great Britain. Heath and Nixon had
much in common however in their approach to Communist China, whose leaders were well
known to both men.
Dust jacket slightly rubbed and nicked at head and tail of spine.
331. NIXON (Richard). The Memoirs.

Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. New York, Grosset and Dunlap.
1978.

£500

A presentation copy, inscribed on the half title page ‘To Professor A.L. Rowse with profound respect and best wishes from Richard Nixon 1–25–79’. There are frequent pencil
annotations to the text and some waspish remarks on the rear endpaper, with much use
of phrases such as ‘Humbug’, ‘silly bitch’, ‘too good to be true’ and other apothegms from
Dr. Rowse’s repertoire. Tipped in a 9 page undated note in a very shaky hand from Donald
Cameron Watt, former Emeritus Professor at the London School of Economics, explaining
how a signed copy of Nixon’s memoirs came to be in the Library at LSE, reminiscing about
a former student from the USA, Frank Gannon (who became one of Nixon’s aides), and
mentioning that John F. Kennedy had intended to study at the LSE.
332. NKRUMAH (Kwame). Consciencism.

Reprint. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London, Heinemann. 1964.

£200

A presentation copy, inscribed in red ink on the front free endpaper ‘To Belfield and
Patwith all good wishes Kwame Nkrumah 11/7.64’. ‘Belfield’ is Doctor Cecil Belfield Clarke,
a London doctor who arrived in England from the West Indies, and became a black activist
and friend to many of the prominent black writers and politicians of his day. Tipped in a
photograph of Nkrumah, pasted to a card, and a newspaper review of this book. Dust jacket
lightly soiled.
333. NKRUMAH (Kwame). Ghana. The Autobiography of Kwame Nkrumah.

Portrait frontispiece, illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, cartographic endpapers,
pictorial dust jacket. London, Thomas Nelson and Sons. 1957.
£200
Inscribed on the verso of the frontispiece ‘Kwame Nkrumah 28th June 1957 London’.
Nkrumah, a founding member of the Organisation of African Unity and a dedicated PanAfricanist, led Ghana to independence from Britain in March 1957, but was deposed in
1966 by a military coup.
Dust jacket nicked and torn on the extremities, with occasional small loss.
334. NKRUMAH (Kwame). Ghana. The Autobiography of Kwame Nkrumah.

Portrait frontispiece, illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, cartographic endpapers.
London, Thomas Nelson and Sons. 1957.
£250
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A presentation copy, inscribed on the title page ‘To Group Captain Douglas Bader
fromKwame Nkrumah 19th Feb. 1960’. Nkrumah became Prime Minister of Ghana in 1957,
the first of Britain’s African Colonies to gain independence. Group Captain Douglas Bader,
who served with distinction in the RAF despite losing both legs in an aviation accident, was
in Ghana working for the Shell oil company. Some years after this meeting two young
Ghanaians with their legs blown off were admitted to Roehampton hospital in England, and
Bader made a point of keeping Nkrumah informed of their progress. Lower edges of the
covers damp stained.
335. NORTHCLIFFE (Lord Alfred). At the War.

Portrait frontispiece. First edition. 8vo., buckram. London, Hodder and Stoughton.
1916.

£100

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘Miss Stephenson from
LordNorthcliffe Nov. 1916’.
Northcliffe was the most powerful press baron of his times. By the start of the first
world war he was in control of the Weekly Dispatch, the highest circulation Sunday
newspaper, the Times and the Daily Mail. Northcliffe was not shy of using his newspapers
to try and influence events, which prompted Lloyd George to offer him a government
post, Minister for Munitions, which Northcliffe declined. He did however accept the post
of Director of Propaganda. Could Miss Stephenson be Frances Stevenson, already Lloyd
George’s secretary and mistress?
Covers lightly spotted, extremities rubbed.
336. O’BRIEN (William). An Olive Branch in Ireland and its History.

Portrait frontispiece, illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, fore edge untrimmed.
London, Macmillan. 1910.

£300

A presentation copy, inscribed on the half title page ‘To Colonel L.C. Amery MP. In
thehope that he may find in these pages a key to some of the present difficulties in Ireland
William O’Brien May 1918’.
William O‘Brien, Irish Nationalist, MP in the Houses of Parliament, agrarian reformer,
newspaper publisher, was at the beginning of the twentieth century one of the most
influential political figures in the Irish nationalist movement. A lifelong Republican,
founder of the United Irish League, later member of the All for Ireland League, O’Brien in
1920 was praised by Arthur Griffith, the founder of Sinn Féin: ‘the task of William
O’Brien’s generation was well and bravely done, had it not been so the work we are
carrying out in this generation would have been impossible. In that great work none of
Parnell’s lieutenants did as much as William O’Brien’.
Amery, a Conservative MP, contributed two articles on the question of Home Rule for
Ireland in ‘Against Home Rule: the case for the Union’, a book published to coincide with
Asquith’s Home Rule bill, and also published a series of articles written for the Morning
Post as ‘The Case against Home Rule’.
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The signature smudged, head of spine nicked, spine faded, loosely inserted a 4 page
flyer for Macmillan’s new books for Autumn 1910, including this book.
337. O’BRIEN (William). When We Were Boys.
Second edition. 8vo., original green cloth, re-backed using the original spine,
adverts. London, Longmans, Green and Co. 1890.
£250
A presentation copy, inscribed on the half title page to Cardinal Manning ‘’To
hisEminence The Cardinal Archbishop of Westminster With deepest reverence and
affection from his faithful servant William O’Brien May 9th 1890”.
Written in his gaol cell, O’Brien’s novel was a great success; it is said to have influenced
Gladstone’s views on the politics of Irish Nationalism, Bram Stoker thought of adapting it
for the stage, and James Joyce includes it in ‘Ulysses’.
Manning wrote to O’Brien after reading this book: ‘My dear Mr O’Brien in my last
letter I promised you that I would write again when I had finished reading your book, but
when I came to the end, I forgot the book and could only think of Ireland, its manifold
sufferings and its inextricable sorrows. For years I have been saying these words. The Irish
people are the most profoundly Christian and the most energetically Catholic people on
the face of the earth. They have also been affected by every kind of sorrow, barbarous
and refined. All that centuries of warfare of race and religion against religion can inflict
upon people has been their inheritance, but the day of retribution is nearly come. I hope
to see the daybreak, and I hope you will see the noontide, when the people of Ireland will
be readmitted, so far as is possible to the possession of their own soil, and shall be
admitted as far as possible, to the making and administration of their own local laws,
while they still share in legislation which governs and consolidates the Empire’.
Bookplate to the front pastedown of the library of the Oblates of St. Charles,
Bayswater, with their rubber stamp on the half title, title, and dedication leaf.
Half title page torn and repaired, contents leaf with some loss on the lower corner,
pages 455/6 torn on the outer margin, front cover spotted, outer hinges unevenly
repaired.
338. O’CONNOR (T.P.) Some Old Love Stories.

First edition. 8vo., original green cloth. London, Chapman and Hall. 1895.

£250

Inscribed by the author: ‘With the kindest regards and good wishes of T P O’Connor’.
O’Connor was a journalist and editor, and the founder of several newspapers and
journals including The Star, The Sun, and T.P.’s Weekly. He was elected to the House of
Commons in 1890 and served until his death in 1929, first as a member of Parnell’s Home
Rule League, then as an Irish Nationalist until 1918, then as an independent. In London’s
Fleet Street there is a bronze bust of him, inscribed with the legend ‘T.P. O’Connor,
Journalist Parliamentarian 1848–1929 His pen could lay bare the bones of a book or the
soul of a statesman in a few vivid lines’.
Some small staining to the cloth, edges rubbed, otherwise an excellent copy.
339. OLIVEIRA (A. Ramos). The Spanish People’s Fight for Liberty.
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Photographic illustrations. First edition. Large 4to., the original wrappers re-bound into
quarter buckram over pasteboard, new endpapers. London, Press Department
of the Spanish Embassy. 1937.
£500
Text in English, Spanish, and French. Signed on the French half title page by 17 then
Labour Members of Parliament, many of whom went to Spain with an official Labour
Party Delegation, and one of whom, Ellen Wilkinson, made several visits. The other names
are C.R. Attlee, D.R. Grenfell, Arthur Greenwood, Rhys Davies, William Whiteley, Ted
Williams, Ernest Thurtle, F. Seymour Cocks, George Ridley, G.R. Strauss, George Mathers,
G.H. Hall, John Jagger, W. Dobbie, Tom Williams, and R. Stafford Cripps. Among the many
photographs in the book of people and places of the Spanish Civil war is a full page
portrait of the poet Federico Garcia Lorca.
Right hand corner of the text block creased, covers scuffed.
340. PADMORE (George). PIZER (Dorothy). How Russia Transformed her Colonial Empire.

First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London, Dennis Dobson. 1946.

£150

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘Dr. C. Belfield Clarke –
“Godfather” To my dear friend CB whose stimulating discussions inspired this book, and
whose encouragement made it possible. You, therefore, cannot escape moral
responsibility for its effect on the minds of “backward natives” Sincerely, George. London
Dec 4th 1946’. Belfield Clarke was a West Indian doctor who came to England in the
1930s, where he quickly became acquainted with or corresponded with many Black
activists, including Padmore, W.E.B. DuBois, Richard Wright, and Kwame Nkrumah.
Padmore, born Malcolm Nurse in Trinidad, left there to study in the USA, then spent time
in the Soviet Union, Germany, France, London, and finally Ghana. He did much work for
the Soviet Government until he became disillusioned by Stalinism, but he remained a
socialist and dedicated his life to Pan-Africanism. There are copious pencil notes to the
text and rear endpapers, most likely by Belfield Clarke, and ink corrections to the text by
the author.
Dust jacket has offset to the spine, head and tail of spine rubbed, dust jacket soiled,
nicked at the head and tail of the spine, repaired with clear tape on the reverse..
341. PANKHURST (E. Sylvia). The Suffragette. The History of the Women’s Militant Suffrage

Movement 1905–1910.
Portrait frontispiece, illustrations. Reprint. 8vo., original pictorial cloth, with the gilt
portcullis device of the Suffragette movement on the front cover. London, Gay and
Hancock Ltd. 1911.
£750
Signed in green ink on the front free endpaper ‘E. Sylvia Pankhurst’. Ownership inscription
to the same page ‘Miss Turner July 1911’, with her address “Sea View” 13 Victoria Road,
Brighton. Nat. Tel. 1702 stamped underneath, bookplate of M.S.Turner to the front
pastedown.
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Minnie Turner was a militant member of the Suffragette movement, who was arrested
three times at demonstrations, on the last of which she was imprisoned in Holloway
Prison for 21 days. Her family were shopkeepers in Brighton, and Minnie ran her home
‘Sea View’ as a boarding house. She was especially keen to cater for her fellow
Suffragettes, many of whom came to stay, indeed for many of the hunger strikers in the
movement it became a place of refuge and recovery after their release from prison.
Minnie kept a Suffragette lending library at her home, and also collected items relating
to the movement. A part of her collection of postcards is in the collection of the Museum
of London.
Lettering to the covers faded, both hinges weak, boards rubbed, corners bumped.
342. PANKHURST (Christabel). The World’s Unrest: Visions of the Dawn.

First edition, second impression. 8vo., cloth. London, Morgan and Scott Ltd.
1926.

£350

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To Miss Turner with lovefrom
the author Christabel Pankhurst Sept 1926’. Underneath the inscription, in a different
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hand, is inscribed ‘With the Author’s Compliments’. Tipped in 2 newspaper clippings on
the Pankhursts, a much trimmed Spy print, folded, of one of the Pankhursts, and a
postcard, 1958, to Berenice Turner at 14 Victoria Road from one Beatrice, thanking her
for a paper knife.
13 & 14 Victoria Road was the address in Brighton of Minnie Turner, a militant
suffragette who used her home as a boarding house, which became a refuge for many
persecuted suffragettes.
Small tear to the title page.
343. PERON (Juan). La Fuerza es el Derecho de las Bestias.

First edition. 4to., original printed card wrappers, stapled as issued, pictorial dust jacket,
housed in a folding box. Lima, Editora Grafica Mundo. 1956. £150
A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘A la Señora Dorothy Fs.Adams
con mi respetuoso afecto – Juan Perón’, with the addition underneath in a different ink
‘Caracas, 16 octobre 1956’.
Extremities lightly rubbed, dust jacket rubbed on the edges and at the head and tail of
the spine, with some loss, rear panel grubby, ‘J.D.Peron’ inked on the plain spine of the
dust jacket, front free endpaper with a few small tears around the staples.
344. PERÓN (Eva). La Razon de mi Vida.

Portrait frontispieces, illustrations. First edition. 8vo., original faux-leather paper
boards, dust jacket. Buenos Aires, Ediciones Peuser. 1951.

£400

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘Para la Señora Beatriz de
Casado con me grande afecto. Eva Perón’, further inscribed underneath by Eva’s mother
‘Con toda simpatia envio a [?] este recuerdo. Juana I de Duarte 25/10 1951’. Eva’s
autobiography, published a year before her death, said to have been ghost written by the
Spanish journalist Manuel Penella da Silva, around much quotation from her speeches as
First Lady of Argentina.
Boards lightly rubbed, dust jacket poor, very chipped and rubbed along the top and
lower edges with some loss, front flap detached.
345. [PERCEVAL (Spencer)]. GISBORNE (Rev. Thomas). Sermons.

First edition. 8vo., near contemporary full green straight-grained morocco, gilt,
a.e.g. London, T. Cadell, jnr, and W. Davies 1802.

£250

Inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘From the Author’, above the inscription the
ownership inscription of ‘Sp Perceval’, that is Spencer Perceval, so far the only serving
British Prime Minister to be assassinated, shot by John Bellingham in the lobby of the
House of Commons.
Spine lettered ‘Volume one’, (two further volumes were issued later), binding very
rubbed, headcap loose with some damage to the head of the spine, extremities rubbed,
spine soiled.
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346. PERES (Shimon). David’s Sling. The Arming of Israel.

First edition. 8vo., cloth. London, Weidenfeld and Nicolson. 1970.
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Item 344 A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To Cecil Bernstein
with best wishes Shimon Peres Jerusalem 29.9.70’. Cecil Bernstein was Chairman of
Granada television from 1971–74, and a dedicated supporter of the State of Israel, who
helped to fund his brother Sidney’s Bernstein Israeli Research Trust. Dust jacket torn and
creased on the front cover.
347. PETHICK-LAWRENCE (Lord). BRAILSFORD (H.N.) POLAK (H.S.L) Mahatma Gandhi.

Portrait frontispiece of Gandhi, illustrations, maps to the endpapers. First edition.
8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London, Odhams Press. (1949).

£50

A presentation copy, inscribed on the half title page ‘To my former secretary
FrankTurnbull to whose initiative and penetrating judgment I owed so much during my
visit to India in 1946 and whose advice has been invaluable to me in writing my section
of this biography. Pethick-Lawrence July 1949’.
Pethick-Lawrence was Secretary of State for India from 1945–47, and played a part in
the Independence negotiations. As a young man he joined the Labour Party, was a
conscientious objector in the First World War, and a supporter of the Suffragette
Movement.
Large crease to the spine, dust jacket rubbed and faded, nicked and rubbed at the edges.
348. PHILIP, DUKE OF EDINBURGH. Prince Philip Speaks. Selected Speeches 1956– 1959.

Portrait frontispiece, illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth. London, Collins. 1960.
£250
A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘D’Arcy in exchange andwith
regards! Philip’. Frequent pencil underlinings to the text, mostly to the speeches on
health and happiness. Most likely inscribed to Sir D’Arcy Osborne, 12th Duke of Leeds,
former Minister Plenipotentiary at the Holy See and friend to the Royal Family.
349. PINKLEY (Virgil). SCHEER (James F.) Eisenhower Declassified.

Ilustrations. First edition. 8vo., quarter dark blue cloth over pale blue cloth boards.
New Jersey, Fleming H. Revell Company. 1979.

£80

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper, to one of Eisenhower‘s
mostadmired wartime colleagues, the British Intelligence specialist Major-General Sir
Kenneth Strong ‘For Sir Kenneth who admired and loved Ike as much as I did. Thanks
for your help over the years too. Virgil 12/1/79’.
350. POPE PAUL VI [Montini (G.B.)]. Discorsi per il Natale e l’Epifania.

First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. Milan. (1961).

£250

Inscribed on the front free endpaper by the author Cardinal G.B. Montini, later Pope Paul
VI, ‘To the R.R. John Moorman with great estime (sic) and many good wishes in J.C. Paulus
P.P. VI November 29th, 1963.’ John Moorman was the Bishop of Ripon in Yorkshire, and
an observer at the Second Vatican Council which was held between 1962 and 1965. On
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the 9 of May 2014 Pope Francis approved Paul VI’s beatification, with the ceremony due
to be held on the 19th of October of the same year.
Dust jacket rubbed and spotted, dent to top board under small hole in the dust jacket.
351. [POWELL (Enoch). STACEY (Tom). Immigration and Enoch Powell.

First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London, Tom Stacey Ltd. 1970. £60 Signed on the
half title page ‘J Enoch Powell’.
352. PYARELAL. The Epic Fast.

Portrait frontispiece of Gandhi. First edition. Small 8vo., plain card wrappers, dust
jacket. Ahmedabad, Mohanlal Maganlal Bhatt. 1932.
£250
The story of Gandhi’s fasting protest at the proposal to have a separate elections for the
so-called ‘Untouchables’. There are substantial contributions by Gandhi, and by Tagore,
among others. A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To Mr. Alan
Campbell Johnson. With best regards Pyarelal New Delhi 21.4.48’. Johnson was
Mountbatten’s Press Attaché during his time as Viceroy of India. Edges finger-marked.
353. [QUEEN ELIZABETH II]. MORRAH (Dermot). Princess Elizabeth. The Illustrated Story of

Twenty-one Years in the Life of the Heir Presumptive.
Portrait frontispiece, with tissue guard, numerous illustrations. First edition. 4to., full
brown goatskin, gilt, gilt Royal Crest to upper cover, 5 raised bands, gilt turn-ins,
marbled endpapers, signed Zaehnsdorf. London, Odhams Press. 1947.
£500
Signed on the second front free endpaper ‘Elizabeth 1947.’.
Front cover scratched and dented, one small spot to same.
354. [QUEEN MARY]. Princess Elizabeth’s Wedding Day.

Illustrations. First edition. 4to., pictorial wrappers, housed in a folding box. London,
Pitkin. 1947.
£150
A presentation copy, inscribed by the Bride‘s Grandmother inside the front cover ‘To
Stanley Williams from Mary R April 1948’. Contributions by the Poet Laureate, a poem,
and the Archbishop of York, an address to the young couple. Covers finger marked,
slightly creased.
355. [QUEEN VICTORIA]. Die Volks-Zeitung in ihrer Gesammthaltung 1858–1862. Als

Manuscript gedruckt.
First edition. 8vo., contemporary quarter black morocco over green cloth boards, all
edges marbled. Berlin, Druck von Franz Duncker’s Buchdruckerei. 1863.
£850
With the ownership inscription in Queen Victoria’s hand to the second front free
endpaper ‘Victoria Abergeldie October 1863 from the Author’s Brother’. Loosely inserted
a one page autograph letter on laid paper headed ‘Sandringham King’s Lynn’, dated Nov.
9. 1863, from Queen Victoria to an unknown correspondent ‘The enclosed is returned
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with many thanks. It has been read with great interest and as it is at the same time so
clear and so just to all parties it places the whole generation before one and perfectly
explains it. It surely is a great pity that it has not been published’.
Franz Duncker was a publisher and bookseller from a distinguished book trade family,
a social reformer, and a member of the Prussian liberal left. He helped to found the
German ‘Nationalverein’, and was a member of some of the other national organisations
which flourished in Prussia and the smaller states in the 1850s and 1860s, for example
the ‘Abgeordnetentag’. The ‘Volks-Zeitung’ had the highest readership of any Berlin paper
in these years, and was known for its liberal democratic views. The foreword to this
specially printed series of excerpts from the paper states: ‘The development of the
Prussian State as a constitutional entity, the administration of the State to promote a
citizenship which is progressive and politically mature, the strengthening of this State
through the sympathies of the German peoples, the raising of its Royal family to eminence
in Germany, these have been from the beginning and remain to the present day the
objectives of the Volks-Zeitung, in accordance with the sentiments of its readers’. The
reference to the author’s brother may well refer to Alexander Duncker, also a publisher,
who was on good terms with King Wilhelm of Prussia, and later with Queen Victoria’s
grandson Kaiser Wilhelm. Victoria must have been pleased to read in the foreword about
the paper’s support for the Prussian Royal Family, but may not have known that Franz
Duncker both published and corresponded with both Marx and Engels. There are two
pencilled annotations in the text, the first ‘nonsense’ next to a remark about the freedom
of an English ruler to interfere in the politics of the country, the second ‘perhaps in 1858’
next to a remark about how advanced English politics were in comparison to the Prussian.
Spine very rubbed, upper cover spotted and stained.
356. QUEEN VICTORIA. More Leaves from the Journal of a Life in the Highlands.

Steel-engraved portrait frontispiece and 10 other plates, 2 further illustrations. Third
edition. 8vo., original green cloth gilt over bevelled boards, binders ticket to the rear
pastedown. London, Smith, Elder & Co. 1884.
£1,000
A presentation copy, inscribed on the second front free endpaper ‘To Lord Alfred
Pagetfrom Victoria RI Windsor Castle March 19. 1884.’ Tipped in a single leaf inscribed in
an unknown 19th century hand ‘General Sir Arthur Paget. More leaves from my journal
given by Queen Victoria’.
Paget, a career soldier and Liberal politician, was Chief Equerry and Clerk Marshal to
Queen Victoria from July 1846 to March 1852, from December 1852 to March 1858 and
from June 1859. He owned and raced a 56 ton cutter ‘Mona’, was sometime Commodore
of the Royal Thames Yacht Club, and an accomplished horseman. As a young man he came
to the attention in 1838 of the New Sporting Magazine, who said ‘I have yet to see this
young nobleman, but I am told he is worth seeing and knowing too; particularly so, as he
is an enthusiastic lover of fox hunting, in which field, as there never yet was a Paget
wanting pluck, he distinguishes himself as a horseman. “But tell it not in Gath”, for though
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now one of her Majesty’s equerries, he is fond of the ribbons, and is now and then to be
seen on the box of a certain aristocratic drag on the Brighton road’.
A
few gatherings slightly loose in the binding, rear board creased.
357. QUEEN VICTORIA. More Leaves from the Journal of a Life in the Highlands.

Steel-engraved portrait frontispiece and 10 other plates, 2 further illustrations. Fifth
edition. 8vo., original green cloth gilt over bevelled boards. London, Smith, Elder &
Co. 1884.
£1,500
A presentation copy, inscribed on the second front free endpaper ‘To Major F.
WingateC.B., D.S.O. Royal Artillery from Victoria RI. Balmoral Oct: 12. 1895’.
Francis Reginald Wingate, born 1861, died 1953, married Catherine Leslie Rundle in
1888, and they had four children, Queen Victoria being Godmother to one of their
daughters. Wingate, who was always known as Reginald, enjoyed a truly extraordinary
career in the military. A fluent Arabic speaker, he was involved in several of Britain’s
Middle East adventures, from the Dervish uprising in the Sudan, to his role in the ending
of the Ottoman Empire. He was in the party sent to relieve General Gordon, was
intelligence officer to Kitchener, and was active in organising the Arab Revolt against the
Turks, T.E. Lawrence being one of his subordinates. He was successively Governor General
of the Sudan, and after the first world war the High Commissioner of Egypt.
In 1897 he was made an extra ADC to the Queen. A
very good, bright copy, largely unopened.
358. [QUEEN VICTORIA]. HAMERTON (Philip G.) The Present State of the Fine Arts in France.

12 etched plates with tissue guards, vignettes in the text. First edition. Folio, red cloth gilt
over bevelled boards, a.e.g. London, Seeley And Co.London, 1892.
£650
A presentation copy, inscribed on the reverse of the half title page ‘To dearest
Louisefrom her devoted mama VER Christmas 1891’. Louise was the sixth child of the
Queen who for a while became her mother’s unofficial secretary. She was a talented artist
and sculptor (hence this gift?), and something of a feminist, making the acquaintance of
Josephine Butler and Elizabeth Garrett. Her mother said of her “She is (and who would
some years ago have thought it?) a clever dear girl with a fine strong character, unselfish
and affectionate”.
Head and tail of spine rubbed with a few small tears, rubbed on the extremities, some
foxing.
359. [QUEEN VICTORIA]. PRINCE ALBERT. The Principal Speeches and Addresses of His Royal

Highness the Prince Consort.
Engraved portrait frontispiece. First edition. 8vo., original cream pebble-grained cloth,
lettered and ruled in gilt, ‘Albert’ in gilt on the front cover below his arms in gilt, t.e.g.,
housed in a cream buckram folding box. London, John Murray.
1862.
£2,500
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Two editions of the Prince Consort’s Speeches were published by the Society of Arts in
1857, and several times reprinted thereafter. This edition contains additional speeches
and a memorandum in reference to the office of Commander-in-Chief.
A
presentation copy from Queen Victoria to her fifth child, Arthur, Duke
ofConnaught, inscribed on the second front free endpaper ‘For dear little Arthur. Let
this picture of your great and beloved Father be ever before your eyes. Treasure every
word he has spoken and try to be as like him as you can! From your devoted and broken
hearted Mama, Victoria. Windsor Castle. Dec. 14th 1862’. Loosely inserted a small
watercolour sketch on card, unsigned, of a standing Hussar, a commercially produced
bookmark on embossed paper with a silk tassel, containing Christmas greetings, and a
hand-painted bookmark, decorated on one side with a Puginesque cross surrounded by
intertwined twigs and flowers, the other side inscribed ‘For dearest Arthur from his
most affectionate brother Leopold May 1st 1864’. This last lacking one end, with the
loss of most of the words ‘affectionate’ and ‘Leopold’, the other side with a wax stain.
Prince Leopold, Victoria’s eighth child, born in 1853, was said to be Victoria’s favourite,
and in his young life displayed evidence of a gentle intellectual nature, being acquainted
with Lord Tennyson and the philosopher James Martineau, becoming an accomplished
chess player, and a Freemason. He inherited haemophilia from his mother, and was often
delicate, and after a fall died in 1884.
Covers spotted, some foxing to the text, still a good copy.
360. [QUEEN VICTORIA]. SELL (Karl). Alice Grand Duchess of Hesse. Princess of Great Britain

and Ireland. Biographical Sketch and Letters.
Engraved portrait frontispiece with tissue guard, one other engraved portrait. First English
edition. 8vo., original blue cloth, re-backed and strengthened, re-using the
original spine and endpapers. London, John Murray. 1884.
£750
Translated by the subject’s sister and Queen Victoria’s fifth child, Helena, Princess
Christian of Schleswig-Holstein. A presentation copy from Queen Victoria, inscribed on
the second front free endpaper ‘To Lord Carlingford from Victoria RI – Balmoral – June 5.
1884’.
Carlingford was a Liberal politician, who at the time of this inscription was Lord Privy
Seal under Gladstone between 1881 and 1885, and was Lord President of the Council
between 1883 and 1885. He kept a journal, selections from which were published by the
OUP in 1971 as ‘Lord Carlingford’s Journal: reflections of a Cabinet Minister 1885’.
Engraved armorial bookplate by John Coleridge to the front pastedown of Francis
Fortescue Urquhart, small label above it lettered NBM 1, binder’s ticket to the rear
pastedown spine faded and rubbed, inner hinges strengthened, endpapers foxed.
Magazine clipping to the front free endpaper of Princess Alice.
361. [RAWLINSON (Sir Peter)]. CAMPBELL (Alan). The Industrial Relations Act. An
Introduction.
First edition, one of a special edition of 12 copies for presentation, this copy
number 5. 8vo., cloth. London, Longman. 1971.
£75
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Limitation label to the front pastedown, listing those to be presented with a copy,
including this copy to Sir Peter Rawlinson, others listed include Ted Heath, Lord Denning,
Sir Geoffrey Howe, and Vic Feather. A presentation copy, inscribed on the title page ‘To
Peter with all best wishes Alan Campbell’. Armorial bookplate to the front free endpaper
‘Ex Libris Rawlinson of Ewell’. The Industrial Relations Act, an attempt by the Conservative
Government to rein in the Unions, was short lived, being repealed in 1974 by the Labour
Government. Vic Feather, the General Secretary of the TUC, is heavily outflanked on the
limitation label by a phalanx of Rt. Hons and QCs.
362. [REAGAN (Ronald)]. Gray (Robert K.) et al. A Great New Beginning. The 1981 Inaugural

Story.
Illustrations. First edition. 4to., cloth, dust jacket. No place, The 1981 Inaugural
Book Committee. (1981).

£450

Pasted to the front free endpaper a small card, printed in blind with the Presidential
shield, signed ‘Ronald Reagan’.
Dust jacket cockled and soiled, a few small tears to the edges, upper cover stained by
the removal of a price sticker.
363. [REAGAN (Ronald)]. HUBLER (Richard G). Where’s the rest of me? The Ronald Reagan

Story.
Mass market paperback edition. 8vo., wrappers, housed in a folding box. New York,
Best Books Inc. 1965.
£500
Signed by Ronald Reagan on the front free endpaper. The book attempts to capture a
complete image of Reagan’s life, joining together his early career in Hollywood with his
later roles as Governor of California in 1966 and as fortieth President of the United States
from 1980.
Leaves slightly browned and a shallow diagonal cut on the front cover.
364. REYNAUD (Paul). Au Coeur de la Mêlée. 1930–1945.

4 pp facsimiles, folding map. First edition. 8vo., rebound in blue buckram, red morocco
label to the spine, original front wrapper bound in. Paris, Flammarion.
1951.
£150
A presentation copy, inscribed on the half title page ‘à Julian Amery amical hommagePaul
Reynaud’. Reynaud was the penultimate president of the Third French Republic, and an
ardent advocate of European union. He was imprisoned by the Germans for much of the
Second World War. He and Churchill thought highly of each other, and at the time of this
inscription Julian Amery, himself a supporter of the idea of a European Common Market,
was an assistant to Churchill.
A few pencil remarks and sidelinings in the text, original front wrapper stained.
365. REYNAUD (Paul). Mémoires. Venu de ma Montagne.
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Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., rebound in blue buckram, red morocco label to the spine,
original front wrapper bound in. Paris, Flammarion. 1960.
£150
A presentation copy, inscribed on the half title page ‘à Julian Amery en souvenir
deStrasbourg amicalement Paul Reynaud’. Reynaud, the penultimate Prime Minister of
the Third republic, and Amery were both advocates of European Economic union, having
known each other from Amery’s time as an assistant to Churchill in the early 1950s.
During the war he was imprisoned by the Nazis until his liberation by Allied forces in 1945.
Amery, who sat in the Commons for 39 years on the Conservative benches, was Harold
Macmillan’s son in law.
Pp 345–60 torn where badly opened.
366. ROOSEVELT (Eleanor). On My Own.

Portrait frontispiece. First English edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London,
Hutchinson. 1959.

£350

Signed by the author on the front free endpaper. Eleanor Roosevelt was not only the
longest serving First Lady in American history, but a politician and diplomat with
considerable accomplishments of her own, among them being the first chair of the UN
Commission on Human Rights. She was active in the instigation of the UN, and served as
one of the first US delegates of that institution, and was a strong supporter of the AfricanAmerican civil rights movement.
Dust jacket price-clipped, some small wear to the extremities.
367. ROOSEVELT (Franklin Delano).

Photograph Signed and inscribed (‘For my old friend Dick Child with my affectionate
regards Franklin Roosevelt April, 1933’), a head and shoulders portrait of the decisive
looking statesman, signed by him shortly after his inauguration to his first term as
President. 25 x 20 cms., n.p., April 1933. £995
The image slightly silvered, but the signature and inscription, on the light-coloured border
surrounding the image, are strong and clear. A printed label on the verso, no doubt
indicating a previous owner of the photograph, gives the name of Le Vicomte Ishu, the
former Japanese Ambassador to France.
368. ROSEBERY (Lord). The Struldbrug. A Rectorial Address, St.Andrews: Sept.14, 1911.

First edition, limited to 20 copies. 8vo., full red crushed morocco, lettered in gilt on the
spine, gilt turn-ins, signed Riviere and Sons, t.e.g. privately printed, Edinburgh.
1911.
£450 Pasted to a stub and bound in an ALS on Rosebery’s headed
notepaper ‘Dalmeny House Edinburgh’, with his printed monogram, dated ‘Feb 19/12’,
‘My dear Evan, I meant to have sent you the enclosed long ago but the thing (Not you!)
went out of my mind. Will you give the other copy to Gosse if he cares to have it. I sent it
as you and he were my Scots Greys! Yours R.’ The recipient is Sir Evan Charteris, Barrister,
formerly on the boards of The Tate Gallery and The National Gallery, author of ‘The Life
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and Letters of Edmund Gosse’. Struldbrugs were a race of apparent immortals in Swift’s
Gulliver’s Travels, and in this lecture Rosebery, Prime Minister from 1894 to 1896,
imagines the first Rector of St. Andrews University to be a member of that race.
Original printed wrappers bound in. Large armorial bookplate of Alexander Campbell
Hill to the front pastedown, some glue stains around the edges. Binding very slightly
rubbed on the extremities.
369. ROSSA (Jeremiah O’Donovan). Rossa’s Recollections. 1838 to 1898. Childhood,

Boyhood, Manhood.
First edition. 8vo., original brown cloth, lettered in gilt, cloth slipcase. New York,
O’Donovan Rossa. 1898.
£1,250
A presentation copy from two of the most famous names in the Fenian movement, inscribed on the front free endpaper in the hand of O’Donovan Rossa ‘To the Revd. Michael
Higgins, Administrator, St. Colman’s Cathedral Queenstown – From C.G.Doran.
O’Donovan Rossa’.
Born Jeremiah O‘Donovan, Rossa added the cognomen in honour of his ancestors
from Rossmore. In 1858 he was sworn into the Irish Republican Brotherhood and became
manager of the Irish Nationalist newspaper ‘The Irish People’, which earned him arrest
and imprisonment in a succession of English gaols, where he protested vigorously at the
conditions. As a result of an inquiry into those conditions, the Fenian prisoners were
granted early release from jail in 1871, but were forced to emigrate and O’Donovan Rossa
moved to New York. While in New York, O’Donovan Rossa raised money to fund what he
called a “Skirmishing Fund” – essentially a late nineteenth century terror and bombing
campaign. He was finally released from banishment by the British Government in 1891
and travelled to Ireland in 1894 and again in 1904. Although he lived for while in Cork
around this time, he returned to live in New York and died there in 1915. His body came
back to Ireland, where his funeral became a propaganda opportunity for the Nationalist
movement, inspiring a famous speech at his graveside by Padraig Pearse ‘They think that
they have pacified Ireland. They think that they have purchased half of us and intimidated
the other half. They think that they have foreseen everything, think that they have
provided against everything; but, the fools, the fools, the fools! — They have left us our
Fenian dead, and while Ireland holds these graves, Ireland unfree shall never be at peace’.
Printed copies of the speech were on the streets within days of its delivery.
Doran, a civil engineer by profession, was Clerk of the Works at the construction of
St. Colman’s Cathedral. He was a lifelong Fenian, and was like Rossa a prominent member
of the Irish Republican Brotherhood.
Pencilled annotation ‘Mr. C.’, to the title page. Margins of pp 69–72, 295–300 torn
with some loss, not affecting the text. Some damp-staining to the spine and both covers,
head and tail of spine and the corners bumped.
370. [RUSSELL (Hastings), 9th Duke of Bedford.]. GLADSTONE (W.E.) Speeches in

Parliamentary Reform 1866.
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First edition. 8vo., cloth. London, John Murray. 1866.

£50

Inscribed on the second front free endpaper in the hand of the 9th Duke of Bedford ‘From
the Author Nov 1. 1866 Hastings Russell’.
Russell was a Liberal MP from 1847 until 1872, when he succeeded to his dukedom
and took his place in the Lords. In 1886, he broke with the party leadership of Gladstone
over the Irish Home Rule Bill, and became a Unionist. He was President of the Royal
Agricultural Society, and experimented with new agricultural techniques on his estate at
Woburn Abbey.
Small tear to head of spine, preliminaries foxed.
371. SAMUEL (Herbert, Viscount). Grooves of Change.

Illustrations. First US edition. 8vo., cloth, fore edge untrimmed. New York. The
Bobbs-Merrill Company. 1946.

£80

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To Lady LevesonGower(with apologies for the Americanized title of this my memoirs) Samuel July 1948’,
also signed ‘Samuel’ on the title page. Herbert Samuel was a Liberal politician, who served
as British High Commissioner of Palestine from 1920–25.
Bookplate of W.J. Busby to the front free endpaper, extremities rubbed.
372. SCHACHT (Hjalmar). My First Seventy-Six Years.

Translated by Diana Pyke. Portrait frontispiece, illustrations. First English edition.
8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London, Allan Wingate. 1955.

£250

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To Mr. F.S. Mills with compliments. Hjalmar Schacht 27.8.1958.’. Tipped in a newspaper review of a book about
Schacht, a banker and economist, who served as President of the Reichsbank during the
Weimar Republic. He helped to found the German Democratic Party, but abandoned his
liberal views after meeting Hitler, for whom he served as Minister of Economics, and
President of the Reichsbank. He opposed German re-armament, and at the outbreak of
war was sidelined, and played a small role in the anti Hitler Resistance movement, for
which he was imprisoned. He was acquitted of war crimes at the Nuremberg War Trials.
Dust jacket nicked and torn at the head and tail of the spine, tear to the top margin.
373. SCHAEFFAUER (Herman George) as ‘Sagittarius’. Let cowards flinch.

Illustrations by ‘Vicky’. First edition. Tall 8vo., pictorial boards. London, Turnstile
Press. 1947. £100 Humorous verses accompanied by illustrations by Vicky, caricaturing
the then Labour Government, this copy signed by the following politicians next to their
caricatured selves: Ernest Bevin, Aneurin Bevan, John Strachey, A.V.Alexander, E.Shinwell,
Richard Crossman, James Callaghan, Jenny Lee, Tom Driberg, K. Zilliacus, Ian Mikardo,
D.S.Pritt. Loosely inserted a 4 page printed menu (Roast Chicken, green peas, chip
potatoes, ice pudding, chocolate sauce), undated, for a dinner in the Gayton Rooms,
Harrow, at which Hugh Dalton, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, gave a speech on ‘The
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Urban District of Harrow’, signed on the cover ‘Hugh Dalton’. Spine chipped at head and
tail.
374. SCHLABRENDORFF (Fabian von). The Secret War against Hitler.

Illustrations. Third impression of the First English edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket.
London, Hodder and Stoughton. 1966.

£80

Translated by Hilda Simon. Tipped in 3 TLSs, two with the original envelopes, from the
author to a Douglas Atkinson, responding to a request for autographs and a signed copy,
a carbon copy of a TLS from Mr. Atkinson to the author, and two draft ALSs in pencil to
the author, unsigned. The author was a member of the brave group of men which resisted
Adolf Hitler. He smuggled a time bomb, disguised as bottles of cognac, on board the
aeroplane carrying Hitler back from Smolensk to Germany. Probably because of the cold
the bomb failed to detonate, and von Schlabrendorff recovered the bomb. Following the
failure of the 20th July plot against Hitler in 1944 he was arrested and tortured, but
refused to talk. The notorious judge at his trial, Roland Freisler, was killed in an American
air raid, clutching the author’s file. Schlabrendorff survived various concentration camps
and the war, and died in 1980.
Dust jacket slightly rubbed at the head of the spine.
375. SPEER (Albert). Inside the Third Reich.

Illustrations. First US edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. New York, Macmillan.
1970.

£450

A presentation copy, inscribed on the half title page ‘Mr. C. Northcote Parkinson with best
wishes Albert Speer Heidelberg, 9.vii.70’. Parkinson dined with Speer in Spandau prison
in 1969, an event regarded by many as a gaffe by Parkinson, who was an advocate of
what he called ‘Eurotopia’, the breaking up of Europe into much smaller nation states,
each with its own monarchy. Speer was a great admirer of his most famous book
‘Parkinson’s Law’, and remarked, in his self-aggrandizing manner, that the idea, that work
expands to fill the time allotted to it, had occurred to himself when he was young. Dust
jacket creased on the top cover, rubbed and nicked on the extremities.
376. [STALIN (Joseph)]. TROTSKY (Leon). Rol i zadachi profsoyuzov proj‘nsional’nykh

soytizov. (The Role and Tasks of Trade Unions).
First edition. 4to, wrappers, housed in a folding box. 1921.

£5,000

Signed by Stalin on the upper cover, library stamp and shelf mark underneath, frequent
pencil and blue pencil underlinings, question marks, and remarks in Stalin’s hand
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Item 376 throughout the text. This pamphlet, which prompted a lengthy critique from
Lenin, was intended for the Tenth Party Congress in March 1921, where Trotsky advocated
forced labour along military lines.
In 1925 Stalin tasked his secretary I. Tovstukha to help him build a personal library,
and by the time of his death it amounted to almost 20,000 books, pamphlets and
periodicals, with very few exceptions all in Russian. The library was divided between the
Kremlin and Stalin‘s two Moscow dachas, the large majority of the library containing all
the standard works on Communism and Socialism, the most well represented author
being Lenin. It also contained many of the books of Stalin’s enemies, including most of
Trotsky’s works. The Soviet historian, the late General Dmitri Volkogonov, wrote, ‘Nearly
everything about or by Trotsky was translated for him [Stalin], in one copy. … He had a
special cupboard in his study in which he kept … virtually all of Trotsky’s works, heavily
scored with underlinings and comments. Any interview or statement that Trotsky gave to
the Western press was immediately translated and given to Stalin.
The Medvedevs in their book ‘The Unknown Stalin’ say that after Stalin’s death the
collection ‘was transferred to the Marx-Engels-Lenin-Stalin Institute. However, when the
Stalin section of the Institute was closed after the Twentieth Congress, the library was
transferred to the Central Party Archive....When the Party archive was reorganised in
1992 Stalin’s library was moved to a fond in the RTsKhIDNI and thus became more
accessible’. Some 400 of Stalin’s books were found to be annotated by him in red and or
blue pencil, or ordinary pencil. At the beginning of the formation of the library the books
were stamped ‘Library of J.V. Stalin’, and numbered, but this practice was not continued
from the 1930s onwards.
Wrappers re-backed and strengthened, front cover repaired on the lower edge, a few
small repairs to the first two leaves, final leaf laid down, repaired and slightly discoloured.
Provenance: Sotheby’s London, May 25, 2000, lot 189. Unsold on an estimate of
£6,000–£8,000 and bought by private treaty after the sale.
377. [SUKARNO (Dr.)] WOODMAN (Dorothy). The Republic of Indonesia.

First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. New York, Philosophical Library. 1955.

£80

Inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘Soekarno. – President of the Republic of
Indonesia. 23/5 ’56’. Tipped in a newspaper obituary of another President of Indonesia,
Dr.Suharto.
Head and tail of spine lightly rubbed, dust jacket nicked, torn on both front folds.
378. TROTSKY (Leon). La Révolution Défigurée.

First French edition. 8vo., original red wrappers, lettered in black, uncut, housed in a
folding box. Paris. Les Éditions Rieder. 1929. £2,500
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Item 378
Inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘6/IX 1929, mes meilleurs saluts, L.Trotsky’.
Written during Trotsky’s exile in Norway, first published in Russian in 1937 and
translated into French by Victor Serge, a materialist dialectic in pure Marxist terms on
the Soviet Union’s descent into thuggery under Stalin, deeply critical of its vast
bureaucracy, and prescient about its eventual downfall.
Front hinge working loose, some small staining to the top cover, spine creased and
faded, head and tail of spine rubbed.
379. TROTSKY (Leon). The History of the Russian Revolution.

Translated by Max Eastman. Three volumes in one. Reprint. Large 8vo., original cream
cloth, lettered in black, cartographic endpapers, dust jacket, housed in a half
red morocco folding box. New York, Simon and Schuster. 1936.
£3,000
A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To J.P. McKnight Leon Trotsky
10/1 1937 Cardenas San Louis [sic] Potosi’. J.P. McKnight was a journalist for the
Associated Press, who in 1937 interviewed Trotsky, newly arrived in Mexico, about the
politics of the Far Eastern situation, the interview containing some prophetic remarks
about the terrible fate awaiting Japan in a great war, and some fierce criticism of Stalin
‘Stalin is conducting a civil war against the people’.
Covers slightly soiled, front hinge cracked but holding, dust jacket very rubbed and torn
with loss at the extremities and substantial loss on the spine.
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Item 379 380. THATCHER (Margaret). The Downing Street Years.
Illustrations. Deluxe edition, preceded by the signed de-luxe edition of 100 copies.
Thick 8vo., quarter white cloth over blue cloth boards, slipcase. London, Harper
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Collins. 1993.

£1,250

A presentation copy, inscribed to a famous bookseller on the half title page ‘To Miss
Christina Foyle with admiration and grateful thanks Margaret Thatcher 21 October 1993’.
Loosely inserted a personal card, printed with her name, from Margaret Thatcher to
Christina Foyle ‘Dear Miss Foyle, My warm thanks for the splendid lunch at Grosvenor
House yesterday. What a wonderful audience it was. I wished I had attended more of
these famous occasions. Your own inspiration now has a great place in our literary history.
I saw so many old friends and made some new ones. I shall look forward to cheering other
new authors like me on their way. Yours sincerely Margaret Thatcher’.
Miss Foyle was famous for her almost feudal attitude to running the bookshop which
bore her name, and her annual ‘Literary Lunches’, the occasion of which Mrs. Thatcher
speaks here. On the downfall of Thatcher Miss Foyle remarked ‘It’s a shame about Mrs.
Thatcher. Luckily, they can’t chuck me out – I own the place’. Slipcase lightly spotted,
spine very slightly scratched.
381. TRUMAN (Harry S.) Mr. Citizen.

Illustrations. Second printing of the First trade edition. 8vo., quarter cream cloth
over blue cloth boards. New York, Bernard Geis Associates. 1960.

£350

A presentation copy, inscribed on the half title page to one of the instigators of thecredit
card ‘To Ralph Schneider from Harry Truman Kindest Regards 11/18/60’. Ralph Schneider
was the attorney of Frank MacNamara, the inventor of the concept of a credit card, the
first to be used being cardboard, and together with Alfred Bloomingdale they started
Diner’s Club International. Truman, the 33rd President of the United States, spent an
eventful time in the White House, overseeing the end of the war against the Nazis, the
dropping of the atomic bomb and the resulting surrender of the Japanese, the beginnings
of the Cold War with the Soviet Union, the instigation of the Marshall plan to rescue
western Europe, the Korean War, and the founding of the United Nations.
Pictorial bookplate of John G. Deedy to the front pastedown. Covers lightly spotted.
382. UWECHUE (Raph). Reflections on the Nigerian Civil War. A Call for Realism.

First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London, O.I.T.H. International Publishers.
1969.

£50

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To Mr. Michael Cain. Withmy
sincere compliments and profound admiration Raph Uwechue. Paris 27/7/69’. Loosely
inserted the author’s visiting card.
A career diplomat, Uwechue joined the Nigerian Foreign Service at its inception in
1960, and served in a number of countries, including Cameroun, Pakistan and Mali. He
was Nigeria’s first diplomatic envoy to France, where he opened the Nigerian Embassy in
Paris, 1966, and was also editor in chief of a three volume Encyclopedia,
‘Know Africa’. As an Ibo himself, he resigned from Government service after his
Government’s handling of the massacre of Ibos in 1966. Thereafter he presented the case
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for the Ibos during twenty months as the representative for Biafra. Inscription smudged
at the beginning.
383. VON PAPEN (Franz). Memoirs.

Portrait frontispiece, illustrations. First English edition. 8vo., cloth. London, Andre
Deutsch. 1952.
£100
Translated by Brian Connell. Signed on the title page ‘F von Papen’. A long apologia for a
life full of personal and political disappointment, from his time in Washington in the First
World War, amateurishly spying on the US Government, to his role in the Weimar
Republic, and his disastrous encouragement of President Hindenburg to appoint Hitler as
German Chancellor.
Lengthy pencil annotation describing Von Papen to the front pastedown by a previous
owner, back hinge broken but holding, small tear to the half title leaf.
384. [WALLACE (George C.)]. JONES (Bill). The Wallace Story.

First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. Alabama, American Southern Publishing
Company. 1966.

£75

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper by the author: ‘ToCommodore
William Henry Wray, CHC. Best wishes, Bill Jones. May 14, 1968’ signed underneath by
George C. Wallace. After four unsuccessful runs for the United States Presidency Wallace
was christened ‘the most influential loser’ in twentieth-century American politics by his
biographers. Although Wallace later repented, he is now mostly remembered for his
segregationist views, infamously announcing in his inaugural speech as Governor of
Alabama in 1963: ‘In the name of the greatest people that have ever trod this earth, I
draw the line in the dust and toss the gauntlet before the feet of tyranny, and I say
segregation now, segregation tomorrow, segregation forever’.
Dust jacket marked with tape at each corner and across the spine, soiled, boards
slightly soiled.
385. WEBB (Beatrice). WEBB (Sidney). Soviet Communism: A New Civilisation?

Two volumes. Maps and diagrams in the text. First editions. Large 8vo., cloth,
lettered in gilt. London, Longmans, Green and Co. 1935.

£750

A fine association copy, between three of the most active and influential socialists inthe
early twentieth century, inscribed by Sidney and Beatrice Webb on the front free
endpaper: ‘To H.G. Wells, an old friend (and colleague in reforming the world), Sidney
Webb, Beatrice Webb [in her hand], December 1935’.
The Webbs were early members of the Fabian Society who were very keen to have
Wells among their number, succeeding in persuading him to join in 1903, but Wells is said
to have considered the Fabian Society as a talking shop for middle class socialists. In 1906
he gave a paper titled ‘The Faults of the Fabian’, and in 1908 resigned from the society.
The Webbs in this book evince deep enthusiasm for Stalin, whose 5 year
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Item 385
plans appealed to their statistical souls, they going so far as to imply that the troubles
caused by collectivisation were brought upon the peasants by themselves. ‘To’ written
over ‘O’, The ‘S’ in Sydney has run and been blotted.
386. WEBB (Sydney). WEBB (Beatrice). A Constitution for the Socialist Commonwealth of

Great Britain.
First edition. 8vo., cloth. London, Longmans, Green and Co. 1920.

£250

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘John Dickinson from Sydney
Webb in memory of November 1922’. The election of November 1922 saw 142 Labour
MPs voted in, among them Sidney Webb, and for the first time Labour was able, as the
second largest party in Parliament, to occupy the opposition benches. Front hinge weak,
gilt on the spine dulled.
387. [WILBERFORCE (William)]. HULL (The Reverend William). Discourses on some important

theological subjects doctrinal and practical.
First edition. 8vo., contemporary half calf over marbled boards, re-backed with the
original spine laid down, new tan endpapers. London, Hatchard and Son.
1830.
£550
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Item 387
Inscribed by William Wilberforce on the front free endpaper ‘Mr. Wilbce begs Mr. Dunn’s
permission to keep the copy of Hull’s sermons, have marked thereof to replace it by this
copy’. Mr. Dunn was a clergyman well known for the eloquence of his sermons,
Wilberforce attending church when he knew Dunn was preaching. He said ‘What an
interesting creature is Dunn! He is formed of the finest biscuit’. Wilberforce was an old
man at the time of this gift, but still worked hard, despite ill health, as a figurehead of the
anti-slavery movement. He died 3 days after Parliament voted to abolish slavery. The text
has on some 25 pages lines ruled in ink down the margins, one or two underlinings, and
one pencil annotation.
Old ownership inscriptions (the same name) to the front free endpaper and the title
page. Some small damage to the old spine, corners rubbed and bumped.
388. [WILBERFORCE (William)]. JOYCE (The Reverend James). A Treatise on love to God

considered as the perfection of Christian morals.
First edition. 8vo., contemporary full calf, re-backed using the original spine, red
morocco label, all edges marbled. London, Hatchard and Son. 1822.

£650

Inscribed opposite the title page by William Wilberforce ‘To Mrs. (Lydia) Rose. This Book
is presented as a pledge of the cordial Esteem and Regard of her sincere affectionate
friend, and her Parents sincere affectionate Friend, W.Wilberforce. Brompton Grove.
May 25th 1824’. Small printed bookplate ‘Rose’ on the front pastedown, possibly that of
Lydia’s husband, the Reverend Joseph Rose.
Lydia Rose’s parents were Thomas Babington of Rothley Temple nr. Leicester, and his
wife Jean. Babington and Wilberforce first became acquainted when young, and
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remained friends, Babington being a stout ally in the anti-slavery movement, and a
genuinely good man, from a family with a strong social conscience. His mother Lydia was
a member of the London Committee for the abolition of the Slave Trade, and his brother
in law was Zachary Macaulay, a leader of the anti-slavery movement in the early
nineteenth century. Wilberforce said of Babington he had never met a man ‘who
exhibited the Christian character so fully and so uniformly’. Covers scuffed, endpapers
foxed.
389. WEIZMANN (Chaim). Trial and Error. The Autobiography.

Two Volumes. First US edition, limited to 500 copies signed by the author, this copy
number 467. 8vo., buckram, printed labels to the spine, slipcase. New York, Harper and
Brothers. 1949.
£650
Weizmann details here his origins in Russia, his adoption of British citizenship in 1910, his
work for the Zionist cause culminating in becoming the first President of the new State of
Israel, and also his long and distinguished career as a chemist. During World War I, a
search for synthetic rubber in England led to Weizmann’s classic work on the
fermentation of glucose, a sugar containing six carbon atoms, as a source of acetone,
urgently needed by the British government for the manufacture of cordite.
Old ink presentation inscription opposite the limitation page, slipcase rubbed.
390. WELENSKY (Sir Roy). 4000 Days. The Life and Death of the Federation of Rhodesia and

Nyasaland.
Portrait frontispiece, illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London,
Collins. 1964.

£80

A presentation copy, inscribed on the title page ‘To Douglas Bader in admiration Roy
Welensky’. Welensky, the last Prime Minister of the Federation of Rhodesia and
Nyasaland, probably met the war hero Bader on one of Bader’s tours to Africa while
working for Shell Oil.
391. [WILLIAMS (Eric)]. Caribbean Economic Review. Volume 1. Nos. 1 & 2.

First edition. 8vo., original printed wrappers. Trinidad, Caribbean Commission.
1949.

£80

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front cover ‘To Dr CB Clarke with the complimentsof
the (Caribbean Commission) EW’. Eric Williams, who contributes a foreword, was the
first Prime Minister of the Republic of Trinidad and Tobago, after leading the country to
independence from the British in 1962. Dr. C.B. Clarke from Barbados came to England
with the West Indies cricket team in the 1930s as an all-rounder who bowled leg-breaks,
studied medicine and became a GP in Pimlico in London, and played for
Northamptonshire and Essex. He was awarded the OBE in 1983 for his work with
London’s West Indian Community.
Small tear to back cover, covers dusty, spine creased.
Maggs Bros Ltd
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392. WILSON (Harold). New Deal for Coal.

Illustrated with tables, one folding. First edition. 8vo., cloth. London, Contact
Publications Ltd. 1945.

£200

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘Hugh Gaitskell M.P. withthe
writer’s compliments Harold Wilson August 1945’. Wilson acquired considerable
knowledge of the Coal industry from his time as Director of Economics and Statistics at
the Ministry of Fuel and Power from 1943–4, statistics being a lifelong passion. In 1963,
after Gaitskell’s untimely death, he succeeded him as Leader of the Labour Party.
Gaitskell said of the young Wilson that he was ‘extraordinarily able... he is only twentysix,
or thereabouts, and is one of the most brilliant younger people about... he has
revolutionised the coal statistics. The great thing about him is that he understands what
statistics are administratively important and interesting. We must on no account
surrender him either to the Army or to any other department’.
Plentiful pencil side and underlinings to the text, covers very faded, scratched and
stained, paint stain to tail of the spine.
393. WILSON (Harold). The Governance of Britain.

Portrait frontispiece. First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London, Weidenfeld and
Nicolson and Michael Joseph. 1976.
£50
Inscribed on the title page ‘With best wishes Harold Wilson R.N.L.I. Lifeboat Ship, Isles of
Scilly, August, 1977’. Tipped in a printed compliments slip from Wilson’s private office.
394. WINDSOR (Wallis, Duchess of). The Heart has its Reasons.

Portrait frontispiece, illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London,
Michael Joseph. 1956.

£250

Signed by the author on the half title page ‘Wallis, Duchess of Windsor’. Partly
ghostwritten by American author Cleveland Amory, the Duchess finishing the book on her
own after falling out with Amory, who resigned, saying he could not turn her into
‘Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm’.
Endpapers browned, fore edge a touch dusty, dust jacket nicked at the head of the
spine, still a fine copy.
395. [WINDSOR (Wallis, Duchess of)]. BOCCA (Geoffrey). The Woman who would be Queen.

Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., quarter blue cloth over grey paper boards, red
label to spine lettered in gilt, dust jacket. New York, Rinehart and Co.
1954.

£350

A presentation copy, inscribed in green ink on the front free endpaper ‘To David, whohas
amused His Royal Highness and myself so often in our years of wandering and adversity,
with gratitude, Wallis W. My telephone number is – Blazer Films. 13 Wigmore Street –
No seriously David, THANKS! W.W.’.
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Spine bumped at head and tail of spine, corners worn, dust jacket torn at head and
tail with some loss, very rubbed on the extremities, grubby, the number 15 in green ink
on the upper cover, on the same cover (possibly a telephone number) inscribed in blue
ink within a box ‘Rig 1091’.
396. WRIGHT (Richard). White Man, Listen!

First edition. 8vo., original black cloth, lettered in white and red, dust jacket. New
York, Doubleday and Company. 1957.

£650

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To – Dr. Clarke with all mybest
Sincerely yours Richard Wright Dec. 12, 1958 Paris’. Tipped in 2 unfranked US 61 cent
stamps featuring Richard Wright, pasted to a card. Richard Wright overcame an appalling
childhood to become one of the finest American writers of the mid twentieth century,
‘Native Son’ and ‘Black Boy’ being now regarded as classics. He became a French citizen
after moving to Paris in 1946, making the acquaintance of Sartre and Camus and others.
Almost certainly presented to Dr. C. Belfield Clarke, a West Indian doctor who worked
in London, and did much good work among the black population. He was well known to
many of the black writers and politicians of his time.
Back board creased, dust jacket a touch soiled, nicked at the head of the spine.
397. YELTSIN (Boris). Against the Grain. An Autobiography.

Illustrations. First English edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London, Jonathan Cape.
1990.

£300

Translated by Michael Glenny. Signed by Yeltsin on the half title page, dated ‘27/ IV –90’.
Largely ghost written by Valentin Yumashev, a journalist. The CIS handbook
commented on this book ‘Whatever Yumashev intended, the result of his labours on
Yeltsin’s behalf is a revealing account of the last years of the Soviet Union, apparently
from the point of view of a politician convinced of his own greatness and strikingly lacking
in any principles’.
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Item 396

SECTION 5. SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
398. AYER (A.J.) Part of My Life.

Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London, Collins. 1977.

£150

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To Caroline Anne (illegible)
with my best wishes from Freddie Ayer Bournemouth. October 13 1977’. Tipped in a
newspaper clipping with a review of this book.
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Tear to the top edge of the front of the dust jacket, repaired on the reverse with clear
tape.
399. BABBAGE (Charles). The Ninth Bridgewater Treatise. A Fragment.

Illustrations to the text. First edition. 8vo., rebound in library wavy-grained cloth.
London, John Murray. 1837.

£650

Pasted to the last page of the text a holograph fragment of Babbage’s draft for this book,
referring to the corrections leaf: ‘Corrections to Chapter the 10th & Note E of the first
edition of the Ninth Bridgewater Treatise’. Inscribed by Babbage’s brother on the title
page ‘Mrs. Frere from H. Babbage’, inscribed on the half title page ‘William B. Frere From
his Mother July 5th 1837’.
Charles Babbage (1791–1871) was an English mathematician who is regarded as the
founder of the computer. He was Lucasian Professor of Mathematics at Cambridge and a
proponent of natural religion, and published The Ninth Bridgewater Treatise in 1837 as a
response to The Bridgewater Treatises, a series of books on theology and science that had
recently appeared. Babbage disputed that science is antithetical to religion, and wrote
‘that there exists no such fatal collision between the words of Scripture and the facts of
nature’. His most famous invention was what he called his ‘calculating engine’, and he
saw a parallel between that and the idea of God as a programmer of the world.
Library label to the front pastedown, with their stamp to the title page, the lower edge,
and the last leaf.
400. [BAIRD (John Logie)]. TILTMAN (Ronald F.) Baird of Television. The Life Story of John Logie

Baird.
Portrait frontispiece, illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, top edge stained blue,
pictorial dust jacket. London, Seeley Service and Co. Ltd. (1933).

£450

Inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘With Best Wishes John L. Baird’. Baird, an inveterate
inventor and electrical engineer, was one of the pioneers of mechanical television, and is
often called the father of television, who carried on making contributions to electronic
television during his career, which also involved the invention of thermal socks, and an
attempt to make diamonds by heating graphite, the result being the shorting of the
electricity supply of the City of Glasgow.
Loosely inserted the bookplate of one Louis Clainville-Bloncourt. Covers slightly soiled,
wormholes to outer top hinge, showing through to inner hinge, a few spots to the title
page, one early gathering unopened, another clumsily opened and frayed at the top edge,
dust jacket nicked at the head of the spine.
401. BARNARD (Christiaan). PEPPER (Curtis Bill). One Life.
First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. Toronto, Macmillan. 1970.
£100
A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘14 May 1970 With bestwishes
Chris Barnard’. Barnard was a cardiac surgeon in South Africa, who performed the first
human to human heart transplant in 1967. Dust jacket with a few nicks to the edges.
Maggs Bros Ltd
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402. BERGSON (Henri). Durée et Simultanéité. A Propos de la Théorie d’Einstein.

First edition. 8vo., original printed wrappers, fore and lower edges untrimmed,
housed in a folding box. Paris, Librairie Félix Algan. 1922.

£1,250

A presentation copy, inscribed on the half title page ‘à Sir James Frazer souvenir
trèsamical H. Bergson’.
Bergson and Frazer appear to have first met at a conference in Paris in December
1920. There exist letters from Bergson to Frazer’s niece in which he hopes she will join
himself and Frazer for tea.
Bergson himself wrote of his notion of duration ‘let us imagine an infinitely small piece
of elastic, contracted, if that were possible, to a mathematical point. Let us draw it out
gradually in such a way as to bring out of the point a line which will grow progressively
longer. Let us fix our attention not on the line as line, but on the action which traces it.
Let us consider that this action, in spite of its duration, is indivisible if one supposes that
it goes on without stopping; that, if we intercalate a stop in it, we make two actions of it
instead of one and that each of these actions will then be the indivisible of which we
speak; that it is not the moving act itself which is never indivisible, but the motionless line
it lays down beneath it like a track in space. Let us take our mind off the space subtending
the movement and concentrate solely on the movement itself, on the act of tension or
extension, in short, on pure mobility. This time we shall have a more exact image of our
development in duration’.
Frazer, one of the founding fathers of the science of anthropology, published his multivolume magnum opus ‘The Golden Bough’, which had a major influence on the
development of modernism in the early twentieth century, influencing Freud, Bergson,
D.H. Lawrence and Eliot’s ‘The Waste Land’.
Fragment of a note to persons unknown from a head porter, undated, loosely inserted
at the rear. Front cover re-attached with paste, extremities nicked and frayed.
403. BESSY (Maurice). LO DUCA. Luis Lumière. Inventeur.

Illustrations. First edition, limited to 3000 copies, this copy number 55. 4to., cloth.
Paris, Éditions Prisma. 1948.

£60

A presentation copy, inscribed in Bessy’s hand on the half title page ‘Exemplaire
reservéà Roger Pigaut Bessy’, and in a separate hand ‘Lo Duca’. Pigaut was a French film
director and actor.
Extremities rubbed.
404. BIRKENHEAD (The Earl of). The Prof in Two Worlds. The Official Life of Professor F.A.
Lindemann, Viscount Cherwell.
Portrait frontispiece, illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London,
Collins. 1961.
£50
A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘Lord Swinton with
bestwishes from the author Freddy – Dec 12 1961’. Lord Swinton, a Conservative
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politician, was Minister of Civil Aviation during the second world war. Covers lightly
scuffed, dust jacket soiled.
405. BLACKWELL (Dr. Elizabeth). Pioneer Work in Opening the Medical Profession to Women.

Autobiographical Sketches.
First edition. Small 8vo., cloth, lettered in gilt, adverts. London, Longmans and Co.
1895.
£1,500
A presentation copy, inscribed on the second front free endpaper ‘To Jessie
Simmonswith the affectionate regards of the Author. June 19th 1903’. Loosely inserted 3
ALSs from the author, one undated, one page, to Miss Gertrude Simmons, asking for help,
the second, one page dated Sep 22 1902, to Miss Simmons, soliciting her help in doing
some writing for a friend, with the original envelope, and the third to the Misses
Simmons, 2 pages dated June 4th 1903, with the original envelope, extending sympathy
at the loss of their mother, the envelopes posted from Hastings in Sussex, to an address
in the same town. Also tipped in a newspaper clipping announcing the death of Dr.
Blackwell, and a four page printed flyer concerning a lecture series in a local town hall.
Elizabeth Blackwell became the first woman to achieve a medical degree in the United
States, and also was the first woman to be listed on the UK Medical Register, even though,
as she wrote in 1895, as a young woman she “hated everything connected with the body,
and could not bear the sight of a medical book... My favourite studies were history and
metaphysics, and the very thought of dwelling on the physical structure of the body and
its various ailments filled me with disgust”. She was persuaded to overcome this fear by
the sufferings of a female friend, who she felt might have survived had she been treated
by a sympathetic female doctor. Born in England, she moved with her parents to America,
and she herself, after qualifying, moved between the USA, France, and Britain.
One small dent to the spine, very slightly rubbed.
406. BRONOWSKI (Jacob). William Blake and the Age of Revolution.

Illustrations. First US edition. 8vo., quarter blue buckram over brown cloth boards,
fore and lower edges untrimmed. New York, Harper and Row. 1965.

£100

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘for Victor Pritchett from
J.Bronowski at Smith College on 7 May 1967 in friendship & high regard’. Book label of
V.S.Pritchett to front pastedown.
Bronowski gave an address, ‘On Being an Intellectual’, in May 1967 at the opening of
the Clark Science Centre at Smith College in Massachusetts, where V.S.Pritchett was on
the staff.
Front cover sunned.
407. [BRUNEL (Isambard Kingdom)]. HERSCHEL (Sir J.F.W.) A Treatise on Astronomy.

Engraved title page and 3 engraved plates, illustrations to the text. New edition, original
brown ripple-grained cloth. London, Longman, Brown, Green and
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Longmans. 1851.

£550

From the library of Isambard Kingdom Brunel, with his signature ‘I.K. Brunel’ to the front
free endpaper, and his bookplate ‘Mr. Brunel. 18, Duke Street, Westminster’ to the front
pastedown. Brunel had his offices at this address, and in 1836 when he married, moved
into the floors above. His near contemporary and fellow railway engineer Daniel Gooch
wrote of Brunel: ‘By his death the greatest of England’s engineers was lost, the man with
the greatest originality of thought and power of execution, bold in his plans, but right.
The commercial world thought him extravagant; but although he was so, great things are
not done by those who sit down and count the cost of every thought and act’. In his short
life, 1806–1859, Brunel built twenty five railway lines, over a hundred bridges, including
five suspension bridges, eight pier and dock systems, three ships and a pre-fabricated
army field hospital.
One pencilled correction on page one, covers rubbed and worn, corners bumped.
408. [CHANDLER (Raymond)]. SMITH (Sydney). Forensic Medicine. A Text-Book for Students

and Practitioners.
Illustrations. Eighth edition. 8vo., cloth. London, J.& A. Churchill. 1945.

£350

From the library of Raymond Chandler, with his stamp to the front free endpaper
‘Raymond Chandler 6005 Camino de la Costa La Jolla, California’. Chandler was one of the
greatest of the American writers of what is called ‘hard-boiled’ detective fiction, and
wrote what is still the canonical text on the genre ‘The Simple Art of Murder’. This book
from his library requires its reader to be hard-boiled, the illustrations particularly
gruesome, the index alone a tone poem of depravity.
Unstamped library card inserted into a pocket pasted to the rear endpaper.
409. CURIE (Marie). Pierre Curie.

Portrait frontispiece, tipped in opposite the limitation statement, of Marie Curie after a
painting by Leonabel Jacobs, portrait frontispiece of Pierre Curie opposite the title page,
illustrations. First edition, limited to 100 copies signed ‘M. Curie’, this
copy number 88. 8vo., quarter black cloth over blue paper boards, fore and lower
edges untrimmed. New York, The Macmillan Company. 1923.
£2,500
Translated by Charlotte and Vernon Kellogg.
Born in Poland, and later a French citizen, Marie Curie won the Nobel Prize twice, each
time in a different discipline. She was the discoverer of Polonium and Radium, and coined
the term ‘radioactivity’. Her husband Pierre, himself a Nobel Prize winner, died young in
a road accident, and she died at 66 of aplastic anaemia, brought on by long exposure to
radiation and her work with x-rays in the first world war. There are in Paris and Warsaw
important centres of medical research named after her. Boards lightly soiled, the spine
rubbed, corners bumped.
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410. DAVY (Sir Humphry). On the Safety Lamp for Preventing Explosions.... with some

Researches on Flame.
Folding frontispiece. Second edition. 8vo., original blue paper boards, re-backed with
new tan paper spine, new printed paper label, new blue paper corners, new
endpapers, uncut, housed in a folding box. London, printed for R. Hunter.
1825.
£2,500
Inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘from the Author’, below which in a different hand
is signed the name ‘James Hudson’. Motivated by a succession of disasters in coal mines
Davy, a distinguished chemist and inventor, and others, such as the then unknown George
Stephenson, a rival, began to design safety lamps which would be less liable to ignite the
flammable gases found in coal mines than the commonly used open flame lamps. This
work records Davy’s findings and shows illustrations of his method for encasing the flame
in an iron or copper wire gauze, which ultimately proved to be too fragile and delivered
too little light to be successful. Davy was awarded a baronetcy in 1819, then the highest
honour awarded to a scientist, and elected president of the Royal Society in 1820, and
despite his important work on the elemental nature of Iodine and Chlorine, claimed his
greatest discovery was his assistant Michael Faraday.
James Hudson was the Assistant Secretary of the Royal Society under Sir Humphry
Davy, and later Secretary of the Royal Agricultural Society in London. He was the son of
the farmer of the grounds at Haddon Hall in Derbyshire, who was also the landlord of the
Rutland Arms in Bakewell, where later Davy stayed while doing research for his book on
fishing ‘Salmonia’, and where the Bakewell pudding (not ‘Tart’, that is something else
entirely) originated.
Leaf B torn, with modern repair, edges of the first gatherings nicked, covers rubbed and
soiled.
411. EIFFEL (Gustave). Nouvelles Recherches sur la Résistance de l’Air et l’Aviation faites au

Laboratoire d’Auteuil.
2 volumes, text and atlas. Heliogravure frontispiece, 267 diagrams and photographs to
the text, 39 folding plates, plate 39 repeated. First edition in this format. Folio, original
half green cloth over grained paper boards, title panels lettered in gilt to
upper covers, dust jackets. Paris, H. Dunot and E. Pinat. 1914.
£2,250
A presentation copy, inscribed on the half title page of volume one ‘à Mr. James,
ingénieur, Cordialement offert par G.Eiffel’. Text first published, with diagrams, as an
extract from the “Mémoires de la Société des ingénieurs civils”, juillet 1912.
‘Eiffel’s long and successful career brought him considerable wealth, and late in his life
he decided to invest in the newly emerging field of aeronautics. At the age when many
people retire, Eiffel built and operated some of the finest aeronautical research tools of his
day using his own funds. In 1909, at the foot of his famous tower, Gustave Eiffel built one
of the first wind tunnels dedicated to a new science: Aerodynamics. In 1912, the wind
tunnel was moved to Auteuil, in Paris, where it is still in operation. He gathered data
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systematically setting new standards for measurement accuracy. His wind tunnels and
methods served as models for subsequent laboratories around the world’. (Scientific
Technical Review 2012).
A fine copy, both dust jackets nicked and torn at the head and tail of the spine and the
corners with one small repair, scuff mark on the Atlas volume dust jacket from the
removal of a label, duplicate plate 39 loose, frontispiece offset to the title page.
412. [EINSTEIN (Albert)]. FRANK (Philipp). Einstein His Life and Times.

Translated from the German by George Rosen, edited and revised by Shuichi
Kusaka. Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, gilt equation to upper cover, fore and
lower edges untrimmed. New York, Alfred A. Knopf. 1947.
£6,000
A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To Mr. James Fawcett A.
Einstein 1947’.
Sir James Fawcett was for nine years the president of the European Commission for
Human Rights, and Professor of international law at King‘s College London. When he met
Einstein, a friend of his wife Bice’s parents, he asked him: “Do you find order in the
universe?” “I believe”, replied Einstein, “that order is there, but cannot prove it.” This
biography was composed in German, but sections of the manuscript were omitted in this
edition, the complete text appearing in German in 1949 with a foreword by Einstein.
Gilt lettering on the spine faded, small tear to the head of the spine, small puncture
hole (not black) on the spine.
413. FLEMING (Alexander). Penicillin. Its Practical Application.

Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth. London, Butterworth and Co. 1946.

£750

Pasted, on the left hand margin only, to the front free endpaper a piece of headed
notepaper of The Wright-Fleming Institute of Microbiology, inscribed ‘Feb 3rd 48 Dear
Mr. Dry, Perhaps I shall see you here one day as a student Yours sincerely Alexander
Fleming’.
Spine very slightly rubbed.
414. [FLEMING 1. MAUROIS (André). The Life of Sir Alexander Fleming.

Portrait frontispiece, illustrations. First English edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket.
London, Jonathan Cape. 1959.

£750

Translated from the French by Gerard Hopkins. Loosely inserted a TLS on headed
notepaper of the Wright-Fleming Institute of Microbiology, some 82 words, dated 20th
July, 1948, signed ‘A.Fleming’, to Dr. R.J. Cyriax, declining an invitation explaining he is
too busy. Newspaper clipping loosely inserted of an obituary of Dr. James Cyriax.
Ownership inscription to the front free endpaper ‘Joan Cyriax July 1960 Newcastle upon
Tyne’.
Dust jacket just nicked on the lower edge.
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415. FREUD (Sigmund). Vorlesungen zur Einführung in die Psychoanalyse.

Second, revised edition. Small 8vo., cloth, lettered in gilt, silk book marker. LeipzigViennaZurich, Internationaler Psychoanalytischer Verlag. 1922.
£2,500
Signed on the front free endpaper ‘s. freud’. A large 8vo version was printed at the same
time, called the fourth edition, this copy called a ‘Taschenausgabe’, that is a pocket
edition.
Published in English as ‘Introductory Lectures on Psychoanalysis’, given at the
University of Vienna in 1915 to 1917, and printed soon after, the lectures have become
the most widely translated of any of his oeuvre, and although Peter Gay reports that
Freud was dismissive of the lectures, saying they were ‘coarse work, intended for the
masses’, in the preface to the 1920 American translation Stanley Hall wrote ‘These
twenty-eight lectures to laymen are elementary and almost conversational. Freud sets
forth with a frankness almost startling the difficulties and limitations of psychoanalysis,
and also describes its main methods and results as only a master and originator of a new
school of thought can do’.
416. HERSCHEL (Sir John F. W.) Essays from the Edinburgh and Quarterly Reviews, with

Addresses and Other Pieces.
First edition. 8vo., original brown ribbed cloth, re-backed in new cloth, re-using the original
spine, housed in a folding box. London, Longman, Brown, Green,
Longmans, and Roberts. 1857.
£350
A presentation copy, inscribed opposite the title page in a clerk’s hand ‘From the Author’,
above which, in the hand of Sir John Herschel, is ‘William James Herschel’, with the rubber
stamp ‘W.J. Herschel’ to the title page and page one.
Sir John Herschel was one of the 19th century’s great polymaths, excelling in the fields
of astronomy, chemistry, botany, mathematics, and the very early days of photography,
and could spare the time and energy to father 12 children.
W.J. Herschel was Sir John’s eldest son, and may be responsible for the occasional
pencil notes in the text and on the rear endpaper, and a few scraps of paper inserted
through the text annotated with mathematical equations, and a query about some of Sir
John’s theories. Sir William, as he became, was an administrative officer in India, and is
recognised as one of the first persons to realise the value of the fingerprint as a means of
identification.
Some of the last few gatherings unopened, covers damp-stained, the original spine
rubbed and soiled, front endpaper damp-stained, the hinges stained by binder’s glue. 417.
JASPERS (Karl). Existenzphilosophie. Drei Vorlesungen gehalten am Freien Deutschen
Hochstift in Frankfurt A. M./ September 1937.
First edition. 8vo., original tan printed wrappers. Berlin und Leipzig, Walter de
Gruyter & Co. 1938.
£250
A presentation copy, inscribed on the front cover ‘Mit besten Empfehlungen K. Jaspers’.
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Jaspers began his academic career as a psychologist, his study of mental illness, “General
Psychopathology”, being still influential today. He turned his attention to philosophy
under the influence of Kant and Kierkegaard. In 1933 he was regarded by the Nazis,
because of his Jewish wife, as having a ‘Jewish taint’, and in 1937 he was barred from
teaching and publication. However he refused to leave Germany, despite being under
permanent threat of being sent to a concentration camp. After the war he settled in Basel
and became a Swiss citizen.
2 small tears to the tail of the spine, margins slightly soiled, covers very lightly spotted.
Much of the text heavily annotated in red ink, in English, tipped in a newspaper clipping
announcing the death of Jaspers.
418. [JEX-BLAKE (Sophia)]. Report of the London School of Medicine for Women, May, 1878.

First Edition. 8vo., original printed wrappers, sewn as issued, housed in a folding
box. London, Women’s Printing Society Ltd. 1878.

£650

Inscribed on the front cover ‘William Wright from Miss Sophia Jex-Blake MD. Oct: 12th
1878’. Among the large number of people listed as on the governing body of this
Institution, founded by Sophia Jex-Blake, are Dr. Jex-Blake herself, Elizabeth Garrett
Anderson, Elizabeth Blackwell, Charles Darwin, and Professor Huxley. Dr. Jex-Blake is also
listed as a Trustee, and as a specialist in Hygiene.
Sophia Jex-Blake was privately educated, and went to America in 1865 to learn more
about education for women. She spent some time as an assistant at the New England
Hospital for Women, which determined her on a career in medicine. She tried in vain to
study in America, and came back to Scotland, where she was eventually admitted to
Edinburgh Medical School in 1869, but she was refused graduation after violent protests.
She eventually qualified at the University of Berne, and became the third woman doctor
to be registered with the General Medical Council, and she set up in practice in Edinburgh,
where she opened the first hospital for women run by women. Edges browned and
slightly rubbed, still a fine copy.
419. [JEX-BLAKE (Sophia)]. STANSFELD (James). Medical Women. An Historical Sketch.

First edition. 8vo., original printed wrappers, housed in a folding box. Edinburgh,
Edinburgh Executive Committee for securing a complete medical education to
Women. 1878.

£550

Reprinted from the Edinburgh Review of July, 1877. Inscribed on the front cover ‘William
Wright from Miss Sophia Jex-Blake MD. Oct: 1878’.
Spine broken and very rubbed, edges of the covers browned.
420. KANE (Robert). The Industrial Resources of Ireland.
First edition. 8vo., contemporary hard grained morocco, gilt, a.e.g. Dublin, Hodges
and Smith. 1844.
£350
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A presentation copy, inscribed on the title page ‘To my Dearest Wife the source of my
greatest happiness Rob Kane’. Bookplate to the front pastedown of Kane’s son the lawyer
Robert Romney Kane.
“Robert Kane’s The Industrial Resources of Ireland (1844) is a compilation of his public
lectures as professor of natural philosophy to the Royal Dublin Society. The lectures
provided a scientific view of Ireland’s economic status and potential and were based on
the recent findings of the Irish Ordnance and Geological Surveys. The book received
excellent reviews and soon sold out. A second edition, with changes and a new series of
maps, was printed in February of 1845. The Industrial Resources of Ireland remained an
influential literary and scientific text throughout the century and was reprinted in the
twentieth century”. (Oxford History of the Irish Book Volume IV). Lacks the errata slip.
Spine very rubbed and faded, extremities rubbed.
421. KELVIN (William Thomson, Lord). Baltimore Lectures on Molecular Dynamics and the

Wave Theory of Light.
Numerous diagrams and equations in the text. First English edition. 8vo., buckram,
gilt, t.e.g. London, C.J.Clay and Sons. 1904.

£850

First printed, by the ‘papyrograph’ process, in Baltimore in 1884. A presentation copy,
inscribed on the half title page ‘William Anderson Feb 25, 1904 Kelvin’. William Anderson,
who is thanked in the introduction, was secretary and assistant to Lord
Kelvin, and a fine scientist in his own right. It is generally accepted that the first Monte
Carlo simulation, a method used to calculate the solution to physical or mathematical
problems using statistical techniques, was carried out in 1901 “with unfailing faithful
perseverance” by Anderson. He generated random numbers by shuffling decks of
numbered cards and calculated a total of five thousand molecular impacts with surfaces
and three hundred intermolecular collisions.
In 1846, at the age of 22, Kelvin became Professor of Natural Philosophy at Glasgow
University, a post he held for 53 years, in which time he made an extraordinary
contribution to British Science, formulating the second law of thermodynamics, that heat
will not flow from a colder to a hotter body, and proposing an absolute temperature scale,
known as the ‘Kelvin Scale’.
Errata slip tipped in at page 117, loosely inserted the separately printed index,
published in 1905, and a printed author’s compliments slip. Three pencilled corrections
to pages 14 and 15, covers scuffed, spine browned.
422. KELVIN (William Thomson, Lord). Reprint of Papers on Electrostatics and Magnetism.

Diagrams and equations to the text. Second edition. 8vo., cloth. London, Macmillan and
Co. 1884.
£850 A presentation copy, inscribed on the title page ‘William Anderson
from Lord Kelvin Dec 25 1900’.
Some small foxing, some pencilled annotations and underlinings in the text, pencilled
note of errata to the front free endpaper.
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423. LODGE (Sir Oliver). My Philosophy. Representing my views on the many functions of the

Ether of Space.
First edition. 8vo., cloth. London, Ernest Benn. 1933.

£150

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘For Dr. Neighbour in thehope
that he may find it interesting, & wishing him a happy & useful time in this district Oliver
Lodge 3 June 1939’. Lodge was a brilliant physicist, who worked on lightning, the voltaic
cell, and electro-magnetic waves. He was the first man to transmit a message by a
wireless signal, and in this book expounds and defends his work and theories on the
‘luminiferous ether’, the substance which Newton postulated must carry light and sound
waves. He also had a long obsession with spiritualism and psychic phenomena, which he
shared with his friend Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Edges foxed.
424. LOVELL (Bernard). LOVELL (Joyce). Discovering the Universe.

Illustrations. First edition. 4to., cloth, dust jacket. London, Ernest Benn Ltd.
1963.

£150

A presentation copy, inscribed on a 4to leaf of headed notepaper pasted opposite thehalf
title page ‘Every good wish to Tilly and John from Joyce and Bernard November 1963’, all
in the hand of Joyce Lovell save for ‘Bernard’. Loosely inserted a 4 page ALS dated Dec 2
1963 on 4to paper from Joyce Lovell to a ‘Tilly’, thanking her for her good wishes after a
recent ailment, then supplying a reminiscence of the genesis and setting up of the Jodrell
Bank Telescope, followed by news of the Lovell children. Also 2 newspaper clippings on
the telescope, and a printed flyer for the Granada Arboretum at Jodrell Bank.
425. MAXIM (Sir Hiram S.) My Life.

Portrait frontispiece, illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, lettered in gilt. London,
Methuen and Co. 1915.
£750
A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To my old friend AlbertVickers
Esq., with compliments Hiram S. Maxim London April 1915’, only the signature in Maxim’s
hand.
Maxim is most famous for his invention of the first recoil operated machine gun, the
Maxim Gun. He was aided in its development by finance from Albert Vickers, the
presentee, who became Chairman of the Maxim Gun Company, the firm soon being
absorbed into the Vickers Company, one of the most famous names in British Engineering,
and the gun eventually was renamed the Vickers Machine Gun. Maxim, born in America,
was extraordinarily inventive, with such diverse inventions as the curling iron, aeroplanes,
smokeless gunpowder, and an inhaler to his credit, and anticipated the invention of radar
with his interest in the direction-finding abilities of bats. He was told by a fellow American
while both were in Europe ‘If you want to make a pile of money, invent something that
will enable these Europeans to cut each others’ throats with greater facility’, and Belloc
wrote of the murderous efficiency of the Maxim Gun:
“Whatever happens, we have got
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The Maxim gun, and they have not.”
Tipped in a contemporary newspaper clipping from ‘The Freethinker’ containing a
review of this book. Spine and front board slightly spotted.
426. [NIGHTINGALE (Florence)]. TANNER (Thomas Hawkes). The Practice of Medicine.

Two volumes. Seventh edition, revised by W.H. Broadbent, M.D. Thick 8vo., cloth.
London, Henry Renshaw. 1875.

£550

A presentation copy, inscribed on the half title of volume one ‘Offered to Miss
JessieGardiner with Florence Nightingale’s affectionate best wishes for the highest success
in her devoted career. London June 1 1875’, and also inscribed on the half title page of
volume two ‘Miss Gardiner F.N.’ Jessie Gardiner was trained as a ‘Nightingale nurse’, and
became a matron at Kent and Canterbury Hospital from 1875–79. From the British Library
website: ‘The Nightingale Home and Training School for Nurses opened its doors to trainees
in July 1860, as part of the newly built St Thomas’s Hospital in London. One of the first
institutions to teach nursing and midwifery as a formal profession, the training school was
dedicated to communicating the philosophy and practice of its founder and patron,
Florence Nightingale’.
Both volumes re-backed, using the original spines over new cloth.
427. PASTEUR (Louis). Examen Critique d’un Écrit Posthume de Claude Bernard sur la

Fermentation.
2 engraved plates, illustrations in the text. First edition. 8vo., original printed
wrappers, fore and lower edges untrimmed, housed in a folding box. Paris,
Gauthier-Villars. 1879.

£3,500

A presentation copy, inscribed on the half title page ‘A Monsieur Mony Très
affectueuxhommage. L. Pasteur’. Pasteur is one of the great names in the history of
western science. He started as a chemist, but found his metier in the new field of
microbiology, where his list of achievements is astonishing. He developed the process of
pasteurisation, germ theory, saved the French wine and silk industries from succumbing to
bacteria, developed vaccines for anthrax and rabies: in short he must have saved millions
of lives.
Spine cracked but firm, some small loss to the head and tail, margins browned,
extremities nicked, repair to the front free endpaper, still a fine copy.
428. RUSSELL (Bertrand). On Education.

First edition. 8vo., cloth. London, Allen & Unwin Ltd. 1926.

£550

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘Mrs. Spencer from
BertrandRussell’.
Covers lightly scuffed, text foxed.
429. RUSSELL (Bertrand). The ABC of Relativity.
First edition. 8vo., cloth. London, Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co. 1925.
£550
Maggs Bros Ltd
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Signed on the half title page ‘Bertrand Russell’.
Peter Clark, in his introduction to a modern reprint of this work, writes ‘The ABC of
Relativity is Bertrand Russell’s most brilliant work of scientific popularisation. With
marvellous lucidity he steers the reader who has no knowledge of maths or physics
through the subtleties of Einstein’s thinking’. Written during a time in Russell’s life when
he set out to ‘popularise’ modern scientific thinking, the last paragraph is worth quoting
‘The final conclusion is that we know very little, and yet it is astonishing that we know so
much, and still more astonishing that so little knowledge can give us so much power’.
Spine just faded, a fine copy.
430. RYLE (Martin). Mullard Radio Astronomy Observatory.

Illustrated A3 pamphlet, folded twice to make 6 pages 4to., housed in a cardboard folder
with clear sides. First edition. Cambridge, Cavendish Laboratory. nd. £100
A presentation copy, inscribed on the cover ‘To Trevor Dell, with best wishes MartinRyle’.
Professor Sir Martin Ryle was one of the founding fathers of radio astronomy, and won the
Nobel prize for physics in 1974. He was Astronomer Royal from 1972 to 1982, and founded
the Mullard Radio Astronomy Observatory. Folded through the centre.
431. SCHWEITZER (Albert).

Head and shoulders portrait postcard, inscribed ‘Herrn Wilhelm Schreiber mit besten
Gedanken Albert Schweitzer 15.11.54’. (1954).
£250
Card creased on 3 corners, showing Schweitzer in his later years.
432. SCHWEITZER (Albert). On the Edge of the Primeval Forest.

Frontispiece, map, one illustration. Eleventh edition. Small 8vo., cloth. London,
Hodder and Stoughton. 1938.

£250

A presentation copy, inscribed on the title page ‘avec mes bonnes pensées
AlbertSchweitzer’.
Ownership inscription to the front free endpaper of Clement C. Chesterman, Doctor
and Medical Secretary of the British Baptist Missionary Society, who worked in the
Belgian Congo, and published widely on medicine, including his ‘African Dispensary
Handbook’. Pasted to the beginning of the main text a type-written note on thin paper “I
am using this for reading my own autographed copy of this book, where I first read these
words in 1923, when I was a doctor in the Upper Congo with the Baptist Missionary
Society. Dr. Schweitzer then addressed me as “My African Colleague” and after our long
friendship he still speaks to me in these words”.
433. [SCHWEITZER (Albert)]. LOCHER (Carl). Die Orgel-Register und ihre Klangfarben.
Fourth, revised edition. 8vo., rebound in quarter tan mottled niger morocco, marbled
boards, front wrapper bound in. Bern, Emil Baumgart. 1912. £250
Bound in after the title page a single leaf, inscribed in German by Carl Locher to Dr. Albert
Schweitzer (who was also a serious organ scholar and interpreter of Bach), underneath
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the inscription Locher’s stamp ‘Orgelinspektor am Kasino Bern, with the date ‘4. Jan 1912’
added by hand’. Tipped in a printed receipt card for payment for a journey to Equatorial
Africa dated Basel 15 April 1931, filled in in ink, annotated in pencil, and signed by the
issuing clerk. Also loosely inserted a 2 page ALS, From Emma Hausknecht headed
Lambarene, den 19.12.31, apologising to a Herr Bollmann for the absence of a reply to
his letter from Dr. Schweitzer, and explaining that the letter pleased him very much, and
he hopes to reply on one of his trips back to Europe. Frau Haussknecht was a member of
a small group of women who followed Schweitzer to Africa, dedicating their lives to his
work there. She was the main administrator of his hospital, and took charge in his
absence, and also kept his garden. Spine lightly rubbed.
434. SMYTH (Henry DeWolf). Atomic Energy for Military Purposes. The Official report on the

Development of the Atomic Bomb under the Auspices of the United States Government,
1940–1945. Written at the request of Maj. Gen. L.R. Groves.
Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth. Princeton, Princeton University Press.
1945.
£350
Signed on the front free endpaper by 13 of the physicists and engineers who worked on
the Manhattan Project: Ernest O. Lawrence, Douglas Baird, Mildred Long, Harry Brelsford,
E.H. Moshu, Russell H. Bell, Charles G. Lyon, B.J. Chromy, Alton Wilson, Marcus Lothrop,
John F. Pearne, Reed Lawlor, Andrew Guthrie.
In this company the name of Ernest Lawrence stands out. He won the Nobel Prize for
Physics in 1939 for his work with the Cyclotron, a magnetic resonance particle accelerator
designed to blast and disintegrate atoms. He was famous in his day for his ambition in
initiating huge collaborative projects, and his organisational ability in achieving them. His
work on the Manhattan project was vital to its success, converting a cyclotron into a mass
spectrograph for uranium/isotope separation. After the war he continued his research
into nuclear weaponry.
Back cover spotted, head and tail of spine rubbed.
435. SPOCK (Dr. Benjamin). Baby and Child Care.

Reprint of the new and enlarged edition. First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket.
London, Bodley Head. 1960.

£200

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To Joan and Max
Reinhardtwith gratitude and admiration Benjamin Spock’. Max Reinhardt was Spock’s
English publisher, who bought the house of Bodley Head in 1957, appointing Grahame
Greene as a fellow director. At one point in his attempt to purchase the Bodley Head Max
encountered Stanley Unwin’s abrasive negotiating method and said to Unwin: “Why are
you so rude to me?” “Rude?” Unwin replied. “Me? Tactics, my dear chap, tactics”. Dust
jacket just nicked on the top edge and the head of the spine.
436. STEKEL (Dr. Wilhelm). Erziehung der Eltern.
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First edition. 8vo., green cloth, gold title panel to upper cover, lettered in green.
Wien – Leipzig – Bern, Weidmann & Co, Verlag der Psychotherapeutischen Praxis.
1934.
£250
A presentation copy, inscribed in German on the half title page, to a Herr Riedel,
sendingthis book, after a disagreement over the meaning of the word love, conceding that
the undersigned love him in the best sense, signed ‘Wien 24/XII 1939 Dr.Wilhelm Stekel,
Hilde Stekel’.
Stekel was an Austrian doctor and psychologist, and one of Sigmund Freud’s earliest
followers. In his ‘Interpretation of Dreams’ Freud gave Stekel credit for his contribution
to the study of symbolism in dreams. Stekel was a prolific author and contributor to
scientific journals.
Head of spine damp-stained, extremities slightly bumped, the inscription rubbed on
the recipient’s name.
437. [TELFORD (Thomas)]. HERSCHEL (J.F.W.) A Preliminary Discourse on the Study of Natural

Philosophy.
Engraved title page dated 1830, series title page dated 1831. First edition. Small 8vo.,
maroon cloth, printed paper label, 12 pp adverts, fore edge untrimmed.
London, Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown and Green. 1831.
£300
Published in the series ‘The Cabinet Cyclopedia, conducted by the Rev. Dionysius Lardner’.
From the library of Thomas Telford with his ownership inscription to both title pages, the
first in a thinner ink, ‘Thos. Telford’.
Thomas Telford was one of Britain‘s greatest engineers, with buildings, bridges, canals,
docks and 1000 miles of roads to his name. In 1818 he helped found the Institute of Civil
Engineers, and he served as its first president. Robert Southey the Poet Laureate dubbed
him the ‘Colossus of Roads’.
Bookplate to the front pastedown of ‘The Hope Trust, Edinburgh’, numbered 350,
rubber stamp of the same institution on the front free endpaper. Spine faded, covers
sunned.
438. WALLACE (Alfred Russel). The World of Life. A Manifestation of Creative Power, Directive

Mind and Ultimate Purpose.
Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, lettered in gilt, t.e.g., others untrimmed.
London, Chapman and Hall. 1910.

£650

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘G.E.C. Casey With the
kindregards and best wishes of the Author Decr 1910’. Published when the author was
87 years old, the co-creator of the theory of evolution synthesises his life’s work, and
arrives at a teleological argument for an intelligent designer, a view which shocked many
of his scientific contemporaries.
Covers and spine spotted and rubbed.
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439. WALPOLE (George). A Text Book of Shorthand.

Diagrams in the text. First edition, limited to 250 copies on large paper, this copy number
5. Small 4to., cloth. London, Veale, Chiefferiel and Co. 1921. £100
A presentation copy, inscribed on the second front free endpaper ‘To my dear son
(andpartner) Arthur E.W. Pater. Geo: Walpole. 25 Augt, 1921.’ Pasted underneath the
inscription a newspaper clipping about George Walpole, loosely inserted an 8vo
supplement (in the original wrappers) to the Central Criminal Court Sessions paper Nov.
1906 to March 1907.
Spine and covers bubbled.
440. WATSON-WATT (Robert). Man’s Means to his End.

First US edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. New York, Clarkson N. Potter. 1961. £450
A presentation copy, inscribed on the half title page in green ink ‘With
anticipatorygreetings to the most dearly loved of all our loved friends, our Mona, from
Robert, and from Jean in absentia!’ London 22 Feb 1962’. Pasted to the second front free
endpaper a newspaper clipping about Watson-Watt on a visit to London on behalf of the
CND, also explaining that he now lives in America, a country he much prefers, although
he grumbles about being fined 12 dollars for speeding, having been caught by radar, his
own invention.
Dust jacket nicked at the head of the spine, torn on the upper cover, the lower edge
strengthened on the reverse.
441. WATSON-WATT (Robert). Three Steps to Victory.

Portrait frontispiece, illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, price-clipped dust jacket.
London, Odhams. 1957.
£550
A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘Signed for my friend, neighbour, benefactor and partly satisfied customer, John and for his ever-loving wife and my
dearly loved Ann, Bob’, also signed on the title page ‘Robert Watson-Watt’. A personal
account by the man who made radar possible, probably saving Britain from being bombed
into submission in the second world war. Although other scientists had been working on
the same lines, it was Watson-Watt who made it happen.
Both hinges weak, the dust jacket rubbed and chipped, short tear to the upper cover,
small newspaper clipping announcing the author’s third marriage pasted above the
inscription.

SECTION 6. HIGH LATITUDES, INCLUDING
THE POLES
442. AMUNDSEN (Roald). The South Pole. An Account of the Norwegian Antarctic Expedition

in the “Fram” 1910–1912.
Folding map to the rear of each volume, portrait frontispiece to each volume, with tissue
guards, charts (1 folding), folding plan of ‘The Fram’, numerous illustrations.
Maggs Bros Ltd
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First American edition. 2 volumes. 8vo., blue cloth, lettered in gilt, ruled in blind,
t.e.g., others untrimmed. New York, Lee Keedick. 1913.
£4,500
A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘Very sincerely yours Roald
Amundsen Chicago Febr 15th 1913’. Amundsen, the first man to reach the South Pole,
was a very experienced explorer, who originally intended to attempt the North Pole, but
changed his mind on hearing of Peary’s success. He set out for the south without telling
his crew their destination until past Madeira, and famously beat Captain Scott to the
South Pole by a month, unlike Scott living to tell the tale. While Scott used his expedition
for exploration and scientific research, Amundsen had only success on his mind, greatly
aided by his professionalism and experience. Amundsen continued his explorations in the
Arctic becoming interested in flying and airship travel. He disappeared with no trace in
1928 while searching for the survivors of an airship belonging to his rival General Umberto
Nobile, which had crashed in the Arctic.
A very fine, unblemished copy, save one plate with a slight tear, not affecting the
image.
443. BINNEY (George). With Seaplane and Sledge in the Arctic.

Folding map, illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, London, Hutchinson. nd
(1925).

£100

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘Admiral Sir George Egerton
and Lady Egerton from their friend – the Author George Binney Dec. 1925.’
Binney was the organiser and leader of the 1924 Oxford University Arctic Expedition,
putting to use his pioneering experience of the seaplane for surveying purposes. He was
knighted in 1941 for his daring running of a German blockade of the Skagerrak, called
Operation Rubble, ensuring a year’s worth of vital supplies for aircraft and tank
production for the British war effort.
Admiral Sir George Egerton, born 1860, was a long-serving Naval officer, who reached
the heights of Second Sea Lord. He was on the Arctic expedition to the North Pole of
1875–6 and the Benin expedition of 1897. While he was second in command of the
Atlantic Fleet Captain Robert Scott was his Flag Officer.
Spine faded and dented, covers rubbed.
444. BYRD (Richard E.) Little America. Aerial Exploration in the Antarctic the Flight to the
South Pole.
4 maps (2 folding), portrait frontispiece, illustrations. Author‘s Autograph edition, limited
to 1000 copies, signed by the author and publisher, this copy number 996, edges
untrimmed. 8vo., half forel over blue paper boards. New York, G.P.Putnam’s
Sons. 1930.
£350
Little America was the first in a series of bases in the Antarctic built on the Ross Ice Shelf,
for the purposes of exploration, the first base being established by Byrd, an experienced
Naval aviator. From this base Byrd, as navigator, and three colleagues, made the first
flight over the South Pole.
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A fine copy, one small dent to the upper cover, the limitation leaf just working loose.
445. BYRD (Richard E.) Alone.

Decorations by Richard E. Harrison. First edition. 8vo., cloth, pictorial dust jacket.
New York, G. P. Putnam’s Sons. 1938.

£120

Signed on the third front free endpaper ‘RE Byrd’.
Ownership signature to front free endpaper of Emily Allen. Back
cover stained, dust jacket rubbed at the extremities.
446. [CARTER (J. Howard)]. SCOTT (Capt. R.F.) Scott’s Last Expedition.

Two volumes. Photogravure frontispiece to each volume, 6 original sketches in
photogravure by Dr. E.A. Wilson, 18 coloured plates (16 from drawings by Dr.
Wilson), 260 full-page and smaller illustrations, from photographs taken by
Herbert G. Ponting, and other members of the Expedition, 2 folding panoramas,
8 folding maps. First edition. 4to., fine-grained blue cloth, London, Smith, Elder &
Co. 1913.
£1,500
A presentation copy from the great Egyptologist Howard Carter, to his cricket club,
inscribed in both volumes on the front free endpaper ‘Presented to the Arlesey Church
Cricket club by J. Howard Carter, president. 1904 – 1913. November 21 1913’., the ‘21’
omitted in the first inscription. Tipped in a 2 page ALS, Eastbourne November 22 1913,
from Carter to a Mr. Faulkner, sending this book to Arlesey Cricket Club, with a fulsome
encomium on both the book and Captain Scott, ‘the spirit of highest heroism is to be
found today amongst our own people’.
Both volumes re-backed in blue buckram, re-using the original spines, new endpapers,
spine to volume one faded with some loss of the gilt lettering, corners bumped, both
covers damp-stained at the fore edge.
447. CHERRY-GARRARD (Apsley). The Worst Journey in the World. Antarctic 1910– 1913.

4 folding maps, illustrations. First one volume edition. 8vo., cloth, fore and lower
edges untrimmed. London, Chatto and Windus for the Author. 1937.
£750
A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘Inscribed to Commander Tony
Barley by Apsley Cherry-Garrard. June 20th 1950.’ Loosely inserted a small piece of
notepaper, ‘Dear Mr. Maggs I will certainly inscribe. But for the moment I am at Hyde Hall
Eastbourne. Yours sincerely Apsley Cherry-Garrard. May 23 1950’ – the Mr. Maggs is not
to our knowledge of the bookselling family. Also loosely inserted 2 newspaper clippings,
one the author’s obituary, the other this book being Beryl Bainbridge’s book of the
century.
Cherry-Garrard, for whom the Antarctic was a lifelong obsession, was the youngest
member of the British National Antarctic Expedition, which set out in 1910, and ended
with the death of Captain Scott. This memoir, inspired by the tragic outcome, is one of
the classics of English travel writing, an intensely personal, sincere and truthful account.
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This edition contains a second preface, and omits the coloured plates and the panorama
of the earlier editions. Spine faded.
448. CHRISTENSEN (Lars). My Last Expedition to the Antarctic 1936–1937.

Frontispiece, photographic illustrations and map endpapers. First US edition. 8vo.
Original brown cloth with paper label to front cover. Washington, Judd and
Detweiler. 1940.
£500
A presentation copy, inscribed on the frontispiece by the author and his wife ‘To Mr. and
Mrs W.D. Wood with compliments of Ingrid Christensen Lars Christensen’.
Prompted by the success of Amundsen‘s attainment of the South Pole in 1912,
Christensen, a shipping magnate and whaler, from whom Shackleton bought his ship
‘Endurance’, sailed to the Antarctic to photograph the Antarctic coastal lands discovered
by the Norwegians and to lay the foundation for a proper survey. Some small foxing to
the title page, but a very fine copy.
449. EVANS (Admiral, Lord , first Baron Mountevans). The Antarctic Challenged.

Portrait frontispiece, illustrations, cartographic endpapers. First edition. 8vo., cloth,
dust jacket. London, Staples Press. 1955.
£100
A presentation copy, inscribed on the title page ‘to George with love from Teddy
November 1955’, also signed on the frontispiece ‘Mountevans Admiral 1957’. Evans was
sent by the Royal Navy to join the Discovery Expedition to the Antarctic in 1901– 04, and
later planned to set up his own expedition, but was persuaded to join Scott’s journey to
the South Pole in 1910–13, on which he was Scott’s second-in-command, and Captain of
the supply ship Terra Nova. His life was saved on that ill-fated expedition by a bout of
scurvy and having to turn back, two of his comrades pulling him back on a sled, and
refusing his order to leave him to die. He went on to have a successful naval career, and
in 1947 established the rules for British professional wrestling, which were named after
him.
Covers faded and spotted, dust jacket badly torn the length of the spine and ragged
on the edges, with some loss.
450. FUCHS (Sir Vivian). The Commonwealth Trans-Antarctic Expedition.
Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., wrappers, stapled as issued. London, the
Geographical Journal. 1958.
£30
An offprint from the Geographical Journal, Volume CXXIV Part 4, December, signed on the
cover ‘Vivian Fuchs 1991’, with his ownership stamp ‘V.E. Fuchs’ printed above.
451. FUCHS (Sir Vivian). HILLARY (Sir Edmund). The Crossing of Antarctica. The

Commonwealth Trans-Antarctic Expedition 1955–58.
Maps and illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, pictorial dust jacket. London,
Cassell. 1958.
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A presentation copy, inscribed on the half title page ‘To Kenneth Smith and good luck with
this book V.E. Fuchs 15 Oct 1958’. A record, by its co-leader, of the first successful
overland crossing of the Antarctic, via the South Pole, since the expeditions of Amundsen
in 1910, and Scott in 1911. The co-leaders each set out from different compass points,
Hillary arriving at the Pole first, Fuchs arriving two weeks later. Hillary suggested Fuchs
break his journey and return the following season, but braving atrocious conditions, Fuchs
carried on and succeeded, a total journey of 2158 miles in 99 days. A very fine copy.
Inscribed, with additional photographs. a family copy
452. GOULD (Laurence McKinley). Cold. The Record Of An Antarctic Sledge Journey.

Numerous illustrations. First edition. 8vo., original cloth, dust jacket. New York
Brewer, Warren & Putnam. 1931.

£2,750

Inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘This is Jean Rice’s copy of Cold. I know because I the
author gave it to her with all my heart Larry G_____ December 28th 1936’. Jean was
Gould’s sister-in-law, he having married Margaret Rice in 1930. She attended Carleton
College in Michigan and stayed with her sister and brother in law there, and the
inscription of this book dates from this period.
In a plain envelope stuck to the inside back cover are a collection of 46 small
photographs from the expedition, and one depicting a scene in Cambridge in 1936
showing the author in a group photograph. Loosely inserted is the original typewritten
citation for Gould’s medal presentation ceremony at the Explorers Club in New York, a
photograph of Gould on a later commemorative journey to the South Pole, and two cards
from Bob Bartlett the celebrated arctic voyager. Gould was second in command of the
Byrd Antarctic expedition.
Cloth darkened at the edges with a very good dust wrapper, with three very small closed
tears, and a small area of abrasion.
453. JACKSON (F.G.) The Great Frozen Land. Edited from his Journals by Arthur Montefiore.

Folding maps, illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth. London, Macmillan. 1895. £250
Signed on the half title page ‘F. G. Jackson’, with his ownership stamp ‘F. G. Jackson.
Major’ to the front free endpaper, the second front free endpaper, and the half title page.
The author has also annotated the text in places, the frontispiece annotated in pencil
‘impossible seat’ over the image of the author seated on a sledge, two of the maps have
‘Jackson Island’ added in red ink, on page 36, in the same red ink there are three lines
added about Jackson Island, and on page 272 he has annotated with the word ‘nonsense’
a phrase in a letter from Alfred Harmsworth to Arthur Montefiore about an expedition by
Harmsworth “I offered him the leadership of the expedition”. After his epic journey by
sledge across Siberia, the subject of this book, he took part in the Harmsworth-Jackson
expedition to explore Franz Josef Land. It was on this expedition that Jackson was
contacted by Fridtjof Nansen, who had been missing for three years, but was able to
return home thanks to the help of Jackson.
Maggs Bros Ltd
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Covers rubbed and dented, inner hinges weak, text foxed, contemporary newspaper
clipping with a review of this book pasted to the front free endpaper.
454. KHUN DE PROROK (Byron). SHACKLETON (Sir Ernest). South. The Story of Shackleton’s

Last Expedition 1914–1917.
Folding map, numerous illustrations. Second US edition. 8vo., cloth. New York,
Macmillan. 1920.

£500

With a most unusual forged presentation inscription, by the putative recipient on the
front free endpaper ‘To Byron Khun de Prorok Laleham College, England in grateful thanks
for his efforts, & of those of his school companions for the gift of sledge No. 6 that went
on with Spencer-Smith until his death from exhaustion. (?) 184 degrees – (?) Hill 149
degrees March 9, 1916. Sincerely yours Ernest Shackleton Nov 1920’.
Byron Khun de Prorok, a bogus self-publicising Count of American Polish stock,
apparently brought up in Pennsylvania and educated in Geneva, made several
expeditions in North Africa, mainly in the Sahara region. He presented papers to The Royal
Geographical Society, who eventually ended his membership for exceeding their fantasy
quota, his involving quests for the lost city of Atlantis and King Solomon’s mines. He
published four moderately successful populist books about his expeditions and
archaeology, all of which earned the most scathing reviews in the specialist journals –
“From an archaeological standpoint this work is non-existent. As a reference book it is
useless” (American Journal of Archaeology); “As the author truly says (p. 36), “ the germ
of enthusiasm is virulent”; it devastates spelling, scholarship, historical perspective
impartially, and infects the reader too with a delirious inconsequence, the nightmare
feeling that it doesn’t much matter what happens next” (The Geographical Journal)
Did Khun de Prorok manufacture this as evidence of his intimacy with the great of the
expedition world, or for sale? There are some odd questions about it, such as the
invention of “Laleham College, England” – Thomas Arnold’s first prep school was in
Laleham House, but it was demolished in the 1860s, and Laleham School (a special needs
school) in Ramsgate is an unlikely candidate.
We are very grateful to the Royal Geographical Society for having supplied samples of
Prorok’s hand, confirming that this inscription is by him.
455. MACMILLAN (Donald) Four Years in the White North.
Frontispiece, 65 illustrations and 3 maps. First edition. 8vo., cloth. New York,
Harper. 1918.
£200
A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To Ensign Tom Woods
withthe compliments of the Author D.B. MacMillan In memory of pleasant days at
Aviation Beach and at Hampton Roads ’29’.
The story of an expedition led by MacMillan, a veteran Arctic explorer, to find and map
Crocker Island, reported to have been seen from the air by Robert Peary. It was in fact a
hoax, but the expedition did map Axel Heiberg and the Parry Islands, took a large number
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of photographs, and did important research on the native peoples and natural habitat of
the region.
Cloth a little worn, the back dull and with a small stain, the text a trifle browned, the
inner joints weak.
456. [MACMILLAN (Donald)]. PEARY (Robert). ROOSEVELT (Theodore), introduction. The

North Pole. Its Discovery in 1909 under the Auspices of the Peary Arctic Club.
Coloured frontispiece and 7 coloured plates, large folding map, numerous
illustrations. First trade edition. Large 8vo., original pictorial cloth, lettered in gilt,
t.e.g. New York, Frederick A. Stokes. 1910.

£500

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper by the Arctic explorer
DonaldMacMillan ‘Ak-su-nai! (May you be strong) Eskimo greeting Donald MacMillan’.
Macmillan features heavily in this book, a record of Peary’s 1908 expedition to the North
Pole, in which Macmillan had to turn back at 84 degrees 29’, his heels frozen. He made
over thirty expeditions to the Arctic, travelling over 300,000 miles, and came to know the
native peoples of Labrador and Greenland well, interesting himself in their cultures and
welfare.
Glue stains to the front pastedown, from a now absent bookplate, frontispiece creased,
but a very fine copy.
457. MAWSON (Sir Douglas). The Home of the Blizzard. Being the Story of the Australasian

Antarctic Expedition, 1911–1914.
Volume one only (of two). Portrait frontispiece, numerous illustrations, maps and plans.
First edition. Large 8vo., pictorial cloth, lettered in gilt. London, William
Heinemann. 1915.
£2,000
A presentation copy, inscribed on the third front free endpaper ‘To Lord Denman
inwarm appreciation of great help afforded the Expedition – from Douglas Mawson 15th
March /15’. Lord Denman was the Governor-General of Australia from 1911 to 1914, and
a patron of this expedition, which named a newly discovered glacier on Queen Mary
Island after him.
Sir Ernest Shackleton, who introduced Mawson to the Antarctic, said of his
achievement ‘Over 2000 miles of hitherto unknown coastline he has now mapped. Long
journeys have been made into the interior of the great frozen continent; observations
have been taken under immensely hard conditions of great scientific importance… [and]
notable significance for the economic world. He is the first man to use wireless
installation in the Antarctic… Indeed, science has everything to be grateful for in Dr
Mawson’s achievement, and nothing in which to find disappointment’. Spine faded and
creased, hinges weak.
458. NANSEN (Fridtjof). Norway and the Union with Sweden.

First English edition. Small 8vo., cloth. London, Macmillan and Co. 1905.

Maggs Bros Ltd
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A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To the AttorneyGeneralWm. H. Moody with the compliments of Fridtjof Nansen Lysaker 22 June 1905’.
Moody was Secretary of the US Navy from 1902–4, and US Attorney General from 1904–
6, both under President Theodore Roosevelt. Nansen was an ardent supporter of the
movement for Norway to gain its independence from Sweden, and it would seem likely
that this gift was a political manoeuvre, hoping for support from the American
Government. After a referendum Norway gained its independence, and Nansen became
the Norwegian Ambassador in London, where he took the opportunity to attend meetings
of the Royal Geographical Society, and other such learned bodies. Spine very slightly
faded and rubbed.
459. NANSEN (Fridtjof). In Northern Mists. Arctic Exploration in Early Times.

Two volumes. Tipped in coloured frontispiece to each volume, complete with tissue
guards, numerous illustrations and maps to the text. First edition. 4to., original
pictorial cloth gilt. London, William Heinemann. 1911.
£1,800
A presentation copy, inscribed on the half title page of volume one ‘To Mrs. G.
Lewisfrom her friend Fridtjof Nansen London Nov. 3rd. 1911’. Volume two inscribed on
the front free endpaper in a clerk’s hand ‘For Mrs. George Lewis in sincere friendship from
the publisher 2 (?) 1911’.
Roland Huntford writes in his biography of Nansen (who had a vigorous love life):
‘Nansen had at last moved out of his hotel into suitable rooms. They were modest
enough, in a block of service flats at 36 Victoria Street, convenient for Parliament,
Whitehall, the Foreign Office, and Buckingham Palace. The premises had been found by
an admirer called Marie Lewis. She was the German-born daughter in law of Sir George
Lewis, a famous (or infamous) Jewish criminal lawyer, who belonged to King
Edward’s raffish set, had infiltrated the underworld, had saved his Majesty himself from
various scrapes, and was said to know enough to ruin half the Dukes and Duchesses of
England. During the summer, Nansen had broken a genuine engagement with Scott
Keltie, where he would have been introduced to Capt Scott, in order to go down and see
Marie Lewis at the seaside resort of Sheringham instead. ‘I cannot blame you’ was Keltie’s
mild reproach. ‘I think Sheringham is an excuse for committing any crime’. For her part,
Ms Lewis had reported to Nansen chattily after his departure: ‘we have been bathing
every day and of course my sister has missed you in the water and also for giving her the
finishing touches with powder’.
An excellent copy, one very small nick to the head of the spine of volume one, corners
very slightly bumped, edges finger-marked.
460. NOBILE (Umberto). Le Pôle. Aventure de ma Vie.

Illustrations. First French edition. 8vo., white cloth, dust jacket. Paris, Fayard.
1974.

£150

Translated from the original Italian edition by Gabrielle Cabrini.
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A presentation copy, inscribed on the title page ‘Al dottor Hans (illegible) con gratitudine
Umberto Nobile 1974’.
Nobile was an aeronautical engineer and a particular expert on semi-rigid airships. He
considered them ideally suited for his ambition to use them for Arctic exploration, and in
1926, with Roald Amundsen and Lincoln Ellsworth, piloting his own dirigible the ‘Norge’,
he succeeded in flying over the North Pole from Spitsbergen to Alaska. On a subsequent
flight he crashed, with the loss of 17 lives, Nobile and 7 others surviving. A huge multi
national rescue effort was launched, and a rescue effected. Roald Amundsen had set out
to find Nobile, but his aeroplane disappeared and he was never seen again.
Dust jacket slightly nicked and creased at the head of the spine.
461. [PRIESTLEY (Raymond E.)] SWINBURNE (Algernon Charles). Astrophel and other Poems.

First edition. 8vo., original dark green cloth, lettered in gilt. London, Chatto &
Windus. 1894.

£150

Ownership inscription of the Gloucestershire born geologist Raymond Edward Priestley,
who was part of Shackleton’s Nimrod expedition from 1907 and later survived the illfated
Terra Nova expedition.
This copy is inscribed by Priestley on the front free endpaper: ‘Ray E Priestley, 1907
Antarctic Expedition, Cape Royds, Victoria Land, Antarctica, Winter Quarters 1907–
08’, with the terminal 32–page publisher’s catalogue dated February 1894. 1500 copies
were printed. Wise 100.
Ownership inscription to the title page ‘T. Vere Bayne. Ch. Ch. 27 Apr. 1894’. Bayne
was a friend to Charles Lutwidge Dodgson from childhood, both men going on to study
and work at the same Oxford College. The National Portrait Gallery owns a portrait
photograph of Bayne taken by Dodgson.
Endpapers slightly foxed, as usual, otherwise an excellent copy.
462. SCOTT (Capt. R.F.) The Voyage of the Discovery.

1 large folding map in rear pocket of volume one, that to volume two missing,
photogravure frontispieces & 12 colour plates, with further plates & many illustrations
in the text. 2 volumes. First edition. Large 8vo., blue cloth gilt, rebacked using the
original spines, t.e.g., others untrimmed. London, Smith, Elder &
Co. 1905.
£4,500
A presentation copy, inscribed on the half title page ‘The Revd. G.F. Holden. With
theauthor’s thanks for much kindness shown to his Mother during anxious times RF
Scott Oct 28th 1905.’ The inscription to a clergyman must refer, in addition to a
mother’s natural anxieties over her adventurous son, to her strong religious principles.
Scott wrote to his much loved mother Hannah in 1910 on setting out from New Zealand
“My own dearest Mother I quite understand and anticipate your anxiety concerning
our spiritual welfare. I read the Church service every Sunday on our voyage to
Melbourne and I propose to do the same with equal regularity throughout the voyage.
You need not have any anxiety on this point”.
Maggs Bros Ltd
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Small printed bookplate to both front pastedowns of F.W. Drake. Covers spotted,
inner hinges strengthened.
463. SCOTT (Captain R.F.) The Voyage of the Discovery.

2 large folding maps in rear pockets, photogravure frontispieces & 12 colour plates, with
further plates & many illustrations in the text. 2 volumes. First edition. Large 8vo.,
original blue cloth gilt, t.e.g., others untrimmed. London, Smith, Elder & Co.
1905.
£5,500
A presentation copy, inscribed on the half title page ‘William Smythe from the authorities of the Expedition R.F. Scott Oct 12. 1905’. A record of the British National Antarctic
Expedition of 1901–1904, its main purpose being scientific and geographical research,
no serious attempt being made on the Pole. The expedition was regarded as a success,
but was compromised by Scott’s insistence on the superiority of man-pulled sleds over
the use of dogs, an attitude which baffled many of the experienced Scandinavian
explorers.
Petty Officer First Class William Smythe was a member of the crew of the Discovery,
and the baldness of the inscription possibly betrays a froideur caused by his
disappearance from the ship while docked in New Zealand: he eventually reappeared, but
was recommended for demotion to Able Seaman. Scott also used the slightly odd word
“authorities” in his inscription to the cook Charles Clark: Clark however also got Scott’s
personal best wishes.
Covers rubbed on the extremities, a few gatherings slightly loose, rear hinge of volume
two tape-stained, the tape now absent, front hinge a little weak, both volumes slightly
foxed.
464. [SHACKLETON (Sir Ernest)]. CRASHAW (Richard). The English Poems.

Frontispiece. First edition. Small 8vo., cloth, t.e.g. London, Methuen & Co.
1901.

£500

A presentation copy, from the explorer Sir Ernest Shackleton, inscribed on the frontfree
endpaper ‘S.H.D from her friend E.H.S April 1912’. Possibly inscribed to a member of
his wife Emily Dorman’s family, although it is not to an immediate relative. Shackleton,
a poet himself, enjoyed a life-long passion for English poetry, saying that his favourite
poets, Tennyson and Browning, were ‘vital mental medicine’, so it is no surprise to see
him presenting the metaphysician Crashaw as a gift.
From the library of Duff Cooper, with his bookplate by Rex Whistler to the front
pastedown.
465. [SHACKLETON (Edward, Lord)]. HATTERSLEY-SMITH (Geoffrey). North of Latitude Eighty.

The Defence Research Board in Ellesmere Island.
Folding map in rear pocket, illustrations. First edition. 8vo., original pictorial card
wrappers. Ottawa, Defence Research Board. 1974.
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A presentation copy, inscribed on the title page ‘To Lord Shackleton – a real
Northerner,whose expedition pioneered the Gilman glacier – with best wishes
Geoffrey HattersleySmith’. Edward Shackleton, a Labour politician, inherited a taste for
exploration from his famous father, Sir Ernest. In 1934 he organised the Oxford
University Ellesmere Land expedition, and as a much older man became President of
the Royal Geographical Society.
An account of field research in North Ellesmere Island, which begins with a history of
exploration in the region.
466. [SHACKLETON (Sir Ernest)]. MURRAY (James). MARSTON (George). Antarctic Days.

Sketches of the homely side of Polar life by two of Shackleton’s men. Introduced by Sir
Ernest Shackleton.
4 tipped-in coloured plates, with tissue guards, 32 photographic plates, illustrations in the
text. First edition, the Edition de Luxe, limited to 250 copies, this copy
number 85. 4to., cloth, pictorial panel to upper cover, bevelled edges, t.e.g., others
untrimmed. London, Andrew Melrose. 1913.
£4,500
Signed on the half title by Shackleton, Murray and Marson. In the introduction Shackleton
writes ‘For the first time an unofficial, and therefore more human document, is presented
to the public … I would advise anyone who wants to get to the kernel of the life of a Polar
explorer to read the book’.
George Marston went twice on expeditions with Shackleton as official artist, Murray,
a biologist, was with Shackleton on the Nimrod expedition, where he was put in charge
of the base camp.
Covers bowed, corners and spine rubbed and spotted, lettering on the spine faded.
467. STEFANSSON (Vilhjalmur). Hunters of the Great North.

2 Folding maps, frontispiece, illustrations. First edition. 8vo., original pictorial cloth.
New York, Harcourt, Brace and Company. 1922.

£80

A presentation copy, inscribed on the title page ‘To Alfred M. Collins from his friend
Vilhjalmur Stefansson (illegible, probably a place name) May 27 1926’. Later inscription in
red ink on the front pastedown ‘66 For the Collins Memorial Episcopal Academy
Philadelphia, Pa’, presumably honouring the presentee, a Philadelphia citizen who
corresponded often with Stefansson. Stefansson was born in Canada to Icelandic parents,
and made three lengthy journeys to the Canadian and Alaskan Arctic regions, where he
became interested in the lives of the native peoples he encountered, on which he
published many books. His behaviour on those expeditions, and his eccentric opinions on
meat only diets make him a controversial figure still, subject to ridicule by some, and
celebrated by others for his accounts of his experiences with native peoples. Spine faded,
the lettering faint, fore edge dented.
468. STEFANSSON (Vilhjalmur). Hunters of the Great North.
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2 folding maps, frontispiece, illustrations. Reprint. 8vo., original pictorial cloth, priceclipped dust jacket. New York, Harcourt, Brace and Company. nd.
£80
A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To Julian, a book to tell
himwhat a first northern year seemed like to his friend Stef, Hanover, New Hampshire
9 March 1960’.
Dust jacket a little soiled, nicked at the head of the spine with some small loss.
469. STEFANSSON (Vilhjalmur). The Northward Course of Empire.

With illustrations and a map. First edition. 8vo., original green cloth. New York,
MacMillan. 1924.

£80

Inscribed on the leaf before the preface to V.S. Pritchett: ‘To V.S. Pritchett to carry on a
conversation that was very pleasant to Vilhjalmur Stefansson. 17 Grove Street. Sept 14
1925’. With Pritchett’s small library sticker on the front pastedown.
Cloth marked and worn.
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SECTION 7. MOUNTAINEERING
470. FRANCO (Jean). Makalu.

Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., original pictorial wrappers, largely unopened. Paris,
Arthaud. 1955.
£350
A presentation copy, inscribed on the half title page ‘A Monsieur Rutschmann en
toutesympathie J Franco le 27.1. 1956’. Complete with the loosely inserted 4 page list
of illustrations.
Makalu is the fifth highest mountain in the world and a severe test of mountaineering
skills. Franco and his almost entirely French team achieved the first ascent, the whole
team, over several days, making the summit. Covers slightly rubbed on the extremities.
471. FRESHFIELD (Douglas W.) Round Kangchenjunga.

A Narrative of Mountain Travel and Exploration. 2 large folding maps, 1 panorama,
40 plates, and 1 map and 1 illustration in the text. First edition. 8vo. Original red
pictorial cloth, gilt, edges untrimmed London, 1903.
£1,100
A presentation copy, inscribed opposite the half title page ‘To Lady Constance Leslie with
Douglas Freshfield’s kind regards December 1903’, with, pasted to the same endpaper, a
three page ALS dated Oct 16.03 referring to the book and mentioning the British
campaign in Tibet ‘I am afraid Curzon will not loot Lhasa! One would almost be tempted
to start were there a chance’.
Lady Constance Leslie, born Damer, was the daughter of Minnie Seymour, who was
allegedly a daughter of George IV and his mistress, Mrs Maria Fitzherbert.
Freshfield, a very fine mountaineer, relates here the first tour of the Kangchenjunga
Group by Europeans. He claimed that his object in writing was ‘not so much to offer
another tale of mountaineering adventure as to provide an account of the scenery and
glacial features of the Kangchenjunga Group that may be serviceable to Alpine climbers
and men of science...’. Yakushi, F124a.
Covers lightly soiled, extremities rubbed.
472. HARRER (Heinrich). FLEMING (Peter), introduction. Seven Years in Tibet.

Translated by Richard Graves. Coloured frontispiece, black and white illustrations. First
edition, second impression. 8vo., cloth, price-clipped dust jacket. London,
Rupert Hart-Davis. 1953.
£120
Signed on the front free endpaper ‘H. Harrer’, under which he has signed his name in
Tibetan.
Harrer, an Austrian mountaineer and athlete, was part of a four-man team which
made the first ascent of the North face of the Eiger, for which he was congratulated by
Adolf Hitler. Harrer was in fact a member of the Nazi party and the SS, which in later life
he put down to naiveté and political inexperience. He achieved lasting fame with this
book, about his beloved Tibet, which he entered in 1944 after escaping from a British
Maggs Bros Ltd
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prisoner of war camp in India. He became fluent in the Tibetan language, and was
appointed a government official by the Dalai Lama, to whom he became a tutor and
friend.
Dust jacket rubbed and torn, repaired on the reverse with yellowing tape, torn on the
lower rear panel with some loss, some foxing to the preliminaries.
473. HERZOG (Maurice). Annapurna. Premier 8000.

Illustrations. Reprint. 8vo., quarter blue calf over rexine boards, gilt. Grenoble,
Cercle du Bibliophile. nd.

£120

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘Pour Yehudi Menuhin, en lui
disant que si l’on voit ce que j’ai en (illegible), je sais, personellement, ce que j’ai en plus,
grace à lui, aujourd’hui, j’ai davantage encore. En témoignage d’admiration et d’amitié.
Maurice Herzog Chamonix, le 14.8.75’. Book label of Yehudi and Diana Menuhin pasted
opposite.
First published in 1951, (this copy is an undated reprint of the 1966 Cercle du
Bibliophile edition), Herzog’s account of the first expedition to conquer a mountain
measuring over 8000 metres has sold more copies than any other book on
mountaineering.
474. HILLARY (Edmund). High Adventure.

Maps by A. Spark, illustrations by George Djurkouic. First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust
jacket. London, Hodder and Stoughton. 1955.
£150
Signed in ink on the front free endpaper ‘E.P.Hillary’.
High Adventure is Hillary’s account of how he arrived at the summit of Everest with
Tenzing Norgay, the first confirmed ascent of the world’s highest mountain. He tells of his
early experiences in the mountains of his native New Zealand, and of the vital
reconnaissance missions made two years before his success.
Dust jacket nicked, rubbed and worn at the head of the spine and the edges of the
back cover, with some small loss.
475. HUNT (John). The Ascent of Everest.

Illustrations. First edition, second impression. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London,
Hodder and Stoughton. 1953.

£180

Signed on the title page ‘John Hunt 29.5.53 – 14.6.78’. Loosely inserted an ALS on RGS
notepaper, dated 14.6 ‘Dear Mr. Trussler, herewith in response to your letter. I hope it
makes a good price for the R.N.L.I Yours sincerely John Hunt. President the R.G.S.’.
Chapter sixteen, ‘The Ascent’, contributed by Edmund Hillary, who, with Tenzing Norgay,
reached the summit.
A fine copy, the head and tail of the spine of the dust jacket just nicked.
476. NOYCE (Wilfrid). The Springs of Adventure.
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Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London, John Murray. 1958. £80
Signed on the front free endpaper ‘Wilfrid Noyce’. Noyce was a very accomplished
mountaineer who was a member of the expedition which first climbed Everest in 1953,
the leader of the expedition, John Hunt, saying ‘Wilfred Noyce is a schoolmaster and
author, built on the same model as Lowe. Aged 34, he was, at the outbreak of the war in
1939, one of our foremost young mountaineers, with a very fine record of difficult
routes in the Alps and on our own crags to his credit’.
Spine faded and spotted, edges foxed and dusty, dust jacket soiled, nicked at the head
of the spine, one small tear to the top edge.
477. RUTTLEDGE (Hugh). Everest 1933.

3 folding maps, map and illustrations. First edition. Large 8vo., cloth. London,
Hodder & Stoughton. 1934.

£350

Signed by Hugh Ruttledge and Frank Smythe, beneath their portrait photographs.
Ruttledge was the leader of the expedition, but at the age of 48 and with a gammy leg
he was advised not to attempt the upper reaches of Everest. It was Smythe who came
closest to succeeding, his ascent to 28,120 feet without supplementary oxygen standing
as a record for many years. This was the expedition on which Irvine’s ice axe was found,
having lain there since Mallory and Irvine perished near the summit. Smythe claimed that
from a distance he had seen a body near the summit, and guessed that it might be
Mallory.
Ownership inscription to the front free endpaper of Norah Perriam, who worked for
the literary agents Christy and Moore, head of the spine torn clumsily repaired, some
foxing.
478. SHIPTON (Eric). Upon that Mountain.

Maps and illustrations. Second edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London, Hodder and
Stoughton. 1943.
£350
Signed on the front free endpaper ‘EE Shipton Nov 1944’. Foreword by Geoffrey
Winthrop Young. Shipton was one of the most experienced climbers of his generation,
and knew more than most about the Himalayan mountain ranges. He was critical of the
huge size of most of the expeditions of his day, his preference being for a small team of
skilled men. He was also almost alone in his day in worrying about the environmental
effect of organised expeditions, and concerned himself with the welfare of the native
porters.
Some pencilled annotations to the foreword and the list of chapters. 3 newspaper
clippings on Shipton loosely inserted.
Covers spotted, dust jacket nicked and frayed on the top edge, front pastedown
creased.
479. TENZING NORGAY. After Everest. An Autobiography as told to Malcolm Barnes.

Numerous illustrations. First edition. 8vo., dust jacket. London, Allen and Unwin.
Maggs Bros Ltd
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1977.

£350

Signed on the title page ‘Tenzing Norgay 2/6/77’.
With Edmund Hillary, Tenzing became, at his seventh attempt, the first confirmed
conqueror of Everest, an experience of which he writes “At that great moment for which
I had waited all my life my mountain did not seem to me a lifeless thing of rock and ice,
but warm and friendly and living,” An excellent copy.
480. [TENZING NORGAY]. Himalayan Mountain Journal. Volume IX.

Illustrations, (2 folding). First edition. 8vo., original card wrappers. Darjeeling,
Himalayan Mountaineering Institute. 1974.

£650

A presentation copy, from one great mountaineer to another, inscribed on the front free
endpaper ‘To my best friend – Eric Shipton who made me GREAT. I am very grateful to
meet him after many years, wish him long life, good health. Yours truely(sic) Tenzing
Norgay. 6.11.76. (Tenzing) Darjeeling 6th 1976’. This issue of the journal contains a
‘Record of Darjeeling Sherpas’, including of course Tenzing.
Tenzing met Shipton for the first time as a nineteen year old on the 1935 expedition
to Everest, Shipton writing of him ‘but there was one Tibetan lad of nineteen, a
newcomer, chosen largely because of his attractive grin. His name was Tensing Norgay –
or Tensing Bhotia as he was generally called’. Shipton was a very experienced
mountaineer, who either led or took part in 5 expeditions to Everest, helping pave the
way for Tenzing and Hillary’s successful attempt in 1953.
Typed note on Tenzing pasted to front pastedown, spine very rubbed, top edge
inkstained.
481. TILMAN (H.W.). The Ascent of Nanda Devi.

2 maps, (one folding), illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, pictorial dust jacket.
Cambridge, Cambridge University Press. 1937.

£750

Inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘With the compliments of the author HW Tilman
11.11.37’. Foreword by Dr. T.G. Longstaff, who writes ‘... the finest mountain ascent yet
made, either in the Himalaya or anywhere else. It so happens that, besides being very
difficult, Nanda Devi is also the highest mountain that has yet been climbed to the top.
This is the story of a self-sufficing party of friends who provided their own finance and
eschewed publicity’. His second book, and rare inscribed: he was a famously reticent
character, and summed up the ecstacy of “summiting” on Nanda Nevi with the famous
phrase “I believe we so far forgot ourselves as to shake hands on it.” Front cover dented,
both covers rubbed and lightly soiled, dust jacket soiled, torn on the top of the spine.
482. WHYMPER (Edward). A Guide to Zermatt and the Matterhorn.

Folding map, 2 folding plans, maps and illustrations. Twelfth edition. 8vo., original printed
wrappers, housed in a folding box. London, John Murray. 1908.
£250
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Inscribed on the front cover ‘Edward Whymper his book -’. Ownership inscription written
vertically up the front cover of J. Rutter Williamson, a member of the Royal Army Medical
Corps in the First World War, and author of ‘The Healing of the Nations: On Medical
Missions’, published 1899.
Spine rubbed with some small loss, glue-stained from the removal of a tape repair.
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SECTION 8. SPACE EXPLORATION
483. ALDRIN (Edwin E.) WARGA (Wayne). Return to Earth.

Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., quarter cloth over paper boards, price-clipped dust
jacket. New York, Random House. 1973.
£80
Signed on the title page ‘Buzz Aldrin’, the second person to walk on the moon.
484. APOLLO ASTRONAUTS. CORTRIGHT (Edgar M.) editor. Apollo Expeditions to the Moon.

Illustrations. First edition. Large 4to., pictorial cloth. Washington, NASA.
1975.

£2,500

Inscribed on the half title page by 7 of the Apollo Programme Astronauts to Jacques Ros,
a Dutch author and collector:
‘To Jack with best wishes Charles Conrad Cdr. Apollo XII’,
‘To Jack with best wishes Buzz Aldrin’,
‘Jacques His Love from the Moon Jim Irwin Apollo 15’, with a tiny sketch of a crescent
moon,
‘To Jack – Enjoyed our visit Alan Bean Apollo XII’,
‘To Jacques Ros with warm regards Edgar Mitchell Apollo 15’,
‘To Jack with all the best to tell the right story! Dave Scott’,
‘To Jacques and the future! Jack Schmitt Apollo 17’, with three cut signatures pasted
to the same page:
‘Gene Cernan’, annotated in a different hand ‘Apollo XVII’,
‘Charles M. Duke’, and ‘Neil Armstrong’, annotated in another
hand ‘Apollo XI’. Spine soiled, covers rubbed.
485. [FEOKTISTOV (Konstantin)]. Aviation and Cosmonautics. Special edition October 1964.

Soviet People conquer space again, a new Soviet spaceship ‘Voskhod’.
First edition. Tall 8vo., original wrappers, stapled as issued, housed in a folding box.
Moscow, Krasnaja Zvevda. 1964.
£100
Signed by Konstantin Feoktistov by his printed name on the title page.
This mission was the first to carry more than one astronaut into space, the crew being
Feoktistov, Vladimir Komarov, and Boris Yegorov. Feoktistov, whose only space flight this
was, was primarily an engineer, and played a prominent role in the early days of Soviet
space exploration.
Covers ceased and rubbed, title page slightly stained.
486. [GAGARIN (Yuri)]. Le Célèbre Vostok, premier vaisseau cosmique habité.

Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., pictorial wrappers, stapled as issued, housed in a folding
box. np (Paris), Editions de l’Agence de Presse Novosti. (1965).
£875 Signed
inside the front cover ‘Gagarin’ (in Russian) in red ball point pen. A model of the Vostok,
the craft in which Gagarin became the first man into space, was displayed at the 1965
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Paris Air Show, but was not accurate, the Soviets wishing to conceal the design from the
Americans.
First few leaves cockled, top wrapper slightly creased.
487. IRWIN (James B.) EMERSON (William A.) To Rule the Night.

Illustrations. Mass market paperback edition. Small 8vo., pictorial laminated wrappers,
housed in a folding box. New York, Ballantine Books. 1974.
£80
A presentation copy, inscribed on the half title page ‘To S. Lind my Very Best Wishes for
Your Life Jim Irwin’.
Irwin, astronaut and test pilot, was the eighth person to walk on the moon. Tipped in
Irwin’s printed card as CEO of the High Flight Foundation.
488. OBERTH (Hermann). Die Rakete zu den Planetenräumen.

3 folding plates, illustrations to the text. Second edition. 4to., original printed wrappers,
housed in a folding box. München und Berlin, R. Oldenbourg.
1923.
£1,250
Signed on the title page ‘H.Oberth’.
Oberth is one of the founding fathers of the science of Rocketry, in which he interested
himself from a young age. He attended the University of Heidelberg and submitted his
dissertation, which became this book, but was rejected. He persevered, and was
responsible in the second world war, with Wernher von Braun, for the development of
the V2 terror weapon. In the mid 1950s in the USA he joined up again with von Braun to
help develop the Saturn V rocket, which took men to the moon.
Covers nicked and rubbed, small tears to the back cover, spine recently strengthened
with clear tape.
489. SHEPARD (Alan). SLAYTON (Deke). Moon Shot. The Inside Story of America’s Race to the

Moon.
Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. Atlanta, Turner Publishing.
1994.

£100

Signed on the title page ‘Alan Shepard’. Shepard was the first American into space, and the
fifth man to walk on the moon, where he briefly played golf.
490. SOYUZ 4/5 COSMONAUTS. Vstrecha nad Planetoy. (A meeting over the Planet).

Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., pictorial wrappers, housed in a folding box. Moscow,
Pravda. 1969.
£150
Signed by each of the cosmonauts underneath their respective photographs: Boris Volyov,
Aleksei Yeliseyev, Vladimir Shatalov, and Yevgeney Khrunov.
‘The world’s first space mission involving the transfer of a crew between two spacecraft
began with the launch of Commander Shatalov aboard Soyuz 4. A day later Commander
Volynov shuttled the EVA crew of Yeliseyev and Khrunov into earth orbit aboard Soyuz 5. A
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day after that Soyuz 4 docked with Soyuz 5. Khrunov and Yeliseyev transferred to and
returned in Soyuz 4, the feat they had hoped to accomplish in the cancelled Soyuz 2 flight
almost two years earlier. Officially the flight conducted scientific, technical and medicobiological research, checking and testing of onboard systems and design elements of space
craft, docking of piloted space craft and construction of an experimental space station,
transfer of cosmonauts from one craft to another in orbit’. (Encyclopedia Astronautica).
Spine and covers creased and scratched.
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SECTION 9. GENERAL TRAVEL
491. [BRASSEY (Thomas, 1st Earl Brassey)]. BRASSEY (Lady). The Last Voyage to India and

Australia in the Sunbeam.
2 folding maps, frontispiece, pictorial title page, 19 plates, illustrations to the text. First
edition. Thick 8vo., original dark blue buckram gilt, t.e.g., others untrimmed, author’s
monogram in gilt to the spine and upper cover. London, Longmans, Green
& Co. 1889.
£550
A presentation copy from Lady Brassey’s widower, inscribed on a leaf of thin
paperpasted on the left margin to the half title page ‘Madame de Falbe from Brassey’.
Lady Brassey died on this voyage, and was buried at sea, at the age of 47, in 1887. Brassey,
who finished the manuscript, was a man with the sea in his blood, and is still remembered
as the founder and first editor of ‘Brassey’s Naval Annual’, and in 1876 to 1877 is said to
have made the first circumnavigation of the world by a private yacht, the steam-assisted
three-masted topsail-yard schooner ‘Sunbeam’, the same vessel used in this journey.
Madame de Falbe was Australian by birth and published late in her life a memoir of
her early life in Parramatta. She moved to England, and married her third husband, a
Danish diplomat, the Baron de Falbe, who however died young. Although not a member
of the Royal Household she became a great friend of the Princess of Wales, whose views
on the raising of children she shared. The Princess relied on Madame de Falbe to test the
suitability for female eyes and ears of any book which her three daughters may wish to
read, or any play that they might want to see.
Old ownership inscription ‘WH Lewis’ to the reverse of the half title page. Rear endpaper
chipped, some small foxing to the preliminaries, an excellent copy.
492. CAMPBELL (Malcolm). My Greatest Adventure. Searching for Pirate Treasure in Cocos

Island.
Portrait frontispiece, illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth. London, Thornton
Butterworth Ltd. 1931.

£250

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To “Sir Roderick Jones”.With
my very best wishes Malcolm Campbell, London 2: December 1935’.
From the Spectator August 1931: “Most people would have been prepared to bet that
they knew what Sir Malcolm’s greatest adventure was, but they would have been wrong.
It was searching for pirate treasure on Cocos Island. The main attraction of the island is
the treasure of Lima, which includes a life-size statue of the Virgin and Child in gold, but
there are two other treasures buried somewhere on it, and all of them would be enough
to make the finder rich for life. The expedition in which Sir Malcolm took part
encountered many of the usual phenomena, including the proverbial had luck attending
hunters of this particular treasure, sharks, mosquitoes, and the confirmation of
clairvoyants after the event that the search had been justified, even if unsuccessful”.
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Sir Roderick Jones was forty years at Reuters, 25 of those years as the Chairman and
Managing Director.
Some light spotting to the boards.
493. CAMPBELL (Malcolm). Searching for Pirate Treasure in Cocos Island.

Illustrations. First US edition. 8vo., cloth, lettered in black. New York, Frederick A.
Stokes Company. 1932.

£250

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To William Buchanan.
Withmy grateful thanks for all he did for me whilst testing out “The Blue Bird” on Loch
Lomond. Malcolm Campbell. London 14th July 1937.’.
Campbell set new world water speed records two months after this inscription,
reaching 129.5 mph on Lake Maggiore in Italy. Boards spotted and rubbed, spine faded.
494. CHIEF STANDING BEAR. My People, The Sioux.

Portrait frontispiece, photographic illustrations, illustrations after drawings by the author.
First edition. 8vo., cloth, fore edge untrimmed. Boston, Houghton Mifflin
Company. 1928.
£150
A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To Milton J. Ferguson
fromChief – Standing Bear, (Nyato Najin) Oglala Sioux. Ohini yan nita kola always your
friend May 18th 1925’. Pasted to the half title page a TLS from the author to Mr. Ferguson,
one page dated May 21, 1926, asking for the return of some records which he had loaned
in order to expose an imposter passing himself off as Chief White Horse Eagle. Milton
Ferguson was the State Librarian in Sacramento California.
Luther Standing Bear was born in 1868, the son of a Chief, and was brought up until
the age of eleven in the ways of his tribe, after which he attended a ‘white’ school. In his
life he went from learning to hunt buffalo, witnessing the Ghost Dance uprising from the
Pine Ridge reservation, to performing with Buffalo Bill and acting in early Hollywood
movies. At all times he was keen to preserve the culture of his fellow Native Americans,
and did much to help change Government attitudes. Small stain to the margin of the
upper cover.
495. HEDIN (Sven) Across the Gobi Desert.

3 maps, 114 illustrations. First English edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London,
Routledge, 1931.

£300

Inscribed on the second front free endpaper ‘To Harvey Cushing with hearty greetings
from his friend Sven Hedin Dec 1931’. Harvey Cushing was an American neuro-surgeon,
who retired in the same year as this inscription was made. Hedin became very ill in Peking,
and was persuaded in 1929 to visit Cushing in Boston, the suspicion being that Hedin had
developed a brain tumour. Cushing was able to tell Hedin and his accompanying sister
that the suspicions were wrong, and he would not need to operate. The two men became
firm friends, evidenced by the amiable tone of their correspondence.
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Dust jacket torn at the head of the spine, back panel lightly soiled.
496. HEDIN (Sven). From Pole to Pole. A Book for Young People.

Portrait frontispiece, maps and illustrations. First English edition. 8vo., cloth, lettered in
gilt, t.e.g. London, Macmillan. 1912.
£450
A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘Sir Robert Baden-Powellfrom
his sincere friend and admirer Sven Hedin Stockholm Dec 16. 1912’. Bookplate of BadenPowell to the front pastedown, rubber stamp above it of the Boy Scouts Association. Lt.
General Baden-Powell enjoyed a long and successful career in the British Army, famously,
in the Second Boer War, defending the town of Mafeking from a lengthy siege by the
Boers. He was an expert on military reconnaissance and scouting, and wrote several books
on his speciality. Out of these books came his ‘Scouting for Boys’, the founding text of the
Boy Scout movement, of which he became the founder and leader. Sven Hedin, a Swedish
explorer and author who travelled widely through Central Asia and the Far East, was the
Chief Scout of the Swedish Scout Movement, and was visited in Sweden by Baden-Powell.
Library label removed from the spine, with resultant stain.
497. HEYERDAHL (Thor). Kon-Tiki. Across the Pacific by Raft.

Illustrations, maps to endpapers. First US edition, eighth printing. 8vo., cloth,
pictorial dust jacket. Chicago, Rand, McNally and Co. 1951.

£250

A presentation copy, inscribed on the half title page ‘To Miss Bunty Richardson in gratitude for kind assistance with Spanish text!. Best regards Thor Heyerdahl London 6/4
1951’.
Dust jacket slightly soiled, nicked and rubbed at head and tail of spine, rubbed on the
folds.
498. HEYERDAHL (Thor). Kon-Tiki. Across the Pacific by Raft.

Illustrations. Limited de Luxe edition of 350 copies, this copy number 103. 8vo., full red
morocco, lettered in gilt, gilt Polynesian mask to upper cover. London, Theodore
Brun Ltd for the Collector’s Book Club. 1950.
£250
Signed ‘Thor Heyerdahl’ on a piece of paper pasted to the reverse of the frontispiece.
Head of spine slightly chipped and rubbed, tail of spine and corners rubbed. Inscribed
to Stanley.
499. KINGSLEY (Mary H.) West African Studies.

24 photographic plates, many with 2 images. First edition. 8vo, original cloth, fore
and lower edges untrimmed. London, Macmillan. 1899.
£1,500
Inscribed on the title page ‘H.M.Stanley Esq., from his humble and respectful admirer M.
H. Kingsley’. A wonderful association copy uniting two of the leading European figures of
the day, both of whose careers were inextricably linked to Africa. Kingsley presented
West Africa in a far more interesting light than most of her contemporaries.
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In this work, she sets out her views on how it should be governed, and although she
supported the British administration, she took great offence at its efforts to convert the
locals to Christianity.
The spine very slightly faded, with a small mark.
500. LIVINGSTONE (David). Missionary Travels and Researches in South Africa; including a

Sketch of Sixteen Years’ Residence in the Interior of Africa, and a Journey from the Cape
of Good Hope to Loanda on the West Coast; thence Across the Continent, down the
River Zambesi, to the Eastern Ocean. 2 folding maps, folding frontispiece & 21 other
plates, with numerous illustrations in the text. First edition, later issue. 8vo, original
cloth, re-backed, the original back laid-down, with
some loss, in a cloth drop-back box. London, John Murray. 1857.
£3,500
Inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘Mrs. Dr. Bates with kind salutations from David
Livingstone 28th feby 1858 Glasgow’. Livingstone, who trained as a doctor after enduring
real hardships as a boy, was eventually to become the most famous name in the story of
African exploration in the nineteenth century. He did not set out as an explorer, but as a
missionary, hoping to convert the native Africans to Christianity. He failed almost
completely, there being only one person converted in his entire time on the continent.
What he did achieve was bringing the horrors of the slavery movement to public
attention, and his extraordinary feats of exploration, from crossing the Kalahari Desert to
finding a route from the upper Zambezi to the coast, which contributed a great deal to
western knowledge of central and southern Africa. In 1855, Livingstone discovered a vast
waterfall which he named ‘Victoria Falls’. From 1866 to 1873 he attempted to find the
source of the Nile, but in May 1876 he died after years of ill health.
The rear pocket empty, the map included with its companion by the binder, corners
bumped, frontispiece and one folding map torn.
501. LIVINGSTONE (David). Missionary Travels and Researches in South Africa; including a

Sketch of Sixteen Years’ Residence in the Interior of Africa, and a Journey from the Cape
of Good Hope to Loanda on the West Coast; thence Across the Continent, down the
River Zambesi, to the Eastern Ocean. 2 folding maps, one in the rear pocket, folding
frontispiece & 21 other plates, with numerous illustrations in the text. First edition, later
issue. 8vo. original cloth, re-cased with
new endpapers, in a board slipcase. London, John Murray. 1857.
£2,200
Signed on the original front free endpaper ‘David Livingstone 18th December 1857’. Small
stain to lower board.
502. NEWBY (Eric). A Traveller’s Life.

Illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London, Collins. 1982.

£80

Inscribed by the author on the title page, crossing out his printed name ‘First edition, Eric
Newby’. Loosely inserted 2 letters to Newby’s father from the family solicitor M.H. Eyre,
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the first a 2 page ALS dated 18 Augt 1938 concerning the matter of a boathouse, the
second a 4 page TLS with the last page in manuscript, dated 12th September 1938, again
mentioning the boat house, but mainly expressing fears over Mr. Newby’s son Eric
wanting to become a seaman, recalling his own bad experiences at sea, and worrying
about the effect of the boys absences on his mother. The boy was not to be put off and
at eighteen he signed on the four-masted Finnish barque Moshulu, engaged in the 30,000
mile-round grain trade between Ireland and Australia, one of the last bastions of the deep
water sailing trade. It turned out to be the last such season, and Newby’s account of it
The Last Grain Race, launched his literary career. In it he talks movingly of the impulses
that led him to it, and the understandable misgivings of his family.
A fine copy.
503. PHILBY (H.St.J.B.) Sheba’s Daughters, being a Record of Travel in Southern Arabia.

Folding map, frontispiece, 46 plates, illustrations in the text. First edition. Large
8vo., cloth, lettered and stamped in gilt. London, Methuen & Co. 1939.

£1,800

Includes an appendix by A.F.L. Beeston. A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free
endpaper ‘To H.F. Milne with the grateful thanks of HstjB Philby 12/9/39’. H.F. Milne was
the chief draughtsman for the Royal Geographical Society, and helped compile the first
(Hinks-Milne) composite map of the north and south sides of Everest in 1945. The folding
map in this volume was compiled by Milne, and Philby acknowledges this gratefully in the
preface and in the inscription. The story of Philby’s overland crossing from Saudi Arabia
to Aden, the first on record by a European, in which he is highly critical of the expansionist
policies in Aden of the British Government.
Text and endpapers foxed, the folding map torn twice on the folds, covers faded and
spotted.
504. [RANJITSINHJI]. KINCAID (Charles A.) The Land of Ranji and Duleep.

Portrait frontispiece, illustrations. First edition, limited to 250 copies on hand-made paper
signed Ranjitsinhji of Nawanagar, this copy number 192, t.e.g., others untrimmed, quarter
black cloth over green cloth boards, pictorial dust jacket.
Edinburgh, William Blackwood and Sons. 1931.
£275
Maharaja Shri Ranjitsinhji Vibhaji, Maharaja Jam Saheb of Nawanagar, was one of cricket’s
greatest ever players, playing for Cambridge University, Sussex, and England.
Dust jacket soiled, nicked at the head of the spine, one small tear to the top margin.
505. SHERIDAN (Clare). Arab Interlude.

Portrait frontispiece, illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth, dust jacket. London, Ivor
Nicholson and Watson. 1937.
£250
A presentation copy, inscribed on the frontispiece ‘Dear Rosita Forgive me for
havingcrossed your Arab trail, but as you crossed my Russian trail we’re quits! Clare Nov.
1936’. Rosita is Rosita Forbes, a travel writer and explorer who ventured into many of the
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wildest parts of the world, using an effective mixture of her own exotic appearance, and
a willingness to learn about and sympathise with those whom she met. Sheridan, a cousin
of Winston Churchill, was a sculptor who was almost as well travelled as Forbes. This book
is a record of 8 years spent living native in Biskra in the Sahara, aided by her fluency in
Arabic.
506. STANLEY (H.M.) How I found Livingstone: Travels, Adventures, and Discoveries in Central

Africa.
Wood-engraved illustrations. Three volumes. ‘Copyright edition’. Small 8vo.,
contemporary half calf over marbled boards, all edges marbled. Berlin, A. Asher &
Co. 1873.
£1,250
A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘Yours faithfully Henry
MStanley Southfield. Westbury on Trym Oct 17th 1886’. Opposite is inscribed in another
hand ‘My brother Regie had a friend, an American Major Pond, who was running Stanley’s
lecturing tour. In this way Stanley came to stay for a number of days with my parents. I
was at Cambridge, so did not meet him. My sister Effie was a guest at his wedding in 1890.
Effie and I had tea with her when she was a widow in’, the last 6 words crossed through,
a pencilled 1890? added. Bookplate of Heber Mardon, head of the printing and packaging
firm which bore his name, to pastedown of volumes two and three.
The Royal Museum for Central Africa in Belgium owns the original marriage invitation
from Stanley to Mr. Heber and Miss Mardon.
Spine and corners faded and rubbed, endpapers foxed.
507. STANLEY (Henry M.) In Darkest Africa.

or the Quest, Rescue, and retreat of Emin, Governor of Equatoria. 3 folding maps, 38
plates & 6 etchings (signed by the artist), with numerous illustrations. First edition. 2
volumes. 8vo., original pictorial cloth, housed in a cloth drop-back box.
London, Sampson Low, Marston, Searle and Rivington. 1890.
£1,700
A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To the Lord Provost Muir
ofGlasgow, for courteous hospitality and attention to the author with his special
compliments Henry M. Stanley July 3rd 1890 London’
Stanley ranks alongside Burton and Livingstone as one of the most important of the
nineteenth-century African exporers. The DNB states: “[he did] more than any other
explorer to solve the mysteries of African geography, and open up the interior of the dark
continent to European trade, settlement and administration.”
Following the fall of Khartoum, Stanley was entrusted with leading a rescue mission
since the remaining Egyptian force under Emin Pasha was thought to be in grave danger.
He was however saddled with other aims, not least to further British colonial interests in
the area from Lake Victoria to the Indian Ocean, and to explore the north-eastern sector
of the Congo State. It took the party five months to reach Wadelai only to find that Emin
Pasha did not feel the need to be rescued, having made a peace of sorts with the local
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tribes. To make matters worse, three quarters of Stanley’s rearguard en route had
perished due to lack of provisions.
Despite this failure, Stanley managed to fulfil the additional aims of the journey. He
traced the course of the Semliki River, discovered Ruwenzori, provided ethnographic data
on the Pygmies and set up the British East African Protectorate.
The lower joint to vol 1 weak, in general slightly worn, small book label of Frank Murray
to the front pastedown of volume two.
508. [STANLEY (Dorothy)]. STANLEY (Sir Henry Morton). The Autobiography of Sir Henry

Morton Stanley. Edited by his wife Dorothy.
Folding map, frontispiece, facsimile letter, illustrations. Fourth edition. Thick 4to.,
cloth, gilt. London, Sampson Low, Marston & Co. nd (1914).

£550

A presentation copy from Lady Stanley, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘The
RightHonble Thomas Burt Esq. M.P. – P.C. from his Affectionate friend Dorothy Stanley.
1915’. Dorothy Tennant, later Lady Stanley, studied at the Slade School of Art under
Edward Poynter, and became a genre and portrait painter who exhibited at the R.A. from
1886 and at the New Gallery, mainly studies of London ragged urchins, of which she
published a volume, London Street Arabs, in 1890, the year of her marriage to the
explorer Stanley. In the introduction she suggests a method of getting an ideally ragged
child. You begin by finding an ordinary specimen, and promise him a reward if he will
bring some one more ragged than himself, and so on until the apogee of scruffiness is
reached. Thomas Burt was a trade unionist and one of the earliest of working class
Members of Parliament, who served under Gladstone as Parliamentary Secretary to the
Board of Trade. He became a Privy Councillor in 1906.
Frontispiece dented, small tear to page xvii, some pencilled annotations to the
introduction.
509. STARK (Freya). Beyond Euphrates. Autobiography 1928–1933.

Double-page map on green paper, illustrations. First edition. 8vo., buckram, fore and
lower edges untrimmed, dust jacket. London, John Murray. 1951.
£280
A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘Gladys dear Freya’.
BeyondEuphrates is the second of the four volumes of Dame Freya’s autobiography, which
chronicles a very long life full of extraordinary adventures in the Middle and Near East in a
lucid, humane and idealistic manner. She was less the archaeological investigator than the
seeker after knowledge of the inhabitants and cultures of the people she met. She spoke a
great many languages, including Arabic, Turkish, and Persian, and as her godson Malise
Ruthven observed “Freya never lost her passion for acquiring fresh knowledge and new
skills. Writing, like travel, she saw as the pursuit of truth”. Dust jacket slightly frayed on the
edges, head of the spine panel just torn.
510. STARK (Freya). The Southern Gates of Arabia. A Journey in the Hadhramaut.
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2 folding maps, illustrations from photographs by the author. First edition. 8vo., cloth, fore
and lower edges untrimmed. London, John Murray. 1936.
£350
A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To Mr. Guest with affectionate and grateful thanks for much help from Freya May 1936’. Arthur Rhuvon Guest was an
accomplished Arabist who helped Stark with her original researches into Hadhramaut
history, and read the manuscript. In the acknowledgments Stark thanks Guest ‘for his
invaluable assistance during the writing of my book – an assistance to which such Islamic
learning as appears within its pages is chiefly due’. Cloth very slightly soiled.
511. [STORRS (Ronald)]. KENNINGTON (Eric). Drawing the R.A.F.

A Book of Portraits introduced by Sir Ronald Storrs. Portrait frontispiece of the artist,54
plates, of which four are in colour and tipped-in. First edition. 8vo., cloth.
London, Oxford University Press. 1942.
£150
A presentation copy from the author of the introduction ‘To Margaret and Ronald
Bottrall. Gratefully from Ronald Storrs 8 XI 49’.
From Seven Pillars of Wisdom by T.E.Lawrence: “The first of all of us was Ronald Storrs,
Oriental Secretary of the Residency, the most brilliant Englishman in the Near East, and
subtly efficient, despite his diversion of energy in love of music and letters, of sculpture,
painting, of whatever was beautiful in the world’s fruit... Storrs was always first, and the
great man among us”. Storrs, with Kennington a pallbearer at Lawrence’s funeral, was
Military Governor of Jerusalem and later Civil Governor of Jerusalem and Judea at a
crucial time in the history of the Middle East.
David Perkins, in his History of Modern Poetry, says of Bottrall ‘he saw himself as a
Mauberley-Gerontion, a poet flypapered by the age. His polished stanzas said that the
Romantic tradition is exhausted and no other exists... He was versifying the cultural views
of Pound’s poetry, and Eliot’s, but especially of literary criticism’. Margaret Bottralll was
a teacher and scholar who wrote widely on Herbert, Traherne, Blake and Hopkins. Boards
rubbed, scratched and browned.
512. THOMAS (Bertram). The Arabs. The life-story of a People who have left their deep

impress on the world.
Portrait frontispiece, 4 maps (1 folding), illustrations. First edition. 8vo., cloth.
London, Thornton Butterworth Limited. 1937.

£450

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘To Martin S. Briggs withmany
thanks for his delightful sketch on p.161 and acknowledgments of his knowledge and kindly
help which the author has profited by. Bertram Thomas May 1937.’ Loosely inserted a 2
page ALS from Thomas to Briggs, dated 21 May 1937, sending this book, as one of ‘six
advance copies’, thanking Briggs for his contribution and the loan of some illustrative
material which he will return soon, wishing Briggs’ new book well. Also loosely inserted two
newspaper clippings on Thomas.
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Bertram Thomas, a fluent Arabic speaker, was the first westerner to complete the
crossing of the ‘empty quarter’ of Arabia in 1931. T.E. Lawrence said of him “few men are
able to close an epoch. We cannot know the first man who walked the inviolate earth for
newness’ sake: but Thomas is the last; and he did his journey in the antique way, by pain
of his camel’s legs, single-handed, at his own time and cost.”
Martin S. Briggs was an architect and architectural historian, who saw service in Egypt
and Palestine during the Great War, and among his writings published ‘Muhammadan
Architecture in Egypt and Palestine’. Spine faded, covers sunned.
513. YOUNGHUSBAND (Francis E.) The Heart of a Continent: a Narrative of Travels in

Manchuria, across the Gobi Desert, through the Himalayas, the Pamirs, and Chitral,
1884–1894.
4 foldings maps, (one duplicated, one in rear pocket), illustrations. Second edition.
8vo., cloth. London, John Murray. 1896.
£450
A presentation copy, inscribed on the second front free endpaper ‘Mrs Ewart from
F.E.Younghusband April. 1896’.
Younghusband, a British Army officer, was deeply involved in what is called the
‘Great Game’ in the Asian Steppes, travelling vast distances on behalf of the British
Empire, keeping an eye on Russian plans to invade India, exploring Tibet and Chinese
Turkestan, crossing the Gobi Desert, all the while mapping his journeys and keeping
scientific records. He eventually became President of the Royal Geographical Society, and
developed a very individual belief system prompted by mystical experiences in the
Himalayas.
2 of the folding maps torn, a tired copy, rubbed and spotted, loosely inserted a folded
scrap of red paper, inscribed in Chinese characters.
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